Springfield’s Venus
masterpiece of beauty and perfection

THE SPRINGFIELD WOOLEN MILLS CO., SPRINGFIELD, TENN.

Springfield THE NAME FAMOUS IN BLANKETS
The discerning eye will quickly recognize in La Normande, the happy proportions, well considered composition and opulently carved detail that characterizes the best in Proincial from Normandy. And from Normandy and Provence came the richest expressions of the friendly, popular style we call French Provincial.

Every piece in this new bedroom group shows connoisseur taste. Every piece in rich-grained cherry, hand-rubbed and polished to a satiny sheen, has a mellow fruitwood tone that seems ages old—perfection carried out in antiqued solid brass hardware and finely carved detail.

La Normande, designed by Ralph H. Widdicombe, is a distinguished addition to Hathaway's collections of fine and beautiful furniture from which have been created so many New York interiors of great charm and distinction.

When in town from out of town visit Hathaway's, a store unique to New York. Come in as often as you like, stay as long as you want. Browse through 9 floors with no obligation but to enjoy beautiful furniture in appropriate surroundings.
Fashioned from Romantic White Pine and styled to meet the needs of modern living, this informal bedroom group by Habitant invites dreaming and assures a pleasant journey to slumberland. Only Habitant, the originator of fine knotty pine furniture, offers you a complete selection of correlated bedroom furniture, including a complete selection of dining room, bedroom, recreation room and youth's furniture. Habitant furniture, designed by Mason Walker, will blend perfectly with your decorating plans. From styling to craftsmanship, the Habitant will blend perfectly with your decorating plans. From styling to craftsmanship, the Habitant line and calling the interesting story, "The Romance of Pine."
The thread of fashion, black and brown,

runs through "cotton tweeds" by Craig—

Our newest studio ensemble—tailored with that
well-known perfection—in a handsome tweed woven of
black and brown threads highlighted by wonderful
background colors of cocoa, persimmon, olive, lemon, and oyster white—and accented with lots of toss pillows in corduroy.

Studio throw, 29.50 Zippered bolster, 17.50
Zippered flanged pillow case, (fits bed pillow), 12.50
Corduroy toss pillows, 7.50 and 9.95

Lord & Taylor, 424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N.Y.
Also at Westchester and Millburn
From the luxurious eighteenth century homes of famous Beacon Hill, Boston, stems this collection of the finest furniture of that period.

STARLING — REGENCY MAHOGANY TABLE, inlaid with rosewood, with marble top, from English design of the period 1810. DAWSON — ADAM MAHOGANY ARMCHAIR from English design of the period 1785.

DALTON — QUEEN ANNE WING CHAIR from English design of the period 1740. Mahogany legs and stretchers. ROCKWELL — REGENCY MAHOGANY CANTERBURY TABLE from English design of 1815.

GLENCOE — HEPPLEWHITE MAHOGANY POWDER TABLE, shown here, is an English design of the 1785 period — Serpentine front. ANSON — REGENCY MAHOGANY SWIVEL CHAIR from 1820 English design.

HANOVER — CHIPPENDALE MAHOGANY BREAKFRONT COMMODE from English design of the period 1790. Center top is hinged to rest on slides. Two lower drawers are single ones, simulating two. The left hand cupboard contains a partitioned bottle drawer. Each piece in the BEACON HILL COLLECTION is recreated in very limited number. To own one of these fine pieces is virtually to own an original.

The entire collection is shown in the clothbound, one hundred and eighty-five page book above.

See the elaborate book shown at the left at accredited decorators and a few of the leading stores that maintain fine furniture galleries.

There is also an abridged twenty-eight page illustrated brochure shown below, which may be obtained for twenty-five cents, by writing to: Beacon Hill Collection, 85A Albany Street, Cambridge, Mass.
There's a new sterling silver—in a great tradition.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY

Sterling

Born to be cherished, born to be loved—
Oneida Community Sterling! Important sterling—
strong, true-balanced, distinguished, created in the finest
tradition of the silver craftsman's art. Sterling you—and your
children and your children's children—will own with pride. See
Oneida Community Sterling—this new fine sterling—at your jeweler's!
Not just smart design . . . not just exciting new colors . . . not just comfort and quality—but *The Ultimate* in casual, correct, comfortable living for town house, ranch house or penthouse.

These dramatic 1953 sofas, double sofas, triple sofas and matching pieces are offered in a wide color range of smartest tweeds, textured and sculptured fabrics, with or without arms. They are *The Ultimate*—perma-cushioned with deep, button-tufted backs and oversized jumbo-welted cushions . . . design-engineered for luxurious comfort and lasting good looks . . . "First In Fashion"—and *The Ultimate*, too. See these and other new styles at your Authorized Rowe Dealer. Rowe Furniture Corporation, Salem, Va.
That Crisp, Clean Look!
Borrowing from the Italian, this flexible bridge lamp lends continental charm wherever it's used—fits into any decor.

Kind To The Eyes
If you love good clean lines, and function without frill, you'll be mad about this simple, flexible lamp with its special diffuser for perfect lighting.

LIGHTOLIER
for the NEW way of Living

Casual...practical...with an elegance all its own. That's the new way of living. Whether you live in a ranch house or a saltbox, an apartment or a penthouse, your new way of living calls for a new way of lighting. And Lightolier has it!

Lightoliers are scaled to fit your smaller rooms. They're easy to clean, easy to move. Some are space-savers...they're multi-purpose or go up on a wall. Some are flexible and twist, turn, raise, lower, at a touch of the hand. Some focus for sheer drama: Some are purely decorative. Here are a few selections. Your furniture, electrical or department store has them, and many more. Lightolier...

New York • Chicago • San Francisco
Write for booklet.
11 E. 36th St., New York City.

Neat Trick
Adjust it one way—it's junior size. Adjust it again—it's a more conventional height. Plexiglas diffuser provides soft, even lighting—top shield prevents glare.

Fixtures Are Looking Up!
Now—it's a modern diffuser type, with a smart aspen slat shade. Put chairs and table away...and presto! your fixtures go up and out of the way at a finger touch.

For The Man In Your Home
This practical reading lamp raises, lowers, swings from side to side and the shade tilts to any angle. Plexiglas diffuser softens light—kills glare.
The mellow rhythm of the "St Louis Blues" . . . the sculptured grace of contemporary dinnerware! Great music, great design . . . both born in America to live forever in the world of beauty! Here's harmony for your table . . . singing colors . . . new notes in texture and contour. Hand-crafted by Steubenville Pottery in Cedar Green, Black Chutney, Coral, Chartreuse, Granite Grey, White.

Four-piece place settings, only $1.99. Sixteen Piece Starter Set—4 cups, 4 saucers, 4 dinner plates, 4 bread-and-butter plates, $7.95. Write for brochure showing shapes, colors, prices of complete dinnerware services. Mail orders shipped express charges collect. No C.O.D. orders, please.

also available at
The F. and R. LAZARUS and Company, COLUMBUS, O. • LOVEMAN'S, BIRMINGHAM, ALA. • The HECHT Company, WASHINGTON, D.C. • FOLEY'S, HOUSTON, TEXAS • GIMBELS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
THIS BRAND NAME ON LUMBER MEANS...
Controlled Kiln-Drying...the Key to Lasting Satisfaction

Whenever a construction job is started, the owner will be greatly comforted by positive answers to these questions: Will the lumber hold its size and shape after nailing? Will it have maximum strength, hardness, and stiffness? Will it age handsomely, and not develop stains? Will it take and hold paint?

These are all important factors, if the owner is to enjoy lasting satisfaction from his building. And each one of these factors is closely related to the drying of lumber. Consequently, scientific drying is a controlled step in the manufacture of Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber.

At Weyerhaeuser mills lumber is dried in large, ultra-modern kilns. This method, under accurate control, saves much time, and results in proper and uniform dryness. It also makes possible the lower moisture content essential for many uses of lumber.

Lumber as cut from the log contains a great deal of native moisture. When this is removed the wood cells shrink. Weyerhaeuser controls this shrinkage process through precise kiln seasoning. Weyerhaeuser kiln-drying is regulated with great care and technical skill in order to resist checking, honeycombing, warping and twisting... thus providing, through means of this important phase of manufacture, lumber products of greater utility.

Look for the Weyerhaeuser 4-Square brand name to be certain that properly seasoned lumber is used in the construction of your building.

One of a series of advertisements defining the important factors contributing to the production of good lumber.

Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber and Services

Weyerhaeuser Sales Company • St. Paul 1, Minnesota
the new way
to dry clothes automatically!

fresher than all outdoors!

the new way is fresher, cleaner

An ultra-violet lamp in the new Gas clothes dryer gives you sunshine-freshness, sunshine-fragrance... leaves your clothes sweet-smelling! There's no speck of air-borne dirt on them... and no chance of germs, because the quick heat of the Gas dryer sanitizes clothes.

the new way dries faster

The new automatic Gas dryer needs no slow expensive warm-up... Gas is instantaneous, dries your clothes in minutes, and is economical for even a single load.

the new way saves sprinkling

Set the automatic controls for damp-dry, and your evenly damp clothes tumble out ready for ironing... they iron faster, too. No ironing for many things—they dry so wrinkle-free. Much fluffier towels!

the new way costs half as much

Think of it! Only half as much to run as any other automatic dryer! And because the new automatic Gas dryer frees you from one of the biggest back-breaking jobs of housework, it's one of the least expensive appliances you'll ever buy!

go see a demonstration of this marvelous

NEW way to dry clothes automatically...
at your Gas company or Gas appliance dealer's.

the latest advance in automatic clothes-drying

GAS—the modern fuel for automatic cooking...
refrigeration... water-heating... house-heating...
air-conditioning... clothes-drying... incineration

This is the

TEMCO Automatic Gas Clothes Dryer... one of several fine "makes" your Gas company or Gas appliance dealer will be glad to demonstrate to you.

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
Does nature's beauty surround a corner of your home? Then capture the whole view with Andersen Windowwalls. Let these fine wood window units flood the room with sunshine and fresh air, or stand as a wall between you and unpleasant weather. You'll find WINDOWALLS beautiful...yes, and efficient, too—efficient both as windows and as walls!

Want more information? Then write Andersen today for a free picture-treasury of window ideas showing scores of interesting ways to use WINDOWALLS.

A view of the sea. Sea breezes, too! Andersen Gliding Windows.
You can apply these wallpaper squares yourself

In step with the trend toward “do-it-yourself-decorating” are these easily-applied wallpaper squares by Wall-Dec. They are attractive in small wall spaces, as borders, on screens, and in closets. Printed on washable paper, they are 14” x 14” squares, packed in units of 27 sheets, but sold individually. Pre-cut like the pages of a book, one unit covers 36 sq. ft., or about 15% more wall space than the usual single roll of paper. If a sheet becomes smudged or torn you can replace it with a fresh one. For preparation, just set a box of squares on a card table; add a regular, well-mixed wallpaper paste; small brush for pasting; clean sponge for smoothing surfaces; a small weight hung on a string for a guide line. Wall-Dec advises that your first square be placed about 12” from ceiling or molding and the same distance from the side end of wall. Do not overlap except at corners as patterns are cut to match perfectly when edges meet on all sides. Squares come in 11 patterns, many color combinations. For shopping information write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Rondo
Cambridge’s ultra-smart new hand-cut crystal

It’s quite the newest and most exciting member in the Cambridge family of famous engraved crystal designs, is Rondo! A swirl with dazzling brilliance, its tasteful spiral pattern, hand-cut on modern shapes, is the touch of distinction for fine tables. Stemware illustrated priced about $2 each. Featured now in the glassware departments of leading stores.

Cambridge fine American hand-made crystal

“Salem” is in Sky Blue, Driftwood, Mustard, green.

“Yorktown,” a documentary on subtly-toned backgrounds.

“Shadow Leaves,” fresh in pattern and color range.

“Strato,” balloons against contrasting color blocks.


“Nantucket” traditional pattern in restful colors.
Only the original liquefier-blender... the Osterizer can bring you the full benefits of modern meal-making.

This remarkable liquefier-blender simplifies and speeds preparation of thrifty complete meals from appetizer to dessert. It works magic with leftovers; liquefies fruits and vegetables; makes mayonnaise, cheese spreads, salads, dressings; purees for soups and baby feeding — saves its cost many times over in dozens of meal-making ways. Just read what it can do — it chops, grates, grinds, pulverizes, purees, mixes, liquefies, blends, churns. Remember, there is only one OSTERIZER... look for the features listed below when you buy. See your dealer. Mail the coupon.

Only the OSTERIZER has all these seven (7) exclusive practical features:

- Only the OSTERIZER has a glass container open at both ends. This exclusive feature permits thorough and speedy removal of all ingredients from the glass container.
- Only the OSTERIZER construction permits thorough and complete cleaning of the cutting blades.
- Only the OSTERIZER container bottom is threaded to fit the standard canning jar:
  a. This feature is ideal for use in preparing baby foods; spreads, grinding coffee, grains for cereals, dried beans and peas for soups; sauces; etc.
  b. Saves time by eliminating the transfer of ingredients to another container for refrigeration or storage.
- Only the OSTERIZER has a tapered cutting well to permit constant and continuous feeding of ALL ingredients to the cutting blades. This exclusive feature permits faster, finer dry grinding, more rapid and complete liquefying-blending-mixing action.
- Only the OSTERIZER has a grip-rite seal that holds container firmly in the base — releases quickly. No posts. No slots.
- Only the OSTERIZER has a high speed powerful motor designed to perform all food processing operations with perfection.
- Only the OSTERIZER has a tapped, easy-to-clean, fully enclosed motor base.

Other famous Oster appliances for better living and perfect giving:

OSTER Portable Mixer — the only lightweight, powerful mixer for every mixing need.
OSTER Knife Sharpener — the only sharpener that sharpens both sides of the blades at once.
OSTER STIM-U-LAX Junior — the only massage instrument with suspended motor action.
OSTER AIRJET Hair Dryer — the only hair dryer with today's modern "jet" design. Faster hair-dries and shampoos.

OSTER MFG. CO., Racine, Wisconsin

Please send me complete details on the OSTERIZER and other OSTER products.

Your Name_______________________________
Address_______________________________
City______________State__________________

© 1952
Eloquently this chair says to you

Won't you sit down?

For comfort and style, this chair won the Good Design Award from the Museum of Modern Art, New York and the Merchandise Mart, Chicago.

Made of Danish beech, beautifully finished, this chair will look at home with whatever other furniture it may be placed with.

For catalogue of other beautiful chairs and sofas send 20c to Dept. H, John Stuart Inc., Fourth Ave. at 32nd St., New York 10, or send $1.00 for "This is JOHN STUART INC." 44 page book containing 231 incomparable photographs of Exceptional Furniture.

JOHN STUART INC.
NEW YORK - GRAND RAPIDS
The modern living approach has come to town. It has made today's townsman leisureed, informal, easygoing. It has created the modern apartment with the sweep of the country home.

And modern living has also come to town in the distinctive, modern Lincoln.

Here is a car designed for the times we live in. That is practical... livable... and, above all, beautiful. With a feeling of openness and spaciousness never thought possible. With magnificent interiors. And with almost 30 cubic feet in the luggage compartment alone.

Lincoln says power in its clean, action-trimmed lines. And it has more power than you may ever need in its new overhead valve high compression V-8 engine. How majestically this Lincoln rides the open highway. How effortlessly it climbs the steepest hill. How effortlessly it winds through city streets.

Whether you are living in town or country—or both—you owe it to yourself to see the new Lincoln Cosmopolitan and Capri at your dealer's showroom. Even better, accept his cordial invitation to drive the one fine car deliberately designed for modern living.

LINCOLN DIVISION-FORD MOTOR COMPANY
**Man's Pleasure** is the body-coddling comfort of a chair softly cushioned and utterly relaxing. No wonder men favor furniture that's cushioned with AIRFOAM! This wonderful new foam rubber cushioning is so superbly soft and buoyant, so blissfully restful, it brings complete relaxation to weary muscles. That's because AIRFOAM cuddles up to and supports every weary inch. It's super comfort that lasts for years!

**Woman's Treasure** is a home lovely to look at, easy to keep perfectly tidy and neat. That's why smart women want nothing but AIRFOAM cushioned furniture. This sumptuous Super-Cushioning never needs fluffing, never looks crushed after use. You can sit on it for hours and it plumps right up again without a sag or wrinkle—fresh and cool and dustless as the day it was made. It's a deep comfort to use, and a treasured joy to live with! Goodyear, Airfoam Division, Akron 16, Ohio.

**Airfoam**

SUPER-CUSHIONING BY

![Goodyear](https://example.com/goodyear.png)

**The Greatest Name in Rubber**

- Look for AIRFOAM in furniture
- cars
- footwear
- pillows
- and Englander Mattresses
newest thing in decorating: the frosted look

inspired by Wamsutta's Frosty-Tone

Supercal® sheets and towels

The mist of color drifting over your room starts with magnificent Supercal® sheets loomed in a new and beautiful way: purest white threads woven with softest pastel threads. Luxurious Wamsutta towels are frostily looped in white-and-color to harmonize. The result is so fresh, so distinguished, that it has launched an exciting new fashion in decorating. See Frosty-Tone sheets, towels and bath rugs with that special Wamsutta perfection...together with coordinated fabrics, rugs, and blankets...at fine stores everywhere.

Wamsutta Mills, New Bedford, Mass.

Frosty-Tone sheets, towels and bath rug by Wamsutta • Draperies, Frosty-Tone sheeting by-the-yard • Curtains, Wamsutta Tissue Chambray by-the-yard • Frosty-Tone pure wool blankets by Kenwood • Frosty-Tone room-size cotton rug by Wunda Weve
So beautiful you want to use it all day long! Enchanting designs... exquisite colors... rare fine china that makes every meal lovelier to linger over.

All set from coffee to curfew with your favorite Castleton pattern...

So practical, you can enjoy it, from breakfast to late, gay supper. For beneath Castleton's silky-smoothness is the endurance of a lifetime.

So varied in mood and design... you'll find a pattern that seems created just for your home and hospitality. Priced from $13.75 the place setting. Open stock.
INTRODUCING GORHAM'S NEW
"THREAD OF GOLD"

Gorham inaugurates a new pattern of great elegance...a masterpiece of modern design, done in five variations. All hand-decorated solid silver of luxurious weight, Midas-touched with hand-applied tip of 18-karat gold on sterling. Now being shown at fine jewelers', who will register in your name the pattern selection and details of your "Thread of Gold" sterling service.

America's Leading Silversmiths Since 1831.

-Gold Tip- $65.00; Gorham "Stardust", $80.00; Gorham "Snowflake", $85.00; Gorham "Gold Cipher", $100.00; Gorham "Golden Wheat", $110.00.

Prices are for a six-piece place-setting (knife, fork, teaspoon, salad fork, soup spoon, butter spreader). Federal Tax included.

Now more than ever, you'll be proud it's Gorham Sterling.
There is a right window for every kind of need

It's an old-fashioned notion that windows merely let in light and air. Modern windows are working windows, and there is a right window for every job. Some affect the heating and cooling system of a house, and, therefore, its comfort; some supplement the lighting plan. Certain windows stay open to keep out rain and snow. Picture windows and window walls do much for the size and attractiveness of a room. The use of modern windows is not limited strictly to modern houses; some of the styles H&G chooses here will fit many remodeled traditional houses as well. All are easy to install, operate, and maintain.

Fixed window wall seems to include an azalea-lined flagstone terrace in the indoor dining area, enlarging and beautifying the room, and also flooding the room with light. A terrace door opens at the right. Architect: The Architects Collaborative.

Alternating plate glass panels and glass jalousies form a ventilating window wall the full length of the house, giving all rooms a view. A simple crank turn opens jalousies for any degree of air desired. Architects: Twitchell & Rudolph.

(Continued on page 26)
The ultimate in luxurious living

penthouse

FOAM RUBBER GROUP

designed by Forest Wilson

Luxurious Texfoam foam rubber at prices everyone can afford. Available in decorator fabrics. At better stores everywhere. Foam rubber seat, back and arms on luxurious layer of rubberized hair. Immaculate tailoring. Guaranteed construction.

2-piece sectional, both pieces, about 239.00

Love seat about 109.00

Armless lounge chair about 79.95

Sofa with arms about 199.00

Lounge chair about 114.00

"WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHEN YOU BUY UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE"

Send 10c in coin to Dept. HG-10 for fact-filled illustrated booklet plus brochure showing Stratford Furniture Corporation pieces.

Prices vary depending upon fabrics—lower in some, higher in others. Prices quoted are possible only because our dealers must purchase our line by the carload. Otherwise the prices would be nearly doubled.
Double windows that are easy to install slide on a horizontal track to admit air at the nook end of the kitchen. When completely open, one pane covers the other without reducing the light or view. Screens can be fitted outside.

Architect: Perry M. Duncan.

Wide picture window in the living room of a remodeled house incorporates two built-in units: an enclosed radiator at the base to produce a blanket of warm air over the surface of the glass, and a frame at the top to hold split bamboo shades, strip lighting fixtures for light control.

Architect: Marcel Breuer.

Awning windows, opening in a bank, flank a picture window to combine view and ventilation. They may be left open for air during storms, and can be cleaned easily from the inside.

Architects: Wyeth, King & Johnson.

Vertical louver windows, lining recessed sections of the front wall of the house, admit light and air but shield interior from street view. Storage cabinets may be built underneath on the inside.


B & G Hydro-Flo Heating

"Jim had his ideas about heating and I had mine...but we had no trouble agreeing that this forced hot water system was tops in comfort, convenience and economy."

Every inch livable—no cold spots

B & G Hydro-Flo Heating blankets your home with the sunny warmth of radiant heat. Every inch is livable space...because a Hydro-Flo System warms the walls, floors and spaces around the windows.

Every change in the weather is met with a corresponding change in the heat sup-

Loads of hot water all year 'round

ply—automatically! No over and under-heating, no fuel waste—just constant comfort in either mild or zero weather.

And don't forget the abundance of domestic hot water furnished by a B & G Hydro-Flo System. Summer and winter—24 hours a day—always plenty for baths, showers and automatic washers.

Old homes as well as new can have B & G Hydro-Flo Forced Hot Water Heating

If you have an old-fashioned hot water heating system, it's easy to modernize it with B & G Hydro-Flo equipment. No expensive structural alterations needed—all changes are made around the boiler. Thereafter you'll enjoy the last word in comfortable, automatic and economical heating.

B & G Booster Pump

B & G Water Heater

B & G Flo-Control Valve

B & G Hydro-Flo Equipment can be installed on any hot water boiler.

BELL & GOSSETT COMPANY

Morton Grove, Illinois

Canadian Licensee S. A. Armstrong Ltd., 1400 O'Connor Drive, Toronto

Bell & Gossett Company, Dept. CR-27, Morton Grove, Ill.

Please send your free booklet "Capture the Sun with B & G Hydro-Flo Heating."

Name...

Address...

City... Zone... State...

"Reg. U. S. Pat. Off."
this mattress

will not

insure longer life
make you more beautiful
increase your social prestige
put you to sleep at once
cure your ailments

it will

provide honest-to-goodness sleeping comfort
support your body firmly and properly
hold its shape without sag, shift or lumps
cost less than any other mattress of comparable quality
give years of sleeping satisfaction

before you buy any mattress,
see the new SYLCON

write for FREE booklet

ORTHOPEDIC TYPE MATTRESS FOAM RUBBER MATTRESS

105 S. LaSalle St. • Chicago 3
The Town House. Located in heart of city.

Edw. J. Crowley, President, at any Hilton Hotel.


The Homestead.

With proper respect to the many other fine hotels in America, we've chosen this one as the most for all. Homestead golf courses rank with any in the country, and it's the same story for tennis, riding, and anything you may want to do. The social scene has been brilliant since your grandfather's time. Write Mr. Fay Ingalls, Press, or Frank H. Briggs, V. P. & G. M., for details. In N. Y., phone Plaza 8-2999.

The Sherry-Netherland.

In N. Y., phone Plaza 8-2490. The social scene has been brilliant since your grandfather's time. Write Mr. Fay Ingalls, Press, or Frank H. Briggs, V.P. & G. M., for details. In N. Y., phone Plaza 8-2999.

The Homestead.

Extravagant California

There is an extravagance about California...its length, its mountains and canyons, its long strips of beach, and its landscape of hotels and inns, from Lake Tahoe down to Coronado, with the seaside Hotel del Coronado. There is the festive Santa Barbara Billmore in quiet Santa Barbara, the Chapman Park Hotel and the super-luxurious Town House in Los Angeles. At San Bernardino, the Arrowhead Springs Hotel and Spa offers sports and mineral baths.

Skytop Club


King & Prince Hotel. Year r
The Caribbean, America's off-shore playground

The islands of the Caribbean are easy to reach, varied in atmosphere, and bursting with hotels.

Americans take to the Caribbean like women to mink. Last year some 300,000 U. S. citizens—more than went to Europe—visited and cruised along the island chain that arches between Florida and Venezuela. So far there is no indication that this year will see any change. One of the main reasons for such wholesale island hopping is the fact that these off-shore playgrounds are all much closer to us than they used to be, thanks to an increasingly dense web of airline and steamship routes. Two questions, however, should be decided before you go. First: do you want your beach with a French, Dutch, Spanish, or English accent? Second: what kind of hotel do you like?

The Bahamas used to be virtually synonymous with Nassau, but in recent years the outer islands have become increasingly popular with excursionists. The flavor of Nassau, which will probably still be your center of activity, is British Colonial. Club life is prevalent, so are black ties at night. Letters of introduction are helpful in getting around.

Hotels: In Nassau there is a trio of hotels, each of which has been around long enough to have an omniscient air. The British Colonial, a large white building with a red tile roof, sits serenely surrounded by palm trees on the harbor, with its own beach, swimming pool, and tennis courts. The Fort Montagu Beach Hotel, a similarly commodious building, is also on the water, also has a private beach and its share of palms. On its grounds you may indulge in tennis, badminton, miniature golf, and quoits. The Royal Victoria, on Government Hill, has the edge on Old World atmosphere, is the setting of social Nassau's Wednesday dinner dances, and provides a private beach club and tennis courts on Rose Island. Outside of Nassau, at Cable Beach is the Balmoral Club, a village of two-story Georgian houses which you can occupy while enjoying the club's facilities, including a private island for swimming.

Things to do: Attend the races at Hobby Horse Hall, the polo matches at Clifford Park. If invited, go to the races at the Nassau Yacht Club or the Royal Nassau Sailing Club. Play golf at the Bahamas Country Club. Visit the deep-sea gardens off Hog Island in a glass-bottom boat.

Cuba is Spanish-flavored with traces of American infiltration in Havana. The sophisticated inducements of the capital are well known. Less so, but equally rewarding is the colonial atmosphere of Trinidad, an ancient city on the south coast which the Cuban Government has declared a national monument; and the aromatic attractions of the Isle of Pines, reached by steamer from Batabano, a picturesque sponge-fishing center—try to cross on a moonlit night.

Hotels: The Nacional in Havana takes precedence over the city's other hosteries. Cosmopolitan and sumptuous, it makes a comfortable and convenient base from which to junket. The Kawama Club at Varadero Beach is a modern village replete from chapel to airport, with individual cottages for the guests just a step from the beach. (Cont'd on page 30)
CARIBBEAN

JAMAICA offers mountains and flamboyant tropical vegetation overlaid with a British colonial veneer. At Montego Bay on the north shore, resort life caters at a fashionable pace, while in the Cockpit country live the Maroons—descendents of the early Spaniards. Hotels: The Shaw Park, at Ocho Rios, 400 feet up a mountainside, and surveying a broad stretch of bays and beaches, is one of the great old Jamaica hotels, justly famous for practically everything. Another, although less baronial, is the Myrtle Bank Hotel on the harbor at Kingston, a good place for those who prefer urban to bucolic amenities. The Jamaica Inn at Ocho Rios stretches behind its own beach in a leafy setting, its rooms arranged so that each has an individual sea-facing veranda, while the Sans Souci with its club house, cottages, and villas is dispersed along a terraced promontory overlooking a radio-active mineral water pool and the Caribbean. The Towner Isle Hotel, near Ocho Rios, is a modern new beach hotel, freighted with the latest embellishments. At Montego Bay there is the intimate and fashionable Sunset Lodge, a low, pink structure facing the beach through a garden of Australian pines quivering with goldfinches. Each guest room opens onto its own porch, where breakfasts are served. In the same area, the Casa Blanca overlooks the Caribbean on a pier, adjacent to Doctor's Cave Beach, a fine, wide strip of sand; and the Fairfield sits on a hilltop with a plantation rather than an aquatic air, having once been the home of a Jamaican planter.

HAITI inspires, but does not require, acquaintance with Le Petit Larumne, and the landscape is sprinkled with reminders of a famous Haitian with the French name, Henri Christophe. Two of them are Sans Souci, his palace erected in imitation of the palace of Frederick II, and the citadel, created to repulse Napoleon. The topography is varied, ranging from mountains to verdant plains. Hotels: The newest and most luxurious is Port-au-Prince is the Roosevelt, delightful, though just as secluded, is the Citadelle. Seven minutes out of town by car and 1,000 feet above sea level is the Hotel Beau Site with its free-form pool overlooking the Capital. In suburban Petionville you will find the modern El Rancho and the romantic Hotel aux Orchidees, each in a mountain setting, each with pool. Le Belvedere, on the Kenscoff-Petionville road, nestles on a mountain shelf among flowers; and the Hotel du Roi Christophe in Cape-Haitien nestles in a grove of jasmine trees.

THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC has a capital, Ciudad Trujillo, which is one of the oldest continuous settlements in the Western Hemisphere. However, thanks to a hurricane in 1930, this city is less a monument to antiquity than to modern architecture. Hotels: Among the most conspicuous of the new buildings all over the island are the hotels, particularly the 139-room Jarama, brimful of accommodating features such as a swimming pool, tennis courts, a gambling casino, and a number of shops. At Boca Chica, a seaside resort near Ciudad Trujillo, is the sleek little Hotel-Casino Hamaca, perched on the water's edge as though it were an oversized modern houseboat. Up in the heart of the Cordillera Central sits the Hotel Montana at Jaru­bacu, looking like a brand new two-story ranch house of fieldstone and wood, and luxuriously appointed. Things to do: In Cuidad Trujillo visit the oldest cathedral in the Western Hemisphere, containing the tomb of Christopher Columbus, a silver carillon made by Cellini, jewels which belonged to Queen Isabella, and a cross of modier wood placed by Columbus on the Sacred Hill in the interior of the country. Visit also the stone palace built by Columbus's son, Diego.

PUERTO RICO, as everybody knows by now is the home of the Caribe Hilton. You can lead a full, rich life, hermetically sealed and air-conditioned without ever leaving the hotel (except to swim), or you can explore Puerto Rico's mountains, plantations, and rum distilleries. Hotels: In San Juan, apart from the Caribe Hilton, there is the Condado Beach Hotel, large, rambling, and loosely Spanish in atmosphere. It has been proffering Puerto Rican hospitality for some time past. On the island you can swim in sea or pool, tennis, and other activities. The hotel is situated on a narrow peninsula that separates the Condado Lagoon from the sea. Directly across the street, and facing the lagoon, is the newest San Juan hotel, the La Ruda, looking more like a medium-sized modern apartment house than a hotel. Beautifully equipped down to its swimming pool, it has its own boat dock.

THE VIRGIN ISLANDS can hardly be called virgin territory any longer, especially St. Thomas, whose capital, Charlotte Amalie, grows daily more cosmopolitan. The island is bolted from early morning to dusk with shoppers taking advantage of its free-port status. However, there is room else­where for shopping. From St. Thomas, you can visit the Caribbean Hilton, the La Rada, looking more like a medium-sized modern apartment house than a hotel. Beautifully equipped down to its swimming pool, it has its own boat dock.

and here it is, shaped to contemporary needs in beautiful Stickley American

Stickley American furniture glows with the rich beauty of by-gone ages. But it is never a slavish copy. Instead, it breathes with the vigor of a living furniture style, one gracefully adjusted to evolving needs and cultural standards.

Take this Welsh Dresser as an example. The Welsh originated it; the Dutch, whose sturdy imprint marks much of the early architecture and furniture in New York State's Cherry Valley, had a hand in tracing its elaborate scrollwork. But it remained for Queen Anne to add the cabriole legs and pad feet, with the vigor of a living furniture style, one gracefully adjusted to evolving needs and cultural standards.

Leopold Stickley—Cherry Valley's outstanding cabinetmaker—has blended them all in a timeless piece. One rich in cherry wood, and rugged as the ancient craftsmen who shaped its distinguished forebears.

Ask your furniture dealer for a can of Stickley Furniture Dressing used in the Stickley workshops to produce the famed Stickley finish; if not in stock, send $1.30 for a regular size container by postpaid mail.

"A Developing American Furniture Style," a fascinating story of American furniture art, 52 pages, 49 illustrations by postpaid mail for only $1.00. L. & J. G. Stickley, Inc., Fayetteville, N. Y.

Cherry Valley WORKSHOPS OF STICKLEY
OF FAYETTEVILLE, N. Y.
a “Cheerful Earful”
for Christmas

Give your family and friends NuTone Door Chimes this Christmas, for a “Cheerful Earful” at the front door. NuTone is a gift that is remembered every day of the year — because it’s so friendly — so sweet sounding — and so peaceful.

Put NuTone Door Chimes on your shopping list. They are an ideal gift selection . . . not only for Christmas — but for birthdays, weddings and anniversaries. See NuTone Chimes at leading Department Stores, Electrical and Hardware Dealers everywhere.

There are 15 NuTone styles for Colonial, Modern and Ranch-type homes — also apartment dwellings. Priced from $4.25 to $82.75. Easy to install, NuTone Door Chimes quickly replace noisy doorbells and old-fashioned buzzers.

Enjoy all 3 NuTone Products in your Home

Install a NuTone Ventilating Fan in your kitchen, bathroom, recreation room or utility room . . . for fresh air free from grease and odors. 25 Wall and Ceiling Models, $24.20 to $38.50.

For a toasty-warm bathroom or other rooms . . . Install NuTone Heat-A-Lite — world’s safest electric heater — built into the ceiling. 8 Models, $49.95 to $67.95.
Announcing new KROEHLER Original twin sofas
SUPER Cushionized* with Airfoam

See it! Sit in it! Feel the lively, lasting comfort of Goodyear Air-Foam rubber padding in all seats and backs—even the arms! This newest Kroehler furniture is lavishly SUPER Cushionized with the finest of foam rubber...for incredibly soft yet relaxing body support!

Such fresh new styling...fashioned so deftly for today's casual good living! And tailored so fittingly with informal tweed as well as frieze fabrics in today's most fashionable colors! See this newest value achievement at your Authorized Kroehler Dealer now!


add new life
to your home life
WORLD'S LARGEST FURNITURE MANUFACTURER
KROEHLER
(Say KRAY-LEER)
General Offices: Chicago 11, Illinois * In Canada: Stratford, Ontario
Important News!...only in Goodall Seamloc Carpet

22 matching colors in each of 4 carpet qualities

Give your home the ultimate in luxury with matching color Seamloc carpets in every room . . . and save money, too! Yes, you can have the same rich decorator color in any one of 4 qualities regardless of the price you pay or the quality you select. Choose from the 22 colors here in deep-piled "Luxuria" . . . in smart, economical "Sampson" or "Araby" . . . in exciting new-textured "Casual Loop". Each wonderful quality has the famous Seamloc advantages of longer wear and the strength of "welded" seams. Each is Blended-to-Perform of finest all wool carpet yarns. Each can be washed right on the floor; can be re-cut, re-laid at any time . . . or inlaid with new carpeting at any spot. Remember . . . only Seamloc offers you the color you want in 4 different qualities, at 4 different prices! See beautiful Goodall Seamloc at your floor covering dealer's today.

©1952 Goodall Fabrics, Inc., NEW YORK—Subsidiary of GOODALL-SANFORD, INC.

America's widest and most beautiful color choice!
Only Goodall makes Seamloc™ (Registered Trade Mark)

Music for the piano, mainly French and modern

Two of the foremost pianists of our time, Walter Gieseking and Robert Casadesus, have each recorded a series of records for Columbia that should delight devotees of piano literature—particularly of the music of Ravel and Debussy. Casadesus is presented on three 12" LP records (ML-4535-36-37), playing the complete piano music of Ravel. This is what the album titles say, although a note on the back of each points out that “three lesser works, one of which is unpublished and two of which were composed for musical magazines, are omitted.” There is hardly room for complaint, however, with Mr. Casadesus playing the following selections: Miroirs, the set of five pieces, including the well-known Alborada del Gracioso; Ma Mère l'Oye, played with Gaby Casadesus; Gaspard de la Nuit; Le Tombeau de Couperin; and Valses Nobles et Sentimentales. Mr. Gieseking is heard on six 12" LP records (ML-4535-36-37), three of which are devoted to music by Debussy: both books of Préludes, The Children’s Corner Suite, and Suite Bergamasque. He has also recorded Schumann’s Scenes of Childhood, Brahms’ Intermezzi, opus 117, Beethoven’s Concerto No. 4, Mozart’s Concerto No. 23 (K. 488), and Frank’s Symphonic Variations, the last three with the Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Herbert von Karajan. Of the six Gieseking records, the three on which he plays Debussy seem to us the most successful. Although he pays due attention to the shimmering, evanescent qualities of much of Debussy’s music, he never lapses into mushiness, and manages to keep even Clair de Lune fresh and alive. Since both of the pianists under discussion play French music, a comparison of their styles is hardly avoidable. Gieseking’s is the more romantic of the two, Casadesus’ the more classical.

Pianists in one’s and two’s

Simon Barere, the Russian pianist who died last year while performing in Carnegie Hall, was one of those rare phenomena, an artist with prodigious technical skill who was also a fine musician. He could play passages with a rapidity and strength that made audiences gasp, yet he never sacrificed the meaning of a piece for exhibitionistic reasons. Both qualities are revealed on a Remington 12" LP record (R-199-85) made in Carnegie Hall, and containing his interpretations of Liszt’s Sonata in B Minor and Funérailles... George Copeland, who has been acclaimed by more than one critic as “the greatest living interpreter of Spanish piano music,” can be heard performing the same on an MGM 10" LP record (EB7). He plays Isaac Albéniz’ Córdoba, Enrique Granados’ La Playa-Andaluza, and pieces by Joaquín Nin, Tito Luga, Manuel Infante, and Federico Mompou—all with a firm grasp of their essential nature... That ubiquitous piano team, Arthur Whitemore and Jack Lowe, who are equally at home in both the classical and popular fields, have made a new 12" LP record for Columbia (LM-1705) entitled Twentieth Century Music for Two Pianos. It contains Ravel’s La Valse, Bartók’s Three Mikrokosmos; Copland’s Billy the Kid Excerpts, Stravinsky’s Sonata for Two Pianos; Poulenc’s Sonata, and Bax’ The Poisoned Fountain.
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TURNTABLE

Treat your family to the clearest, sharpest picture in television—Magnavox big-picture TV with full shadow detail and no glaring highlights. Optically-filtered screen makes Magnavox TV most pleasant to watch. Magnavox heirloom-quality cabinetry is always a picture of beauty. The fine stores which sell Magnavox are listed in your classified telephone book. Magnavox TV prices start at $229.50.

The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana

The CONTEMPORARY 21 with 21-inch picture tube. Specially designed speaker slanted upward for best distribution of famous Magnavox tone. Smart blond or rich mahogany finish.
Household short cuts

Any cook will tell you that preparation is the greater part of valor in the kitchen. Each of the items shown below can help to shave off a large portion of the time spent in making pastry, mixing batter, or just getting a meal from stove to table. You will find them truly invaluable when it comes to preparing and serving your meals.

Pastry tray with cloth-like rubber surface has molded circles to act as cutting guide for pie shells. Raised edge catches excess flour, keeps countertops clean. Reverse has hard surface for cutting, cleaning vegetables, fruits. Rubbermaid tray is buff-colored, 16" x 20", $2.98. Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Vacuum jug by Knapp-Monarch sports a plaid and leatherette zip-off cover. Keeps up to 6 qts. of liquid hot or cold for hours. Steel body, Fiberglas insulation. Pouring spout, handle, cap are a cheery red plastic. The Highlander is $12.95 at Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, Penna.

Stovetop mat keeps your range or refrigerator shiny bright and clean. A waffle-like ventilated surface cushions against chipping from utensils, is impervious to heat, grease, acids. Spoon tray keeps cooking tools from spattering, staining stove. Rubbermaid mat in red, yellow, green, blue, marbled black; size 16" x 20" is $1.98. At Altman's, N.Y.

Drop-leaf cart wheels easily up to any chore. Leaves lock securely to make a serving table for two or provide large working surface. The Cosco table has lined oak-patterned shelves in blond, gray, green. Tubular steel legs are chromium-plated, 31" h., $19.95. Hammacher Schlemmer, N.Y.
Pretty batter bowls from Portugal for mixing, serving. Bowls are glazed terra cotta with large spouts, easy-to-grasp handles. 1 pt. $2.75; 1½ pts. $3; 1 qt. $3.50. From New Design, Inc., N. Y.

Cook ware from Holland is enamelled in light Dresden blue with deep blue motifs over cast-iron. “Dura-Fon” covered 3½-qt. oval baker, $11; 1 qt. saucepan, $6.40; divided vegetable dish, 10" dia., $1; other pieces available. Wanamaker’s, Phila.

Food blancher for freezer-food preparation steams vegetables. Or use it for deep fat frying. Inset pan for draining greens, 8 qt., $6.95. Aluminum “Jack-Frosters” go from freezer to oven, have snug lids. Pints, 4 for $1.75; quarts, 3 for $1.95. By Wear-Ever from Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.

Magnetic freezer inventory board tells you at a glance what foods are in your freezer, where they are and when you put them there. Neat columns to list items, package number, amount, 18" x 24" in red, green, blue, with magnetic eraser, chalk, chalk holder, $5.95. From Lewis & Conger, New York, N. Y.

Hardwood chop block saves your cabinet tops from the punishment of pounding steaks, dicing vegetables, slicing meats, 11¼" square, 2½" deep. Mounted on sturdy wooden legs. By E. L. Bruce Co. $5.95. Altman’s, N. Y.

New type teakettle has removable filter basket inside the pot, gives leaves room to expand while brewing to insure full flavor. “Teakie” tea-pot, of stainless steel, lined with glass, is insulated to keep contents hot for an hour, 6-cup capacity, $16.95. Marshall Field, Chicago, Ill.

The New 1953 RUSCO COMBINATION WINDOWS gives you many exclusive, improved features at no extra cost.

SMOOTHEST, EASIEST, SIMPLEST window to operate. Nothing to change—just arrange.

YOUR CHOICE OF COLOR to match or contrast with window trim.

EXCLUSIVE MAGICPRODUCT® VENTILATION—Year-round rainproof, draft-free filtered screen ventilation.

POSITIVE AUTOMATIC LOCKING both open and closed. Added safety and prowler protection.

SCREEN NEVER NEEDS TO BE Rustproof, ratproof, stainproof, round service. Easily removed.

BUILT-IN FELT WEATHERSTRIP assures weathertight seal—operation—eliminates outside drafts.

OVER 9,000,000 INSTALLATION and 16 years of satisfaction to their superiority.

MANUFACTURER’S 5 YEAR WARRANTY is your guarantee that you get a dependable...

Strongest Combination Door...
The attractive Rusco Combination Screen and Storm Door is a blend of steel. Tests show its construction makes it sturdier than other doors. Your choice of 10 be...
Amateur or professional gourmet?

You'll be delighted with this new and unusual salad bar. It's especially wonderful for informal entertaining. Fashioned of milk glass and wrought iron, it includes oil and vinegar bottles, salt and peppers, mixing bowl, and 11-inch salad bowl. Overall size, 11 x 16 x 16 inches. Complete, 15.00. Add 1.50 postage beyond United Parcel Delivery Area.

Lord & Taylor - 424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New York

For a Perfect Gift

BLACK BEAUTY

Planter Spoon

RACK

EASY DIVISION WITH THE EGG SEPARATOR

How simple can cooking get? With this clever cup you just break the shell and the egg practically separates itself. The top fits securely to the rim to catch the yolk while the white slips on into the cup. Holds the whites of four large eggs. Gay and colorful plaid pattern. 1.75 postpaid.

ETT-BARR CO.
195 North Chester Ave., Portland 4, Oregon

WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

SHOPPING AROUND

You may order all merchandise shown in Shopping Around editorially and in advertisements by writing directly to the shops. Enclose check or money order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

Tobruk is a lovely perfume! And it comes from Michel Pasquier's shop which is a jewel-box in pink, gray velvet, and crystal. Tobruk has matching concentrated cologne and the prices of both are gentle. $10.80 oz. perfume; $1.80 for 3 ounces of cologne. Pdp. Fed. tax incl. Michel Pasquier, 7 West 46th St., New York.

Distinguished and beautiful wax candles from a German town whose inhabitants make their living by candle craft. Order a box of 12" white candles marked with a wheat design and your monogram in either 22k gold or sterling silver leaf wax. $2.50 for 4; $4.75 for 8. Pdp. and boxed. Artisan Galleries, Fort Dodge, Iowa.

A black beauty highlighted with brass is the only way to describe this wastepaper basket. It is simple enough to use in a traditional or in a modern setting. Made of black-finished metal with a brass-finished frame it is about 15" high x 10" in diameter. $6.75 plus 50c postage. Jenifer House, Great Barrington, Massachusetts.
The prettiest girl in town (and the smartest, too) will wear this topper-of-the-year. It's made of a pin-point check fabric (soft, soft 100% wool) lined with furry warm alpaca. And that mouton collar will flatter you. In gray, red, blue. Sizes 9 to 15 and 10 to 16. $2.50 plus 25c post. Gilchrist's, Box 663, HG, Boston, Mass.

Tel-a-glo is highly decorative and enormously useful. It's made of plastic in the most beguiling colors: shell pink, ivory, gold, yellow, gray, red, or brown. And it acts as a night light when you insert the electric plug into an outlet. It fits standard French telephone. $5.95 postpaid. From The Blue Wave, Kennebunk, Maine.

A reconstruction program you should know about is the Century Shoe Repair Service. They solve all repair problems. They make a shell pump from an opera pump ($2.95); a sling-strap pump from a closed back shoe ($5.50). Send for free mailing carton. Century Shoe Repair, 210 Park Ave., Baltimore, Md.

Truly these cards are lovely. They can be used for holiday invitations as well as for greetings. Deckle-edge white Strathmore paper is marked in Christmas red. Your choice of "Merry Christmas" or "Season's Greetings." When ordering, print name, $4.75 for 25; $7.50 for 50; $13.50 for 100. Ppd. Meredith, Evanston, Ill.
Shopping

Irresistible! When you see these charming plates with the multicolor bird centers you'll adore them. They are as pretty as any we've seen in a long time. Background is white; border is green or yellow. And the price is unusually low. $5.95 postpaid the set of six 7" plates. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG, Orange, New Jersey.

Fishermen, please make a note about this basket so that someone can give it to you for Christmas. Made of stainless-steel mesh, it's perfect to use for trailing your catch in cool waters. Your wife may borrow it to wash vegetables when she processes for the freezer. $3.50 postpaid. Order from Hoffritz, 49 E. 34th St., New York.

Velvet-soft pinwale round-corner corduroy bedspreads at remarkable prices: $19.95 for twin size; $22.95 for full size; $32.95 for king size (118" x 106"). The 11-inch 3-letter monogram is $5 extra. Eggshell, rose, gold, wine, red, gray, dark blue, hunter, cocoa. All p.p.d. Swatches on request. Colten's, 19 Central St., Wellesley, Mass.

Let's toss words

for intelligent fun. The game consists of fourteen lettered dice and shaker. One to four or more persons may play singly or as partners. This game provokes deep thought and your interest will mount with each roll. Highly recommended for school children as it will improve their spelling, increase their word power while providing hours of entertainment.

Price $1.25. No C.O.D.'s Please

Peppermint roll

A push toy—it's new! It's different! Has color, sound and motion. When pushed across the floor its bright chrome bells tinkle merrily while its red and white candy-stripe rolls revolve in opposite directions. Very sturdy construction. Overall length 23 inches.

Price $1.29. No C.O.D.'s Please

Write for catalog

Madison House, Inc.
19 Post Road, Madison, Conn.
AROUND

A shine on your shoes should put a song in your heart. If it hasn't to date, it will when you use this clever Automatic Shoe Shine Kit. It's so ingeniously made that not a speck of polish can get on anything but your shoes. Complete all-in-one kit of polish, applicator, and buffer. $1 ppd. Young Products, 2605 Elmhurst, Detroit.

Wrought-iron pictures. We show one in a series entitle The Four Seasons: Bamboo, Chrysanthemum, Lotus, Cherry. Silhouetted designs finished in black are set into black wood frames. About 9" x 25" each. $8.50 for one; $27.50 the set of 4. Exp. coll. Order from Lowe & Sons, 490 N. Los Robles, Pasadena, California.

For the invalid, for the breakfaster in bed: this cup coaster. Made of soft but sturdy paper embossed in Wedgewood blue, it's just the thing to slip between the cup and saucer. Or use it when teaching children to drink in the grown-up manner. $1 ppd. the box of 40. Breck's, 17 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

STUDY

INTERIOR
DECORATION

FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE

TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN

Resident Day Classes Start Oct., 1st. Send for Catalog C Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course Starts at once. Send for Catalog C

Some training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN

015 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y.

Angels on Strings

Three adorable angels hand-carved and handpainted in cottage workshops high in the Italian Alps. These celestial Christmas tree sprites are of native woods. Each about 1½" high. Order No. X4961. 3 for $1 postpaid,

Yours in the 104-Page Catalog of Exciting Gifts

Miles Kimball

17 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

ORIENTAL RUGS

is to examine them in your own home

Hundreds of rare antique, semi-antique, and new oriental rugs to choose from; in perfect condition . . . and moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs . . . then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.

200 Perfect Antique Rugs $90 to $200
100 Perfect Antique Rugs $100 and up
500 Semi-Antique Rugs in Old Designs $18 and up
100 Choice 9 x 12 Rugs from Iran $55 to $850

Many giant and unusual sizes

For sale by America's foremost authorities and experts on Oriental Rugs, and expert-collector dealer in natural, unrestored rugs.

We sincerely believe that our rugs are the best values on the market today. Many customers, from all parts of America, say that similar rugs are offered at double our prices. Good Oriental Rugs are sound investments. No deposit or expense to you in ordering our rugs shipped on approval. No obligation to buy. Discounts and prices from outside continental U. S. not accepted.

CHAS. W. JACOBSEN • 401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Genuine Pacific Islands Imports

Leading magazines, decorators, homemakers are all excited about the new Pacific Islands influence in home decoration. Decorators create this carefree, comfortable living with Matchstick Bamboo Drapes and Manila Hemp Rugs. As pioneer importers of these authentic handcrafted furnishings we are the largest single source of supply. We sell only by mail—direct from Pacific Islands to you—so you save and more. We guarantee Carabao imports to be the finest on the market, regardless of price.

Mail coupon today for complete details, free literature.

CARABAO MATCHSTICK BAMBOO DRAPES
99 standard sizes or custom made.
Example Prices: 3' x 7' only $5.20 a panel 6' x 7' only $9.60 a panel
We custom make for any size window or doorway. Smart, long wearing—accept no substitute for matchstick bamboo. Custom made sizes in natural bamboo color, approx. 24" a sq. ft. Gray, chartreuse, coral, cocoa, turquoise, heather, Kelly, red, yellow, black, white—35¢ a sq. ft. We'll match any color swatch or you can easily paint them. Cornices and traverse rods available. Send in coupon for full information.

CARABAO MANILA HEMP RUGS
Special or standard sizes.
Example Prices: 6' x 9' only $24.30 9' x 12' only $48.60
Our custom made price is only 45¢ a sq. ft. for standard 9 ft. (width or length) sizes. Special sizes, small or large, 50¢ a sq. ft. You'd regularly pay 75¢ and more for handwoven rugs of this quality. Vacuum easily, washable, long wearing. Light natural color. Bleached white, checkerboard, 18 in. and 36 in. squares also available. Mail in coupon for complete information.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
950 Columbus • Dept. GO
San Francisco, California

Please send me free literature, complete price information.
☐ Carabao Matchstick Bamboo Drapes
☐ Carabao Manila Hemp Rugs
☐ Enclosed is 60¢ for sample rug square.

NAME
ADDRESS

BUFFET BONANZA!
Pretty accessory at a practical price... a warming dish to turn family meals into parties, buffet suppers into occasions! Glaming silver finish aluminum with pyrex liner, 1/3 qt. capacity, set on tripod with 12 hour candle in holder. A "must" for yourself, a grand gift, at only $4.99 postpaid

Mail order only. No C.O.D.'s please
Extra 12-hr. candles, 3 for $1.00
Write for FREE catalog

Merrill Ann Creations
Dept. G, 100 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

BEAUTY TREATMENT FOR DIRTY OVENS

Amazing new Chemicleaner 88 makes messy scoring unnecessary. All burned-on grease, juices and char are removed chemically. Simply apply a little Chemicleaner 88 with a damp cloth. Wipe off with another damp cloth and the interior surfaces of your oven come up shining like new!

Excellent for cleaning broilers and burners too. Non-inflammable. Guaranteed harmless to your hands and your stove. Only 10¢ for 1/2 pt. can—enough to clean your oven ten times. Money back if not satisfied. For prepaid shipment send 10 to

THE CHEMICLEANERS
Box 175, Dept. HG-38, Peabody, Mass.

SHOPPING AROUND

This handsome shoe case holds 12 pairs, is lined with felt. When the sectioned compartment is removed, it's an overnight bag. Your choice of wheat canvas with santon leather: plaid duck with blue or black leather: brown or blue duck with tan leather; $39 ppd., tax incl. T. Anthony, 751 Madison Ave., New York.

An American tradition: toasted marshmallows. Use this real pony-shoe fork when you have a glowing fire and a box of snowdrift "mallows. With a 29" fork like this you'll be safe from singeing embers. Handle is a pony shoe, shaft and fork are steel. Mat black finish. $2.95 ppd. Horseshoe Forge, 3 Muzzy Street, Lexington, Mass.

Fluorescent ceiling fixture you can install yourself. Replace your light bulb with this chrome and crystal fixture. It gives more light than an incandescent bulb, uses less current. Tubes (32-watt and 22-watt) give the equivalent of 350 watts of incandescent lighting. $15.95 ppd. complete. Homecrafts, 799 Broadway, N. Y.

BUFFET BONANZA!!

Order by mail save 1/3 and more!
Westmoreland has been making fine glassware by the same meticulous methods and in the same manner—without interruption—for sixty-three years. Fidelity to detail and craftsmanship are two distinguishing qualities of Westmoreland’s handmade Black Glass, Blue Glass, Milk Glass and Crystal.

Send 10¢ in coin for 32-page booklet of Westmoreland Reproductions.

WESTMORELAND GLASS COMPANY
GRAPEVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
Simtex has a better idea—turnabout tables with...
They're place mats, they're napkins — the same size in prints
and plains to give you a choice of settings for turnabout tables.

Hand-prints and correlated solid colors on fine rayon and cotton.

Packaged 4 of a print, 4 plain. 12x18". About $4.00.

*Reg. Trade Mark

A Feature for Home Fashion Time.
Does MORNING BACKACHE make you awaken like this when you should awaken like this?

When your mirror mercilessly reflects a haggard you... beware that worn, sagging mattress that spells miserable, nerve-racking Morning Backache! Change to the relaxing resiliency, the superior support of a Sealy Firm-O-Rest Posturepedic... America’s original firmer mattress. America’s first scientifically-designed mattress, America’s first choice in its field by a distinguished majority. When you choose a Sealy Posturepedic, you’ll see a far fresher, more vibrant you through the looking glass!

Sealy
FIRM-O-REST POSTUREPEDIC MATTRESS
10 Year Registered Guarantee

*HERE'S THE CULPRIT!... the too-soft, sagging mattress that lets "the vital third" of your body sink into dangerous muscle strain. You often wake up more exhausted than when you retired, a "morning backache" candidate!

*THE SOLUTION!... The SEALY FIRM-O-REST, scientifically "pre-built" for spine-on-a-line comfort. Firmer, more conducive to relaxation... SEALY FIRM-O-REST meets healthful sleep needs.
SHOPPING AROUND

In the bag. And what a sleep- ing bag! Made of water repellent vat-dyed tan balloon cloth and water- and mildew-resistant Artex, it is filled with 3 1/2 pounds of Kapok. Notice the plaid cotton flannel lining, the protecting canopy. Open 81" x 33" with 24" canopy. $15 plus 35c post. Gilchrist's, Box 663, Boston, Massachusetts.

A sensible spice rack to hold the trim cans of pepper and spice and everything nice that you buy in the Super Markets. You don't have to pour the spices into fancy containers. Just buy them and slip them into this clever plastic rack. Red, green, white, black. 10" in diameter. $2.30 ppd. Crown Craft, 246 Fifth, N. Y.

Imagine being able to buy an 11-piece wardrobe and a 10" Magic Skin Doll for $3.75 p pd. This is the new sew-it-yourself kit that's just come on the market. Clothes are already cut. All you do is sew them and finish them with the ribbon, buttons, and floss included in the kit. Order from Susan Smith, Dundee, Ill.

MAYONNAISE BOWL

This set will remind you of the good old days when wonderful gifts seemed to grow on trees and prices were palatable. It's a mayonnaise bowl, with a three-letter hand-cut monogram, a plate and ladle. Made of heavy glass in a Swedish design, it has a sham bottom. Bowl: 4½" wide, plate 7½". The complete set is just $4.25 incl. monogram and postage.

MONOGRAMMED GLASS TABLE MATS

Unusually attractive glass placemats, bereled and personalized with handheld perfume monograms. Splendid for use under hot plates, under vases or as coasters. Decorative and practical makes a most desirable gift for any occasion.

Set of 4—4" x 6" 35c postpaid
Set of 4—5" x 7" 50c postpaid
Set of 4—6" x 8" 65c postpaid

No C.O.D.'s please.

EUNICE NOVELTIES

Dept. 1012
PO Box 41
Rego Park, N. Y.

- Keep Ice Cubes 4 Hours!
- THERMO TUMBLERS

Exciting new Thermo Tumblers keep ice cubes four (4) hours without melting. (Prove it to yourself!) Two layers of Poly styrene with a vacuum between it is what turns the trick. They won't sweat, need no coolers, won't marter hands. Ideal for bridge, 10-oz. size, in festive colors of Co- blue, Red, Green, Amber. They make wonderful gifts and you'll want several sets yourself for fall entertaining.

Set of 4—(One each shade) $5.00 Each 
Sold each $1.25

Postpaid, money refunded if not satisfied

Italian Harvest

Macy's Silver Club Plan

$5 DOWN, $5 MONTH

- Receive your entire silver set with your first payment.
- Choose from over 150 patterns in stockware by Gor­ ham, Tiffany, Wallace, International, Reed & Barton, Reichen­ bergers, Winfield, Smith. Alvin, Whiting, Sterling, etc.
- For 4 place settings (24 pieces) $5 down, $5 a month;
- For 6 place settings (36 pieces) $10 down, $10 a month;
- For 8 place settings (48 pieces) $15 down, $15 a month;
- For 10 place settings (60 pieces) $20 down, $20 a month;
- For 12 place settings (72 pieces) $25 down, $25 a month.

- Take up to two years to pay.
- You never pay more than the nationally advertised price.
- Receive without extra charge, a wood antislipper silver plate at no cost. Toward the cost of any unused carry overs where it applies.
- Receive extra charge, a wood antislipper silver plate at no cost. Toward the cost of any unused carry overs when it supplies.

Silver Shop, Macy's Street Floor

MACY'S SILVER CLUB PLAN

24-piece sterling sets for only

$5 DOWN, $5 MONTH

- Choose from over 150 patterns in stockware by Gor­ ham, Tiffany, Wallace, International, Reed & Barton, Reichen­ bergers, Winfield, Smith. Alvin, Whiting, Sterling, etc.
- For 4 place settings (24 pieces) $5 down, $5 a month;
- For 6 place settings (36 pieces) $10 down, $10 a month;
- For 8 place settings (48 pieces) $15 down, $15 a month;
- For 10 place settings (60 pieces) $20 down, $20 a month;
- For 12 place settings (72 pieces) $25 down, $25 a month.

- Take up to two years to pay.
- You never pay more than the nationally advertised price.
- Receive without extra charge, a wood antislipper silver plate at no cost. Toward the cost of any unused carry overs where it applies.
- Receive extra charge, a wood antislipper silver plate at no cost. Toward the cost of any unused carry overs when it supplies.

Silver Shop, Macy's Street Floor

Macy's, 150 West 34th Street, New York City

MACY'S, Box 70, N.Y.C. (1)

Enclosed, $ down payment. No of settings.

Name, Address. City State.

DISTINCTIVE, ORIGINAL

FIREPLACE FANS

Here's that added touch of refinement and good taste you've been looking for. A perfect gift. Lovely Fireplace Fans of heavy, durable, gold or silver foil, caught at the base with a green bow and ivy or holly leaves. Self-supporting, gift boxed. Enclose gift cards, and we'll mail for you.

GOLD OR SILVER FANS

15" high, 24" wide... $ 8.75 Ppd.
20" high, 38" wide... 10.75 Ppd.
25" high, 50" wide... 12.75 Ppd.

No C.O.D.'s please. Fans are also available in charming wallpapers.

Silver Springs Industries


- Receive your entire silver set with your first payment.
- Choose from over 150 patterns in stockware by Gor­ ham, Tiffany, Wallace, International, Reed & Barton, Reichen­ bergers, Winfield, Smith. Alvin, Whiting, Sterling, etc.
- For 4 place settings (24 pieces) $5 down, $5 a month;
- For 6 place settings (36 pieces) $10 down, $10 a month;
- For 8 place settings (48 pieces) $15 down, $15 a month;
- For 10 place settings (60 pieces) $20 down, $20 a month;
- For 12 place settings (72 pieces) $25 down, $25 a month.

- Take up to two years to pay.
- You never pay more than the nationally advertised price.
- Receive without extra charge, a wood antislipper silver plate at no cost. Toward the cost of any unused carry overs where it applies.
- Receive extra charge, a wood antislipper silver plate at no cost. Toward the cost of any unused carry overs when it supplies.

Silver Shop, Macy's Street Floor

Macy's, 150 West 34th Street, New York City

MACY'S, Box 70, N.Y.C. (1)

Enclosed, $ down payment. No of settings.

Name, Address. City State.
SHOPTING

Good cover is the name of this charming house sign. Made of mat black-finished wrought iron with cut-out aluminum letters which are painted white. Complete with 36" stake, with 12" x 6" panel. Your choice of 10 letters or four figures on one side only, $15 exp. coll. 50c each additional letter. Hagerstrom Studios, Wheeling, Ill.

Clever accent for any room: the fish-design bowl. Made of wrought iron, it's a delightful ornament, a perfect serving piece for fruit. Or use it as a centerpiece and fill it with cones and gourds. In three sizes: $2.95 for 16"; $3.95 for 18"; $4.95 for 20". All postpaid. Jenifer House, New Marlboro Stage, Great Barrington, Mass.

Friendship wall cupboard. It's exactly copied from the original found in the fishing village of Friendship, Maine. Exquisitely hand-made of native pine, it has a lovely finish. The two swell-front drawers have solid brass pulls. About 40" x 23" over-all. $37.50 ppd. Old Sparhawk Mills, 60 Cottage Street, South Portland, Maine.

NO MORE SCRATCH!!

Protect furniture surfaces with

RIG-O-BAC

the magic wool felt cushion. Self-adhesive to all surfaces, all materials . . . No gluing, Washable, Permanent . . . Conforms to any outline or size of bric-a-brac, lamps, ash trays, etc. . . . Cushions, silences . . . easy to apply, just press on with finger.

4 packages . . . (4 yards) . . . $1.00
Post Paid in U. S. . . . No C.O.D.

J. B. DAWN PRODUCTS
Dept. C
3902 West 64th Place, Chicago 49, Illinois

GRIST MILLING

- Clare Leighton, internationally famous wood engraver, has designed a series of 12 Wedgwood plates depicting the basic industries of New England. They are available now and will be particularly appreciated as Christmas gifts by those who know and love New England. Order early, as sets of 12 are $3 each. Send your name and address for descriptive folder and order blank.
Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, Inc., 24 E. 54th Street, N. Y. C.
AROUND

Our favorite wastebasket is the one shown. It has the likeness of our dachshund, Bal­lerina, drawn and etched in copper. If you have a favorite dog (any breed) send its pic­ture to Mr. Longfellow, a fine artist, and he will reproduce a wonderful likeness on a 14” basket like this. $15 ppd. Henry W. Lon­gellow, Weston, Mass.

The well-loved house deserves a solid brass door knocker like this Colonial one. It’s hand-engraved with your name in Old English letters. About 7” long. S5.20 ppd. Do attach small solid brass knock­ers to the bedroom doors. About 4” long with given name in block letters. $2.20 ppd. Art Colony, 69 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Can you remember the water globes? They were glass paperweights with three­dimensional scenes. And when you shook the globe the snow would fly. Well, they’re back again from Germany but they’re made of heavy plastic. And they’re charming. $1 ppd. Q. T. Novelty, Box 54, Murray Hill Sta., N. Y.

A SPARKLING ADVENTURE IN HOME DECORATION

Authentic reproductions of museum pieces
Now YOU can gain striking decorative effects in your home through the savage beauty of these primitive figurines, masks, lamps, planters and cigarette sets. Here is a sparkle of adventure and an aura of mystery that will charm your guests.

Benin, Southern Nigeria
On the king’s altar, this head represented a royal ancestor. 19 inches high. black. $15.00 p.p.

Baule, Ivory Coast
Mask used in tribal rituals. Upright horns probably re­present those of a bull. 11½ inches high. black. $12.00 p.p.

Special Get Acquainted Offer–$1.00 p.p.
Catalog-priced at $2.95. Fetish figure. Kasa District, Belgian Congo. Medicine men induced a spirit to enter figure and become guardian of owner. 6 inches high in durable block primstone. Only one to a customer.

Solid Black Walnut
Early American Stool

Add a touch of
Victorian Charm
to your home with an exact brass plated copy of great-grandmother’s wall bracket lamp with swivel hinge. Enhances beauty of any wall in your home or club house. Complete with milk glass lamp, electric adapter and kerosene burner. May be used either as electric or kerosene lamp.

Only $12.00
Prepaid in U. S. No C.O.D.’s

JACK DANIEL
CENTRALIA
ILLINOIS

Jeff Elliot Craftsman
Dept. E-02, Elizabeth City, North Carolina

DESK SET
Florentine hand painted wood in green, black, peach, blue or red.

A-B-0
Round 4” With Fork

B-Square 5½” With Scoop

C-Oval 4¼” With Scarp

Your choice of 3 shapes of fluted, floral-pattern pastel imported Bone China sweet meat dishes—each with its own STERLING SILVER server—both at this tiny price! Perfect for relishes, nuts, jellies, lemon slices, candies, cube sugar, etc. Divine gift for wedding, shower.

32.95

PACIFIC JEWELS, Post Office Box 3067
Carmel-By-The-Sea, California

(ABC) (Circle Choice) $3.50 per Set.
6-piece Set $18.00

SEND C.O.D.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY AND ZIP

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Send C.O.D.

17 INCHES

POSTPAID $11.95

The Foam Rubber Store
1829 E. 4th Street
DEPT. 7
CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

Amazing!
Foam Rubber 3-Way Pillow

The Ideal Christmas Gift—TV Pillow for Floor Squatters


Immediate delivery. Shipped anywhere.

POSTPAID $11.95

18 INCHES
Christmas Gifts of Hand Cut MONOGRAMMED GLASSWARE

Rich to hold in the hand and touch to the lips, these crystal beauties are hand cut on a glass cutting wheel by skilled glass craftsmen. Their modern, mannish initials delight the host and merit raves from guests. Heavy sham bottoms prevent tipping. Make up your Christmas list and order complete sets early. All orders shipped postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

FREE—Send also for New Gift Catalog

GLASSCRAFT
920-G CHICAGO AVE. • EVA NSTON, ILL.

Coral Rock Planter Lamp
Enjoy the outdoors indoors with this "bit of the Orient" in your own home. A clever planting-tray, part planter, part lamp—wherever you really live! Lamp base is fashioned from a real coral, with full bulb on bottom—caused stamped for future. Shade is hand-nipped Yrtoisie real with clever coral finish. Planting hole is water protective, ready for your favorite plant or cactus. An exclusive Hall (original) Line for only $22.50 ppd.

Send check or order now (no CODs) to
KATHLEEN WELLER
Box 386G
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Monogrammed half cubes of ice-green glass make a very handsome set of bookends. And the nice part about these is the fact that they make a perfect gift for either a man or a woman. About 5" x 5" x 2". $8.50 express collect the pair. From Market Combers, Box 3282, Station F, Atlanta, Georgia.

SHIPPING

Hard to find. Provincial mirror sconces are coveted, but not many people succeed in locating them. These beauties have tole backs, concave tole reflectors, each set with 128 pieces of mirror. $16.95 ppd. the pair, electrified; $12.95 ppd. as candle holders. Order from Jeff Elliott, Elizabeth City, H. C., N.C.

The art gallery print hostess apron is an unusual conversation piece. The background is black; the designs are multicolor reproductions of famous paintings in Washington's National Gallery; scalloped edge and ties are yellow. Fabric is fine quality colorfast cotton. $2.95 ppd. Mastercraft, 212 Summer, Boston.

Monogrammed hand towels of ice-green glass make a very handsome set of bookends. And the nice part about these is the fact that they make a perfect gift for either a man or a woman. About 5" x 5" x 2". $8.50 express collect the pair. From Market Combers, Box 3282, Station F, Atlanta, Georgia.

I believe this has added a good five years to my life! After all this time, here's a Bathtub Cleaner with a long handle. Lets you clean the tub without falling into it! Makes the job easier for you and the children, too. High-quality, long-lasting DuPont Cellulose Sponge. $1.95 postpaid. Order one for each bath. A long-lasting DuPont Cellulose Sponge, 4"x2"x2", set at proper angle, cleans curved and flat surfaces. Long, sturdy wood handle reaches far corners. Light weight easy to use. So attractive you'll keep it right in the bathroom.

Grand Prize Award for VERSATILITY in DESIGN and USE

Stak-o- Seats

GIVE YOU EXTRA SEATS and SERVING SPACE!
An amazing new design! Closed, it's a handy 12" high hassock . . . open, it's the answer to a dozen home needs! There are three sturdy units with folding legs . . . use them as extra TV seats, serving tables, step stools, and tables, a play set for the youngsters, a cocktail table. Each is 17" high with 16" x 19" top; mahogany finish hardwood legs. And, best of all, they're covered in handsome, practical Batutte—the miracle plastic that looks, feels, and marries perfectly with damp cloth. In your choice of red, complete green, or yellow.

A wonderful buy at just $14.95 (express charges collect)

Greenhall
Dept. C-10, 509 Fifth Avenue • New York 17, N. Y.

Vi g i n k e t c l o t h s

To dramatize your fabrics and highlight your table settings, take to the tub like a regular Mermaid—"Miaeaud." • Perfect for bridal, dinnerware, wicker, iron, traditional and modern dining tables. • Guaranteed washable, color fast, permanent finish, non-reversible, non-fading. • For decorative, window, textiles, white, neutrals, lights, chocolate brown, flame and gold. • usar your bush net cloth over a contrasting solid color under! • 54"x65" . . . $4.95 54"x77" . . . $5.95

We pay postage. Money-back guarantee. Dept. MG-10

Frances-Morris

BLOOMINGTON, 111. 1

HOUSE & GARDEN
AROUND

A pretty picture in the bedroom: quilted rayon taffeta coverlet ($11.95 twin; $12.95 full); flounced rayon taffeta dust ruffle ($7.95 twin; $8.95 full); and 90"-long rayon taffeta-lined draperies ($10.95). Gray, rose, blue, mint, orchid, wine, green. All ppd. Send for color swatches. Colten's, 1351 Beacon St., Brookline, Mass.

Rival to the S.S. United States: the Frank and Burger boat. It's a mighty trim craft of solid birch with nine berths for frankfurters, twelve berths for hamburgers, a snug spot for salt, pepper shakers. About 30" x 9 1/2" x 7 1/2". $7.95 ppd. Cary Hickory Industries, Briar Brae Road, Lafayette, La.

This Heifetz lamp plays two roles, on the table or on the wall. As a table lamp it stands on four birch legs; as a wall lamp it uses the wood bracket which comes with each lamp. Shade is made of white parchment; base is birchwood in black, red, or natural. About 17" high. $11.95 ppd. Twining & Buck, Salisbury, Connecticut.

THE NEW

ROLLIT KNIFE GRINDER

$1.00

The greatest advance toward perfection in knife sharpeners. Do not confuse the Rollit with the common line of metal cutters which harm fine edges. Rollit scientifically sharpens Faster, Sharper. It does not chip or strip off metal. It cannot harm the finest hollow ground knife edge. You simply hold the knife and roll the Rollit back and forth a few times. The results will amaze you.

FURNITURE SCRATCH STICK

The new SCRATCH-STIK makes scratches and nicks disappear from furniture Instantly! Just whisk it on and watch the scratch vanish. Helps to keep furniture new and well preserved. Self applying. No messy pads needed. Takes only a few seconds. Can be used safely on dark and light finishes.

BOILED EGG OPENER

No More Burned Fingers!


Only $0.95

Or send $1.50 for handsone Mr. and Mrs. Gift Box of 2. Money back if not absolutely delighted. Order TODAY!

CRAX-EZY

Large 1 1/2" x 2 1/2" ANY WORDBING

BEAUTIFUL COLORS

JUNE HAVOC

The world famous

Only $5.45

Large 10" x 28" size

JUNE HAVOC

Stor of screen, stage, radio and television

ORDER TODAY—SEND NO MONEY

R. L. MITCHELL RUBBER CO., Dept. C
2122 San Fernando Rd., Los Angeles 65, Calif.

Send personalized Mitchell Name on name shown above in $5.45

Name same color only

Print carefully, no more than 13 letters.

Mr. and Mrs. Gift Box of 2.

In 1000 stretches.

Send for Free Catalog

BOILACE ANDERSON'S GIFT CRAFT SHOP
1234 East 47th Street, Chicago 15, Ill.
BARWA, the Original contour-type chair

Amazing results guaranteed!

RE-PLATE worn Silver in just five MINUTES!

New plating solution is applied with a cloth—instantly restores worn spots. Free trial!

We were skeptical too... until we tried it. "RE-PLATE" is the new silver-plating liquid, contains pure silver. Apply it to any silver-plated article, and like magic, any spots disappear. The new silver coating will not wash or peel off. Saves you the cost of expensive electro-plating; gives worn silverware that "brand-new" look again! Try it at your risk; if not delighted, your money is instantly refunded.

54 North Clark, Chicago, III.

FRISKY COLT

Hand Carved in Italy

He's charming, irresistible! You'll love "Frisky" on sight! A delightful gift for horse lovers and collectors of attractive things. He's made of wood, hand-carved in Italy, stained a natural brown with a blazer on his head, freckled mane and tail, black hoofs. Height over 4 inches. Price only $2.50, postage prepaid. Money back if not delighted.

"little Joe" WIESENSFELD CO.

Dept. F-10 Baltimore 1, Md.

ACROSTIC VERSE

CHRISTMAS CARD

We will write a warm, sincere verse with the initials spelling your own name. "MAY THE MASON'S" is spelled downward by the verse pictured. There's room for up to 10 lines (besides the lines spelling "THE"). Last two lines call attention to the initials spelling your name. Your address or, if you prefer, "CHRISTMAS 1952" is on the front cover. Entire Greeting is plastic-embossed in raised silver on a background of velvety deep blue paper, French-folded from 8 1/2" x 11" sheet.

Prices including white envelopes

25 — $3.50 100 — $10.95
50 — 5.75 150 — 15.50
75 — 8.50 250 — 22.50
Each over 250—9c

BARWA SALES, 646 N. Michigan, Chicago 11, IL.

For your favorite child, a Boston Rocker. This one is an exact reproduction of that famous old chair but it is scaled to the proportions of a child. Beautifully constructed of hardwood, it is finished in black lacquer and trimmed in gold paint. Over-all height 29". $10.95 exp. coll. Templeton Craftsman, Templeton, Mass.

For your favorite child...

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Exciting 56-page Catalog of new and unusual Greetings and Giftwares

Miles Kimball

49 Bond St.

Oshkosh, Wis.

FREE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

BARWA, the Original contour-type chair

RE-PLATE worn Silver in just five MINUTES!

New plating solution is applied with a cloth—instantly restores worn spots. Free trial!

We were skeptical too... until we tried it. "RE-PLATE" is the new silver-plating liquid, contains pure silver. Apply it to any silver-plated article, and like magic, any spots disappear. The new silver coating will not wash or peel off. Saves you the cost of expensive electro-plating; gives worn silverware that "brand-new" look again! Try it at your risk; if not delighted, your money is instantly refunded.

Order your set today. Send check or money order and postpaid charges to:

Times Craft Shop

2801 Pershing Plank Rd., North Bergen, H. J.

HANDBASES for Your Vases

No Knee-Juggling With

HANDI-TABLES

Here's a solution to all the times you need extra tables for buffet, cocktail or television parties. Magic opening action, lightweight, sturdy construction, all wood. Table tops collapse, perfect for chairside use, stain proof and non-warping. Compact ensemble rack included with each set.

Set of 4. Party-colored (one each of red, blue, green, yellow) $35

Set of 4. Black (extra coat of enamel gives black finish) $33.50

Express charges collect...

BARWA accessories: sun cot, settee, table, chair. Barwee... write for folder

Deluxe BARWA models... $44.95 up

Instantly restores worn spots. Free trial!
AROUND

In time for fall entertaining: a rolling server and four companion tables. Each is made of black-finished wrought iron with natural-finish wood surfaces. Server rolls easily, tables stack neatly. $9.95 exp. coll. for server; $14.95 exp. coll. for 4 tables. Downs and Co., Dept. 1432, Evanston, Illinois.

At this price you'll buy several sterling-silver bottle-opener-corkscrew combinations. The classic Georgian-design handle is heavy and handsome, and you can use it with almost any other silver design. About 4½” long, it has a strong steel screw. $7.50 postpaid, tax included. Lowenstein Silver Shop, 560 Broad St., Newark, N. J.

Safe lock gun rack. Any sportsman would love to display his favorite guns in this handsomely made rack. It holds 3 guns in show position. Locking device makes it foolproof. Knotty pine in mahogany or honey finish. About 24” x 21”, it is shipped in 4 easy-to-assemble pieces. $12.95. exp. coll. Yield House, North Conway, N. H.

ASSORTMENT OF...
Keep Your Rings on a Rose!

Blooms Forever on Your Dressing Table! Special By-Mail Offer!

$1.65  postpaid

2 for $3.

What lovelier way to keep your valuable rings safe and clean than with this enchanting "Rose Ring-Holder"? Keeps rings in one easy-to-find spot, free from dusting soap film when you're washing dishes or clothes, dirt-free when you're cleaning. Rings can't fall down drain.

A striking decoration for your dressing or night table, kitchen or bath. Rose Ring-Holder fits all rings, is firmly affixed atop Lucite non-marring base. The perfectly reproduced red rose is visible from all sides. The prettiest "insurance policy" you've ever seen—and worth its weight in gold. One-year written guarantee. Consultation welcomed.

J. BERLÉ 26 West 58 St. N. Y. Tel. PL 5-6250

ENGLISH BONE CHINA

Slicing & Dicing BOARD

... Miniature of Early American Butcher's Cutting Block

For KITCHEN—BAR—TV SNACKS

Soon become an indispensable aid to cooks, home entertainers . . . and just about anybody who ever sets knife to vittles . . . cocktail fruits, salad makings, cheese, meat, or what have you. Made of fine Vermont Hard Maple, with natural colored, satin finished cutting board . . . your choice of red or natural base. Washable and alcohol-proof. "Veri-Sharp" Imperial Knife plates. Now don't be startled. As we were, by the price. 81.35 ppd. the pair. Hickory Enterprises, Irvington, New York.

Demitasse spoons. We fell in love with these because they are so nicely fashioned, because they are so amazingly low priced. They're from Sweden and they're made of nickel silver with a heavy silver plate. Now don't be startled, as we were, by the price. $1.35 ppd. the pair. Hickory Enterprises, Irvington, New York.

Foam rubber is the secret of this practical Venetian blind cleaner. It's cleverly grooved to accommodate the blades of the blind. You'll make a swift job (and a good one, too) on cleaning day. Made of plastic and Goodyear foam rubber. About 8" long. Red only. $1 ppd. Cardograms. 2449 HG Fullerton Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Rien ne remplace un vrai

JANET FORISTER

No more trying one bro after another! Berlé creates for you a Delineator exactly fitted to your individual contours. You'll hardly know you're wearing it. From $17.50 in the world's finest materials. One-year written guarantee. Consultation welcomed.

DISTINCTIVE HOME ACCESSORIES

JANET FORISTER

Keep Itour Rings on a Rose!

Handy hammock

Mail not mislaid when there's no special place to put it . . . that's the reason for this decorative letter hammock. An unusual combination of black split reed on a polished brass frame. Holds paper napkins at mealtimes, too. Send check or money order . . . just $1.95 postpaid.

Send for FREE literature

CHEMICAL TRAVEL CHAIRS

For KITCHEN—BAR—TV SNACKS

Miniature of Early American Butcher's Cutting Block

For KITCHEN—BAR—TV SNACKS

Soon become an indispensable aid to cooks, home entertainers . . . and just about anybody who ever sets knife to vittles . . . cocktail fruits, salad makings, cheese, meat, or what have you. Made of fine Vermont Hard Maple, with natural colored, satin finished cutting board . . . your choice of red or natural base. Washable and alcohol-proof. "Veri-Sharp" Imperial Knife plates. Now don't be startled. As we were, by the price. 81.35 ppd. the pair. Hickory Enterprises, Irvington, New York.

Demitasse spoons. We fell in love with these because they are so nicely fashioned, because they are so amazingly low priced. They're from Sweden and they're made of nickel silver with a heavy silver plate. Now don't be startled, as we were, by the price. $1.35 ppd. the pair. Hickory Enterprises, Irvington, New York.

Foam rubber is the secret of this practical Venetian blind cleaner. It's cleverly grooved to accommodate the blades of the blind. You'll make a swift job (and a good one, too) on cleaning day. Made of plastic and Goodyear foam rubber. About 8" long. Red only. $1 ppd. Cardograms. 2449 HG Fullerton Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
VIRTUE BROS. PRESENTS...

New Exclusive Cubis Design...

Cubis is an excitingly different contemporary design in colorful table tops and chair upholstery to be found only on Virtue chrome dinettes. The smart styling and eye-filling beauty of chairs and tables are pointed up by the ingenious use of tone on tone color patterns to create an effect so fresh and original that nothing less than a brand new name can adequately describe it—Remember that name and ask to see—Cubis—a Virtue Bros. exclusive.

Virtue Brothers
OF CALIFORNIA

VIRTUE BROS. MFG. CO. LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA
The West's Largest Manufacturer of Chrome Furniture
NOW! MODERN
by KLING

Smooth, trim lines... smart, distinctive beauty...
warm, bright, solid maple... identify the new Modern group
It's in step with modern living.
See Kling Modern at leading stores. You'll love it.

Send 25¢ in coin (no stamps, please) for big,
beautiful, full color booklet "Your Bedroom
and You". Contains a wealth of helpful
suggestions on bedroom decorations and
arrangements, and care of furniture. Address
Dept. HG10, Kling Factories, Mayville, N. Y.

KLING MEANS SOLID
MAPLE • MAHOGANY • CHERRY
Newest, Smartest Needletuft Tweeds

Starting point for a whole new feeling in bedroom decoration... a new series of Needletuft tweeds in rich, nubby textures, room-warming colors. The handsome result of a new all-over technique of two-color tufting. Wonderfully casual, and... because they’re Needletuft... wonderfully washable and serviceable, too. See them at smart department stores everywhere, and write for free booklet telling how they are made, “Needletuft Gallery of Stitcheries.”

Write to Cabin Crafts, Inc., Dept. 4, Dalton, Ga.
Now is the time for a gay lace Fantasy Cloth to come to the aid of your party! And it won't stop there...

So practical, so amazingly sturdy (for all its gossamer looks) you'll use it every day. Spots sponge off with a flick, wrinkles smooth away, washing is easy.

See the delicate designs and bold dynamic patterns at your favorite store. In subtle pastels or sophisticated color combinations.

Quaker Lace Company, Philadelphia 33, Pa. • Sales Office: 330 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N.Y.

Also makers of Quaker Curtains of Orlon®, Quaker Nylon Hosiery and Quaker Colony Bedspreads
SHOPPING AROUND

Sleek and smart. This is a well-designed set for both the house and the office. The cigarette urn (with rubber tipped legs) and the ash tray are both made of black finished wrought iron. Ash tray (with clear glass liner) is 6 1/4" in diameter; urn is 2 1/4" in diameter, $3.50 ppd. the set. Greenhull, 509 Fifth Ave., N.Y.

Hang jewel flower by the kitchen or bathroom sink to hold your jewelry and you will never mislay or lose your rings, your bracelets, your watch. It's a pretty ceramic container and it comes in pink, yellow, duchonnet, or blue. About 3 1/4" x 4 1/4". $1 postpaid. The Artists Guild, 8803 Iroquois Trail, Kansas City, Missouri.

A four-year old of our acquaintance learned to wash behind his ears when this Chair-Stool was introduced. It's an amusing little device. Made of hardwood, it comes in pink, yellow, duchonnet, or blue. About 3 1/4" x 4 1/4". $1 postpaid. The Artists Guild, 8803 Iroquois Trail, Kansas City, Missouri.

**Cracker Jack Nutcracker**...$2.95

The easiest way in the world to crack nuts is with our exclusive English Import Cracker Jack Nutcracker. It works like a car jack, . . . a notch at a time, leaving the nut meat whole and crushing the shell. Durable steel construction with chrome finish. Just a slight pressure of the hand and the nut is shelled, all in one operation.

**Hoffritz Has It!**

French Provincial Inspired lamp, designed by New England artists with tole pattern on metal. Gold wreath design on sturdy cast iron base, brushed-glass chimney, 14" metal shade lined in white for better vision, Overall height 55". Perfect accent for Colonial or Modern setting.

Cracker Jack Nutcracker... $2.95

**Keep Place Mats Flat and Fresh**

An exclusive for you from Northmore's. A new "Daily Press" that's guaranteed to keep your place mats neat, fresh, clean and nice. Holds up to 36, 3 1/8" x 20" Made with quilted, washable, Panama white paper and lined in plain white washable paper. Has red ribbon as unit see in this ad next month. Packed in gift wrapped cellophane. Fine gift for a bride or any home owner who likes her dinner mats.

It's $2.95. Plus 25c postage. Yes must be requested as soon as possible to return address, Special Delivery.

**Keep Place Mats Flat and Fresh**

French Provincial Inspired lamp, designed by New England artists with tole pattern on metal. Gold wreath design on sturdy cast iron base, brushed-glass chimney, 14" metal shade lined in white for better vision, Overall height 55". Perfect accent for Colonial or Modern setting.

Easily worth twice this low priced Sold with our usual unconditional money-back guarantee. Send check or money order today. No C.O.D.'s, please.

**Hoffritz For Cutlery**

49 E. 34 St., N.Y.C. Send For Our FREE Catalog

**Northmore's**

Dept. CG, Highland Park 2, Illinois

**Science Has Now Created**

EMERALDS

STAR SAPPHIRES

STAR RUBIES

**Exactly Like the Natural Gems**

But Cost Much, Much Less!

At last, science has made it possible for you to OWN AND ENJOY the fabulous gems you have always wanted. Write for FREE, full color folder telling about Astra Star Sapphires, Astra Star Rubies and YUCA Emeralds as highly as the mined gems. I have these new, scientific gems which are like the mined gems in every single respect that only a certain scientific instrument can prove they are not natural gems.

As Low as $24 a Carat... EASY PAYMENTS If You Wish

You can own an unset Astra Star Sapphire or Star Ruby for as little as $24 a carat, including Fed., tax. Or you can order from us 14K white or yellow gold ladies or men's rings set with these rich gems. The YUCA Emerald rings, although of higher price, still cost you far less than the natural gems. The mined gems often sell for $1000 per carat. Writ today for the descriptive folder with actual color photographs which tells you all about these amazing gems. Write Today or Mail Coupon!

**KENYA GEM CORPORATION**

329 DEPT. 325

CHICAGO 44, ILL.

Send for a FREE Lamp Catalog.

**KEEPS PLACE MATS**

**FLAT and FRESH**

**YES**

**SCIENCE HAS NOW CREATED**

**EMERALDS**

**STAR SAPPHIRES**

**STAR RUBIES**

**YUCA EMERALDS**

**The Only Difference is in the Price You Pay**

Lovers of fine gems have long prized Star Sapphires, Star Rubies and Emeralds as highly as the mined gems. I have these new, scientific gems which are like the mined gems in every single respect that only a certain scientific instrument can prove they are not natural gems.

As Low as $24 a Carat... EASY PAYMENTS If You Wish

You can own an unset Astra Star Sapphire or Star Ruby for as little as $24 a carat, including Fed., tax. Or you can order from us 14K white or yellow gold ladies or men's rings set with these rich gems. The YUCA Emerald rings, although of higher price, still cost you far less than the natural gems. The mined gems often sell for $1000 per carat. Writ today for the descriptive folder with actual color photographs which tells you all about these amazing gems. Write Today or Mail Coupon!

**KENYA GEM CORPORATION**

329 DEPT. 325

CHICAGO 44, ILL.

Send for a FREE Lamp Catalog.
A man's gift is hard to choose, so consider this handsome pigskin tie case. It's something he'd be proud to own. With zipper closing and plaid lining, it's capacious and boasts an attached leather stud pouch. $7.95 ppd. complete with three gold stamped initials. Federal tax included. M. C. Flynn, 43 East 59th Street, New York.

Exquisite china pitcher by Hallcraft. As you can see, the design is classic. But you can't see the flawless clear white glaze. About 3-pint capacity. $2.95. Matching covered onion-soup bowl $3.50; matching gravy boat and ladle $4.50. All postpaid. The Studio Shop, 557 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

In-A-Purse memo shopper will delight the well-organized person. It's a neat white pad (about 4" x 2") neatly printed in black and it has 35 pages. We plan to buy the set (81 ppd. for eight pads) for at least 10 people on our Christmas list. From Horace Anderson's Giftcraft, 1234 E. 47th St., Chicago, Ill.

THE FLORALITER

adds distinction to any desk, vanity, mantel or table. A nationally known completely automatic lighter unit ensures long service and dependability. The rose carved in crystal clear plexiglass is so real you imagine you can see the garden dew still sparkling on its pastel petals. Ceramic—White, Blue, Green, Pink, Red, Yellow attractively boxed and unconditionally guaranteed $87.95 ppd. Sorry no C.O.D.

Bon Vivant Gifts

72 Lindenwold Place Dept. G 612 East Orange, N. J.
AROUND

A beautiful arrangement of flowers adds infinite charm to a room. But fresh flowers are so expensive. Here is an arrangement of exotic wax flowers and fruits. Choice of three arrangements: pastel, fall flower, or red and white. About 15" x 17" x 9" $9.50 ppd. Patricia Roberts, Box 66, Ridgeway Sta., Stamford, Conn.

Nest of Tables

Glass and Iron

Height 21"—Top 18" x 12 1/2"

For SERVING or as MAGAZINE STAND

Set (3) $16. No C.O.D.

EXPRESS COLLECT

RENA ROSENTHAL, Inc.

77 EAST 5TH ST., NEW YORK 22, N.Y.
CORRELATED MODERN

BUTTERFLY CHAIR
DELUXE model. Money black steel frame; durable white, opalescent, slightly textured upholstery. Choice of colors: dark brown, red, green, chartreuse, orange or terra cotta. Shipped express collect. (Add'1 dark slings—$3.25 ea.)

AUTHENTIC model. Like classic original. However, heavy steel frame however "molded" from same molten plastic. Choice of colors: black, red, green, chartreuse, terra cotta, tangerine, red. Yellow, tangerine, terra cotta, eggshell, green, chartreuse, tan, gray, black. Shipped express collect.

AUTHENTIC model. KORDREAL sling. Fabric looks hide own double depth. Superior to leather. Resists alcohol, perspiration, most acids, food stains, and will not crush, peel or wrinkle. Resists alcohol, perspiration, most acids. Send three yds., 48" wide. $39.95 express collect.

CUSTOM model. Made with your fabric, printed or solid on both sides of sling. Interlined with heavy duck. Send three yds., 48" wide. $18.95 express collect.

JUVENILE MODEL
For children two to ten years old. Strong enough to hold an adult. In red, yellow, terra cotta, terra cotta, green, olive, chartreuse, Shipped express collect.

"THE BUCKET"
WASTE PAPER BASKET

"Catch-A-Hill"
"THE PENDANT"
MAGAZINE RACK

NEW! Suction Cellar Drainer
Capacity 300 Gallons per Hour

LAZYBACK CAR PILLOWS
for added riding comfort

Imported Saddle Ash Tray
For Your Favorite Arm Chair
An imported English miniature of a real English Riding Saddle; with easily removable ash tray with cleverly arranged horsehair rim. The all pigskin, neatly stitched saddle, with bright metal stirrups, is lined with non-slip rubber to hold in place on arm of upholstered chair. Length about 5 inches. Price only $5.00. I pay postage. Send cash in bills if you wish. I insure safe receipt of your money. Money back if not delighted.

"Little Joe" WISSENFELD CO.
Dept. F-10 Baltimore 1, Md.

M. P. WHITE Co.
Dept. 1-A, 55 Stuart St., Boston, Mass.

ENTHUSIASTIC GUARANTEE
Nothing wrong with your order or we will refund your money. Shipped express collect.

CHILD'S NAME STOCKING
Your youngster's own name on this huge 18" stocking! Bright red finial with turned-down white cuff. Two merry bells attached. Short name put on cuff in red, longer name across instep in white letters. Order No. PA3509, $1 postpaid.

Suction Cellar Drainer
Container of heavy duty molded plastic with rubber tipped black, wrought iron frame. Container is removable for washing, and available in black, white, terra cotta, terra cotta or gray. If repeated in more than 27" long 3/4" wide. Match your draperies. Tell your decorator. Shipping charges anywhere in U.S.A.

LAZYBACK CAR PILLOWS
Made of super soft Firestone Foamex (molded foam rubber), the Lazyback Car Pillow cushions your back and neck from bumps and jolts. It is odorless and dustfree . . . zipper-covered in soft wool and rayon Scotch plaid . . . adds a touch of luxury to any car. Size, 12" x 18". Colors: Red, green, and blue. $6.75 postpaid. He C.O.D., orders please. Immediate delivery—money refunded if not satisfied.

NETTLE CREEK INDUSTRIES
Box 202, Richmond, Indiana

Don't Hunt for Stamps

GIFT IDEA
"THE YARDBACK"
"For Modern Interiors" Dept. HG 3, MANHASSET, L. I., N. Y.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING

A handsome bar accessory. Very few people think of giving a bitters bottle to the man who is proud of his bar. This bottle is of beautifully-cut crystal and is marked with three cut initials. Be sure to underline the first initial of the last name. $7.95 ppd. Holiday House, Bellevue Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Your own fresh-air fund: the Neptune fern. It's impregnated with chlorophyll, planted in a miniature cobber's bench. Did you know (we didn't) that the Neptune fern lives on air? Which means no care. Bench is well-made, finely finished pine. About 83/4" x 3 1/4" x 2.50 ppd. Merrill Ann, 100 Warren St., N. Y.

NETTLE CREEK INDUSTRIES
Box 202, Richmond, Indiana

Don't Hunt for Stamps

"THE YARDBACK"
"For Modern Interiors" Dept. HG 3, MANHASSET, L. I., N. Y.

Photography Courtesy of Better Homes and Gardens
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AROUND

Cedar-line your closets.

It's so easy! Use Cedar-Lux, an aromatic powdered cedar wood. Dilute with water and apply with brush or spray. Or for textured effect, use very little water and apply the paste with a trowel. It seals cracks, repels moths. $6.95 ppd. the 5-lb. can. Green Gables, Box 44, Gracie Sta., New York.

Ceiling fixture. You can see it's sleekly modern but you can't see the reel which permits you to raise or lower this fixture. Made of brass with aspen-slat shade and Plexiglas diffuser, it can be regulated from 16" to 78" from the ceiling. $39.50 postpaid. Sylvia Robinson, 12 Forster Parkway, Mount Vernon, New York.

Heavenly lights, not music, are produced by this organ. Seven candles cast their mellow glow on the hand-decorated gold and white organ, on the little angels. This would make a most appropriate Christmas decoration. Organ is 6" high; angels are 2". $2.95 ppd. the set. Religious Art Guild, 125 Herold, Peoria, Ill.

MAGNEPADS
THE MAGNETIC POT HOLDERS

Set of 3, postpaid $1.00

Durable, seven inch squares that will prove indispensable in any kitchen, for they CLING TO ANY METAL SURFACE (tin or steel). They're colorful too, and made of long-wearing, high-quality paperboard that will not rust or lose strength. When ordered just now only 50c each, you can save color choice—red, blue, green.

Hand painted figurines in matching or contrasting colors.

YOUNG PRODUCTS

NEW and strikingly different furniture addition for your living-room. Perfect for your TV, mantel, buffet or as a table center piece. Placemat is full 15½ inches wide of luxurious etched hardwood in rich hand painted finish. Choice of decorator colors—chartreuse, chocolate red, jet black. Complete with removable rustproof liner. 3.95 postpaid.

Hand painted figurines in matching or contrasting colors pair.

Hammacher Schlemmer
Handcraft House

It's fun counting the days before Christmas

All December becomes a wonder- ful adventure for your children. 24 Days before Christmas your family lights the candle, burns it to "23." Each December day, you burn to the next number. At last the candle is gone and it's Christmas! Order No. X6770. 2 for 75c postpaid.

Golden-hued DIRILYTE

Golden-hued Dirilyte is many ways more wonderful than any ordinary tableware. Its dazzling, lovely color makes possible far more dramatic table settings. Dirilyte is solid, not plastic, pot ovenless than anything—a gay, place setting is only $11.50. It is harder than steel, gives lifetime service. Smart people everywhere are switching to Dirilyte. Write for FREE beautiful illustrated booklet and price list. Send order to Hammacher Schlemmer, 114 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
COPPER MOLDS

An ORIGINAL painting of your home — $20. Postpaid

Bring the full-color charm of your lovely home indoors with a sparkling, original watercolor painting. A lasting and personalized addition to your interior décorating. Or, of a friend’s home, as a distinctive gift. By professional illustrator, unmarked.

Send check with clear, detailed snapshot and state colors.

EASY TO ORDER. . . Send check with your order and state colors. Money-back satisfaction guaranteed.

Election note de luxe: dyed ermine tail clusters hanging from a Republican elephant pin, from a Democrat donkey pin. Besides being chic, you will be helping your party if you wear one of these very pretty and most amusing pins. $3.95 ppd. for one. Fed. tax incl. From Harold J. Rubin, 52 East 56th Street, New York.

Children at prayer. Don’t these look remarkably like your young imps at the end of a day? One thing is certain, these bisque figurines will never give trouble. Beautifully tinted, they make charming decoration for a child’s room. About 4¼” high. $1.95 ppd. the pair. Helen Gallagher, 413 Fulton, Peoria, Illinois.

A thing of beauty! This knife comes from France, is precision-made of stainless steel, is decorated with an old French coin. In two sizes complete with pigskin sheath: closed 4½”, open 7”, with 2-fracne coin $22.50; closed 3½”, open 6¼”, with ½-fracne coin $16. Ppd. From Hobi, 37 West 57th Street, New York.

GIFT CATALOG

Hundreds of Exciting Gifts from All Corners of the World — For every occasion — Big gifts and little ones — for the family, home, kitchen, garden, for men, women, for the child. Exclusive, Original gifts — right to your doorstep and they’re reasonably priced.


HOUSE & GARDEN
AROUND

Little charmers. We know that these 8-ounce jars are charmers because so many people tried to charm them away. Use them in the bathroom for cotton, for bath salts, for powder; in the kitchen for spices; on the bar for nuts or sugar. $3.25 ppd. for 4. Malcolm's, 526 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland.

Dear Mr. Capezio, you have such imagination! For example, look at your dyeable white satin skimmers collared with pearls! Smart women who wear these for at-home parties will look like a dreamy bourni, feel like a floating cloud. Send the pair, French Boot Shop, 541 Main, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Musical blocks. Use these as a happy way to teach a toddler rhythm and melody. Inside each block is an electronically-tuned precision bell. And the eight bells in the eight blocks make a complete harmonic scale. Blocks are Polystyrene, bells are aluminum. $2.95 ppd. Here's How. 160 South St., New York.

Handy Flow-Brush Dispenser

FREE SAMPLE

See your card before you buy. Send black and white negative and $10 for return postage. If negative unavailable send photo and 50c for making new negative. Satisfaction guaranteed. Act now—avoid rush. Russell Snow Photo Co. Dept. 101, Waltham 54, Mass.

Personal PHOTO Christmas CARDS

From Your Negative
Make your Christmas greeting friendlier, more personal this year! Your treasured snapshot of home, baby, pet or family group handsomely reproduced on a deluxe deckle edge card, distinctly your own.

FREE SAMPLE

Available thru Mail Order Only

TOOLZON—match your mixer

TOOLZON—match your mixer

Slip TOOLZON on your mixer for WAX, POLISH, SAND

Take it easy while your electric mixer does your work! Wax furniture, floors, auto—polish silver, glass, brass—sand wood, metal, ceramics. Just slip on TOOLZON—it is guaranteed to fit any mixer. Zip—tedious work's all done! All attachments, lamb's wool buffer, sanding discs included. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or m.o. today. TOOLZON complete $3

Russell Snow Photo Co.

A Christmas Card with an Artist's Sketch of Your Own Home

Send us a photo of your home. Our artist will sketch it and we'll print it on the inside of this Card.

Prices: Including Envelopes
25c, 50c, 75c, 1.00
85, 1.50, 2.00, 3.00
110, 1.75, 2.50, 3.25

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. WE PAY POSTAGE TO YOU.

YOUR FREE CATALOG!

Exciting 56-page Catalog of new and unusual Greetings and Giftwares

Most Useful Mat
in wonderful imported cork

It's natural cork...a positive pleasure to stand on! This versatile new mat is made of extremely tight and flexible, long-lasting and fast-drying, 271" long x 14" wide.

It has dozens of uses...as a bath or shower mat, door mat, as a foot savor under the kitchen sink, on the dralnboard to protect dishes, in the laundry or by a work bench. Stores compactly.

Lacquer. Light Natural or Black

Free Gift with each purchase:

12" x 18" Cork Mat

At this wonderfully low price, get extras. A Max Stehling exclusive.

Only $2.95 each

FREE GIFT: and Handled Free Envelopes with Order

Max Stehling Seedsmen, Inc.

Hi's Photographs

Available thru Mail Order Only

FREE SAMPLE

Send us a photo of your home, your hearthside this Christmas and in the New Year. Your treasured sketch of your home, your own name, and the message, "May happiness dwell at your hearthside this Christmas and in the New Year." Matching envelopes included.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. WE PAY POSTAGE TO YOU.
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Over 300 clever gifts illustrated. Ready Oct. 15—now is the time. Polished aluminum frame. Glass top. It keeps the bacon and eggs hot, 34.95. Dinner size HoTray (16"x24") with entire surface heated, 34.95. Snacks deliciously hot.

Electric Tray
made by Salton

Only 1195
it keeps breakfast or snacks deliciously hot.
The HoTray has a radiant heat unit sealed within its shatterproof glass top. It keeps the bacon and eggs hot without drying them out. Safety won't harm a table top. AC or DC, 110 or 220 volts. Please—NO C.O.D.'s. Bar Mart, 62 W. 45th St., N. Y.

Black Forest
15-minute Cuckoo Clock

$11.95
(including tax)
Postpaid

Every 15 minutes the active little bird pops forward, opens his bill and cuckoos merrily. A dependable, fully guaranteed wall clock with a great deal of charm. Beautifully hand-carved in the heart of the Black Forest by old-world craftsmen. Overall height 12", width 81/2". Please—NO C.O.D.'s.

Write for pamphlet describing many more items available by mail.

Junior Rock Drill
The year's most realistic toy!

Needs no winding—easy pressure produces motion and sounds like real drills. Heavy-gauge steel authentically lithographed. 3 interchangeable tools—point tool, spade tool, and tender, 18" high, adjusts to 23" high with extension rod. No. T85623—$1.49 ppd.

By Mail...Over 2,000 Early American Reproductions

Free Christmas Catalog 56 pages! Over 300 clever gifts illustrated. Ready Oct. 15—now is the time to send for yours.

"Radiant heat"
Electric Tray
made by Salton

Here's a plant that needs NO CARE.

BROMELIAD
That Lives on Air
And flourish it does—almost entirely on plain old oxygen. While other plants are being watered and watched and worried over, this hardy house plant from Brazil tillily grows unaided to delight you with its exotic tropic beauty. A clitch to complement any color scheme. Its decorative wort of leaves ranges from lemon green to rich emerald, vivid red to deep maroon. This rare Brazilian beauty, 14" to 15" tall, comes in a classic, creamy white pot 6" high.

mall orders promptly filled
Postpaid
Our Full-Color Calenlor FREE with En quiries.

Send 25c for this Fascinating Illustrated Catalog!

Most complete catalog of Early Americas ever published—over 2,000 items fully illustrated! Reproductions of every type: Colonial Pew and Cherry furniture, Hand-wrought hardware—M. Hinges, Early Thimbles, Latches, Bolts, etc.—Fireplace equip­ment—Pots, Washbasins, Bags, Wallhangings, Lamps, Lighting Fixtures, China and Glass. Every item available by mail!

To order, send 25c to:

Cult Ideas
Miles Kimball
17 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

Preparation Time: 0 minutes

Shrimp server is beautifully made of polished blond wood, and it has an insert to hold the glass sauce bowl. And all over the dome surface are holes for your shrimp on toothpicks. Finally, it has a graceful handle for easy serving. About 91/2" in diameter. $3.50 ppd. The Bar Mart, 62 W. 45th St., N. Y.

Fur slicker-brush should be standard equipment in every woman's wardrobe. It's the kind of device the professional furrier uses to remove dust and loose hairs from furs. Made of fine steel wires it is an investment that will soon pay for itself. $1.50 ppd. Personal Meeting Co., 93-24 Queens Blvd., Rego Park, New York.
"POMPEIAN STRIPES"

"READY-MADES" OF LUXURIOUS CELANESE* ACETATE TAFFETA

With Pompeian Stripes, Sumerson has translated the beauty and splendor of the Roman era into an elegant design for your bedroom. Here is a complete range of handsomely tailored accessories all in crisp Celanese taffeta, the wonderful acetate fabric that has such a healthy way of resisting cracking and splitting. It keeps its shape and lustrous appearance with a minimum of care. In striped and coordinated solid shades of House and Garden’s 1953 colors.

At A. Alman & Co., New York; G. Fox & Co., Hartford; Scruggs-Vandervort-Barney, St. Louis; Carson, Pitie Scott & Co., Chicago.

For other stores see page 234. Celanese Corporation of America, New York 16.

*Celanese
ACETATE, one of the world’s great textile fibers
new miracle materials found **only in** Flexalum, blinds

wipe-clean plastic tapes

spring-tempered aluminum slats

keep the dust off... and the beauty in

damp cloth makes dirt disappear from the non-porous surface. Sun won't fade locked-in colors. Flexalum tape won't shrink, stretch or fray.

Flexalum slats snap back! Bend them...exclusive spring-tempered aluminum snaps back straight as new. Mar-proof' enameled finish won't rust, chip, crack, peel.

look for this signature! Ask to see the Flexalum visible-invisible trade-mark on the slats. If the mark isn't there... the blind isn't Flexalum.

**WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET—“HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR VENETIAN BLINDS”**

DEPT. 94, HUNTER DOUGLAS CORPORATION, 130 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7 • IN CANADA—HUNTER DOUGLAS, LTD., MONTREAL, QUEBEC
In richly finished veneers. Note how each piece complements the next... and think what a joy all those drawers will be!

**Work modern miracles with traditional**

**Gold Coast Mahogany**

**BY MENGEL**

See how this furniture cooperates, one beautiful piece with another, to use your dining room and bedroom wall-space to undreamed of advantage. This is functional furniture, built by Mengel craftsmen, for you who love the charm of old-world furniture, yet long for the efficiency of modern. Mahogany has never looked richer, nor been thriftier than this!

Mengel Furniture stays young, keeps active. The chest you buy now for one room for instance, will, years ahead, serve a fresh purpose in another.

Mengel Furniture groupings are priced from $179 to $499 f.o.b. Louisville

---

**MENGEL ASHBORNE FOR YOUR DINING ROOM**

In figured mahogany veneers and selected hardwoods. A traditional grouping that brings you a choice of table, chair, and buffet styles, all in this museum-fine design.

**THE MENGEL COMPANY • FURNITURE DIVISION • LOUISVILLE 1, KENTUCKY**
You know the difference between
this ordinary Cup
and this Elegant
Minton China

Discover
The Valuable Difference that makes Koylon the Finest Foam!

Compare! Yes, when you buy a mattress and matching foundation you're making an investment that rates careful comparison to be sure you're buying the best.

There's no skimping with Koylon! It's full length, full width, a full 4\(\frac{1}{2}\)-inches deep. It is made to fit standard bed frames without gaps or extra equipment to make it fit.

You get a full measure of clean white latex that bests the highest standards of any mattress.

You get the only foam mattress that is reversible—so important to good housekeeping and even wear. The double-cored design of the Koylon mattress keeps it airy-clean, fresh and buoyant through a lifetime of restful sleep.

Why not discover Koylon, the most beautiful mattress ever made, at your favorite store?

There is only one

Koylon Foam

United States Rubber Company
Rockefeller Center, New York
3 New decorative fabrics
charming "Still Life" adaptations

by Cyrus Clark

New, refreshing designs from "Still Life" compositions create a casual but pretty mood in decorative fabrics. These three new prints are adapted from the 18th century Flemish School of painting. In them has been captured all its perfection of drawing and composition and the open-air feeling of fruits and flowers which are charmingly and correctly in keeping with the decorative schemes of modern living.

At Top
"Malaga"—lavish arrangement of decorative fruits and flowers. For draperies or furniture covers which give importance to any room.
36" "Everglaze" MIDUS CLOTH—
Approx. price $1.75 per yd.

Center
"Market Day"—gay and amusing version of the "Still Life" theme for all informal interiors.
36" "Everglaze" CHINTZ—
Approx. price $1.65 per yd.

At Right
"Still Life"—the beauty and abundance of nature are brought indoors in this pleasant composition. For furniture and draperies.
48" "Everglaze" NOMUS CLOTH—
Approx. price $3.15 per yd.

Cyrus Clark fabrics—available at leading retailers
NEW VINYL FLOOR ENDS ALL SCRUBBING SLAVERY

And sets miracle Super-wear Records

There's a new marvel underfoot: Flor-Ever, the amazing vinyl plastic floor. Unbelievably durable — gloriously colored — its greatest wonder is fast, easy, miraculous cleaning. DIRT JUST SLIPS OFF, because it is super-smooth and non-porous. Mess simply can't soak or grip into it — wipes off in a flash! Yes, on this superb polished plastic your cleaning time is changed to seconds — and you'll thrill to its glowing beauty twice as long.

Flor-Ever is guaranteed for wear... guaranteed against staining by kitchen grease or oil... and NEVER NEEDS WAXING for protection!

PICK A FLOOR OF PLASTIC BEAUTY

Now, for real beauty, combine Flor-Ever's 17 glowing, vinyl-toned colors — by the yard and tile — in your own custom-designed pattern.

By the Yard — By the Tile

INSTALL IT YOURSELF

Your flooring dealer is ready and eager to install Flor-Ever for you — by the yard or tile. Or, if you wish to save the labor cost, he'll just as cheerfully tell you how easily you can install the tiles yourself and supply you with the few inexpensive tools and materials needed. It's a clean, simple task; complete instructions are in each carton.

THE IDEAL, ALWAYS CLEAN SINK AND COUNTER TOP

Now, match your sink and counter tops to your floor — and enjoy Flor-Ever's astounding stain resistance — super-fast cleaning — sparkling beauty... everywhere. Kitchen grease, oil, fruit juices and water can't discolor or rot. So flexible it curves up for a perfect splashboard.

And — brand new — the smart "CORDORAY" tile

Top style news in flooring is "Cordoray". Its entirely different marbleizing and high-fashion colors give striking beauty.
Porcelain figurines. These are careful copies of antique French porcelain. The glaze is bright, the colors are delicate. They are charming little ornaments for the breakfast-for, for a hanging shell, for a guest room. About 8" high. And the cost is astonishingly low. $2 ppd. the pair. Herman Opt., 197 Market St., Newark, N. J.

Rabbit casserole. It's made of our favorite ovenware, Tonalia pottery. The bunny is well-modeled and decorated with colorful flowers. Background colors are cream, terra cotta or cinnamon. Use it as a tureen or for your favorite casserole. About 1½ quart size. $3.75.

Whis-Kleen is an attractive nylon brush built on the principle of the carpet sweeper. It's prettily cased in ivory plastic ($2 ppd.). The black plastic lop is hinged to make it easy to remove the brush for washing. ($3 ppd.). The boxes—$7.45; 6 boxes—$2.75 each.

Wedding-Invitation Plate An elegant gift of beautiful simplicity. . . . Her wedding invitation or announcement duplicated exactly in etching on a fine crystal plate. For mints, canape, on important writing. Sterling silver rim, rhodium finished to eliminate tarnishing. Delivery, about ten days. 8" square—$15. Write for New Catalog.

Revolving "ANGEL CHIMES" From Sweden comes this enchanting decorative innovation. Heat rising from the burning candles causes the Herald Angels to revolve lightly striking the bells with their wands. The resulting chime-like sound is charming on short bell afte. This is the original, one and only "ANGEL CHIMES"! $10.00 each from other sources of imitation. Silver, slightly colored brass instead of copper. (2) It has a gong key to catch possible drippings. (3) It has holders for four candles instead of brass. (4) It is imported from Sweden. (5) The six candles included free with each. Boy or girl, age five for each end of the mantel, dining table, etc. Or if you desire only one for yourself the extra will serve as a perfect gift.

1 for $2.75 instead
2 for $5.00 instead

"ANGEL CHIMES" CANDLES Made in Sweden especially for the "ANGEL CHIMES" boxes—$7.45; 6 boxes—$2.75 each.

Black & Company, Inc. 99-78 Metropolitan Ave. Forest Hills, N. Y.

Leathercraft Process The only service of its kind for——

SUEDE COATS — JACKETS CLEANED • REDYED PROCESSED

Black & Company, Inc.

Penthouse Gallery

15 West 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Right in design ... beautiful in finish and colors ... functional in use ... these smart lamps provide the lighting warmth so essential to contemporary or modern home decor. Made of the finest materials ... stands, shades, and parts ... their delicately sheer lines and symmetrical contours bring decorative charm to every lighting need.

**Jan's Smart, Functional Modern Lamps to bring Brightening Beauty to Your Home at Amazingly Low Prices**

**Table Lamp**
- Black Wrought Iron Stand
- Rectangular shade, pull chain socket. Shades available in white, red, beige, chartreuse, & black. $10.95

**Tripod Desk Lamp**
- Height 29". 18" drum shade.
- Black. $4.98

**Tall Desk Lamp**
- Height 45". 24" flexible gooseneck. White, red, beige, chartreuse. Polyplastix material. $24.75

**Pin-Up Desk Lamp**
- Height 29". 18" drum shade. Black or white, red, green, chartreuse, & polyplastix fibre glass. $10.95

**Leaf Trays**
- Sophisticated beauty at an amazing price! 217 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

**Eye Baskets**
- For bread, fruit, or snacks, ideal for T.V. and parties. The either-handled baskets make passing a pleasure, the tough wicker wavy-leafed and flat. A big 22" tip-to-tip. Each $2.60, 2 for $4.95

**Shopping**

A Thanksgiving table will look inviting if you use this bowd as a centerpiece. Heap it with the fruits and nuts of the season, place decanters of port on each side, and the family will boast about your good taste. Of mat-finished black wire, it's about 6" high and 12" in diameter. $5.50 ppd. Seth & Jef, New Marlboro, Mass.

**Handmade Basketware**

New Trend-Setting Pacific Imports

**Eye Baskets** are perfect for bread, fruit or snacks, ideal for T.V. and parties. The either-handled baskets make passing a pleasure, the tough wicker wavy-leafed and flat. A big 22" tip-to-tip. Each 2.60, 2 for 4.95

**Leaf Trays** are superb examples of fine Pacific craftsmanship and good design. The rigid, lightweight bamboo construction lets you serve easily with one hand free. 22" tip-to-tip, 16" wide. Each 3.95, 2 for 7.90

**How to Order:** Just fill in coupon and mail. Please add 575 for Table, Wall and Desk Lamps. $2.00 for floor lamps for shipping and handling charges. These fine quality lamps come direct to you at the lowest cost than if you purchased elsewhere. Money back guarantee if not delighted.

**Don't Bite!**

They're so real you'll want to, but they're marble-carved, textured and colored in Italy, and they look for all the world like fresh picked fruit. Apple, peach, green or ripe fig, persimmon, banana, orange, tangerine, pear, lemon, 1.25 each. Black grapes, 2.50, walnut 1.00. Minimum order: 6 pieces. Add $0.75 postage, 75 west of Miss.

**erno. C.O.D.'s Please**

**House of Italian Handicrafts**
217 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.
AROUND

This little pig stays home and diligently collects the money you need to buy a refrigerator or a fur coat. And it is decorative, too. What more can you expect of a piggy bank? From Denmark, it is handmade of terra cotta decorated with white polka-dots.

$7 ppd. The Pitts, 20 Romolo, HG, San Francisco, California.

The professional bartender would love these bar tools. The five-piece set is all you need (plus spirits) to make the popular cocktails. It consists of one stainless-steel mixer, one measured mixer, a long handle stirring spoon, a metal ice tongs. $5 ppd. the set. The Wonder Bar, Box 425, Trenton, New Jersey.

To make a pretty corner in the bathroom, the kitchen, or the hall, be sure to hang this pierced gallery steel shelf. Perfect for perfume bottles, for spices, for climbing plants. Finished in white, red, or yellow enamel. About 9" x 6" x 15". $2.98 ppd. Gary Alan Industries, Dept. G, 1026 Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

This Christmas you can send precious home movies to loved once everywhere. The Melton Movie Viewer holds 50-foot roll standard 8 mm. film. Nothing else needed for perfect viewing of clear, life-action picture in color or black and white. Make your man overseas happy with movies to loved ones near at hand.

Order today. Immediate delivery.

P.S. We have wide variety of 8 mm. film at $1.00 per reel.

Send for free film list, Melton Industries, Inc., Dept. HG-2, 1679 E. 2nd St., Reno, Nevada.

Simply Beautiful!

"IT'S CHRISTMAS" GREETING

"It's Christmas . . . nothing more . . . is plastic - embossed in gleaming raised silver on the front cover (view at left) of this unique and striking Greeting.

The background is a sheet of soft and velvety deep-blue paper—French-folded for luxury to 42"x3"

from an 8½"x11" sheet. To add anything more would destroy the simplicity and good taste which makes this Greeting so very right. White baronial style envelopes included.

Prices, with envelopes

25 . . . 3.50
50 . . . 5.75
75 . . . 8.50
100 . . . 10.95
150 . . . 15.50
250 . . . 22.50

Satisfaction is guaranteed. We pay postage to you.

Yours Free!

Exciting 56-page Catalog of new and unusual Greetings and Giftwares

Miles Kimball

49 Bond St.

Oshkosh, Wis.

Send for free gift—Even now- for you with your order today.

this beautiful Personalized Soap

The design lasts on this beautifully-scented French-rolled soap. Your choice of initials in green, delphinium blue, navy blue, red, brown or black—on white jasmine, white clover, pink apple blossom, yellow sandalwood or blue rose soap. $6.00 a dozen or 6 cakes for $3.50. Prices include boxing and mailing. Specify initials, color soap and imprint.

The "Original" Personalized Soap

KATHERINE GRAY OF COLORADO

F. O. BOX 136, COLORADO SPRINGS

HOLDAFONE

A Unique Gift
OF OUTSTANDING USEFULNESS

Send MOVIES FROM HOME
NO SCREEN OR PROJECTOR NEEDED

MELTON POCKET MOVIE VIEWER

This Christmas you can send precious home movies to loved ones everywhere. The Melton Movie Viewer holds 50-foot roll standard 8 mm. film. Nothing else needed for perfect viewing of clear, life-action picture in color or black and white. Make your man overseas happy with movies to loved ones near at hand.

Order today. Immediate delivery.

P.S. We have wide variety of 8 mm. film at $1.00 per reel.

Send for free film list, Melton Industries, Inc., Dept. HG-2, 1679 E. 2nd St., Reno, Nevada.

COFFEE MILL LAMP

You'll love this striking conversation-piece!

Exciting, new styling for your living-room, bedroom, den—perfect in colonial area. Handmade base is authentic coffee grinder in honor of walnut finish—7" square—painted to hold plants or cigarettes, cards, etc. Smooth-splashed porcelain shade is 17" wide—of washable permanent-finish paper—slips on and off metal frame with ease.

Choice of shades in chartreuse with dark green trim; organdy—slips on and off metal frame with ease.

Estimated value: $22.95—immediate delivery.

ETERLE LIGHTING CO. • Est. 1868

21 E. 9th St.

Cincinnati 2, O.
A classic piece of furniture ... ideal for tuning and viewing "TV"

A beautiful authentic reproduction Eighteenth Century Ottoman in solid Honduras Mahogany with rich mellow finish. Paintstakingly handmade throughout. Hand-tied springs and best hair filling for a long life of comfort. Removable cutouts. 20 1/2" x 16 1/2" x 15" high. Only from BIGGS. Order by mail $29.00 f.a.b., Richmond, Va. (E. of Mississippi) and $2.50 express charge; Texas—$3.10; Elsewhere $4.00 ) State color preference for upholstery . . . or send your own cover (25" x 25") . . . or write for free samples of fabrics.

See the fascinating Biggs collection of over 200 hand-made reproductions in Biggs own stores:

900 WEST MARSHALL STREET, (G), RICHMOND 20, VA.
1210 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., Washington 792 Peachtree Street, N. E., Atlanta 118 North Charles Street, Baltimore 510 Grant Street, Pittsburgh
Strawbridge and Clothier, Philadelphia

FOAM RUBBER Decorative PILLOW
IN 7 BEAUTIFUL COLORS
A super-soft, molded Foam Rubber Pillow covered in beautiful decorators fabric. Holds shape permanently—never mats or sags, non-allergenic. Use in bedroom or living room. Use on floor, chair, sofa or divan. Adds wonderful comfort wherever used. In the newest style in living room decoration. Buy several in different colors—gray, forest green, chartreuse, wine, gold, toast and cherry red. Size: 17 in. sq., 5 in. thick. Complete with fancy ruffle or tailored cording. Shipped anywhere.

POSTPAID $6.95
A WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS GIFT
The Foam Rubber Store
1827 E. 12TH STREET DEPT. 10 CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

AERO-FEEDER and PLANT WATERER

Make your plants grow more beautiful and prevent "burning" of roots. This new, scientific method of bringing moisture, air and fertilizer to roots will re-vitalize your pot plants. 80¢ each. Put Aero-Feeder into soil, place fertilizer tablet (not included) in bowl, add water. Aero-Feeder will take excellent care of your plants while you are away! 80¢ each.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Send Check or Money Order.
Write for FREE Catalog.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING

She'll darn your socks and sew the buttons on your shirts if she has a sewing box like this. It's intelligently designed and beautifully made and covered with white quilted plastic. Removable clear plastic tray is sectioned for sewing aids. About 10" x 9 1/2" x 6 1/2". $4.95 ppd. Glasscraft, 920 G Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Ill.

Mexican glass dishes to use in any number of ways. We use them as individual sherbet bowls when we serve roast lamb; as individual nut dishes for a dinner party; as ash trays in the living room. They're made of hand-blown glass in a wonderful dark blue. $1 ppd. for 2. Southwestern Gifts, 630 E. Alameda, Santa Fe, N. M.

The stuffed shirt is for the man of spirit who likes to play bartender to a spirited gathering. It's a starched linen dickie with an attached wing collar, a bright red butterfly tie, imitation studs, and cartoons of cocktail situations. $1.95 ppd. Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

A beautiful authentic reproduction Eighteenth Century Ottoman in solid Honduras Mahogany with rich mellow finish. Paintstakingly handmade throughout. Hand-tied springs and best hair filling for a long life of comfort. Removable cutouts. 20 1/2" x 16 1/2" x 15" high. Only from BIGGS. Order by mail $29.00 f.a.b., Richmond, Va. (E. of Mississippi) and $2.50 express charge; Texas—$3.10; Elsewhere $4.00 ) State color preference for upholstery . . . or send your own cover (25" x 25") . . . or write for free samples of fabrics.

See the fascinating Biggs collection of over 200 hand-made reproductions in Biggs own stores:

900 WEST MARSHALL STREET, (G), RICHMOND 20, VA.
1210 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., Washington 792 Peachtree Street, N. E., Atlanta 118 North Charles Street, Baltimore 510 Grant Street, Pittsburgh
Strawbridge and Clothier, Philadelphia

FOAM RUBBER Decorative PILLOW
IN 7 BEAUTIFUL COLORS
A super-soft, molded Foam Rubber Pillow covered in beautiful decorators fabric. Holds shape permanently—never mats or sags, non-allergenic. Use in bedroom or living room. Use on floor, chair, sofa or divan. Adds wonderful comfort wherever used. In the newest style in living room decoration. Buy several in different colors—gray, forest green, chartreuse, wine, gold, toast and cherry red. Size: 17 in. sq., 5 in. thick. Complete with fancy ruffle or tailored cording. Shipped anywhere.

POSTPAID $6.95
A WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS GIFT
The Foam Rubber Store
1827 E. 12TH STREET DEPT. 10 CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

AERO-FEEDER and PLANT WATERER

Make your plants grow more beautiful and prevent "burning" of roots. This new, scientific method of bringing moisture, air and fertilizer to roots will re-vitalize your pot plants. 80¢ each. Put Aero-Feeder into soil, place fertilizer tablet (not included) in bowl, add water. Aero-Feeder will take excellent care of your plants while you are away! 80¢ each.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Send Check or Money Order.
Write for FREE Catalog.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING

She'll darn your socks and sew the buttons on your shirts if she has a sewing box like this. It's intelligently designed and beautifully made and covered with white quilted plastic. Removable clear plastic tray is sectioned for sewing aids. About 10" x 9 1/2" x 6 1/2". $4.95 ppd. Glasscraft, 920 G Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Ill.

Mexican glass dishes to use in any number of ways. We use them as individual sherbet bowls when we serve roast lamb; as individual nut dishes for a dinner party; as ash trays in the living room. They're made of hand-blown glass in a wonderful dark blue. $1 ppd. for 2. Southwestern Gifts, 630 E. Alameda, Santa Fe, N. M.

The stuffed shirt is for the man of spirit who likes to play bartender to a spirited gathering. It's a starched linen dickie with an attached wing collar, a bright red butterfly tie, imitation studs, and cartoons of cocktail situations. $1.95 ppd. Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.
**AROUND**

Shopetta is a shopping aid, not first cousin to Gambella the gambling lady. And despite its name, it is a wonderful gadget. It's round, it fits into the pocketbook, it lists over 40 household items, and it's easy to use. Made of ivory plastic with red markers. $1.25 postpaid. From Crane's, 419 East 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

Colonial eagle switch plate. It's a two gang toggle which means that the same plate will accommodate two different switches. It's decorative and practical. Finger marks and smudges are easily wiped off the hammered aluminum surface. Finished in mat black. $1.65 ppd. Spencer Studios, 117 S. 13th, Philadelphia, Pa.


**GROW ANCIENT AZTEC CEREMONIAL Black Orchids**

RIGHT AT HOME

Requires less care than any house plant—lives on air. This rare species of orchid with rich, evergreen foliage and regal, deep-red blooms grows well indoors. Each bulb puts out from 5 to 10 gorgeous blooms. Cluster of 5 to 8 bulbs mounted on decorative reaches you ready to hang. Guaranteed to grow. $2.95 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

**ACCEPT MYSTERY LEAF-OF-LIFE**

. . . AS A GIFT

With your Black Orchid purchase we send you this mysterious leaf which sprouts 5-20 new plants, each of which may be potted and grown. . . . No C.O.D.'s, please.

**The REMINGTON Co.**

DEPT. 3-L

TOWSON 4, MD.

**Original Sketch of your home on CHRISTMAS CARDS**

What a wonderful way to personalize your season's greetings!

Simply send us a clear photograph or snapshot of your home, on which a framed design will create on original pen & ink sketch. When once your sketching has been made, you may use it again on stationary, envelopes, or stationery cards or correspondence.

Specify any green, or black ink and signatures faithfully written. Card size includes:

- 100 beautiful cards with envelopes $2.95 postpaid
- A second hundred cards and envelopes 34.95
- Additional cards and envelopes (per 100) 19.95

Personalized stationary makes an excellent gift. Write for a complete brochure of our other original watercolors.

**The Custom Stationery Company**

Box 590, Wantagh, New York

**LAZY JOE**

**An Amazing Novelty**

—the Laughing Horse

You'll get many a laugh out of "Lazy Joe." Gets a chuckle out of the most confirmed "scrooge." Great for den, chutroom or office. He's hungry looking with large, white teeth protruding from laughing pink lips. Seems almost alive. Painted a durable brown. About 9" high. Only $2.50 prepaid. Money back if not delighted.

**WIESENFELD CO.**

Dept. K-10

BALTIMORE 1, Md.

**HANDSOME ONLYX BASED FOUNTAINS OF LIGHT**

Enhance the beauty of your room with these remarkable artistic lamp bases. "Ornamented Fountains of Light." Each lovely lamp has 27 sparkling glass crystal prisms covering over an oval finished goldplated metal base. Elegant additions to your home. Perfect for collectibles. This makes distinctly magnificent gifts! Complete with bulbs. Overall height 17". A TREMENDOUS VALUE! $14.95 the pair, postpaid.

**MARCOS SALES**

Dept. G-10

FLUSHING 54, N. Y. C.
New "bell-case" for creating decorative usefulness for that heirloom watch. Beautiful and functional for mantel, desk, dresser. Easily lifted for watchwinding. Strikingly displays revered medals, small jewelry, other small utilitables.

RATTAN STOOLS $4.85 ppd.
Felt covered base of natural woods, mahogany or ebony. Displays revered medals, small jewelry, other small utilitables.

BRASS OR COPPER WASTEPAPER BASKET
Hand crafted of heavy gauge brass or copper and trimmed with embossed bands of solid brass, if stands 11 1/2" high, top is 9" x 12". Weight 5 lb. Watertight and laset-seamed to prevent tarnishing. When ordering specify brass or copper. A distinctive gift. $9.50 plus $1.00 for sending. With lid, 12½ ppd sending.

GRASS MATS $3.75 ppd.
"Tatem" Style. Smooth surface, long-wearing, natural color mats, bound in black. L 3' x 4'. Larger sizes custom made to order. Graceful dome of crystal-clear sparkling Dupont Lucite.

WASH FRAGILE THINGS SAFELY!
LYON'S Washing Bags
Our proven long-wearing, open-mesh cotton washing bags protect dainty and fragile articles, from handkerchiefs to ruffled curtains, while being washed in any type of washing machine.

For the carriage trade Republican and Democrat: a plush elephant and a plush donkey. These engaging pull toys are made with fine steel frames, with movable eyes, with solid rubber wheels. Each is about 15" x 12" x 7". $3.98 plus 30c postage. Guaranty Sales, Box 176, Teaneck, N. J.
AROUND

Map ash trays are clever! Made in the shapes of the 48 states, District of Columbia, Hawaii, and Alaska the trays come decorated with state flower or bird, lettered with state name, marked with name of a town in the state, or with a first name. Gray or green ceramic. About 4". $1 ppd. each. Annie Laura, Rivera 35, Cal.

Quick-Suds soap ejector helps to make work easy. It's an attachment to use with a car washer (fits all types) and hose. It holds liquid or powder detergent, dispenses suds when you press button, clear water when you release button. Black plastic, steel. $4.29 postpaid. Bernard A. Mann, 420 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Hooked rugs. These are imported rugs made of long staple cotton yarn. The background is beige, the border is black or green, and the design is soft multi-color. And you may buy them in any size from 2' x 3' ($3.75 ppd.) up to 12' x 18' ($137.50 ppd.). Order from Special Prod., 950 Columbus, HG San Francisco.

TOTE-TABLE
ALL-PURPOSE TABLE
THAT'S PORTABLE

Ideal for game room
BUFFETS • KITCHEN
LAUNDRY • HOBBIES

There's simply no end to the number of practical uses for these wonderful tables. Perfect for every purpose from cutting a dress pattern to a roomy game table for six or more. Folds away in a jiffy. When not in use takes less space than a card table. Smooth, natural Tempered Presswood Top is guaranteed scratch and stain-proof. Tubular aluminum legs have positive locking clutches. Support ½ ton—yet weights only 24 lbs. Bakelite molded handle carries extra-lights in brilliant colors of Forest Green, Sunshine Yellow, or Dunbonnet Red. Express charges collect.

ORDER YOUR TABLE TODAY. Just check size on ad and mail with remittance. The perfect gift to give or receive.

Your money cheerfully refunded if you are not fully satisfied.

Ward Phillips Co.
10 East Main St., Dundee J, Illinois

TATCH-A-TRAY
ON YOUR FLOOR LAMP

Make your floor lamp a tray lamp with the new Tatch-a-Tray! Handy for holding sewing things, smoking articles, bridge pads, beverages in easy reach. Easily attached. No tools required. Fits lamp stems up to ¾" diameter. Made of heavy steel, size 12" sq. In choice of decorator's Stipple tone colors: Blue, Red, Gray, or Gold. Postpaid...
$4.95
Entertaining
Stainless Steel or Chrome finish, postpaid...
$5.95
Ideal gift for man or woman

CARRY A FASHION RIGHT

Satchel Bag

wherever you go! Gives any costume the smart accessory finish. Made of genuine cowhide, saddle stitched throughout... has lots of room for your compact, wallet, check book and even for clothing for after-work dates. Don't overlook the saddle-like lining or the zipper closing and the sturdy handles. An unsurpassed value for the fashion-right woman.

TATCH-A-TRAY PRODUCTS
185-A N. Wabash Ave. Chicago 1, Ill.

Imagine, for $3.25... an Libby beverage tumblers of sparkling ball crystal, monogrammed with the beauty and skill for which AMERICAN CRYSTAL cutters are internationally famous. You'll want several sets... for yourself, for gift-giving.

MONOGRAM STYLES

No. 1, Block letters 1, 2, or 3 Initials...

No. 2, Cursive English

No. 3, Monogram No. 1, Monogram No. 2...

AMERICAN CRYSTAL CO.
P.O. Box 1302, Rochester, N.Y.

Send the following postpaid, with money-back guarantee:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 mon. water tumblers</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mon. iced tea tumblers</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mon. iced tea tumblers</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Account No. 1001...

Address...

City...
at last... at new low prices!

**NYLON CURTAINS**

in 5 COLORS

**SAVE $2 TO $15 A PAIR**

All Sizes... Styles... Colors

100% Durable Nylon Curtains featuring all of Nylon's magic qualities, in polyester, acetate styles. Whatever your choice in style, size, or color, you'll find it here at prices so low you must be amazed. 70 Denier Nylon.

**COLORS:**
- Pastel shades of Buttercup Yellow, Rose Pink, Seafoam Green, Wedgewood Blue, Ivory White.

**RUFFLED**
- Save to $15.00 a pair.
  - 51⁄2" babadoned dainty edge scallop, permanently stitched.
  - Wide enough to cross-cas (as illustrated), or to hang Pricilla-style.

**Width to Pr.**
- Length Reg. Sale
- 90" 72" $9.98 4.49
- 90" 72" 90° 9.49 4.98
- 90" 72" 109° 10.98 5.49
- 106" (Double) 72" 119° 10.98 5.49
- 106" (Double) 90° 129° 10.49 5.99
- 126" (Triple) 72" 139° 12.98 6.99
- 126" (Triple) 90° 149° 13.98 7.99
- 146" (Triple) 90° 149° 14.98 8.99

**TAILORED**
- Save to $2.20 a pair.
  - 78" wide to pr. with generous 5" bottom hem.
  - Double attend side hems.
  - 54" long, usually 4.49 pr... $2.29
  - 62" long, usually 4.79 pr... $2.99
  - 72" long, usually 4.98 pr... $2.99
  - 81" long, usually 5.49 pr... $3.99
  - 90" long, usually 5.79 pr... $3.99
  - 99" long, usually 5.98 pr... $4.99
  - 108" long, usually 6.49 pr... $4.99

**POSTAGE**
- Add 30c first pair; 10c each additional pair.
- Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

TIER CURTAINS (Not Illustrated)
Serve as smart Nylon Time... Adds original Decoctor look to any Room...
- 72" wide per pr. . . . 20", 34 or 40" long.
- $1.99 per pair

**DENIM SKIRT** rugged but right

The ideal fabric for combining all-year-round smart appearance with iron wear! This popular wraparound skirt fits anyone—and it's Sanforized too. Buttons at the waist make it easy to adjust. Two enormous patch pockets; colors Navy or Charcoal. Order "Small" for sizes 10, 12, 14; "Medium" for sizes 16, 18, 20.

Write for our FREE GIFT CATALOG
Johnny Applesseed's
Box 700, Beverly, Mass.

**“666” Gleaming Copper Sauce Pans**

Copper sauce pans such as these should be a source of inspiration, whether you intend to do your own cooking or merely to plan the meals. In addition to being cooking receptacles for excellence, these pure copper pans are highly decorative in the kitchen.

For quality in temperature absorption, both for the "Mediterranean" on the back of each piece. When your pot is removed from the heat, the hot, red copper surface cools instantly. It's a delight to the eye, as well. Supplied in "Small" for the little widgets who lose everything, and "Large" for the heart desires. Hand wrought in copper by Bertram Shrier, 1145 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

**Every Housewife Wants These Household Helpers**

**DOOR HOLDER**—Stops door from hitting walls, securely holds in desired position; no slamming.

**LITTLE SLICKER**—Keeps hands grease-free when baking. Easy to manipulate. Attach it to your youngster's belt or buttonhole. $1 postpaid. From Evelyn Dinsmore, 1513-A Queen Lane, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

**PROTECT CHILDREN**

Keeps pets clean with FLEA-NO-MAT

for large dogs . . . 23" x 24" . . . $1.29
for small dogs . . . 14" x 15" . . . $1.00

Suburban Mailboxes

Two suburban styled mailboxes to choose from and any design your heart desires. Hand wrought in copper with your name and number at no extra charge. The box and design are protected to prevent weathering. Vertical 10" x $2.5 225" Covered with a 2.375" x 10"... $15.00 postpaid

Henry W. Longfellow
Weston Rd., Massachusetts

Latest Catalogue on Request

**Parachute Silk**

For the little widgets who lose their bus fare and lunch money. It's made of natural color sheepskin, it's sturdy hand sewn, and its snap fastener is simple to manipulate. Attach it to your youngsters's belt or buttonhole. $1 postpaid. From Evelyn Dinsmore, 1513-A Queen Lane, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

**Twin Beauties**

For a happy desk: a crystal-clear paperweight and pen holder. Each is made of Plexiglas, each has a colored rose carved in its center. Roses are yellow, blue, green, pink, red, or white. $4.95 for pen holder with pen; $1.95 for paperweight. Pp.

**Fool-proof Coasters**

These are completely absorbent because of an almost magic property discovered and manufactured by Du Pont. They won't stick, and they will keep your frosty glasses free of drip. Four colors to the set: green, shrimp, yellow, bamboo. $2.25 ppd. Bertram Shrier, 1145 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.

**Shopping Around**

Tag-A-Long name purse is for the little widgets who lose their bus fare and lunch money. It's made of natural color sheepskin, it's sturdy hand sewn, and its snap fastener is simple to manipulate. Attach it to your youngster's belt or buttonhole. $1 postpaid. From Evelyn Dinsmore, 1513-A Queen Lane, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
now...

four new decorative effects
for your

St. Charles

KITCHEN OF STEEL

1234

Exteriors of
Select Wood
plus
3 New Decorator Colors: Aquamarine,
Sand Beige, Sky Blue...making 12 in all*

The trend to the “living kitchen” calls for a decorative treatment that blends with the rest of the living area. In a St. Charles Kitchen you now have full opportunity to achieve any effect you desire...with twelve decorator colors from which to choose...baked on at the factory...plus a new style achievement—exteriors in select wood. In the latter, the units are of our regular steel construction except that visible exteriors are of wood, carefully treated and finished in a soft brown, natural tone.

Thus, whether you wish the warmth and gaiety of color...or the hominess and charm of wood...you can have either, with all the advantages of steel—long life, strength, smooth and silent operation, easy upkeep and saving of space.

In addition, in a St. Charles Kitchen, you get full convenience through selection from an unmatched array of special-purpose units and accessories...all made possible by individual design and custom building.

* Other Colors: Sunny Yellow, Shell Pink, Sea Green, Pine Green, Dusk Blue, Terra Cotta, Mist Gray, Bright Red, and White.
Lucille Ball
America's top-rated comedienne as star of television's famous "I Love Lucy"

USES MORGAN-JONES' Minuet BEDSPREAD

Lucille Ball says, "Can you imagine a more beautiful bedspread? Everyone admires it! In our TV studio bedroom, too, we have 'Minuet' bedspreads. They make me feel really at home!"

Charming and personable actresses who can win the affection of millions of American families, come along but once in a blue moon. By the same token, Morgan-Jones' magnificent "Minuet" bedspread is also a rarity. This authentic reproduction of a counterpane hand-loomed in 1812, possesses charm and dignity which today are indeed rare.

The "Minuet" is a classic, fitting both modern and traditional decor. You will find it adds character and beauty to any bedroom... and soon becomes one of the home's most cherished treasures.

Available in single or double-bed size, 96 x 110 or 82 x 110, fringed. Completely reversible and preshrunk... in antique white, bleached white, soft pastels, and four new decorator shades shown on this page. Handsomely gift boxed.

NEW DECORATOR COLORS
"Minuet" is now available in Alpine Rose, Topaz, Moss Green and Sandalwood. In addition, see it in antique white and bleached white as well as lovely pastels.

MORGAN-JONES, INC.
58 WORTH STREET
NEW YORK 13, N.Y.
Sunny comfort with a
G-E Automatic Blanket

Lulled by gentle warmth, you'll dream winter nights away happily, beneath your General Electric Blanket!

To begin with, a warm cozy bed welcomes you—when you turn your blanket on a few minutes before bedtime. You're so snug and snoozy-warm all night long, you sleep sweetly as a baby!

Your G-E Blanket, through the magic of its Sleep-Guard system, protects you from changes in room temperature, keeps you always in the same degree of warmth you've chosen on the Bedside Control dial.

One G-E Blanket takes the place of 3 ordinary blankets. Saves storage space, bedmaking time, laundry costs. You can wash it in your own machine.

Only G-E Blankets have Sleep-Guard, designed to provide protection against overheating. They were selected over hundreds of products to receive the NATIONAL HOME SAFETY AWARD, as the year's foremost contribution to safety in the home.

General Electric Company, Small Appliance Division, Bridgeport 2, Conn.

Six exquisite new colors, keyed to the smartest decorating trends, make it easy to combine comfort and fashion in your bedroom! G-E Blankets from $54.95 to $67.95.*

*Manufacturer's suggested retail or Fair Trade price.

SEND FOR NEW BOOKLET ON COLOR HARMONY!
Box H-10, General Electric Company
Bridgeport 2, Conn.
I enclose 10c to cover cost of mailing Color And Comfort In Your Bedroom.

Name: ..................................................
Address: ................................................
City: .................................................. Zone: ............... State: ...............
New fabrics . . . new designs . . . in a wide variety
of natural and "man-made" fibres . . . in interesting
combinations of contemporary and functional weaves.

AVAILABLE IN STORES EVERYWHERE
Be sure to choose your new furniture covered with
Upholstery Pile Fabrics of Distinction from

The Shelton Looms
SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL & CO. INC.
ONE PARK AVE. • NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

Pile Fabrics for All Purposes

Write to DEPT. E for our booklet

Ask about "Loma-Loom", the sensational new carpet with the built-in sponge rubber cushion.
Grandma’s smock apron is a nifty present. It’s a Vinyl-lit cover-all hand-painted with the names of the grandchildren. No matter how many there are, the names will be inscribed without extra charge. This idea shouldn’t be confined to Grandma. $2.50 ppd. The Herrmanns, 1718 Union Street, San Francisco, California.

You can use this piece of hardwood furniture two ways: as a knee-hole desk or as a dressing table. And you can buy it two ways: finished ($20.75 in walnut, mahogany, maple, or blond); or unfinished ($17.75 sanded and smooth). About 44" x 16" x 28". Exp. coll. Forrest Addition, Flowery Branch, Georgia.

Safis-Vue is an intelligent addition to the car. It’s a set of filter screens: an amber screen which tempers blinding sunlight and reflections. Both can be used together when driving directly into the rays of the rising or setting sun. $3 postpaid. Post-tempers bright sunlight and reflections and a green one which tempers blinding headlamps ($17.75 sanded and smooth). About 44" x 16" x 28". Exp. coll. Forrest Addition, Flowery Branch, Georgia.

Keep Your Dog Off Chairs, Rugs, Furniture, Etc.

Just shake some Powder Chaperone on anything you want your dog to sit on—there’s no need to have dog hair all over rugs, chairs, sofas, etc. You can’t smell it; dogs avoid it. Harmless to pets and furniture: doesn’t show. Easy way to train puppies to 8 all supported. Itrapcs, old. Keeps male dogs away from females in season. SEND NO MONEY

ORDER POWDER CHAPERONE C.O.D. If plus postage (or send it at our risk and we’ll pay postage). Return back guarantee.

Kitty Chaperone, especially to keep cats off chairs, etc. and from climbing furniture. $1. Liquid Chaperone keeps dogs, cats other animals away from gardens, shrubs, overgrown, garbage piles, etc. Harmless. Just spray on. 8 oz. $1.

Sufflety Laboratory, Box 200, So. Sufflety, Mass.

FOLD-A-WAY "SMOKE-MOTER" SERVING WAGON
Make Just One Trip! Serve Anywhere! Convenient way to move your entire meal from kitchen to dining area... AT ONE TIME! Dozens of uses indoors or out.

Keep Your Dog Off Chairs, Rugs, Furniture, Etc.

Keep Your Dog Off Chairs, Rugs, Furniture, Etc.

Just shake some Powder Chaperone on anything you want your dog to sit on—there’s no need to have dog hair all over rugs, chairs, sofas, etc. You can’t smell it; dogs avoid it. Harmless to pets and furniture: doesn’t show. Easy way to train puppies to 8 all supported. Itrapcs, old. Keeps male dogs away from females in season. SEND NO MONEY

ORDER POWDER CHAPERONE C.O.D. If plus postage (or send it at our risk and we’ll pay postage). Return back guarantee.

Kitty Chaperone, especially to keep cats off chairs, etc. and from climbing furniture. $1. Liquid Chaperone keeps dogs, cats other animals away from gardens, shrubs, overgrown, garbage piles, etc. Harmless. Just spray on. 8 oz. $1.

Sufflety Laboratory, Box 200, So. Sufflety, Mass.
INTRODUCTORY SALE! REPRODUCTIONS OF KNOTTY PINE COLONIAL PIECES

Literally collector's pieces. Made of white pine from the lower Appalachian, famous for the color and character of its knot formations. Finished by the old craftsman's method with linseed oil, hand-rubbed and lacquered, then hand-rubbed with wax. Finish is distinguished by the variety of effects caused by different depths of oil penetration into the natural texture of the wood. Hence no two alikes. You will treasure these beautiful hand-finished pieces. Your friends will admire these as gifts.

COSTER'S BENCH $14.95 Postpaid
Comes with handles selling at $20.00 and cost. Knotty pine top and trim. Hardwood legs. 16½ x 7½ in. 30½ high. Special shaver seats either side. Specify rustic or honey-colored finish.

Moore best if not completely satisfied. Send check or M. O. to C. D. 200, P. O. Box 308,Continental 8th., over, under, over.スタイル, less than lazy susan, self-balancing, Artistic and durable. Satisfaction or money back in our club plan.

Special Limited-Time Offer 14" LAZY SUZAN $2.00 Ppd.
Less than half the usual price on order today to 679 Lake Drive, Grand Rapids 6, Mich.

SUWANEE GRAFT SHOPS, Dept. HG-10, NORCROSS, GEORGIA

A Fountain or an Ornament

In your garden, logo, or patio this winsome cherub of Pompelian stone adds gayety and charm, and the frog the cherub holds is piped to serve as a fountain.

36" High 10 1/2" Base $85.00
Visit our studios where we have many other lead, stone, Pompeian stone and marble ornaments for your garden or house, from $5 to $1500.

Catalog (10cts. please for mailing) illustrated are Bird Baths, Pedestals, Benches, Wall and Center Fountains and Figures. Largest available stock. Unusual finds in many rare imports.

Erkins Studios
38 West 40th St.
New York 18, N. Y.

Picture Your Home on Your Christmas Cards

New idea in Artist-made Christmas Cards. Send us photo of your home, or any subject you choose. Experienced artist will sketch it and prepare beautiful Christmas Cards, mounted on red mats on gull grey, moss green or slate blue folder. Only $2.50 per 100, including postage and envelopes. Price includes original artist's sketch matted for framing. Send photo, check or color choice to GROVER ARTS, Dept. "K", 89 Essex Avenue, Montclair, N. J.

SHOPPING

Cunning and clever shoe trees for baby. They're made of yellow and white Styro plastic (that's the hard plastic) with an adjustable spring which makes them suitable for sizes 0 to 2. Try using them for blocking hand-knit booties or for cleaning baby shoes. $1.95 ppd. The Ranch House, Santa Barbara Airport, Goleta, Cal.

Twin-sets are what you need when you are giving a rolling party. They're individual salt-and-pepper shakers set on a tray which has a groove to hold place cards. Made of styrene, one shaker has a clear top, the other a color top. $1.95 ppd. for 6 sets of shakers, 6 trays. House of Charm, 3135 Market, Riverdale, California.

His creel will be full and your fisherman will be proud of his catch if you give him Multi-Lure. It can be used with live or artificial bait. Unfasten the nose of the lure, place bait within. It's simple, the fish love it, and you prolong the life of your live or artificial bait. $1.95 postpaid. Order from Rene-Craft, HG, Wilmette 2, Illinois.

TOWN & COUNTRY CUSTOM MAILBOX SIGN

"Here lives hospitality!" says this cheerful custom mailbox sign; sturdy, lifetime aluminum frame, 6½ by 2½" holds your name or address in up to 15 individually cut letters or numerals.

Aluminum frame, polished aluminum letters (as illustrated) $7.50
Dramatic black frame, aluminum letters $8.50
Black or aluminum frame, polished brass letters $8.50
Postpaid. No COD's please. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order today to TOWN & COUNTRY CUSTOM SIGNS 679 Lake Drive, Grand Rapids 6, Mich.

Pursing Ornament

For Table, Television or Mantel

Take your choice—NOSEY COLD a fresh sorrel colored stud colt with white stockings and white blaze on his face. His creel will be full and your fisherman will be proud of his catch if you give him Multi-Lure. It can be used with live or artificial bait. Unfasten the nose of the lure, place bait within. It's simple, the fish love it, and you prolong the life of your live or artificial bait. $1.95 postpaid. Order from Rene-Craft, HG, Wilmette 2, Illinois.

"WEATHERCOCK" VANE Practical and Distinctive

$8.75 Postpaid
Weatherize silhouette 10 1/2" high 17" wide. height 21" length of arrow 28 1/2" Complete with owl strike. CUPULA—Will weatherize—has a corner roof. RP deep enough to weigh to your home. For one roof. Measures 27½ high, 18 square, roof overhangs to 26", sq. 13.30 expresses entire. Two larger sizes available, write for prices.

Special—Orders for Weather-coke only $5.00

FREE Offer for illustrated outlines of Early American, for Colonists, Black or Indian homes, etc. 250.

WILLIAMSBURG BLACKSMITHS
240 Rutland Road Williamstown, Mass.

PICTURE YOUR HOME ON YOUR CHRISTMAS CARDS

New idea in Artist-made Christmas Cards. Send us photo of your home, or any subject you choose. Experienced artist will sketch it and prepare beautiful Christmas Cards, mounted on red mats on gull grey, moss green or slate blue folder. Only $2.50 per 100, including postage and envelopes. Price includes original artist's sketch matted for framing. Send photo, check or color choice to GROVER ARTS, Dept. "K", 89 Essex Avenue, Montclair, N. J.

Burn Your Rubbish in your backyard

"Yard Boy" INCINERATOR

Quickly, safely reduces to fine ash all burnable trash from house or garden—paper, leaves, rags, garbage, no smoke, no sparks. Endorsed by users and Fire Prevention Bureaus from coast to coast. Lights at top, burns downward into bottom. No fuel needed. Weather-resisting Porcelain Enamel iron. Write for illustrated circular. Prices f.o.b. New York. No. 1—1½ lb., wt. 70 lbs., $45.00
No. 3—3 lb., wt. 190 lbs., $80.00
No. 6—6 lb., wt. 320 lbs., $100.00
J. W. FISKE IRON WORKS (Established 1853) Specialist: Ornamental Bronze & Iron Work 70 Park Place, Dept. 4, New York 7, N. Y.
You'll save a lot of money on repair bills if you buy the Wunder Weaver. With it you can repair the moth holes, the burns, and the tears in woven cloth. The kit consists of a pair of metal hoops and steel needles encased in pink plastic. $2.95 ppd. complete with instructions. Carol Beatty, 635 S. Kenmore, Los Angeles, Calif.

Rattan reed basket and black wrought-iron stand. This is a basket year but we haven't seen anything quite so handsome as this. It's big (22" x 16" x 9"). We fitted it with a standard-size cookie sheet and filled it with African violet plants. You could use it for mail. $7.50 ppd. Fong, 912 W. 7th St., Los Angeles.

In the grand manner: a perfect reproduction of a French antique cast-iron bench. It's classic in design and decoration; it's suitable for indoor or outdoor use. About 55" x 35".

PERMA-LITE Candles
- one set lasts years
- no dripping
- no drooping
- no cost! No more drudgery of hand-casting,
- no odor!
- no danger of fire
- no dripping
- no mess!
- no cost!
- no residue!
- no waste!

If you love the romantic glow of candlelight, dislike the bother and expense of constantly replacing burned-down wax candles—try these lasting jewel tone 12" metal candles. The Wick burns slowly—4 to 5 hours with one filling of lighter fluid. Protect fine furniture and linens from melting wax. Rubber grippers fit any holder.


Two Perma-Lite Candles in beautiful gift box $2.95
Delivered to your door instanter guaranteed

Susan Smith
10 East Main St., Dundee 11, Ill.

Lovely Bone China
Striking teacup in hard-to-find black, of English Madder bone china. Has pink rambler roses inside cup and saucer bottom, gold edges and handle. Price $9. It's just one of our selected group of unusual teas, demitasses, other gift items at various prices.

PORTABLE Phone Stand
For HOME and OFFICE
Phone call...Don't run, just reach! It's at your fingertips in this sleek metal stand! Elegant in any decor, and oh, so practical. Soft black finish, 20" tall. Clamps phone firmly. It's a basic need. Have yours sent now.

CONVERSATION PEACE!
PORTABLE PHONE STAND
For HOME and OFFICE
Phone call!...Don't run, just reach! It's at your fingertips in this sleek metal stand! Elegant in any decor, and oh, so practical. Soft black finish, 20" tall. Clamps phone firmly. It's a basic need. Have yours sent now.

Make up a table—with our Rose Set
Penthouse white quilted plastic cover, with silk-screened red rose design; for bridge, 3.75, canasta, 4.95 Atlantic bridge or canasta cards, 2 decks (green and white), 2.50 and score pad,.50 Plastic case for ensemble, .75; for cards, .50 Paper napkins, 1.00 a box.

Lord & Taylor—424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New York
covering. Order No. is hot-stamped in rich green on like burnished copper. Your name laminated foil board, soft-finished especially these beautiful troys of Julius Goodman & Son
77 Madison Avenue
Memphis 1, Tennessee

COVERED SEA SHELL BUTTER DISH
With removable foundered glass tray and silverplated serving knife. Silverplated shells are 2" in diameter and总部 for easy seating and cleaning. Vertical beaded border simulates the look of natural seashells. Durable serving tool is removable to be used separately as a serving piece. Knife is of stainless steel with an oyster shell handle. Serve italians, seafood, mustard, etc. Easily for more service or for a smart centerpiece, wedding or holiday gift. Made in Sheffield England. We can send this for you anywhere, a gift. Just include name, and address and personal call.
$5 including tax and postage
No C.O.D.'s please.

PORTAIT IN OILS ON CANVAS.............$39.50

New Holiday Baskets!
Made of fine hand-woven rattan.
"The Celery Stick Basket"
Smart contemporary design for celery or carrot sticks, French bread sticks, onions or as flower holder. Handle height 9". Only $1.75 ppd. Two for $3.25 ppd.

Glasses can't slip in the "Beverage Tray".
This non-slip tray has strong built-in rings to hold drinks in place. Flexible handles are 17 1/2" long. Only $3.95 ppd. Two for $7.50 ppd.

CAGEY BEAUTY!
Beauty for the man or woman who has everything

... it lives forever
Spring blooms eternal in this adorable natural wicker case full of real dried white flowers, so fluffy and lacy, and fragrant green moss. All arranged for you with two yellow birds, a butterfly and even a bee! Chic hanging in any room. Approx. 14" x 16". Hand-done... a decorator's item!

ONLY
5'95

KELLY'S MAIL BOX
Upton, Black Eddy, Bucks County, Pa.

BUTTER DISH

INACTIVE STERLING PATTERNS
• While manufacturers' deadlines for those made-to-order patterns have passed, we offer many for immediate delivery.

Our large stock includes over 500 other older patterns. Price lists mailed on request.

COVXMEO RAI SE SHELL "BUTTER DISH

PERSONALIZED ASHRAYS
Party guests will love you if you have an ashray at every hand—especially these beautiful trays of laminated foil board, soft-finished like burnished copper. Your name is hot-stamped in rich green on every one. 31/2" across. Order No. PK5813. $0 for $1.50 postpaid.

Your's Free! 104-Page Catalog of Exciting Gifts.

Miles Kimball
17 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

COOKING WITH CURRY
by Florence Brobeck came to our desk a short time ago and we fell to reading and dreaming about the wonderful recipes curry can make or can improve. There are 178 recipes and 192 pages in this stimulating hook, which you'll be proud to own. $2.95 ppd. M. Barrows, 425 Fourth Ave., New York.

HUNTING KNIFE AND COMPASS
You will never get lost in the deep woods if you have a knife like this because a compass is set into the stag-handle. Blade is of Solingen steel in two finishes: carbon steel $4.50, or stainless steel $5. Pp'd. B/Pd. over-all. And each comes in a leather sheath. Unimart, 108 E. 16th, N. Y.

KITTIE CHAPERONE will effectively discourage your cat's bad habits. Sprinkle this harmless powder on the surfaces which the cat loves to scratch (furniture, limbs of shrubs and bushes), and kitty will avoid going anywhere near them. $1 ppd. for two small cones: $1 ppd. for large one. Sudbury Laboratory, S. Sudbury, Mass.
AROUND

A teammate for the washbasin laundry is Foldaway Dry-M. The two cross bars are fitted with eight detachable clothes clips. Made of plastic which is snag proof, light, and pretty in pink, blue, or ivory. It's perfect for students, for travelers. About 15". $2.25 ppd. Clodo's of Chicago, 6349 N. Western Avenue, Chicago.

No talent is needed to play this organ. A youngster blows into the vinyl tube, strikes the black and white keys, and pleasing sounds result. It's the action of air against the reeds within the organ that does the trick. About 8¼" x 5½" x 4½". $3.98 postpaid. Novelty Mart, 59 East 8th Street, N. Y.

The new Deluxe G.E. Automatic Blanket for beds six feet wide, gives you fabulous comfort you've never known before. Now, each side of these big blankets can be heated to different degrees of warmth! Each can regulate the temperature of his own side from a separate bedside control. The attractive control boxes each have luminous dials and the unique "Signal" Circuit to adjust and maintain heat automatically, regardless of room-temperature changes. Cold sheets, mounds of blankets are eliminated... the featherlight automatic blanket gives you delightful warmth in the coldest room. Decorator colors: Flamingo, Dresden blue, Sprout green, Rose pink, Citron, Garden green. King size, 105" wide, 86" long.

$119.30
Hale's Beds - 605 Fifth Avenue (at 49th St.) New York

TRIPLE ALLIANCE

Trio with forms, textures and colors in happy accord:
"Quaking Grass" Royal Copenhagen porcelain, celadon green and gold on ivory. Dinner plate, $5. "Sonnet" imported glass, with smoke foot. Goblet, $2. Champagne glass, $1.80.
"Bittersweet" Georg Jensen silver. Medium knife and fork, each $14, including Federal Tax. Write for complete price lists.

SEND FOR OUR 1952 CATALOG OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS

MAIL & PHONE ORDERS FILLED - ELGORADO 3-6630
GEORG JENSEN INC.
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
THE SPOT REMOVER FURNITURE POLISH

REVIVA by Jackson of London

REMOVES stubborn surface spots
CLEANS dirt and grime
POLISHES to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches.

NO NEED to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—wax polish, perfume or Ink from your dress—ink or paint on your desk. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. For all dark or light varnished, shellacked or lacquered surfaces.

$1.25 jar; $1.75 double size.

A decorator's polish to restore and retain the patine of precious pieces, for all wood and finished leather.

Consumer tested and accepted for over 12 years

Jackson of London Products

Mrs. Mark Jackson's Studio G
68 West 28th St. New York City 19

YOU'LL SAY WELCOME TO THIS SISAL DOOR MAT FOR YEARS AND YEARS

HAND-MADE IN HAITI, it will out-last and out-smart anything on the market today. Measures 16" x 25" x 3/4" thick, yet weighs less than 2 pounds. Dirt drops through its 1/4" apertures and a simple hosing insures thorough cleansing. It's mildew-proof and can't decay—moisture actually strengthens it. Specially packed with gift card, if requested. Shipped post-paid anywhere in U.S.A. for only $3.29. Send check or money order to SI-SAL SALES CO., INC., P. O. Box 1652 Miami 10, Florida.

A Box for Every Gift!

Ten fine gift boxes of heavy paperboard with snowy white embossed covering—so lovely you won't need wrapping paper! You'll have the right box at hand for every gift-giving occasion. From a tiny 1/2" x 21/2" x 3/4" size for small gifts, the boxes are graduated in size to a big 3/4" x 11/4" x 11/2" box for a skirt and sweater. Order No. K5673—$1.95 ppd.

A Touch of SAN FRANCISCO in Your Home

All the color that is San Francisco captured in this limited edition of the work of Amado Gonzalez. 13" by 19", exquisitely mounted, and the colorings are so authentic! We offer this silk screen serigraphy guaranteed to preserve nostalgically memories of San Francisco. $10 postpaid, or the set of three, including Chinatown and Nob Hill, $25. No C.O.D.'s please.

CABLE CAR CORNER
1432 California St., San Francisco 9 CALIFORNIA

To Serve or to Bake

FLAMEPROOF POTTERY from MEXICO

Set of 4 Trays. 8.475 postpaid

Birds, flowers and "adornments" are painted free-hand on your choice of cream or terra cotta background. Largest tray, 10" x 13", other trays, 7" x 7", 6" x 6", 5" x 5". Original artwork, because no two decorations are identical. Choose either "eternal" setting or plain square. Ask for free samples of imported gifts.

The Old Mexican Shop
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

A PHEASANT OF YOUR OWN

Place this alert RIDER on your rooftop and he'll tell you which way the wind blows. And, what a fine gift for a friend! Moves easily on oil-filled swivel. Made of aluminum, rich black finish. 27" wide 32" high $18.50. 30" x 40" $25.00 (C.O.D. Wheeling).

Every purpose assortment:
6 (5") round mats. 5 (7") round mats. 2 (9") round mats. 3 mat 10" x 12".

In mahogany, green, brown or blond.

Only $2.00 set of 12 postpaid. U.S.A. Send check or money order to Mrs. Mark Jackson's Studio G, 1230 Isabella, H.G Wilmette, Ill.

FLORENTINE GOLD-TOOLED MATS

Simulated leather with handsome gold-tooled borders. Use these felt-backed "furniture protectors" under lamps, plants, figurines, glassware and ashtrays. Alcohol and water resistant.

Imports Products Co.

LA HENNE, MONTREAL

A clever idea: the lemon pitcher. It's perfect to use when serving melon or fish or iced tea. And it does away with that annoying squirt from the bad-tempered lemon wedge. It's ceramic finished in lemon yellow with green lettering and handle. About 3" high, $1 post-paid. From Ett-Barr, Box 401-HN, Pasadena, California.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPTING

Shining sequins will make your party a shining success. Tie this fabulous apron around your pretty waist and you'll become a legend as a hostess. Of sheer French organza in black or dark green, it's decorated with butterflies studded with gold sequins. $7.95 ppd. Bobbie Craig Originals, 1230 Isabella, H.G Wilmette, Ill.

Labels marked with your name and address are the handiest stationery accessory you can own. Put them on envelopes instead of writing a return address. These come in a red folder marked Pocket Pac. Remember to get some for stocking presents. $1 ppd. for 300, Foster's, 1509 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
**AROUND**

Trivet with candle for year-round use. The stand has folding legs, is made of cast aluminum with a charming design of horses. It's perfect to use for hot hors d'oeuvres, for buffet casseroles. Finished in silver-gray. About 7" in diameter. $4.50 postpaid. Order from Garret Thew Studios, Roseville Road, 6-c, Westport, Conn.

And now it's a candy corsage! For the 'teen-age world, that is. It's a cute idea, too. We show Sweet Sixteen, a fabulous arrangement of cube sugar blossoms, ribbon, net, and chenille curlicues. And the colors are pink and blue or pink and white. $2.95 ppd. Atkins & his 5 Sons, 493 Sutter Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Leatha-Clo is a chemist's formula for cleaning and preserving leather-top furniture: desks, tables, cellarettes. It has a good effect on the wood of this type of furniture, too. It nourishes the wood, does not leave streaks. And it's i-conomical. A good effect on the wood of serving leather-top furniture: colors are pink and blue or orange. Packard Frank, 451 Main, New Rochelle, N. Y.

---

**NEW! IMPROVED!**

Trash Disposal Unit

BURNS REFUSE SAFELY


Deluxe Weather-Resistant Model EC—Same specifications as above plus a hinged-out shell gray, ceramic coating that's rust resistant regardless of climate. Efficient—attractive—lasts for years. Money back guarantee. Priced at $13.95 postpaid.

Deluxe Weather-Resistant Model D—Weather-proofed with hinged-out gray, shell gray, ceramic coating. Bigger, more efficient—measures 27" high by 24" sq. at the base with 2 by las. Canoe with crate. New hinged top with handle. Money back guarantee. Priced at only $22.95 postpaid. Send check, cash or money order for model desired to:

**ALSTO COMPANY**
Dept. N-10, 4607 Detroit Ave., Cleveland 13, O.

---

**WASHINGTON AT VALLEY FORGE**

An interesting Military Miniature cover can be had mounted in seven natural colors. The full meaning of the moment ... Washington at prayer ... has been captured, vividly designed and fully colored, in 3 Swiss scenes, in Holy Land scene. Order designs by letter A, B, C or D. (see illustration). Price $3.95 ppd.

**SWISS CHRISTMAS CALENDARS**—counting the days till Christmas is a favorite pastime for all children. These charming Swiss Calendars have 24 surprise windows to open, one for each day, from December 1st till Christmas. They furnish a real thrill for youngsters during the Christmas season. Large, 12" x 17"; choice of 4 artistically designed and fully colored calendars, 3 Swiss scenes, 1 Holy land scene. Order designs by letter A, B, C or D. (see illustration). Price $1.00 each ppd.

**TRAVEL-PHOTO ALBUMS**

Handsome New Book Record Your Trips and Photos of Them All In One

Specifically designed to keep an accurate record of trips, these books have pages for travelers and Places Visited, accompanied with black photo pages to highlight your notes. Also contains maps and information on all South and South American countries, topographical features, and pertinent facts. Space for expenses, addresses, notes etc. Handsome, hard bound in red or tan simulated leather with gold trim. A wonderful lasting gift for anyone.

Price $2.00 PpD. Only $2.00 PpD. (See C.O.D.'s.)

Write for new FREE catalog of wonderful, exciting gifts.

**THE WELCH COMPANY**

GIFT SHOP

FIRST AID TO COOKING!

Four French Hardwood Cooking Spoons $1.00

For cool, comfortable hands while you heat and stir! Manly hardwood carving and salad spoon from France (hand of good cook)! Beautifully strong and smooth. Get set of 6 — III, 12, 18 inches — prepaid, $1.00.

FIRST AID TO TRAVEL!

Motoring Log $1.00

You'll never forget the how, when and where of each trip when you keep permanent records of date, destination, mileage, route, route and events in this handy logbook. In flexible kraftcover, 8 1/2" by 5 1/2". Only $1.00, prepaid (genuine sheepskin, $2.40).

FIRST AID TO SERVING!

WRITE FOR YOUR FREE KELLOGG GIFT CATALOG

Shop in comfort at home for rare, hard-to-find gifts from far corners of the world, many under $5.00. Your choices packaged, shipped promptly, prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed. For catalog, write:

ROBERT W. KELLOGG CO.
57 Hillman Street, Springfield, Mass.

COMICE PEARS

Non Rogue River Valley

CUTS 25 FRENCH FRIES
OR 49 SHOEING POTATOES

In One Stroke!

Lowest, large Comice Peas, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, make appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These worldwide famous pears are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected, individually wrapped. Delivered FREIGHT in colorful gift boxes to U. S. Express points. Pursit arrival guaranteed. Cutoff cash enclosed. Send gift list — we do the rest. No stampa, COD's or charge accounts, please.

DELIVERED PRICES (Order by Number)

No. 3. 2 Dozen (30 to 144 pears) 3.85
No. 5. 1 Dozen (175 to 300 pears) 4.65
No. 7. 1/2 Dozen (15 to 100) 5.95
No. 6. Harvest Cart (about 150 lbs.) 10.95

For full catalog see our Catalog. 57% Hillman Street. Springfield, Mass.

HOFFRITZ HAS IT!

EGG SHEAR

$3.50

This German imported Egg Shear will solve that every morning hustle with those hot soft-boiled eggs. Egg shear will cut off cap neatly, so egg can be eaten right out of the shell. Han designed sheath, with cutting blades of high carbon nickel plated steel. Large finger grip holes, for easy maneuverability. Works equally as well with hard-boiled eggs.

On sale at our 7 shops in N.Y.C. or send check or M.O. (Sorry no C.O.D.) to

Hoffritz For Cutlery
49 E. 34 St. N.Y.C.
Send For Our FREE Catalog

STEAK BLOCK WEIGHT

Seals juices in, makes meat more tender

No more curled-up steak when you use this new hardwood weight. Fits average size skillet, fries to an all-over golden brown, makes meat rare or well-done as you like it. Perfect for ham, bacon, pan-browned cheese sandwiches too. Approx. 8" long x 3" wide with easy-grip knob. Top gift for gourmets!... for you!

$3.00 ppd.
No C.O.D.'s please.

GRA ZAR'
Sharon, North Dakota

CAR-SNAC

This new hardwood weight. Fits average size skillet, fries to an all-over golden brown, makes meat rare or well-done as you like it. Perfect for ham, bacon, pan-browned cheese sandwiches too. Approx. 8" long x 3" wide with easy-grip knob. Top gift for gourmets!... for you!

$3.00 ppd.
No C.O.D.'s please.

GRA ZAR'
Sharon, North Dakota

PLANTATION SHUTTERS and SHUTTERETTES.

1725 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, California

NEW! SMARTLY STYLED HOSTESS APRON

IN WATERPROOF CHINTZ

Inexpensive Insulated Apron

Keeps food hot and cold. Insulated by a waterproof polyethylene with flameproof nylon and wool back. Choice of rich black, blue, green, or red. $1.00 each. Send for this apron and our booklet of Save Time, Save Work, Save Money. A household necessity. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Prepaid or COD Plus Postage

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING AROUND

Cuts 25 French Fries
or 49 Shoeing Potatoes


DEVEREUX PRODUCTS CO.
1725H Berkeley St., Santa Monica, California

Send 10¢ for brochure of wonderful decorating ideas using PLANTATION SHUTTERS and SHUTTERETTES.

Faithful guardian for the house: a solid brass bound pup door knob. It's beautifully modeled right down to the woeful and adoring eyes. It's the just-right gift for the sportsman on your Christmas list. About 16" high. $5.95 post-paid. Order from Tennessee Chromium Plating, 206 Louise Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee.

Make light work of housekeeping, save your upholstered furniture by using Firestone Velon slip covers. Because they go on and off in a jiffy they can use them the year-round to protect fine fabrics from grime. They prevent fading, too. 150 models to choose from. Send for catalog. House of Schiller, 180 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago.
in war and peace,
in brightness and disaster
love comes...
the only certain thing
in all the years.
And always with the
promise of forever.

All things part of this
forever grow
lovelier in time...
for time and use
are proof of quality,
personal and purchased.

Perhaps this is why,
for a century women have
given the bride,
the beginner,
St. Marys Blankets.
The comfort, warmth
and beauty of them
is a little like love itself
... for given common care

St. Marys

pure wool Blankets
grow lovelier with living.

ST. MARYS BLANKETS
ST. MARYS OHIO

TWIN, REGULAR AND KING SIZE BLANKETS AND BABY BLANKETS • ST. MARYS FABRICS • THREE WEAVERS HANDWOVEN THROWS
Better See Motorola Radios

NEW Pin-up Clock Radio
in House and Garden
Decorator Colors

Model 52CW
Slightly higher South and West
$39.95

"Timer Too!"

Here's a new idea—it's Motorola Pin-Up Clock Radio, designed for every one of you who has ever said, "Give me a clock I can see clear across the room...and a radio that doesn't take up shelf space!"

But that's not all, Motorola added a magic timer that turns on your favorite radio program automatically!

Wonderful for kitchen, bathroom, rumpus room, den, porch, and in your choice of four decorator colors—cherry, leaf, off-white, citron. Notice the attractive design, the clock face made for easy reading, the smooth bakelite finish that wipes clean in a split-second. Then turn the dial and listen to the Golden Voice of radio with its big-set tone. See it—hear it now—it's a wonderful idea for putting your minutes to music all around the house!

Motorola All-Around the House

Model 52X in Walnut, Ivory and Maroon.
Model 62X in Walnut, Ivory and Forest Green.

Model 62C in Walnut, Ivory and Forest Green.

Motorola the Golden Voice of Radio

Prices subject to change without notice.
An Investment in Better Living

Perhaps you are one of those individuals who take a special pride in your home and its furnishings...and you gladly pay a bit extra for the personal satisfaction that comes with owning the best.

It is for you particularly that KenRubber Tile Floors are intended. For KenRubber is unmatched in qualities that speak eloquently of your good taste, while adding luxury to your home and comfort to your daily living.

Rooms of any kind or furnishings of any character are enhanced by KenRubber's lovely tile colors and by its exclusive ThemeTile inserts and decorative strips. And because this rubber tile is the very top quality, its beauty is lasting! In KenRubber, each tile is firm and sturdy...a full one-eighth inch thick. Each tile is pure color clear through, from pre-polished top to bottom. That means KenRubber Floors keep their luxurious glow through years of scuffing footsteps...gleam after quick moppings...don't require the frequent waxings needed with other floors.

Every footstep is softened by the "Cushioned Beauty" of this truly resilient floor. Your home is quieter and you enjoy underfoot comfort that leaves you fresh at the end of the day.

You can readily understand why those who can afford the world's finest floorings so often choose KenRubber. And when you consider the long years of service it gives and the value it adds to any home, you see why even those of modest means decide KenRubber is one of the purchases they must afford. Ask your local Kentile Dealer to show you how KenRubber is superior to other floors. He's listed in your classified phone directory under FLOORS.

Cover Two Rooms for $134.75

Yes, 2 rooms like these (an area of 10'x12'" for the kitchen and 13'x7'" for the laundry) cost only $134.75 when you install KenRubber yourself. It's easy and quick to do. And remember each tile is a full 5/8" thick—not thin, light weight tile. *Your floor may cost less or slightly more depending on the colors chosen, size of floor and freight rates to your city.

KENRUBBER TILE FLOORS® for Cushioned Beauty

KENTILE • KENCORK • KENRUBBER KENTILE, INC., 58 2nd Ave., Dept. E-8, Brooklyn 15, N.Y.
There's a hint of exotic far-off places in each arresting sweep of Capri's boldly simple form. Here the ancient arts of hand-blown crystal craftsmanship have been combined with distinctive modern styling to create a conversation piece in contemporary stemware. Truly, you'll cherish this inspired stemware pattern as an heirloom, typifying your generation.

Open stock, in exciting Cinnamon, Bitter Green or sparkling crystal, at better stores everywhere.
... are created by Gulistan to give your rooms a beautiful base for fulfilling your own distinctive decorating ideas. Whatever your taste, you'll find Gulistan has a color, a pattern, a style woven with you in mind. See the newest Gulistan fashions at your dealer's now. And remember, beautiful Gulistan costs no more than ordinary carpet.

NEED DECORATING HELP?
ENCANTO NUEVO... on Franciscan's white china body masterly craftsmanship fuses the subtle nature colors... Spruce, Sandalwood, Willow, Birchbark, Magnolia, Teak... then, illumined with a glaze of gem-like hardness, they are SET IN PLATINUM.

Encanto Nuevo Place Setting with Platinum Band $15.50

Jewels from Black, Starr & Gorham Inc.

Franciscan fine China

and Franciscan Ware by Gladding, McBean & Co., Los Angeles, California
SHOPPING AROUND

Be prepared for changes in the weather. Be sure to get a precise German barometer like this mahogany and brass one. It's clock-shaped (about 5¼" in diameter), and it has a brass ring for hanging on the wall. The price is unbelievably low for so fine an instrument. $7.95 ppd. Tax incl. Campus Camera, 1083 Broxton, Los Angeles.

Your green thumb will flourish in the winter and so will your house plants if you use this compact window garden set. Each piece is brass finished to prevent rust. Attractively packaged, box contains earth scoop, a water spray, a pencils. 4" x 12". $1.98 ppd. Adds life to any room. A real opportunity for a value purchase.

Jot 'em down is a new De Luxe memo pad which can add and subtract anywhere because of the handsome polished aluminum case. It holds a 600-foot roll of adding machine paper which should last most people a year. And it has a built-in holder for pencils. 4" x 12". $1.98 ppd. Fowler & Graham, 120 E. Putnam, Greenwich, Conn.


No C.O.D.'s Please. Send for our free list of fine handmade miniature furniture, all scaled one inch to the foot, as well as dollhouse accessories, china, steel silver and glass.

CRANFORD MINIATURES
The Judd House Storefront
La Grangeville, N. Y.

This wonderful, new smoking tray combines beauty, utility and safety. Stylized by Florian, famous designer, the Flair Smoking Tray adds a touch of beauty to your home... and protects it.

- Unusually designed holding groove "cut" and extrachip falling cigarette.
- Lighted cigarettes placed adjacent to holding groove roll line grooves, "cut" and go out. Lit charred smoking habit put out cigarettes without hard "snubbing" and are easy to clean.
- Air circulation completely among cigarettes prevents moisture from forming on paper.
- Made of durable chrome with sparkling polished finish.
- Choice of two-tone—rose green, down grey and ruby red.

The NEW Flair smoking tray
Distinctive Design
New Conveniences
New Safety Features

B & B MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
DEPT. 88, 181 HARBORVIEW AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

COPPER SKILLET CLOCK
Your can't be in—is it—and it looks just like a copper skillet. No matter what the decor of your kitchen or den this copper skillet electric clock will add new charm. 14" inches long. 8 inches in diameter, has white enameled face with clear numerals. White last design on copper tone. Guaranteed movement. AC only. Ideal for Xmas gifts, wedding presents and for your own home. If you wish, we will send direct to those you want to remember and will enclose your card.

Some postpaid anywhere in U. S. Fed tax included. O. D. O. D.'s accepted (but you pay postage). Money refunded if not satisfactorily. ORDER NOW!

HOMECRAFTS, 799 Broadway
Dept. CI, New York 1, N. Y.

Diamonds against gold rings of candle. Protects table, floor, etc. Gears with slow and 3" diameter and 1/2" hole is just the right type of holder for candle or core or center. Contains 6 Bobeches. Other styles available for 10 candles, etc. White.

Beautiful CRYSTAL GLASS IMPORTS
available at value prices!

CRISTAL PRISMS

Candelabra (12-prong)

Beautifully designed, best quality available. They'll dress up your home. Catalog of other styles on request. All prisms are 3/4" overall except Plant and Star Garnet which is 1/2". Round 9". All others 7". $10.00 ppd.

CHANDELIER

This dazzling chandelier masterpieces is being offered at a price which cannot be resisted. Imported directly from Europe, it is a gift in the superb craftsmanship of Euro- pean artisans. Fantastic 18 lights. . . . and is suitable for the contemporary as well as traditional homes. A rare opportunity for a value purchase.

There's Charm and Friendliness In this Old— but new COPPER SKILLET CLOCK

This handsome pair of hounds will take very serious the job of guarding your hearth. The old, a very old pattern, but a new popular size, with adjustable log rests. 18" high and weigh 40 pounds. Solid Brass Dogs $29.95.

COPPER SKILLET CLOCK

18" High and weigh 40 pounds
Solid Brass Dogs $29.95
Cast iron, black satin finish $19.95
Candle or oil lamp base included $19.95

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back in 5 days. Send check or money order. Express charges extra.

Musk Associates, Inc.
1650 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.

This wonderful new smoking tray combines beauty, utility and safety. Stylized by Florian, famous designer, the Flair Smoking Tray adds a touch of beauty to your home... and protects it.

- Unusually designed holding groove "cut" and extrachip falling cigarette.
- Lighted cigarettes placed adjacent to holding groove roll line grooves, "cut" and go out. Lit charred smoking habit put out cigarettes without hard "snubbing" and are easy to clean.
- Air circulation completely among cigarettes prevents moisture from forming on paper.
- Made of durable chrome with sparkling polished finish.
- Choice of two-tone—rose green, down grey and ruby red.

The NEW Flair smoking tray
Distinctive Design
New Conveniences
New Safety Features

B & B MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
DEPT. 88, 181 HARBORVIEW AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

This wonderful new smoking tray combines beauty, utility and safety. Stylized by Florian, famous designer, the Flair Smoking Tray adds a touch of beauty to your home... and protects it.

- Unusually designed holding groove "cut" and extrachip falling cigarette.
- Lighted cigarettes placed adjacent to holding groove roll line grooves, "cut" and go out. Lit charred smoking habit put out cigarettes without hard "snubbing" and are easy to clean.
- Air circulation completely among cigarettes prevents moisture from forming on paper.
- Made of durable chrome with sparkling polished finish.
- Choice of two-tone—rose green, down grey and ruby red.

The NEW Flair smoking tray
Distinctive Design
New Conveniences
New Safety Features

B & B MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
DEPT. 88, 181 HARBORVIEW AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

This wonderful new smoking tray combines beauty, utility and safety. Stylized by Florian, famous designer, the Flair Smoking Tray adds a touch of beauty to your home... and protects it.

- Unusually designed holding groove "cut" and extrachip falling cigarette.
- Lighted cigarettes placed adjacent to holding groove roll line grooves, "cut" and go out. Lit charred smoking habit put out cigarettes without hard "snubbing" and are easy to clean.
- Air circulation completely among cigarettes prevents moisture from forming on paper.
- Made of durable chrome with sparkling polished finish.
- Choice of two-tone—rose green, down grey and ruby red.

The NEW Flair smoking tray
Distinctive Design
New Conveniences
New Safety Features

B & B MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
DEPT. 88, 181 HARBORVIEW AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
**SHOPTING**

A thing of the past in the foreground today: the Rocking Chair Planter. It's a faithful reproduction in miniature of a Provincial American chair. And it's made of plastic in a beautiful tortoise-shell finish. Use it as a planter or display it as an ornament. About 8" x 8" x 5½". $2.50 ppd. From Blair Gifts, Allenhurst, New Jersey.

Butter warmer from Switzerland. This is the gift to give to the newlyweds. The two-tone pitcher holds hollandaise, butter, or chocolate sauce to serve two. The well-designed base with squat candle will keep the sauce piping hot. In green or fawn-colored ceramic. $3.95 ppd. Damar, 863 Damar Bldg., Newark, N.J.

Baby-sitter play pen is enormously useful, and it is so light you can carry it. You can use it as a splashing pen, turn it upside down to protect baby from the sun. Made with a strong aluminum frame, with heavy mesh cord, with red plastic bottom. 46" square x 24" high. $29.95 ppd. Carnegy's, 7 Lycum, Tarrytown, N. Y.
Yum, yum! This is a delicious roast chicken. It's stuffed with an ambrosial combination of bread and cracker crumbs, with onions, with special herbs. It's packed in a rich brown gravy. All you have to do is heat it and serve it. And it costs very little. $3.56 ppd. for 3-pound chicken. From Cap'n Corner, Camden, Maine.

He'll be over your head and happy as a bird if you give him this pair of 70" stilts which can support 200 pounds. They are made of hardwood, have non-slip rubber tips, and adjustable foot steps. Finished in natural varnish and red enamel. $4.95 ppd. plus 50c West of Miss. From Russell Snow, 53 Moody St., Waltham 54, Mass.

The handsomest table we've seen in a long time is this one. It's made of Italian Carrara marble and black-finished wrought iron. The veining in the marble is exquisite, will give texture and design to any room. About 17" square by 17½" high. $19.95 express collect. Order from Madden Products, 252 E. 40th, N. Y.

RUBE SNELLER—The Mushroom Feller
R.D. 2, Chardon, Ohio
Print your own name and initial or letter and paper holder. Use at home or office — looks complete with compact "onyx black" case and automatic inker. Fits pocket books and photos. Only $1 for Printer, envelopes, stationery, checks, records, address for each Printer.

A Pipe Man's Pipe Rack
Does Everything A Good Pipe Rack Should Do
HANGS ON WALL
CONVENIENT
SAVES PRECIOUS DESK OR TABLE SPACE.
1. Holds 14 (count 'em) pipes!
3. Larger drawer for accessories.
In hand-crafted honey tone knotty pine, or lovely mahogany finish, waxed, hand-rubbed. Size 12" x 18".

$12.50
Express Chgs. Col. Check or Money Order
No C.O.D.'U

FOR LOVELIER WALLS: Add a bit of the romantic past into the decoration of your home with these authentically re-produced Colonial Wall Decorations. Hand crafted, beautifully finished to bring out the rich wood grain. Hard to decorate spots become centers of attraction. All are guaranteed to satisfy.

 Colonial Charm at your entrance with your new letter and paper holder. Useful as it is attractive. Adds the decorator's touch to this hard to decorate spot. Holds a plenty and will end the mail search. Made from pine, finished in antique oak or natural honey pine, 20" high -15" across -5" deep
$12.50 each Ppd. 1D Honduras mahogany, finished with clear lacquer and hand rubbed. 25" high -19" across -5" deep -$19.95 each Ppd.

A Pipe Man's Pipe Rack
1. Holds 14 (count 'em) pipes!
3. Larger drawer for accessories.
In hand-crafted honey tone knotty pine, or lovely mahogany finish, waxed, hand-rubbed. Size 12" x 18".

$12.50
Express Chgs. Col. Check or Money Order
No C.O.D.'U

Yield House
DEPT. G10-2
No. Conway, New Hampshire

Gold-Plated Folding
COMB

$4.00

Printed in White and Black
With block initials or first name.
Made from SOLID Honduras mahogany, finished with clear lacquer and hand rubbed. 5" high -3 1/2" across -1 1/2" deep

$16.95 each Ppd.

A distinctively styled, dainty accessory in any handbag, day or evening. Tortoise shell finished comb; folding case 1" x 4"; opening to long handled comb. Comes in flannel bag, gift box (for men—chrome plate, folding case 1" x 4"; opening to long handled comb). Send check or money order. If not delighted, return within 5 days. Orders filled promptly. Write Dept. H.G.-1 for circular.

GULBERTSON PRODUCTS
Box 29, Madison, New Jersey

"Card Partners"
Card playing's more fun when there's more room to play, with glasses and ash trays safe below the table top, out of the way of arms and elbows. Set of 2 serves table of 4. In smart decorator colors. Welcome as gifts or prizes! Set of 2 - $3.00

Pipe Holster

Keeps tobacco and other out of pockets, protects clothing from burns, odors. Handles easy to carry a pipe while working, walking, hunting, playing golf. Highly-polished saddle leather, stitched for hard wear. $1.00

UNUSUAL GIFT CARDS - WRITE DEPT. 610

PONYSHOE GUN RACK

Of real ponyshoes, hand-forged and hand-finished into the best gun rack we have ever seen. Adjustable to the proper hanging of any size gun from a .22 to a double-barrelled shotgun or a prized antique. Lower shoe is lined and whipped with heavy leather so that no metal touches gun barrel or stock.

Bright metal clear lacquer finish. About 7/16" high. Real ponyshoe nails furnished for hanging. Ideal gifts. Shipped same day. $2.95 per pair postpaid.

Send for Folder of Other Horseman Gifts,

Horseshoe Forge
3 Whrey Street, Lexington 73, Mass.

SHOPPING

Tole craft will be simple for the beginner with this waste-basket which has an outlined design and a series of numbers. Numbers correspond to numbers on a set of paint capsules. Apply paint with a brush which comes in the kit, and a full-color oil painting results.

$3.95 ppd. for basket and kit. Remington Co., Towson, Md.

Florentine cigarette cases. These are made of wonderful Italian leather and decorated with the gold tooling indigenous to Florentine leather craftsmen. They telescope, they come in sizes to hold regular and king-size cigarettes. $1.50 each. Order from Kathleen Weller, Box 386, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.

Crystal serving pieces for shrimp, crabmeat, or lobster. They're footed goblets with a glass liner. Fill the goblet with shved ice and needle the liner filled with seafood in the frosty depths. $12.75 ppd. the set of six; $14.75 ppd. for eight. Complete with 3-letter marking. Eunice Novelties, P.O. Box 41, Rego Park, New York.

NOSE HAIR REMOVER

$2.50 complete with leather case

PONYSHOE GUN RACK

Of real ponyshoes, hand-forged and hand-finished into the best gun rack we have ever seen. Adjustable to the proper hanging of any size gun from a .22 to a double-barrelled shotgun or a prized antique. Lower shoe is lined and whipped with heavy leather so that no metal touches gun barrel or stock.

Bright metal clear lacquer finish. About 7/16" high. Real ponyshoe nails furnished for hanging. Ideal gifts. Shipped same day. $2.95 per pair postpaid.

Send for Folder of Other Horseman Gifts,

Horseshoe Forge
3 Whrey Street, Lexington 73, Mass.

A perfect gift
It's dangerous to use a pointed scissors for removing nose hair. Be safe—use the Cordaro Nose Scissors. Specially made of forged steel, nickel-plated, mirror finish -4½ inches long. Spoon shaped points push flesh away from cutting edge.

Order now—only $2.50 complete with leather case, postpaid. Guaranteed. Prompt delivery.

Send for FREE catalog of more than 100 fine cutlery and gift items.

D. CORRADO, Inc.
26 N. Clark St., Dept. HG-102, Chicago 2, Ill.

FREE BOOKLET!!

"A perfect gift"
It's dangerous to use a pointed scissors for removing nose hair. Be safe—use the Cordaro Nose Scissors. Specially made of forged steel, nickel-plated, mirror finish -4½ inches long. Spoon shaped points push flesh away from cutting edge.

Order now—only $2.50 complete with leather case, postpaid. Guaranteed. Prompt delivery.

Send for FREE catalog of more than 100 fine cutlery and gift items.

D. CORRADO, Inc.
26 N. Clark St., Dept. HG-102, Chicago 2, Ill.
AROUND

King size and fit for a king is this Honduras mahogany ash tray. It's the perfect accessory for rooms finished in wood, tile, or stone. It's made from a piece of hand-rubbed natural-finish mahogany, 12" square and 1" thick. Complete with candle and holder, $15 ppd. Craft Wood Products, Os­good Street, Andover, Mass.

Display bases for your flower arrangements. Each is made of solid mahogany with a mellow brown finish. The square one (7" x 7") has a hand-decorated tile inset. $5.95. The footed one comes in two sizes: 4" x 10" ($2.95); and 6" x 14" ($5.95). Postpaid. Order from The Chaco Originals, 322 Ryan Street, Hillside, New Jersey.

Two-tier tray table. In these days when you do everything it's smart to make work easy. This table will act as a silent butler in the dining room, will assist at the tea table. Mahogany in mahogany finish, it folds compactly. 30" x 17". $8.50 ppd. Add 50c West of Miss. H. T. Stern, 197-05 110 Ave., Hollis, New York.

Pack-along TRAVEL AIDS from our gift collection!

PERSONAL GREETING CO.

A. Mr. and Mrs. UTILITY LUGGAGE SET

$4.95

CROWN CRAFT PRODUCTS

B. LADIES' TOILETRIES ZIPPER CASE

$7.95

C. MANDUCIE and PEDICURE TRAVELLER

$10.95

Write for free gift catalog!

ELECTRIFY YOUR OIL LAMPS at low cost... quickly... NO TOOLS NEEDED

with

NALCO Solid Brass ADAPTERS

It's amazing! Simply unscrew the burner in your oil lamp and replace with a Nalco Solid Brass Adapter—and pronto—your oil lamp is an electric lamp, ready to plug in.

ORDER NOW ... only $2.60 each, postpaid. Indicate size of burner in each oil lamp (No. 1 or No. 2) or diameter of the threaded base. Include size of oil lamp at base also.

Literature sent on request

Nalco Specialty Shop

1092 Tyler St. St. Louis, Mo.

your own HOME CIGARETTE BAR

Holds a full carton regular or king size cigarettes. Release one pack at a time, and you can always see how your supply is holding out. Made of antiqued pine.

The verse:

Tobacco is a dirty weed; I like it.
It satisfies no normal need; I like it.
It makes you thin, it makes you lean.
I like it. I take it right off your hand;
I take it right off your breast.
It's the worst darn stuff I've ever seen:
I like it.

$1.65 postpaid

Send for our new gift catalog.

The KREBS

Dept. HO, Westerly, Rhode Island

3-in-1 'Karbrush'

New Wonder Tool
For Your Car, You'll
Use It All Year 'Round!

$1 postpaid

It's more than just another brush for your car! Rubber SQUEEGEE cleans windows that are "steamed-up", dirty or dusty. The patent fibre RUBBER SQUEEGEE is ever-ready for cleaning out the car, for removing snow from the windows. Special 4" metal BLADE removes ice from winter windshields. Perfect for stormy, weather driving ahead! Keep KARBRUSH handy in your glove compartment and order several for gifts, today!

Ask for Free Gifts "N Gadgets Catalog"
YOU CAN MAKE these dolls for only $1.00

YOU CAN MAKE these dolls for only $1.00

You can make these beautiful copies of French and Italian dolls quickly, easily! Imports like these sell for $10 each! If you can sew them yourself, too, because every one loves to make her own. Ask for Hawaii Girl, Mexican Cowgirl, Indian Maid, Dutch Kate, and Cowgirl. $1 each girls set or six $5.95 postpaid.

To make Christmas and every day play fun for the toddlers on your gift list! Caniny hassock of washable plastic, easily colored, with secret music box that plays complete tune...keeps youngsters contented for hours, helps them learn to stand and sit. Heavily constructed, quality gift item for birthdays or holidays. Unconditional money-back guarantee.

Hassock

PISTOL RACK

For young cowpunchers. The perfect gift for a young "Westerner", this handsome pistol rack will hold his "shooting irons" and cowboy outfit when he's not at play. Natural pine finish, decorated in red with cowboy design. Holds 4 pistols on brackets and 2 in holsters. 30" x 10". Rock without pistols, complete with brackets, and rings for hanging...

$2.95 postpaid

Gifts Ideas

Miles Kimball

17 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

104-Page Catalog of Exciting Gifts

SHOPPING

Could anything be prettier than this wire-mesh gallery tray which can double as a place mat? The scroll edge is hinged, can be turned up or turned flat. Because you know how long lasting wire mesh is, it would pay you to invest in a set of these for place mats. In black or white finish. $4.20 ppp. Edith Chapman, Nyack, N. Y.

For baby: nylon hand-knit booties. They're soft as down, warm as wool, and strong as iron. And the colors are mouth-watering: haly blue and white, shell pink and white, soft yellow and white, and baby green and white. Made of Fleisher's nylon yarn. $3.25 postpaid. Order from The Twin Pines Gift Shop, South Casco, Maine.

Spoontists. The man who designed this clever spoon has a touch of genius. Think how long we have suffered trying to scrape up with a rounded spoon the last good juices of Hollandaise sauce, of kidney stew! Spoonstirs have a cut edge to make work easy. Hardwood, 12", $1.25 ppp. for two. John Shelby, Box 1, Barre, Vt.
AROUND

Sardine enthusiasts, rejoice! The battle with the round corner can is won. Throw away the silly key that comes perched on top the sardine can. Use this sturdy, chrome-finished, solid brass key that never fails, that slides easily from the open tin. Clever serving spatula is also a storage shield. $1.00 ppd. Poste haste, HG Manchester Depot, Vt.

Pin-up planter. It's beautifully designed to be a foil for a modern room. The black-finished wrought-iron fixture has brackets for two plants. It comes with two 5" ceramic pots, with two jackets made of birch dowels. Natural fiber against black makes a pretty contrast. 16". $8.75 ppd. Chet Studios, Middlebury, Conn.

Chop, chop. Chopping chores will be accomplished in short order with this professional cleaver (11") and the maple butcher block (11" x 11" x 2½"). Cleaver is polished steel with rosewood handle; block has slots for knives and rubber suction cup feet. $8.95 ppd. Saltwater Farms, Box KK, Damariscotta, Maine.

GYRO MYSTERY PLANE
Sensational New Toy

It roars, banks, turns like a real plane. Educational-packed with action, loads of fun. Prop spins and plane moves on its own power. Comes complete; goggles, plane and stand. An exciting scientific toy that will amuse youngsters and grown-ups by the hour.

Only $1.50—3 for $4.00
SAX-ON, 3840 Fullerton, Dept. EG-1, Chicago 47, Illinois

MUSICAL ROCKING DONKEY
The Toy of The Year—Beautifully made of finest quality plush. Sturdy steel frame on hardwood rockers. Wears a colorful saddle and bridle. All enclosed music box plays only as donkey rocks and never needs winding. 27" high x 22" long x 10" wide. Strong enough to hold an adult. Musical Rocking Horse also available.

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s. Pay express shipping charge on arrival.
GUARANTY SALES CO.
Box 174, Dept. G5, Teaneck, New Jersey

F.A.O. SCHWARZ
745 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.
"Quality toys, at competitive prices, from America's most famous toy store"

Please send me FREE 1952 Christmas Catalog □
Please send me ....... Merry-Go-Round imported from Sweden.
Check enclosed for $________

My name is __________
Address ____________________________
City ___ Zone ___ State ____________

3-piece Outfit for Your Little Indian
Heap big Indian chief needs heap big amount equipment to carry on his tribal duties. This 3-piece outfit will give him his signs of high command. The multi-colored headdress is made of real feathers. Colorful felt vest is gaily decorated. Ceremonial dance rattle (made by the Indians) is covered with rawhide and hand-painted.

The complete outfit $3.50
(small, medium or large) only
Postage prepaid (except on C.O.D.'s)
Cherokee Traders Dept. H-1
319 N. Robinson, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Treat yourself and the children you love to hours of enchanted ooh-ing and viewing. This giant F. A. O. Schwarz Catalog—its pages brimful to the margins with the most joyous toy delights found anywhere in the world—is yours, FREE FOR THE ASKING with no obligation to buy. Merely fill out and mail this coupon TODAY!

See this imported Merry-Go-Round! A twist of the fingers and mounted riders go for a merry whirl! Such fun for the small fry!

Stands 8" x 8" $7.95

Please send me FREE

ROCKING HORSE
"The Most Popular as It Ever Was"

ROCKING HORSE
"Trots Forward As It Rocks"

Gift Ideas! Catalog of Exciting Gifts

SAX-ON, 3840 Fullerton, Dept. EG-1, Chicago 47, Illinois
**SHOPPING**

**Monogrammed bag and belt set** is for any woman. Each is made of polished leather, each is ornamented with a scroll circle, a two-initial monogram. Black, brown, red, honey, suntan. $4.75 for bag (9" x 7"); $1.95 for belt (3" wide). Ppd. Fed tax incl. Vernon Specialties, 16 Mt. Vernon Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

**Victorian garden ornament.** It’s a charming metal figure of a small boy holding an umbrella. And it’s piped to use in a fountain or in a bird bath. Finished in weather gray, it is about two-and-one-half-feet high. $60 complete. Express collect. Order from The Erkins Studio, 40 West 40th Street, Dept. HG, N. Y.

**Zodiac pendant** to wear on your charm bracelet, or on a chain as a necklace. It’s beautifully handmade in sterling silver with mosaic turquoise inlaid with copper. Whether or not you are a devotee of the zodiac, you’ll love this pendant for its rare beauty. Send birth date. $7.95 ppd. Studio Ten, 450 Grant, San Francisco.

**NEW FROM FLORIDA, THE PERFECT GIFT...**

**A GROWING MINIATURE PALM!**

Send Check, Cash or Money Order MINIPALMS* come to you approximately 8" high at an age of one and a half years. They thrive indoors with little care. At maturity they reach a maximum height of 18". They’re delicate ... yet hardy. Give MINIPALMS* ONLY—the gift so long remembered. Just mail us your list of names and addresses and one dollar for each MINIPALM* desired—we’ll do the rest. *TRADE MARK POSTPAID

1735 EVERGLADES CONCOURSE, MIAMI BEACH 41, FLORIDA
AROUND

Studded with stars and marked with your name and the name of the one you adore: an important white ash tray. Stars and marking in gold on white crackle-glazed ceramic. About 10" square. Please send check or money order with your order. $8.95 postpaid. Ruth Welch, 1153 South Daniels Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Treasure from Austria: handcrafted wax fruit. Shown here is a realistic yellow pear 2" x 2½". It opens to display a beautifully executed scene of St. Francis of Assisi surrounded by his beloved birds and animals. Available with a scene showing Our Lady of Fatima. $3.25 ppd. each. Gini & Selma, 1048 Lexington, New York.

Miniature live trees to grow in your garden, on your terrace, or in your window! They are the kind of trees that have been grown in China for centuries, and are known as Ming trees. Shown is a Japanese Cherry about 10" high. $10 for 5 packs of seed and instructions. Ppd. Miniature Gardens, Box 355, Briggs Station, Los Angeles.

Hand-hooked All-Wool
GUEST ROOM RUG

-a kind good-night to all-

Lucy Crockett
Dept. HG-24 SEVEN MILE FORD, VA.

PORTA-BED folds to a snug suitcase size. For traveling, visiting, outdoors, small apartments or as a regular baby bed. Strong aluminum frame supports sturdy duck and netting crib. Folding waterproof mattress rests on Masonite bottom. No latches, nails or screws. Safe for baby. Ready for immediate use. The open PORTA-BED is 46 inches long, 24 inches high, 12 inches wide. Adjustable in depth for children up to 5 years. Weight: 12 lbs., color: soft blue. $21.95 ppd., complete with mattress. Money-back guarantee.

Orders filled promptly
The PORTA-BED CO., Inc., Dept. 10A
2811 Danford, Box 6582, Dallas, Texas
DAY-NIGHT MARKERS

These attractive markers make thoughtful gifts—and they make it easy for friends to find your home DAY-NIGHT! The permanent, embossed letters are treated with the material that makes highway caution signs sparkle in your headlights—even a dash of moonlight makes DAY-NIGHT Markers gleam!

- Reflecting lettering—tiny glass beads mirror light at night
- Permanent raised letters and numbers 1 1/2" high
- Lifetime aluminum—rustproof
- Double plate 18" long—reads the same from either side
- Any wording you want, up to 15 letters and numbers

Baked enamel—black background—white beaded trim

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

MAILBOX MARKER

$15 Postpaid

31A Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Not Only Useful but Also Decorative—and it's NEW!

Sylvia Robinson

In wood—or wood and wrought iron—these modern magazine racks delight the eye and keep your magazines easily accessible.

IN CHERRYWOOD, RED OR BLACK, 19" wide x 13" high.

$4.95 Postpaid

Magazine Racks

SILMAR GIFTS

56 Division Ave., New Lebanon, N.Y.

SILMAR MARKERS

Special Engineering Company

$25 Postpaid

31A Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

SILMAR GIFTS

56 Division Ave., New Lebanon, N.Y.

Porta-Lawn Sprinkler

Nature drops them every Fall, and we're grateful—but they do make a mess! Simplify your grounds & garden cleanup problem! BURN them ON-THE-Spot, or wheel them COMPOST in our perfectly balanced PORTABLE INCINERATOR CART

It's a remarkable TIME & WORK-saver now & for Spring & year-round cleaning. No screened grass, no brush fire danger, no unsightly ash piles. All-welded steel, 18 cu. ft. capacity. Hundreds in use! Brochure on request or send check for immediate delivery.

COUNTY SPECIALTIES, P.O. Box 929H, Stamford, Conn.

Mailbox Marker

$15 Postpaid

Any marker C.O.D. if desired; tax, postage added.

Best Service at

STUDIO SHOP

S. D. Grinnell, Manager

457 Boylston St.

Boston, Mass.

FREE Hit Food Service at the Table

This hand wrought Chafing Dish with elegant walnut handle is truly a silent hostess. 2 qt. capacity with 2 pans. Needs no polishing.

No tax $25 postpaid.

SHOPPING

A donkey and cart from Capri? Well, not exactly. But it does look like the fairytale animal and gay cart you see on that lovely island. Why don't you use it for plants or small flowers? It's ceramic with a lovely glaze. Donkey is green, cart is beige. About 8" x 10 1/2".

$2.95 ppd. complete. Highwood, Box 226, Ridgewood, N.J.

FREE form tables. These are unusual tables: each one is a different height (17", 18 1/4", 19 1/4"), each nests neatly with the others. Tops are solid birch in natural or satin-black finish. Legs are of spun aluminum. $37.95 natural; $39.95 satin-black. Postpaid. Guybar Originals, 4534 N. Avers, Chicago, Ill.

Guide for Baby Sitters. This is a clever book. The spiral bound pages are well organized into important sections: Bed Time Duties; Where To Find Dry Pajamas; What To Do In Case Of Storms; Whom To Call In Emergencies. It's intelligently compiled.$1 ppd. Sunset House, 8800 Sunset, Hollywood, Calif.
**AROUND**

**Fibredon** will dye fiber rugs (linen, hemp, cotton, jute) and make them look daisy-fresh. It's easy to use, it dries quickly, and penetrates the fiber, not just the surface. In nine popular colors, $3.95 postpaid the quart (enough for one 9' x 12' rug). Instructions are included. Order from Chair-Loc, Lakehurst, New Jersey.

**From Falmouth Nook on Cape Cod:** an oval mahogany 16 x 2.50 per pair

**For antipasto** try using this handsome glass serving piece set onto a polished aluminum ball-bearing turntable. It comes with a two-compartment glass bowl, with two glass ladles. About 10 1/2" in diameter. Your choice of emerald green or clear white glass. $10 ppd. Falmouth Nook, Box 48, Teaticket, Mass.

**SWEDISH SPONGE CLOTH**

2 for $1.00 POSTPAID

**WASHES • WIPES**

DRIES in 1 strike

Soft as chamois

Nothing else like it!

Lightens housework.

Outlasts ordinary sponges; 7" square. Ideal for kitchen, bathroom, windows, dishes, cars, etc.

**SEE-THRU SHAMPOO GOGGLES**

Plastic glasses with terry cloth keep suds out of your eyes. Ideal for home permanents—kids love them. Specify "Adult" or "Junior" lenses.

**ADULTS OR CHILDREN'S**

$1.50 PPD.

**TISSUE CADDY**

2 for $1.10 PPD.

Soft fronted plastic with zipper—ideal for bathroom, bed and car. Good for travel items; also ideal moth-proof storage for small woolens.

**MIRACLE TUB-CAULK**

LARGE TUBE 1$1.00 ppd.

For tubs, sinks, showers, tile, window and door frames. Always white—never shakes or crumbles—no mess.

**BANISH SCRATCHES**

Furniture scratches go like magic—just rub on Almond Stick and see them disappear. Harmless to all finishes! Effaces $1.00 for 4 sticks.

**"IN-A-PURSE" ORGANIZER**

Miniature "filling system"—ends handbag fumbling. 7 pockets hold every essential item—keys to wallet. Transfers from purse to purse. 7" x 3 1/2".

**FREE! WRITE FOR NEW GIFT 'N GADGET CATALOG**

**IN-A-PURSE**

300 Glossed ADDRESS Labels in Plastic Gift Box

$1.00 Write Box 104 RANCH HOUSE Goleta, Calif.

**SURPLUS INVENTORY SALE!**

We have in surplus inventory 1,100 top quality surplus sling chairs—all in perfect condition. Finest quality cotton duck. Only one chair of this quality to be found in any chair, regardless of price! Wrought iron frame; valanced head and foot pieces in perfect condition. $8.95 ppd. Available only thru Dept. G10, 65 W. 39th St., New York 18.

**SWEETLY TASTELESS**
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PERSONALIZED COAT HANGER

This 28" French Collar Coat Hanger assures your clothes of perfect, easy dressing—made indispensable for good grooming. Built to conform to the contours of your body—the same way your clothes are made. Full-shaped neck and shoulder keeps any coat in natural position. Made of selected hardwoods anatomically shaped, allows sleeves to fall gracefully. Highly polished, smoothly finished. Each hanger comes with two gold decals initials. A gift that is sure to be appreciated.

Send remittance to:

FISCHER'S
43-67 Bowe Street Flushing, N. Y.

Sliding Saucer Sled

More thrilling fun, yet safer than a sled! Start at the top of a gentle snowy slope and spin down—around and around. Slide on ice or wet grass, too! Virtually indestructible. Of enameled aluminum, 28" across. Strong web hand-straps and grooves for pull rope. Order No. F5126. $4.95 postpaid.

T-Top Table is a joy. It fits the standard bridge table. Use it for TV refreshments, for serving dinner if you have no dining table, for large parties indoors or out. About 46" in diameter, it comes unfinished ($4.95) or painted red, green, or brown ($5.95). Exp. coll. T-Top Table Co., Jefferson Ave., Salem, Massachusetts.

American flax grown in the Willamette Valley of Oregon makes these superb linen table mats and napkins. The natural-color linen is decorated with color bars in your choice of red, brown, yellow, green, or aqua, $1 ppd. for mat (14" x 22"); 75c ppd. for one napkin (12" x 12"). Bodine's, 444 E. Belvedere Ave., Baltimore, Md.

Hamburger Press was designed for the inept like us. Our hamburgers never look trim and shipshape like ones served at stands. However, we can hold our own now with professionals, thanks to Hamburger Press. Of natural finish hardwood. About 7" in diameter. $2.49 ppd. Quality Products, Box 1186, Gering, Neb.

Miss Minuet Dances

Many more people, especially on stockings, are learning to dance Minuet. The music box makes lovely music and helps you practice. The high class piano dome. Played in Bob Andrews' Band. Played at dances everywhere. Nice gift for people of all ages. Made in Japan. By Happy Birthday. No. C.0.8.7.4.

BORNAND MUSIC BOX CO. Dept. H
339 S. Olive St., Los Angeles 13, Calif.

$7.95

$2 each All Four, $5.95

Nursery Rhyme Edition—only $1

wolfe's

PLAY THE PIANO

with wolfe's

Play-by-Color BOOKS

described in the feature story "Candy-Coated Music Lesson" in House & Garden magazine

Anyone from 4 to 74 just follows the colors, and then LISTEN to the Music.

Editions Now Available (More to Come):

BEGINNER-ADVANCED HYMNS-CAROLS

$2 each All Four, $5.95

Nursery Rhyme Edition—only $1

wolfe's

You Can

MINIATURE

AWNING-PLANTER LAMP

A perfect pin-up for any wall!

This striking little lamp blends in beautifully with the walls of your home. Adds new interest to any room children, dinette, porch, pleasure, etc. You'll like it. "Tall" for decoration or medium size, plantation lamp w/real new varnished wood arm, 24" long. Shade of paper. $5.95 each.

DOMESTICRAFT
Box 165, Binghamton, N. Y.

$5.95 each

Nursery small plants, $1.15 each

OUT OF STOCK—ORDER TODAY

All colors available

SHIPPING AROUND

American flax grown in the Willamette Valley of Oregon makes these superb linen table mats and napkins. The natural-color linen is decorated with color bars in your choice of red, brown, yellow, green, or aqua, $1 ppd. for mat (14" x 22"); 75c ppd. for one napkin (12" x 12"). Bodine's, 444 E. Belvedere Ave., Baltimore, Md.
As your design-for-living changes, your home grows more informal...casual, friendly, colorful...more practical, too! "California Originals" give you a whole new concept of inlaid linoleum...inspired by tomorrow's home trends...mellow, subtle...in exquisite colors and patterns that make other linoleums look ordinary.

With all the livability you want! Comfortable and resilient underfoot...long-wearing...easiest ever to clean, thanks to Pabco's exclusive "Soil-Sealed" surface that simply shuts out grime and grease...

Picture PABCO Linoleum in your home!

Choose yours from Sonora Green (pictured), Santa Ana Walnut, Tahoe Blue, Del Monte Gray and many others. Ask your floor covering dealer—or write us.
FLEECENAP DRAPES LIKE VELVET... YET WON'T DRAPE AROUND YOU!

They're back again... Kleinert's Fleecnap... the velvety-thick curtains with the peach-bloom finish that you've asked and asked for. Made of pure, natural rubber, they end all the distresses of the usual shower curtain. They drape like velvet, never wrinkle, won't "balloon" under the impact of a needle-sharp shower. And they can't cling to... or drape around you! In choice decorator pastels at your favorite store, about $6.95. Monogrammed as shown in close-up at right, about $7.95.

Kleinert's FLEECENAP SHOWER CURTAINS
AMERICAN-STANDARD
HEATING

THESE HIDDEN HEATING PANELS by American-Standard are the new way, the smart way to heat your home. Replacing your regular baseboards, they give you more wall space, greater latitude in room decoration, more uniform heating comfort.

NOW—new comfort, new decorating freedom for your home with space-saving BASEBOARD HEATING

ONE of the greatest steps ahead for heating new homes or old are the new Radiantrim panels perfected by American-Standard. These heating panels take up but little more space than the baseboards they replace. And though practically out of sight, you'll know they're on the job by the clean, uniform warmth they deliver. And how you'll bless them when you decorate! You have complete freedom to arrange your furniture and draperies any way you want. Your rooms seem larger. They are more attractive. And yet you have uniform, floor-to-ceiling warmth!

Can be had on easy terms!

If you are planning to remodel, you can have American-Standard heating equipment installed in your home on the most liberal easy payment terms. Just see your American-Standard heating retailer. Look him up under "Heating Equipment" in the classified section of your phone book. He handles a complete line of American-Standard heating equipment for all kinds of fuel.

Don't face another winter with outmoded heating when liberal payment terms will let you have the best right now!

FREE! Complete book of facts on all types of heating and plumbing for new homes or old. No charge. Use the coupon.

PLEASE PRINT
American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp.
Dept. RG-102, Pittsburgh 30, PA.
Please send me your HOME BOOK.
I am modernizing ______ Building new home ______
Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________

Serving home and industry: AMERICAN-STANDARD • AMERICAN BLOWER • CHURCH SEATS • DETROIT LUBRICATOR • KEWANEE BOILERS • ROSS HEATER • TONAWANDA IRON
as you like it...

IMPERIAL Cape Cod

For a gay informal luncheon or a beautiful formal dinner, you can have a table setting as you like it with Cape Cod Crystal Glassware by Imperial. Cape Cod is a perfect complement for color... always pretty, so very practical; the more you use it, the more you'll love it! Open stock, moderately priced in leading stores everywhere. American hand-crafted for lasting beauty by The Imperial Glass Corporation, Bellaire, Ohio.
Easy Upkeep

- Beautifully designed and textured
- Remarkably durable
- Lastingly supple
- Easily tubbed or wiped clean with damp cloth
- Resistant to cracking, tearing, sticking.

Lavish Looks

Dress your windows in smart draperies of VINYLITE Brand Plastics

So rich in pattern, color, drape and texture—who’d believe these draperies of VINYLITE Brand Plastics could be so practical... demand so little in time and attention! Strikingly styled by Fratex Fashions, beautifully printed on “Filmcelle” by Toscony, they lend glamour to any window—yet easily wipe or tub clean.

Take advantage of this same work-saving beauty all through your daily life. Make use of all the wonderful things, from tablecloths to rainwear, bearing the “Made of VINYLITE Brand Plastics” signature—and you’ll be sure of the best in plastics.

BAKELITE COMPANY, A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

You can depend on uniform quality, lasting satisfaction, from VINYLITE Plastics. Backed by the resources of BAKELITE Company, their standards and superior service are essential to defense and basic industry.

BAKELITE COMPANY, A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
for the look of luxury... the feel of luxury... luxury itself

Genuine upholstery Leather

for your car... your office... your home

The look of luxury in the fashion-right colors in which Genuine Leather is available in a wide and exciting range. The feel of luxury in the interesting grains and textures; in the comfortable “slide” that makes access to your car so easy. The luxury of improving appearance with normal wear and simple care; the economy that is yours in the elimination of costly slipcovers. The luxury of sound, enduring value. For all this luxury... these advantages... specify Genuine Leather upholstery when next you buy a car... or fine furniture for your office or home.

A point of pride... your leather-upholstered car.

Many cars are now available with leather trim; standard in convertibles, optional in closed cars. Write to us for the names of the manufacturers.

THE UPHOLSTERY LEATHER GROUP • TANNERS' COUNCIL OF AMERICA • 141 EAST 44th ST. • NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
SHOPPING AROUND

Cylinder table lamp for the modern room. The base (about 25") is made of wrought iron finished in mat black; the drum shade (about 18") is Polyplastic and comes in red, white, beige, or chartreuse with or without black doulades. $9.75 express collect. Order from Jan’s Modern Lamps, 15 West 8th Street, HG, New York.

By all means order these labels for the sweaters you are knitting, the fashions you are sewing for Christmas. Choice of three styles: (1) Hand Sewn by...; (2) Hand Made by...; (3) From the Needles of... Brown letters on beige satin. About 1¼" x 2¼". $1 postpaid for 10; $2 ppd. for 25. Designs Publication, 211 East 37th Street, New York, N. Y.

Pen 'n post is one of our favorite desk appointments because it's just about perfect for a man or a woman. It's made of brown leather with 24k gold tooling and 24k gold filled in mat black; tuft-drum finish. Made of wrought iron. $2 ppd. for 25. Designs Publication, 211 East 37th Street, New York, N. Y.

JUMBO PRUNES

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
To acquaint new customers with my tender-soft, candy-good CALIFORNIA GIANT PRUNES, I am offering a big 2½-lb. TRIAL BOX of new crop Prunes with generous samples of Ranch-made Sweets, Huge Apricots, Fresh Dates, and Honey-sweet White Figs for ONLY $2.95 postpaid. Never sold in stores. Satisfaction guaranteed. Order for yourself, friends TODAY!

ROBERT B. HAWKINS, BOX G-15
Vaca Volley Orchards, Vacaville, California

AMAZING CANDLES STAND WITHOUT HOLDERS
Simply press down, turn and they stand upright on any flat surface; won’t tip, move, or drip. Stain for flower arrangements. Holiday decorations. 1½" tapers in white, gold, green, blue, red, or multi-color. 1½" x 16". Five each, ppd. Four for only $2.95 ppd.

NEW! KANGAROO SER-V-ETTE
Helpful as an extra hand at holiday buffet, Sunday dinner—this matches with pony for silver, trenchers, knives, or even Glove little finger, Wonderland, washable Tissue cotton and Terry cloth, no trim, extra wide: 1½" x 16". Five each, ppd. Four for only $2.95 ppd.

Amazing candles stand without holders

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS WITH LOOMETTE
Weave beautiful stoles, scarfs, placemats with Loomette King portable hand loom. Exclusive Magic Tension Control feature means you can use different kinds of yarn: rayon, linen, metallic...all on one pattern! Hero is a fascinating useful hobby anyone can learn. Results are handsome-looking even for beginners. Complete instructions included with each loom. $43.95 postpaid. Please, no C.O.D.'s. Money back if not delighted. Linen or metallic straw yarn, $1 skein. All-in of California, Room 110, 1401-15 W. 8th St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

A-IMPORTED SHOULDER SHAPE HANGER
Deluxe clear lacquered Swedish modern finish. Selected, imported wood. Nickel-plated hook. 20" extra length 3 for $5 6 for $9

B- LADIES' PLASTIC SUIT HANGER
For suits and two-piece dresses. True concave shoulder shape, 17" wide. With special nickel-plated hook and clips. Crystal clear plastic. 6 for $3

C- "HANGY" the CLOWN"
Teach your youngsters neatness. Wonderful new hanger toy. Pick or blue plastic with multi-color trim. Arms and legs 10½" wide. Holds 4 garments. A handy space-saver. 6 for $3

D- SILENT VALET
Imported from Italy. Holds your complete wardrobe. Fine craftsmanship, hand-rubbed piano walnut or mahogany finish, gleaming chrome shoe rack and tie holders. 44" high, 18" wide. $14.25 plus $1 for shipping and handling.

CLEAR PLASTIC TRAYS
Fit your bureau drawers with these neat space-savers. Perfect gifts for him or her.

E- Covered Box for Shelves
14½" x 10½" x 4" $3.95

F- 2 Sock Trays $2.95

G- Skirt or Blouse Tray 14½" x 9" x 3" $2.95

H- 2 Tie Trays $2.30

J- 3-TIER LOWBOY SHOE RACK
Holds 9 pairs of shoes neatly in place. For closet floor or under bed. Lifetime chrome finish, rubber tipped legs. 7½" high, 20½" wide. $3.95

No C.O.D.s or Stamps Please. All postpaid except Valet.

FORTUNE HOUSE

NATIONAL HANGER CO., INC., Dept. H
15 WEST 18TH STREET, NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

UNUSUAL VALUE

6-PIECE STEAK KNIFE SET
- Cut thru the heaviest steak with ease
- Non-tarnish handles
- Sharp blades
- Guaranteed Quality
- Each blade finely serrated

Glistening, mirror-bright stainless steel with pointed grip—easy to hold...Ivy white handles make these steak knives beautiful enough to grace your finest table setting.

Makes a handsome, long-remembered gift.
Sent postpaid, only... $2.95

THE DEL-RICK CO.
DEPT. S-102 RIVERSIDE, ILLINOIS

AMAZING CANDLES

Write for free gift folder Dept. HG

FORTUNE HOUSE

Send for Free Catalog
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Give the Original Genuine
MUSTARD SEED REMEMBRANCER

TO YOURSELF • TO SHUT-INS • TO THE BEREAVED • TO ANYONE YOU LOVE

This intimate, thoughtful reminder gives me personal Faith... Faith in myself... Faith in my future... Faith in my strength as I encounter the stresses of living. Yes, this quiet, simple, little Mustard Seed Lifetime Remembrancer takes me by the hand each time I touch it and leads me through my daily trials with the spiritual strength that only my Faith can give me. Inspiration 12-page booklet, "The Story of Your Mustard Seed Remembrance," included free with each Original Mustard Seed. ABSOLUTE MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. The character of our product permits us to accept C.O.D. and charge orders. Feel free to order several. Each in gift box.

ORDER FROM
THE ORIGINAL MUSTARD SEED DEPT. E-10
210 WEST 8th STREET KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
MAURICE AND MARY ALICE FLINT, CREATORS
KNOW THE ORIGINAL BY THESE 3 STEPS SYMBOLIZING • FAITH • HOPE • CHARITY •

Be Different!
PERSONALIZE YOUR HANDMADE FASHIONS
Identify your fine needlework as your creation by signing it with these smart personalized labels—just like an artist signs his paintings. To give your handwork a hallmark of distinction and the dramatic flair of Fifth Ave shops, send today for the inexpensive trial set of 10, only $1. Or, if you prefer, order 25 for $2; 50 for $3. Please indicate number wanted and name for each set if more than one ordered. Don't cheapen your fine work with inferior imitations. Ours are the mark of distinction and the dramatic flair of Fifth Ave.

YOUR NAME HERE
ONLY
FOR TEN BEAUTIFUL CLOTH LABELS WITH YOUR NAME ON EACH UNIQUE XMAS GIFT

Designs Dept. H6-10, 211 East 37th St. New York 16, N. Y.

CAPTURE HER FANCY
and start or add to her collection by giving a set of enchanting solid brass miniature trivets. These authentic reproductions make a clever wall decoration or can be used as stands for flower pots and vases. Each 4 3/4" long. Set of 5 attractive gift boxed. $3.50.

BRASS CRAFT
Dept. 201
P.O. Box 8104
Kansas City, Mo.

OLD-TIMER AUTOS
1909 STANLEY STEAKER $750 ea.
1909 MODEL T FORD
1909 PACKARD $750 ea.
1910 T. FORD
• AUTHENTIC SCALE MODELS
• ASSEMBLED, READY FOR YOU TO "SHOW OFF"
• EXPERTLY DETAILED
• ALL HAND-PAINTED
$150 Set of 3 for $400 ea.

Newest additions now available!
1903 CADILLAC 1903 MODEL A. FORD
1903 PACKARD 1903 MODEL A. FORD

Entire set of 5 cars $45.50 pp.
Sorry, No C.O.D.'s

COMB BACK
GENTLEMAN'S ARM CHAIR $69.50
Crafted P. O. & B. Portland, Pa.—No C.O.D.'s. Truly a handsome reproduction of an authentic 18th Century masterpiece... with the mellow, mellow, mellow, mellow yet comfortable.

The chair is entirely hand-crafted; hard maple turnings, hickory spindles, hand-carved poplar saddle, worn and distressed curved, hand-rubbed in shellac. Also available in any stain color; standard finish is antique maple or honey maple. Over-all height... 46 1/4 inches.

Write for our free brochure! Frederick Duckloe & Bros., Inc. 5th and Main Street Stroudsburg, Penna.

CAPTURE HER FANCY

COMB BACK

OLD-TIMER AUTOS

MELMER CANDY COMPANY
540 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.

18th-century charm on your doorstep! It's a faithful copy of an antique boot scraper, and it is inexpensive enough to buy for every outside door in your house. Made of black iron and finished in black. About 7" wide. Remember to give this as a Christmas gift. $2.75 ppd. Old Guilford Forge, 5 Broad Street, Guilford, Connecticut.

Pin-up pup is the solution to the shambles caused by Junior's autograph collection. Hang it on the wall and have him tack it up Joe DiMaggio's signature and the tender message from the bombshell in the third grade. His room will be tidy and you will be happy. 12" x 7 1/4" x 1/4". $1.25 ppd. for 2. Crist Mill, Basking Ridge, N. J.

You'll pay off the mortgage in jigit time if you have a pretty hand-painted ceramic bank like this. You can hang it in the hall and hang Bonds for Baby (meaning you) near it. Prosperous times should result. $1.75 ppd. for each bank. From Miller's, 256 E. Congress, FH, Tucson, Arizona.

DELICIOUS TREAT! Perfect for Mailing to Those in Service!

Double-rich, milk chocolate candies, foil-wrapped, backed in vacuum, tight. FIDDLY's Pecans, caramel, dipped in chocolate. $4.69

GOLD BROOKS CHOCOLATE • Chocolate dipped and selected pecans. In U.S.A. in U.S.A.

DELICIOUS, hand-dipped selection.

ELMER CANDY COMPANY 540 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
AROUND

Corny? But of course. They are just about the finest corn-cob pipes in existence. So fine, in fact, that they are called Missouri Meerschaum. Made by hand, they have a fine hard-rubber mouthpiece, a gold colored band, and an aluminum cleaner. They taste cool and sweet. $1 ppd. for one. Missouri Meerschaum, Washington, Mo.

Little Giant is a booster pump designed to raise water pressure. For garden use, attach pump to outside water tap and connect your hose; indoors attach it to the house water line. $68.50 ppd. Order from M-F Engineering Co., 13828 South $68.50 ppd. Order from M-F Engineering Co., 13828 South Western, Blue Island, Illinois.

Burn-All is an outdoor trash disposal unit that really works! Built on the principle of a furnace, it’s constructed of steel, finished in special gray paint which withstands high heat and rust. It has no moving parts to be repaired, will hold 2 bushels. 32” X 24” x 20”. $14.95 ppd. Benton, 314 Lima Street, Wapakoneta, Ohio.

REAL COMFORT IS YOURS

with NEK-EEZ and NEK-REST...

the perfect round-the-neck pillows!

Scientifically designed, they support sensitive neck and shoulder and back nerves and muscles. Recommended for use when travelling, reading, sitting, watching television, … wonderful for class- 

ics. Ordered by physicians and nurses.

NEK-EEZ—6" Full Fill

FOAM RUBBER FILLED

DOWN FILLED

Additional ZIPPERED COVERS, each .15. 30.

NEK-REST—faucet-weight, plastic-inflated and deflates in seconds. Ideal for travelers. Fits purse, pocket or glass compartment of car. Only $1.16. All above same postage.

OUR “FULL WIDTH OF THE BED” BOLSTERS DRESS UP YOUR BEDS...

DOUBLES YOUR SLEEPING COMFORT

SINGLE (27” X 39”) FULL SIZE (37” X 80”)

LIGHT SOFT KAPOK... $4.95 ea. $8.95 ea.

2/5 WHITE GOOSE DOWN... $11.95 ea. (medium soft)

ALL WHITE GOOSE DOWNS... (extra soft)

22.95 ea. 29.95 ea.

AMERICAN SLEEPING PILLOWS

BEAUMOND DISTRIBUTORS

Dept. 10-B 133 Lexington Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

GLADRACK

Hang It on the Wall, or Park It on the Floor—Decorative Anywhere!

Keep your bathroom "library" orderly with this attractive Gladrack! Many use it in bedroom, living room, or sun room. In kitchen it stores paper bags. By telephone for phone books. Or hang it by the dressing table to catch waste tissues. Wherever you use it, it’s decorative! Made of durable steel, 12” x 12” x 4”. Choice of decorator’s colors: Gloss White, Dull Green, or Shadow Brown. Splendid Gift. Each, postpaid, only $3.50.

Mail order filled promptly—No C.O.D’s, please.

designs for living

1717-G East 75th Street
Chicago 49, Illinois

Christmas Collar for Your Dog

Your dog can be festive, too, if you give him this handsome collar for Christmas. Snowy white flannel backed with red flannel. Decorated with a beautiful spray of plastic holly. Two bells tinkle merrily as he romps. 21½” between tie ends—to adjust for any size dog. Order Number X5911. $1.25 postpaid.

Gift Ideas

104-Page Catalog of Exciting Gifts

Miles Kimball
17 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

The Drunken Cock

Full of Spirits and showing it in true cockeyed fashion, is a hand-painted cock in brilliant natural colors on a heavy black oval tole tray. Cock is life size and tray is a generous 24” x 19¼”. A wonder-size $18.00 ppd. for parties. (Itemization on Table Tray Blends for the above gaily furnished.) Satisfaction Guaranteed—Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

CHET STUDIOS

Montgomery 3, Connecticut

Finger-Touch

REVOLVING BUFFET SERVICE

Finger-Touch

REVOLVING BUFFET SERVICE

To display your finest trays, large or small. Hand turned, solid mahogany tray rack. Handsome. Practical. $4.50 ppd. East of Miss. Add $ .50 ppd. West of Miss. Write for full furniture catalogue—.35c.

USUAL TRAY RACK

Send for new 1952 Fall and Holiday gift catalogue

UNUSUAL GIFT CATALOG—WHITE DEPT. C-211

REVOLVING BUFFET SERVICE

Cute as a Mischief

"Wind My Tail and I Play"

WHERE HAS MY LITTLE DOG GONE?

Genuine Swiss Movement. Black or Brown. 1½” High, Pkt. Pkg.

$5.95

Cocker Spaniel

Cocker Spaniel
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THE NEW "FLICKO"—HIS NOSE GLOWS!

Now this popular item is made so the nose glows in the dark. Makes it easy to find switch quickly if anything goes wrong in the nursery. No bulbous nose (red by day—glow by night!) up and down to turn switch on and off. Good also for the rumpus room, bar, bathroom, etc. The face of a happy ruffling clown—hand decorated in five colors. Easily installed to take the place of regular switch plate. Keeps wall clean. Made of durable plastic.

$1.00 postpaid

AMAZING DEVICE

for Cracking ICE!

...crack ice so fast you won't believe your eyes. One or two light taps on a cube of ice cracks the ice to bits without effort. It's the action of the Tap-Icer spring steel vibrator that does the trick and the ice doesn't scatter. No grinding. No jabbing. No pounding. No skill required. Amaze friends. A gift everyone enjoys. Made to last for years. Money back guarantee. Only $1.00 postpaid. Immediate delivery from TAP-ICER COMPANY 216 West Street, Williamsport, Pa.

ONE-HANDED TONGS

Lift Hot Turkeys & Roasts

Rewarded! No Trip—No Burn

MADE OF GLEAMING CHROME

No need to risk burning your fingers when you transfer hot tur­keys, chickens, roasts from your oven to serving platter. Just open tongs, slip under meat—and you lift it safely—with one hand. No mess with those wooden handles. These handsome, high-class, chrome—and a gift, only $2.50, postpaid.

No More Steam-Up Windows in Car or Home!

HURRY! LAST CHANCE!

with new CLEARSITE shields and can't steam or fog for weeks! Wonder­ful for bathroom mirrors, too. . . . Get great view, sharp third eye glasses. You get 2 household size shields for only $6.00 one Super­site shield for $2.95. Post postpaid.

$9.25 PPD.

CHILD'S "TAG-ALONG" PURSE

WITH NAME BRANDED ON

No "I-own-weepers" when the attractive "Tag-Along" purse helps change and bus tokens. Faultless to belt, buttonhole or sus­penders. Can be opened and closed easily without detaching. Genuine tan sheepskin in smooth finish with beaded handle. Personalized with first name permanently branded on. Popular with teen-agers, too. An inexpensive but welcome gift. When ordering, please PRINT name to be put on purse, etc, on check: $1.00 postpaid

Evelyn Duvasore

Write for NEW Catalog.

SHIPPING

Silver beehive honey jar. Unless you see this exquisite jar that comes from Birm­ingham, England, you can't realize its beauty. It's of heavy silver plate on nickel silver; it has a deep glass liner; it has a graceful­ spoon. And the bee handle is enamelled in 3 colors. About 5" x 4½". $9.50 ppd. Lord George, 1270 Broadway, N. Y.

Oliera comes from Italy where everyone appreciates olive oil, where not one drop is ever wasted. The Italians use this pint-sized stainless metal pitch­er with the long thin spout to dribble the oil onto salad greens or vegetables. Knob on cover is red. $3.95 postpaid. Kelly's Mail Box, Upper Black Eddy, Bucks County, Penna.

Heirloom spoons are no more beautiful than these heavy sterling beauties. These, too, are made from antique dies. Use the filigree one for cube sugar, for spiced fruits; use the one with the fruit design to eat sujiar. f(U'spiced fruits; use ihe other with theionji thin spout to drizzle the oil into salad greens or vegetables. Knob on cover is red. $3.95 ppd. Lord George, 1270 Broadway, N. Y.
Gleaming pewter is skillfully fashioned by Dutch craftsmen into this handsome modern cream and sugar set. And the 10¼" tray is included. Make note of this on your Christmas list. $13.95 ppd. for the three pieces. Add 50¢.

West of Mississippi: Gilbert & Leonard, 1544 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, New York.

A tender Swedish tradition that should be followed by everyone: the ceremony of the birds. Each household owns a pair of hand-carved, hand-colored birds. They’re for wall decoration. Then at Christmas the birds are placed on the tree. $2.95 postpaid the pair with 10" branch. Haines, 301 South 7th, Minneapolis.

The elephant never forgets and you'll never forget to water your African violets, your thirsty geraniums if you have at hand this amusing ceramic pot. The elephant head is ivory, the decoration is mulberry. Then at Christmas the birds are placed in the three pieces. Add .50¢. Leonard, 1544 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset, New York.

Send for our free GIFT BOOK.

Well and Tree CARVING BOARD

If you’ve ever had a roast skid right out from under your carving knife, you’ll love this board that makes carving easy. Just another roast on rostproof aluminum pegs and carve slices after slice effortlessly. Drips drain into spacious gray well. Handsomely-grained, seasoned hard rock maple—will never crack or warp. Grooved undersides at each end for easy gripping. Mounted on 1 rubber discs, 28¼" x 11½". So beautifully finished you will carry it to your table with pride. An ideal gift!

Only $4.35 postpaid no c.o.d.’s, please

THE HERBSMITH
137-085 Northern Blvd., Flushing 54, N. Y.
WHEN-TO-WATER INDICATOR

When-TO-Water is a white marker you put and leave in the soil in each flower pot or planter, and its indicator strips tell you when to water! The stripes are pink when soil-moisture is right; they turn blue as the soil dries, giving you advance notice before your plant gets thirsty.

PANSY VASES

These beautiful Minshall-designed Pansy Vases make it easy to arrange those hard-to-handle, short-stemmed flowers actually — or they can be used as "loops" in larger arrangements. Made of top-quality pottery in cool green-gray that blends with everything. And they're graceful, appealing ornaments in their own right.

MINIATURE TREE KIT

This beautiful Miniature Tree Kit! It's a fascinating hobby that gives you delicate, beautiful plants. Kit includes pine or cypress need, formulated soil, pots, the two special treatment chemicals, full instructions — everything you need!

The Lovable BAR BUM

Haven't you wished that you could get a gift that's really "different." The new hand painted heavy metal Bar Bum has all of these features: his hat's a bottle opener, his ears break ice (or nuts), just a twist of the wrist and he comes apart. His pants are a cork-screw, a muddler and an ice (or jigger) and inside the Bum you will find a wrist and he comes apart. His pants are a cork-screw, a muddler and an ice (or jigger) and inside the Bum you will find a wrist and hand turning the handle short-stemmed flowers artfully — or they can be used as "frogs" in larger arrangements. Made of top-quality pottery in cool green-gray that blends with everything. And they're graceful, appealing ornaments in their own right.

MAP ASHTRAYS

4" pottery ashtrays designed in the shapes of the 48 States, District of Columbia, and Hawaii. Hand-painted under glaze. State power in full color, Lettered with State's name. Available with pastel green or gray in tray's base.

$1.00 each, postpaid
Any one town or person's name included, 25¢ extra per tray. Shipped within five days after order received.

ANNIE LAURA CERAMICS
RIVERA 34, CALIFORNIA

CHILDREN LOVE
THE FUNBOX

Here's the gift that keeps them happy—75 individually gift-wrapped presents selected by a teacher to suit age and sex of child and for proved fun value! Wonderful for sick-a-beds ... or on train, plane or auto trip. The perfect party favor! Prevents boredom, protects parent's nerves, keeps everybody happy! Postpaid.

THE FUNBOX

$2.50
THE SURPRISE SHOP
107 S. Elm St.
Winnetka, Ill.

Butler-Kohaus, Inc.
2823 Olive Street
St. Louis 3, Mo.

Charming, Graceful Interiors

Hand painted Candybell Lamp Bulbs embellish every room with shimmering, romantic dancing candlelight. Crystal sparkles every surface reflects a mellow softness that transforms each gathering into a gay, cheerful event. Make your period settings livelier, more beautiful with Candybellman.

Quick Delivery
Continentals Clear 50¢, Framed 55¢ each. Standard Clear 50¢, Framed 55¢ each. Add 25¢ extra for each. Add 50¢ extra for each. Add 75¢ extra for each. Add 90¢ extra for each. Add $1 extra for each.

THE SURPRISE SHOP

SHOPIING

Knitting bucket. Wouldn't you love to own a bucket like this? In the late afternoon of a winter day you could pull it up before the fire and knit until the family gathered for dinner. It's made of pine with an antique or maple finish. $11.95 postpaid. (Add 50c West of Miss.) New England General Store, Millis, Massachusetts.

The frustrated turtle is a versatile ceramic animal. It will merrily hold your cigarettes, your salted nuts, your favorite sweets. Or it will be desperately decorative and drive you into hilarity. A fine conversation piece indeed. Most realistically colored. About 7" x 5". From Village Store, Lake Placid, New York.

YOUR Child's "Masterpiece"

PERMANENTLY PRESERVED
in COLOR on TILE

These glorified examples of your child's artwork will give years of enjoyment. No one has ever studied you could have been more proud of your child. They are reproduced. This is a life-size image and can be framed for mounting in 4" x 3", 4" x 2", or 6" x 4" frames, etc.

The Funbox
107 S. Elm St.
Winnetka, Ill.

From the Old South

Peach Leather

For Christmas 1952! Give this delicious Charleston confection, which combines the taste of fresh peaches, ripe apricots and a tang of lemon, this rolled and dipped in sugar—from old family recipe! One box, 25c, postpaid. Shipped on dates you specify.

OLD SLAVE MARRT
4 Chalmers St.
CHARLESTON, S. C.
AROUND

Royal Doulton designed this three-piece set for the very young and named it Bunnykins. It's utterly delightful! Background is white, designs are multicolor. Mr. Hippety Hop appears in fabulous episodes including a mad chase around each border. $4.75 ppd. the 3-piece set. Nelmor Jewelers, 901 Bergen, Jersey City, N. J.

Prevent accidents in the bath tub with Safety-Tub Walk. The abrasive-coated cloth strips are easily attached to the bottom of any bath tub. And the strips come in good decorator colors: red, silver, green, or black. $2.95 postpaid the package of 8 strips. Order from The Marlee Company, 3834 N. Sheffield Ave., H H, Chicago.

This nursery chair encourages good habits. It's comfortable, and the attached counters are fun. When training is accomplished put it in the child's room. Made of hard-wood finished in maple or natural and upholstery in Velon. About 19" x 15" x 14". $8.50 exp. coll. Lewis Co., 34 Isabella St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PARLOR DATE

If you're a connoisseur of the finer things in art—these new Gay '90 pin-up pictures were conceived with you in mind. Made of 1/8" thick, washable fibre board. Four-color designs, from 14" to 16" in height. Gift boxed, with tacks and instructions for proper hanging. "Parlor Date" picture (as illustrated) is $3.00 Postpaid. (No C.O.D.'s.) OTHER SUBJECTS ARE SHOWN IN OUR IRRESISTIBLE 48-PAGE GIFT CATALOG.

So right for now!

With Autumn days, the things that make for better living indoors become important again. It is our custom for each season the year 'round to gather from near and far new ideas... many exclusive with us... that add more comfort, new convenience to your way of life.

ROTISS-OMAT

Broil or barbecue without outside heat or smoke or keep food warm with the new, exclusive "thermosted" heat control. Self-turning—quick cooking with infrared heat. Polished aluminum and chrome steel with heat resistant glass sides it can be used anywhere. AC only. $99.95

VOCATRON "WIRE-LESS" INTERCOM

Needs no wiring to operate anywhere on your lighting circuit—just plug in and talk—bedroom to kitchen, guest room or barn. Special "baby-sitter" switch relays nursery sounds to any room. AC only. Pair, ready to operate $79.50

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO.

MADISON AVENUE at 46th STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Chicago Store: VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE 9 No. Wabash

NAME MITTENS

Bright Red, water repellent poplin, white fleece lined with any child's name hand personalized in permanent Navy Blue textile dyes. Nonlostle, smart and warm for school, very Christmassy! The Original Name Mittens of Finest Quality—Beware Imitations! 2 to 16 yrs. S2.45 postpaid Give exact age of child and we will send mittens to fit. No C.O.D.'s or stamps, please.

YOUNGSPORTS

Box 93, Chester Springs, Pa.
COFFEE FOR THE CROWD

15-CUP CHANTICLEER COFFEE POT SET

After guests are over, and guests settle down for snax, serve your coffee in this big 15-cup coffee pot. In highly glazed cream and brown-enameled, its bailautififier crews with generous hospitality. Comes with black wrought iron warming stand and 35-foot cable to keep coffee at $8.50 just the right temperature. Postpaid, only...

10-CUP CHANTICLEER TEA POT AND WARMER

Holds 10 cups of tea. Hooks on black wrought iron warming stand. In highly glazed cream and brown-enameled. Comes with 15-hour can—$8.50 to keep brew hot. Postpaid, only...

SPECIAL—Save $1 for Brothers of Emulous Gifts

Foster House
16-A 10 Col. Court, Princetonville, Ill.

“POLLYCHIME” MUSICAL RATTLE

Slightest movement produces sweet, mellow chimes, played by realistic polly in plastic cage. Handle has teething ring. Sanitary, easily wielded by baby. Strongly constructed, safe—no infant can break it. Measures 8” from top to tip of ring. Choice of baby blue, baby pink or ivory, handle and ring in contrasting colors. $1.15 Postpaid or C.O.D., $1.15 (incl. .35 parts office charges).

ALEXANDER & CO.
1701 W. Hubbard St. Chicago 22, Ill.

NEW, IMPORTED SEWING MACHINE

$3.98

Complete

HAPPY THE COW BOY

THE VENTRILOQUIST’S ONLY DUMMY

$2.98

Post Paid

Complete

MUSICAL RATTLE

STRAIGHT FROM THE CRAFTSMEN

Brad based on the original dummy and cow boy stage costume of the great ventriloquist and contortionist. Fully animatoid in realistic plastic and cloth. A complete dummy, ready to use.

NOVELTY MART, Dept. HG10
50 East 5th Street, New York 1, N. Y.

“THE VIRGINIAN”

Designed for beauty—dedicated to hospitality—THE VIRGINIAN is destined to bring to your home the charm of gracious, friendly living. Expertly tufted, upholstered in finest velvet; brass nail trim; in your choice of four exciting colors, licorice red, rose, emerald or sage green. All exposed parts of hand-rubbed solid mahogany. Call spring seat; H. 36”; W. 23”; D. 18”.

Franciscan Forge
1126 Highland Avenue, N.E., Hickory, N. C.

ATTACH YOUR OWN SLIDING MESH FIRESCREEN... EASILY!

Choose top bar in polished or antique brass or copper, satin silver or wrought iron finish with matching handle. Steel mesh in black, brass or bronze color. As ill., 42” x 32” screen fits 20” x 30” opening with bronze plate bar and black mesh, costs $2.89 ppd. Including drill tool, bend fireplace opening size and finish desired for quotation. Large insert, of fireplace accessories, standing screens and custom made designs available. Send for complete catalogue.

CRAFTSMEN IN CHARM

Tea for two (or coffee if you prefer). Whichever it is, you will be delighted with this charming Dresden-type china service. Background is white decorated with hand-painted roses or violets. The sugar bowl, the creamer stack neatly onto the pot. About 7” high. $4.85 postpaid. Elron, 219 West Chicago Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

For his very own: a medicine chest. Because it has adhesive on the back, this chest can be hung at the right height for Junior. It’s made of sturdy while styrene decorated with colorful animal cartoons. About 6½” x 5”, it has mirror, towel bar, and adhesive. $1.98 ppd. Dreer’s, 105 N. 5th St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Nostalgic chocolate pot. It’s made of ironstone in a graceful design which lends itself to a variety of uses. For example: use it for party martinis (it holds a generous 26 ounces); or use it to hold an arrangement of green leaves and hibbert-seed. About 10½” high. $7.95 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

CHARMING NEW HANGING LAMP

This beautiful lamp is substantially built of shining brass with a deep red shade. Early American glass chimney. White reflecting surface inside metal shade.

Taken: 40, 60 or 100 watt bulb. Diameter 14 inches. Length adjustable from 27” to 38”. Easy to install. Directions enclosed. Ideal for breakfast or dining room, den, play room, etc.

No C.O.D.’s please. Only $18.95 postpaid. Emby Company P.O. Box 796, Appleton, Wisconsin.

STREAMLINED ALUMINUM FOLDAWAY TABLE

Seats 8!

Here’s the modern answer to extra table space! Perfect for meals, parties, games, picnics...dinner at home! Stylish lightweight aluminum, reinforced with steel at strategic points, it holds up to 800 lbs., seats 8 adults. Folds to fit into a car, can be carried as easily as a suitcase, weighs only 19 lbs. Opens to 14” x 48” x 30” high; 14” x 36” x 3” high closed.

Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.

Also available in 30” x 72” x 30” high...$29.95

MEADOWBROOK INDUSTRIES Depn. G-10 154 Hempstead Ave. West Hempstead, N. Y.
AROUND

Reviva works miracles on your varnished, shellacked, or lacquered furniture. It will remove the most stubborn stain: liquor, heat, water, paint, ink, or cloudiness. And it cleans and polishes at the same time! $2.75 the quart; $1.75 the pint. Add 25c for postage. Mrs. Mark Jackson’s Studio, 68 West 58th Street, New York.

Bamboo draperies are beautiful! These are made of the finest parts of the tree to insure beautiful color, hard finish, and long life. 1/16” sticks are laced together with hard twist string. Lun On Company will make draperies in any width or height up to 12 feet. 75c per sq. ft. Exp. coll. Lun On, 711 Sacramento, San Francisco.

Your hands may not be your fortune but you do want them to look attractive. And they will if you wear gloves for household chores. These Neoprene gloves slip on and off like silk by reason of the stretchy neoprene “tights” which slip on and off like silk by reason of the stretchy neoprene “tights” which give them their unusual flexibility. Lun On Company, 711 Sacramento, San Francisco.

WEATHERPROOF REINDEER TEAMS
IN BOTH SIZES: JUNIOR OR LIFE-SIZE
Order entire team wired . . . watch lights flash on throughout display!
Either size Reindeer or Fawn may be bought separately or in a complete team with sled and Santa. Starter sets available.

3717 N. Palmer, Rt. 12, Milwaukee 12, Wis.

WHITE FOR BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CATALOG
MOLD-CRAFT, INC.

DEER wired and equipped with white finish back $1.00 extra per deer.

SPECIAL PRICES on this Cast Iron Furniture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Regular Price</th>
<th>Special Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Settee</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Chairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Table</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send Check or Money Order. Cased Free. Far Freighter. Immediate delivery.

Avondale Foundry Co.
2502 27th Ave., N., Birmingham, Ala.

NOTICE: All prices subject to change without notice.
Bubbles stream from its smoke stack as you pull it along. Just pour in the bubble solution—the engine does the rest, automatically blowing of red, yellow and blue plastic. Moving pistons rods. It’s a chain (18" long) of blue, green and amethyst glass spheres. Fill with water and miniature iry, small flowers, etc., hang in the window and see how beautifully the jewel-like bubbles catch and radiate the sunlight. High in effectiveness; low in price—just $1.50 postpaid. It’s wrought iron, it’s handsome, it’s versatile! Use it indoors or out for holding ash trays, magazines, books, a friendly glass, or plant. The iron feet are rubber tipped, the finish is mat black. About 25" high. $12.50 exp. coll. Order from The Foam Rubber Center, 7 East 29th Street, New York.
AROUND

The breakfast egg will take on added flavor if it's served in a gay king-size cup like this. It's made of white ceramic trimmed in color and personalized with any first name. The 7½" saucer bears the greeting "Good morning!" Sold only in pairs. $4.95 ppd. for the pair.

Breakfast mats like this beauty would start anyone off to a good day. Made of plastic, each mat is cork lined, is white decorated with a natural-color horse head. About 11½" x 15½". $4 for set of 5 mats; $7 for 9, $13 for 12. Postpaid. Order from "little joe" Wiesenhutter, Milwaukee, Wis.

Café curtains are charming. And when the fabric is fish net they are utterly beguiling. Try hanging two pairs (one behind the other) in different colors for a wonderful effect. 90" wide the pair; 30" or 36" long. White, avocado, brown, flame, gold. 30" $3.50; 36" $3.95. White, avocado, brown, flame, gold. 30" $2.75; 36" $3.25. Postpaid. Frances-Morris, 1016 Carroll St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

NEW! Out-Door Christmas Decor CHOIR SINGERS

Be original this year! Display these (or a full choir) of these brightly lacquered, weatherproof, full-rounded figures, 4" tall. Robes are red, cuffs white; green book and tie.

Light hidden in hood sheds glow on each freckled face.

Story, see C. O. D.'s
@Dick Wilson, sculptor

MOND-CRAFT, INC.
3727 N. Pulaski, Rm. 2B
Milwaukee, Wis.

If he's a bug on a place for everything and everything in its place at home, imagine what his secretary must go through! To make life easier for her, organize his desk for him with the Desk Ordinaly.

PARKING PLACE

Besides housing a good stapler, and Scotch tape dispenser, there are wells for his pencils and pens. It comes in 24 goldcolored brown leather, $5.95. No C. O. D.'s or changes.

Button on your Napkins

The latest vogue for casual entertaining and everyday dressing—bold, solid-colored denim cloths are fastened with removable metal clip buttons for convenient hanging of contrasting colored terry napkins.

PARTY 45 SQUARE CLOTH . . . solid red with a black berry edging, contrasted by white and black checked trim . . . $9.95.

PARTY 72 CIRCLE CLOTH . . . solid black with red berry edging, black and white trim. or solid red with white and red piping trim and your choice of black or white napkins . . . 7 pc. set. . . $14.95.

BLANKETMAKER 14" x 18" red, white and berry with contrasting trim . . . set . . . $5.95.

Send for our new Christmas Gift Folder

gift sources

SPRINGDALE DEPT. 90 10-30 CONNECTICUT

Versatile 4 Spot Waterer SPINKLEZE

For a Gardener

Men and women gardeners—the friend who has everything... all welcome SPINKEIZE. Waters 4 separated plants at one time. Sturdy stainless steel is sure to last...only... waters any shape bed or border. Connects to garden hose. Has two 15 ft., and two 28 ft. lines of ¾ inch plastic hose, each with brass spigot. Any one may be moved in operation, set at any angle. Light and durable. Choice of red, green or black.

—complete unit, ready to use. $8.85
— for unit without sprinklers, order SOAKEZE. $6.95

Guaranteed satisfactory. Read before use or return for your money.

JONS MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 5-I, 406 Dantzler St., Saint Matthews, 8. C.

HOME ETCHING KIT

Does it in Minutes!

Give all your "everyday" glasses that "special etched" look. Squeeze your own initials or decorative designs flowers, fruit, animals, on any glass object. Kit contains stencil, etching ink, etching cream, no toothbrush. Perfect memorable gifts, practical memorable times. Makes any glass object a unique keepsake. Instructive directions. Authentic presentation. Kit with complete instruction, $2.50 postpaid.

Monogram your own GLASSES

HOME ETCHING KIT

Does it in Minutes!

Give all your "everyday" glasses that "special etched" look. Squeeze your own initials or decorative designs flowers, fruit, animals, on any glass object. Kit contains stencil, etching ink, etching cream, no toothbrush. Perfect memorable gifts, practical memorable times. Makes any glass object a unique keepsake. Instructive directions. Authentic presentation. Kit with complete instruction, $2.50 postpaid.

Figaro. When you have a yen for a new eating adventure, choose plum and juicy Figaros filled with crisp English Walnuts. They're fabulous! Order a box today.

J M YSE-CO PRODUCTS COMPANY
14657 LULL STREET, VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

Please send me . . .

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE

Please send free, fine food illustrated catalog.
SHOPPING

The little traveler (up to six years) will sleep sweetly in any hotel or motel on your journey if you own Cot-Tee, the portable bed. Made of hardwood, sturdy white canvas, it travels in a strong carton 4" x 7" x 47"; opens to a full-size child's bed 47" x 23" x 15". $9.95 ppd.
Haines Corp., 301 South 7th St., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

A shadow box adds dimension to any room. And this etched hardwood frame with colored glass background is a handsome appointment. Frame is natural color, background is red, black, or chartreuse glass.
About 15" x 15". $7.50; $8.50 extra for each figurine. Exp. coll. Young Products, 2605 Elmhurst, Detroit, Michigan.

For a pretty table, for a perfect gift: a pair of Servettes. In Italy these charming little silver-plated pieces are used as egg cups. You can use them for individual butter sauce, for candy and nuts, for cigarettes. About 4½" long, each has a graceful handle. $4.50 ppd. the pair. The Feigenson Twins, 960 Grand Concourse, New York.

Christmas Sugar Cubes
Sparkling sugar cubes with dainty raised wreaths, Santas, candies, snowmen, trees and stockings hand-applied in full color. Pure vegetable color does not affect taste. Five cubes each of six designs. Nos. X4216-20. 30 cubes. $1 postpaid.

THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
HOUSE & GARDEN, Boston Post Road, Greenwich, Conn.
Please send me ______ copies of THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY at ten dollars each postpaid.
Name
Address
City
Zone
State
AROUND

Matchmates. You and your young one will adore Small Fry wallpaper with its matching glazed chintz. Bright color fairy tale animals posture over paper and chintz. Background colors are blue, green, pink, white. $2.60 ppd.; a single roll; $2.40 ppd. for 30" chintz.


A key to good decoration is the ability to pick right accessories. And you couldn’t go wrong in choosing a set of brackets like these. Made of Texas Magnolia wood finished in black, chartreuse, green, or red, $6.95 ppd. (11" x 8 1/2" x 2 1/8") $4.95 ppd. (9" x 7" x 2 1/8"). From Lone Star Novelties, Box 375, Halletsville, Texas.

You’re in for a treat if you’ve never tasted chocolate or butter-pecan popcorn. Both are delicious to serve to the guests watching television, to give to the children at snack time, to munch during the day. You’ll be a fan once you’ve tried these treats. $2 ppd. for a set of two 11 oz. tins. Hampshire Manor, S. Lyndeboro, N. H.

The Bulletin Board

for any room in the house—the kitchen—
your bedroom or the children’s—White frames—Rose, Ivy or Penn Dutch de-
sign. Natural wood frames—Grainware, Ranch, Ivy or Penn Dutch design.

One size only 18" x 24"—$5.25
Sent Postpaid—No C.O.D.’s please.

MARY GLENNON
P.O. Box 96, Hins. C, Grant Rapids, Mich.

Your authority . . . whoever you are . . . wherever you live . . . is

VOGUE’S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE

A guide to traditional forms and modern usage

by Millicent Fenwick, Contributing Editor of Vogue.

636 pages, 400,000 words; 100 illustrations.

For your copy, send $5. to

VOGUE, BOSTON POST ROAD, GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

SIGMUND SPAETH

SAYS . . .

PLAY THE PIANO EXPRESSLY

with the

PLAYANO

Did you ever dream you could play the piano without ever taking a lesson? THIS YOU CAN DO with the PLAYANO . . . an attachment that fits any piano keyboard. When any one of the 11 keys is struck, the PLAYANO plays 3 notes of the piano, producing a harmonious chord. No discord possible. Base keys provide musical support. You instantly play with expression and accuracy hundreds of your favorites . . . with only ONE finger.

You receive 33 songs: "Brahms' Lullaby," "Abide With Me," "America," etc. Enjoy the thrill of playing your piano . . . send for your PLAYANO today.

PRICE COMPLETE. $14.50

We pay postage

PLAYANO

SALES CORPORATION, Inc.

10 E. 39 St.
New York 16, N. Y.

PLAY WITH ONE FINGER

ONE FINGER DOES THE WORK OF FIVE

DREMEL

Electric

RAZOR BLADE

SHARPENER

HERE’S WHAT USERS SAY

"Actually hone a new blade every time I sharpen—saving 50 cents a month. . . ."

"Nearer never personally shaved. Base keys provide musical support and chord. No discord possible. Base keys provide musical support. You instantly play with expression and accuracy hundreds of your favorites . . . with only ONE finger."

Top shelf has gallery to secure books, plants, spices and herbs.

5.00

JANUARY 1952

DREMEL MANUFACTURING CO., Dept. 362-K, Racine, Wis.

Junior Lineman’s Belt

Perfect for apple tree climbers because it’s actually a safety strap! Belt of good quality, heavy-weight leather. Safety strap attaches with two sturdy steel snap-lock hooks. Belt adjusts from a 21" waist to 28" size and holds 63" metal clippers, 83" screwdriver, hammer, friction tape. T89, $2.98 postpaid.

THE BULLETIN BOARD

If you have a problem with your furniture or an idea for a bulletin board, send it to THE BULLETIN BOARD, 28 rooms dept 6, san francisco 8, california.

133
LOUISVILLE POTTERY COMPANY

(Receive send check or money order. — no name. State boy or girl design wanted. "Kentucky stoneware will thrill any child! Youngster's first name hand-painted under glaze and fired-on for permanence on all pieces. Colorfully hand-decorated. 9" and 6" plates, 5" bowl, 4-piece set, postpaid in U. S., $4."

TRY BEAUTI-FORM'S ELECTRONIC MASSAGE ON FREE 10 DAY TRIAL OFFER!

A CHILD LOVES TO EAT FROM HIS OWN POTTERY

French Provincial wall cabinet. It has lovely detail: glass sides and panels, grille door, fine wood finish, and dark green or mirror interior back. Your choice of finish: cherry, fruitwood, mahogany, or antique gold or white. About 24" x 20" x 5". $22.95 exp. coll. Maymac, 79-G West Grand Street, Mt. Vernon, New York.

TRY BEAUTI-FORM'S ELECTRONIC MASSAGE ON FREE 10 DAY TRIAL OFFER!

TRIPLE THREAT: ruler, blotted, and paper weight all in one. It's a perfectly lovely desk appointment for either a man or a woman. It's made of solid polished brass with the 6" ruler along one edge. This is an ideal gift to buy by the dozen. $1.25 ppd. complete with two extra blotters, Northmore's, Box 756H, Highland Park, Ill.

YOU'LL CHALK UP THE PROFITS ON THE HOME FREEZER WITH A MAGNETIC STEEL INVENTORY CHALK BOARD. Designed to uncomplicate storage problems, it's divided into three columns for food and dates. Chalk and eraser are magnetized. About 18" x 24". Red or green. $6.45 ppd. Edith Chapman, Nysack, N. Y.

YOU'LL NEVER FIND A BETTER BUY! Examine this photo and notice the detail in the wrought-iron chandelier base, in the weathervane finial, in the silk screen design on the parchment shade. A picture in black and white, about 25" x 15". $10.95 for one lamp and shade; $21 the pair. Pd. Helen Gallagher, 413 Fulton, Peoria, Ill.
This circus toy chest is made like the traveling animal cage which transports the lions, the tigers. It's colorfully decorated with animals and clowns and a king-size checkerboard. Made of heavy corrugated board; it has a wood frame. About 31 1/2" x 15" x 15". $3.95 ppd. Foster House, 15 Cole Court, Princeville, Illinois.

Grease caddy stores your bacon drippings and looks attractive while doing its chore. It's a pretty, ivory ceramic jar decorated with glossy ceramic ivy leaves and an ivy-green nob. You can use it, too, to store your coffee can. About 5 3/4" in diameter x 4 1/4" high. $3.95 ppd. Berne Marling, 181 Martine Ave., White Plains, N. Y.

Hi diddle diddle. Just look at that cow jump over the moon! Do get this pin-up lamp for your young Diddle. The silhouetted animal figures are made of wood finished in pastel colors. They are attached to a lamp fixture which has a star-studded shade. About 10" x 9", $5 ppd. Miss Feltington, 1355 Beacon St., Brookline, Mass.

Dresden pierced borders ornament this dessert plate, this footed compote. Background is white, assorted fruit centers are multicolor, and gold scrolls embellish each. Made of fine porcelain, each is a sound investment. $3.95 for the plate; $6.95 for the compote. Add 50c postage. Alfred Orlik, 745 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

**AROUND**

---

**Graceful Antique Reproductions**

**in Cast Iron and Cast Aluminum**

Skillfully fashioned by expert craftsmen, these graceful, durable pieces are painted in long lasting white.

**Left-Occasional**

Table $25. Delicate lace design. Authentic copy of 18th-century original. Tops in chrome or high top 20" diam. $24.50. Marble tops $29.50.

**Left-Antique Victorian**

Flower Stand. 11 movable arms for your hobby plants. Arms range from 14" at base to 7" at top. Pots and flowers not included. Only $24.50.

**Below**

Aluminum $59.00. Large Settee 2150" wide $45.00. Chrome $39.00. Chairs 2152 each $22.50. $42.50. Table 225" 12" diam. 27" high $35.00.

**Above Left-Oval Top Flower Box—Authentic copy of Italian Ornaments pattern. 23" long x 18" wide on top. 21" high. Painted white. Send $21.50.**

**Above Right—Wall Bracket. Painted in antique gold or white. 12" long, 6" high. Powdered 6" and 5" diameter. Cast Aluminum only. $4.50.**

Enclose check or money order. C.O.D., freight collect. Specify which. Catalogue of other items on request.

---

**GUEST E-X-T-E-N-S-I ON TOWEL RACK**

TRIPLE YOUR TOWEL SPACE! Every bathroom needs the extra towel space provided by this wonderfully efficient towel rack. Just hang it on your own rack—round or square—no screws or bolts. Brilliant Chromium plate on solid brass—no polishing. Adjustable 15" to 25" long. Will last a lifetime. Money-back guarantee. Single bar extension. $3.95.

Check or M.O. with order, we pay postage. Or express or freight collect. Specify which.

**ALLEN METAL PRODUCTS CO.**

2500 27th Ave., North

Birmingham, Alabama

**CHRISTMAS GIVING**

Plump sun-ripened berries and fruits; slow-cooked the old-fashioned way in open kettles, using only sugar and fruit. Packed in rustic gift boxes decorated with Oregon forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts.

**CHUCK WAGON BOX. Five assorted S/2-oz. jars Oregon Wild Blackberry, Greengage Preserves, Prunes with Hazelnuts, Oregon Whole Strawberry, Apricot with Kernels; gift packed in rustic box decorated with forest sprigs and cones. Shipped prepaid. $2.95.**

---

**Franklin-Bayer**

THE LUXEN SHOP, INC.

630 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. H-1, Chicago 11, Illinois
None Lovelier Than These PLAIDS by STEUBENVILLE

See them ... you'll agree these are the most beautiful Plaids of all. For barbecues, for outdoors living you'll want the tricolored pattern illustrated at the left; for more formal occasions the ideal choice is the pattern at the right, in a choice of julep green or smoky gray. See them now, open stock at your favorite store.

One of the Many Distinctive Creations of
THE STEUBENVILLE POTTERY CO. · Steubenville, Ohio

SMART HOSTESSES ARE BUYING Woodfield DINNERWARE

You'll adore this gay leaf pattern by Steubenville as one of America's finest contributions to better living. It's a complete open stock pattern, with many beautiful, unusual pieces. Choose from five gay colors: Salmon Pink, Tropic, Dove Grey, Rust and Golden Fawn . . . at your favorite store.

One of the Many Smart Dinnerware Patterns of
THE STEUBENVILLE POTTERY CO., Steubenville, Ohio

In France it is Cognac or Armagnac or Calvados; in Alsace or Switzerland it is kirsch; in Spain it is Fundador; in Hungary it is slivovitz; in Peru it is pisco. All of them, in plain English, qualify as brandies, being dry distillations of fine quality which are guaranteed to put the signature on your best dinner. Cognac heads the list as it is conceded to be the top of the lot—what the French, with their ear for a salable phrase call "the soul of wine." As a matter of fact, it does require one entire quart of wine to produce the contents of a small brandy glass, so the aroma you linger over can well be called precious. Creditable merchants admit no such thing as Napoleon brandy (the evaporation in the cask being at least 3% per annum, even 100 years would leave a minus). There are, however, signs and letters which assure you of getting quality and age in Cognac. These include stars on the label and ciphers such as V. S. O. P., which becomes less mysterious when you realize that it stands for Very Superior Old Pale. Armagnac, made in the foothills of the Pyrenees, is darker and fruitier than Cognac. Calvados, comes from the Normandy orchard country, retains the bouquet of the cider from which it is distilled. Cherries, plums, and raspberries all produce the superb dry white Abatian brandies. Spanish brandy is a taste unto itself and Ernest Hemingway; its sherry base contributes a special fruitiness and lightness of spirit. All are available in the U. S., each a worthy crown to your best dinner parties.

Calvados Apple Brandy is aged in French Normandy, like Cognac. Imported by Bellows & Co. Georg Jensen glasses; tray, Bergdorf Goodman; mosaic table, House of Italian Handicrafts.
Fundador brandy of Pedro Domecq is among the best of the lighter Spanish brandies available here. Imported by Canada Dry Ginger Ale. The Finnish cordial glasses are from Georg Jensen.

Kirsch is distilled from black cherries, stones and all, which gives it its bitter-almond flavor. Garnier's Kirsch, imported by Julius Wille. Round English silver tray, silver candelabrum and Orrefors glasses are from Jensen.


DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT
Whatever your ideas—G E N E V A can create just the kitchen for you. A wonderfully efficient kitchen in easy to keep clean...long lasting steel. Including such unusual ideas as "pop-up" mixer cabinet...novel "Merry-go-round" corner cabinets...plus a wealth of unusual accessories. And it can all be yours at a price to fit your budget. Your GENEVA dealer is a kitchen specialist. Discuss your ideas with him today.

GENEVA KITCHENS ARE
Personalized for You

Geneva Modern Kitchens Inc., Geneva, Ill. (Dept. HG 10-2)
Send for colorful new, 20 page booklet "Kitchens With Charm" illustrating many stunning Geneva kitchen designs. Include 10c to cover cost of handling.

Name
Address
City County State
It's wise to give your rugs the shock-absorbing protection of U. S. Carpet Cushion—made of all-resilient sponge rubber. The "life" of U. S. Carpet Cushion actually soaks up wear and tear so that rugs keep their beauty years longer—and feel so much more luxurious underfoot.

Really, it's an economy to safeguard your carpeting investment, while you enjoy the extra comfort U. S. Carpet Cushion brings to your home. It's so wonderful to walk on, so quiet, because it deadens noise.

It never creates lint or dust so it's non-allergenic. It never mats or spreads or creeps. And moths or vermin can't find a home here. Durable, non-marking.

No wonder those who have U. S. Carpet Cushion say it's wonderful! Buy it at fine rug shops and department stores everywhere.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
NAUGATUCK, CONNECTICUT
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ON THE COVER: The working-dining room of diet expert Gayelord Hauser's New York house illustrates our new theme: modern with a romantic look. For this room, designer John B. Winer used a black-and-white striped flock paper and an asphalt tile floor to set off brilliant colors, and added blond mahogany, bamboo and textured fabrics for overtones. Scarlet, purple, green, and blue felt pillows spark the black-upholstered banquette and bamboo-like aluminum chairs. The dining-conference table is bleached mahogany; bamboo frames the mirror. Good mixers are the lamps and personal accessories from Mr. Hauser's own collection. How other creative people are decorating today follows in a portfolio of exciting room schemes designed for people who live as well as they look.

Stores on two coasts will feature two of our current decorating themes: Lord & Taylor in New York will show the new romantic modern look this month; Jacksons in Oakland, California, will accent our successful Live-As-Well-As-You-Look philosophy with decorating-fashion shows, September 23-26. Photograph by Hasnel Cassidy. For additional information turn to page 228.
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The Weiman Collection
Created for Persons of True Discrimination
in their Devotion to
ENDURING EXCELLENCE IN TASTE

Mobile Serving Table in mellow old pine with blending myrtle tops. Concealed stainless steel-lined mixing compartment, drawers for accessories, flatware & linen. Shelves and drop leaves for carrying and serving hors d'oeuvres, etc. Space for tall bottles. Excellent brasses and running gear.

Available at all fine Furniture and Department Stores.

A genuine Weiman table is so marked. The Weiman brand is your assurance of the genuine.

WEIMAN

THE WEIMAN COMPANY • ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
Decoration in transit

Decoration is taking a new tack today. Just as modern architecture is edging away from the clinical look into more romantic paths, so decorating is becoming more varied, more flexible. There is a new spirit of informality afoot in the land, a fresh breeze of originality. We no longer believe that certain colors are rigidly right or wrong. We no longer cling tenaciously to a single period in furnishing our rooms. Instead we mix, mix, mix. We mix brilliant colors with pastels. We mix modern furniture with traditional. We mix all kinds of textures for new decorative effects: brick, stone, tile, iron, glass, wood, marble, brass, plastics. The Pacifica look, stemming from the islands of the Pacific, continues to extend its sunswept way across the U.S.A. glorifying such simple fibers as straw, rattan, grass cloth, bamboo. The Japanese influence is evidenced in the trend toward low-axis furniture, in the use of screens instead of walls, in the play of light against shadow. And back into the fold of decoration have come those perennial favorites: French Provincial, 18th-century Regency, country Directoire, each of them simplified and used in more informal ways. All this adds up to a new freedom of expression. In addition, there's the freedom to roll up your sleeves and get into the act. You can paint with a roller, marbleize with new decalcomanias, flock with a hand-sized flocking machine, spatterdash with a whisk broom. In this issue, HOUSE & GARDEN shows you a bevy of provocative rooms that offer a fresh point of view if you are decorating or redecorating.

ALBERT KORNFELD
Editor-in-chief
Romantic mood for modern living

The story behind this house is partially the story of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Adrian's fascination with Africa which started Adrian painting imaginary African landscapes several years ago and finally resulted in a trip which Mrs. Adrian (Janet Gaynor) described in HOUSE & GARDEN in October, 1949. The Adrians' new house in Bel Air, California, designed by architect Burton A. Schutt, represents the latest flowering of this semi-public love affair: it is modern, romantic, and decidedly North African in flavor. We show it to you for many reasons, but primarily because it is an excellent example of how meaningful mementos can be used to give individuality to a modern house. Also, because it demonstrates how warmth and livability can be achieved by skillfully mixing modern and period furnishings. Lastly, because it is a house designed for and by people who knew what they wanted and got it. Although it is modern in essence, it has none of the rigid earmarks of a "school," and although it serves the Adrians efficiently, it exhibits none of the clichés of "functionalism." Three features which the Adrians find particularly successful are: (1) the manner in which the rooms flow into each other and out to the pool and terrace; (2) the many skylights which supply pools of light inside the house during the day; (3) the doors and sliding walls, cut out in patterns of Oriental derivation, (Continued on next page)
Forbriehright architectural lines of the living room are an excellent foil for a broad assortment of furniture, art objects, mementos.

On the rear wall behind the table of African sculpture are Mr. Adrian's paintings of imaginary African landscapes.

Over the fireplace hangs a treasured possession, a Grinling Gibbons wood carving. The walls are painted robin's-egg blue.
which filter the sunlight as though it were falling through a forest. This is a 24-hour-a-day house, a place where the owners, having surrounded themselves with the things they love, like to spend as much time as possible. It serves as a setting for relaxation, work, and entertaining. It is a family center, containing besides Mr. and Mrs. Adrian and their young son, Robin, a monkey, a parrot, a myna bird, and an assortment of dogs. The Adrians like to entertain with parties of all kinds, except cocktails. Their favored number of guests for dinner is six to eight. They dine in a green and blue dining room (their favorite color combination), lit by a crystal chandelier and candelabra. A typical menu includes for the first course: hollowed cucumber filled with gelatin and ice-cold cherries; for the second: butterfly steaks, corn soufflé, asparagus, sweet and sour red cabbage; next a green salad; then lemon tart with meringue. Mrs. Adrian, who frequently wears East Indian house clothes, arranges flowers herself in informal groupings.

The blue and green dining room has emerald green walls, royal blue taffeta curtains held by a gilt Empire bow. The chandelier is from Ireland, the table and chairs, Directoire and Regency.

Bamboo-like wallpaper in bedroom gives summerhouse effect. Carved panel on wall once hung in a French theater.

Books and paintings line one wall of this hall-way leading to a small inner garden. Lemon yellow walls are lit by skylight above beams.

A porcelain monkey from Vienna hangs over an Italian donkey, unearthed at the Chicago World's Fair, in hall leading to bedrooms.
African accents mix well with contemporary furniture

Against a striking architectural background, dramatized by California sunlight through the skylights, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Adrian have created a livable, personal house. Their formula: an adroit mixing of modern furniture and mementos collected on their trip to the Belgian Congo (see House & Garden, October, 1949). Notice the African drums used as end tables, the chairs upholstered in cowhide, and the Oriental sculpture.
Opposite

Play sharp colors against pastels

In the handsome New York apartment of Mrs. Preston Davie, decorator Dorothy Draper imaginatively uses bold black-and-white in a hall against sky blue in the room it frames. For the hall she uses black-and-white flocked wallpaper in a traditional damask design, 18th-century engravings in black frames, and a black carpet which has been cut in soft scallops. Brilliant orange-red seats accent the Queen Anne chairs. In the small room seen through the door, a single chintz print (Lilies of the Valley against a sky blue background) is used throughout, as upholstery for furniture and for curtains. Walls are painted sky blue to match the background color of the chintz.

Mixing periods is the password

In the Los Angeles house of William L. Chidester, furniture from every country and period is mixed with a sure hand. A modern sofa and armchair mingle easily with painted French chairs, Elizabethan and Venetian antiques, and a Chinese red-lacquered trunk used as a table. Above the antique French mantel of gray stone, hangs an 18th-century painting of flowers, fruits, and dogs. Colors and textures are mixed with the same ease. Under a ceiling of honey-colored wood, walls are pale blue. The sofa is upholstered in beige hand-woven fabric; the armchair upholstery is striped in off-white, beige, and brown; the French chair is upholstered in gunmetal leather. Mr. Chidester uses plaid accents casually on the back of the French chair in the foreground, and to cover sofa pillows.
Living room in the Pacifica mood

This modern living room in the Beverly Hills house of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Alperson, designed by architect Burton A. Schutt and decorated by Gladys Belzer, has the disciplined demeanor of a Japanese home. An outstanding example of the Pacifica mood of decoration featured in the April, 1952 issue of House & Garden, its background is serene and soothing: white ceiling, black terrazzo floor, black marble fireplace framed in white brick, a redwood wall stained brown-black. The lines of the furniture are long and low. A coffee table that was once a Chinese altar table, a Chinese bench, and a pair of Moorish chairs mix on easy terms with modern upholstered pieces. The furniture is pushed away from the center of the room into two distinct conversation groups. Cinnamon cushions and an ottoman covered in cinnamon and black fabric strike effective color notes throughout the room. The paintings are by Modigliani, Braque, and Rouault. On the floor is a white hand-woven carpet from Puerto Rico.
In this airy living room designed by Bernoudy-Mutrux for Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pulitzer, Jr. of St. Louis, Missouri, there is a dynamic interplay of natural materials such as brick, wood, glass, straw, marble, bamboo, and iron. By day light flows through clerestory windows. At night candles in the living room and on the terrace cast reflections on bamboo and straw furniture, crisp chintz, grained marble server. Mr. and Mrs. Pulitzer give small, seated dinners at a wrought-iron table flanked by bamboo armchairs. Larger buffet parties are set up in front of the fireplace. Tea cart pulls up for easy serving. On the brick wall beside the fireplace hangs a Juan Gris "Still Life."
Shocking colors and bold flocking give traditional furniture a new look

Dramatic challenge to conventional decoration, Mrs. Brendan Walsh's Philadelphia house shows tradition in transition. Mrs. Walsh is a Parisian at home in Philadelphia, whose verve and wit make her a favorite hostess. She pits scarlet armchairs and a green-black sofa against yellow walls (left). In the bedroom, vigorous color changes the mood of the Louis XVI panel used as a headboard (above). White clouds, flocked by Mrs. Walsh herself, on a sky blue wall, add paradoxical wistfulness. Scarlet reappears point-blank on the sofa before the fireplace (below, left) and provocatively on the English sideboard (below, right) which, like the clouds, Mrs. Walsh flocked herself with a Sears-Roebuck flocking machine. Behind the sideboard is a white wall.
Accent a single bold color with black-and-white

The Winslows' dining room draws its brilliance from a single color, red, heightened by the use of black-and-white. Walls and curtains are of the same red fabric. Against them, two old English chairs covered in black horsehair and a table set with black, crystal, and gold. Right, the living room is a cool sea of greens and whites with one mellow wall of books, built-in from ceiling to floor, and a strong note of chocolate in modern rugs.
Clever use of personal possessions is the order of the day

At Pebble Beach outside of Monterey, California, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Winslow live with an air which could only be here and now. In a house decorated by Frances Elkins, built by the late David Adler, they use color to defy tradition. Take the dining room opposite. Walls and curtains of the same red material give a complete sense of unity. Against this background hang English mezzotints framed in black and, in each corner, an antique barometer. The tablecloth is a Swiss fabric in an exotic design. On it are set modern black and gold plates, old Irish glass, heirloom candlesticks. This personal potpourri adds up to decorating, 1952. In contrast the living room has the serene feeling of an early Colonial house. Here the Winslows enjoy their books, their music, their dogs. In the entrance hall, Mrs. Elkins has again demonstrated her sure sense of scale, her gift for mixing. Modern louvered doors, through which light penetrates in a pleasant pattern, are flanked by Queen Anne mirrors and Chippendale tables.

In the entrance hall, a modern louvered door filters the light

Patterns, shapes, and proportions give three-way harmony to this entrance. Note how the curving lines of antique English consoles and mirrors complement the geometric pattern of the louvered door and its flanking panels. Curtains are white with bright green binding. Modern Italian white bowls are filled with green leaves, ash trays are brilliant Chinese jade.
A round table not only promotes conversation but saves space in the small dining room of decorator Howard Rothberg in New York. As a change of pace from cloth and mats, its black marble top serves as background for sparkling china, silver, and glasses. To create an illusion of spaciousness, walls are painted white and a mirror is placed between windows. Taffeta curtains, gold-and-white Louis XVI chairs (the only other furniture in the room), and candlelight contribute a warm glow. On the table, early French candelabra and epergne are mixed with Wedgwood's Turquoise Florentine plates, Whiting's Troubadour sterling, and Duncan & Miller's Sheffield design glasses. Shopping information on page 241.
Sliding screens, derived from the Orient, divide dining and living areas in the Roy Scott house in Bel Air, California. Closed, they create charming decorative effects. Open, they suggest spaciousness. Against a shimmering white terrazzo floor and white striated wood walls, decorator Harold Grieve has used split-back chairs and an accommodating oval table. Architect was Burton A. Schutt.
Wood and stone team up with modern fabrics

The living room of Mr. and Mrs. William Foster’s home in Orinda, California, designed by Henry Hill, derives much of its charm from the juxtaposition of wood and stone textures with those of modern fabrics; while a piquant touch is provided by the Chinese tables and scroll-painting. In this room, used mostly for entertaining, the walls are of primavera plywood, laid horizontally. The ceiling is of pine, stained gray-gold. The windows and door mullions are dark bronze-red. Against this background, the Fosters use accents of mustard and gold. Margory Hoffman Smith, decorator.

Opposite

Benedictine, a new decorating color.

spices a white-walled room

When the well-known stage designer and decorator Stewart Chaney redesiogned his New York house, benedictine brown, a fresh note in the fashion field, made its debut as a decorating color. Mr. Chaney used it liberally in his white-walled living room. Benedictine appears on the sofa, on the white- and brown-striped taffeta of the Roman blinds. It is echoed in the marble-topped table in front of the windows, and in the columns painted to resemble marble, then lacquered (a trick to borrow). Collected by Mr. Chaney on his travels were the crystal chandelier, the Adam mantel, the Louis XVI charcoal stoves used as lamp bases, one of which can be partially seen behind the column at left.
In this attractive room, lustrous fruitwood pieces give a mellow undertone to a modern black-and-white scheme accented with Siamese colors. Curved sofas complement the traditional furniture.

Dining room derives its comfort from oval table and rush-seated chairs of fruitwood, its verve from white- and gold-painted chest, yellow-fringed curtains and woven blinds, black-and-white wallpaper.

Against pale Terra Cotta walls in the study, walnut magazine stand flanks a black-lacquered commode. Bench is covered in chintz, swivel chair in black leather to match desk top. For inspiration, a wall map of Paris.

On the other side of the living room, a marble-topped pedestal table fits gracefully between modern fruitwood chairs covered in green silk.
Return of a favorite

French Provincial is warm, versatile, and well-suited to our informal way of life.

Part and parcel of country living in France during the 18th century, French Provincial furniture is the answer to many of today's decorating problems. The mellow wood finish, gentle curves, and diversity of carved details that evolved from the tastes of its early patrons and makers appeal to anyone who is looking for comfortable furniture that will give shape and charm to modern ranch-type houses. This new collection of French Provincial reproductions is as sturdy and ingratiating as its forebears, and as likely to work its way into your affections. The new way to use this furniture is against a simple background of modern colors. You might paint your walls white and cover sofa pillows and chair seats in tart-colored Siamese silks. The satin-like finish of the fruitwood and walnut pieces will add the necessary warmth. For contrast, commodes have been finished in a powdery blue, gray, or white painted texture which has the authentic look of gesso (plaster base) finishes found on antique French painted furniture and is more serviceable because it won't crack. Here you see French Provincial mixed with Palladian pieces made in a new warm fruitwood finish. All of the furniture is made by Baker, photographed in the Trend House of Marshall Field & Co., which this year celebrates its 100th anniversary. For information about the furniture shown here, write to HOUSE & GARDEN'S Reader Service.

On a brick-paved terrace outside the living room and bedroom, lyre-backed fruitwood chairs pull up to an antique card table.

On the straw seats are pads of blue-and-green plaid silk.

Commodes with typical shaped aprons are painted chalky blue.
Modern furniture
with a mellow look

Bleached mahogany, lustrous brass, sleek travertine, and Vitrolite glass are teamed up in these new designs

In your mind's eye, substitute mahogany for fabric, nails for straight pins, and a T-square for a tape measure—and you have an idea how designer Paul McCobb creates a new fashion in furniture. Like a couturier, he strives for good proportion and line. He believes that every chair, table, and chest should fit your room and your way of living as well as the clothes you buy. In designing this new collection of furniture, Mr. McCobb wished to develop a style which identifies the way we live today. It is for those of us who like our decoration to be as contemporary in feeling as our clothes, he says, and not a reflection of the past. If, centuries from now, people can point to his furniture as an example of our era, he believes he will have succeeded. Throughout his life, Mr. McCobb has been sympathetic to Japanese interiors, Shaker and Directoire furniture, and classic Italian designs because of their simplicity, refined lines, good proportions, and suitability to the life of their times. To make a contemporary style which is equally appropriate today, he has designed furniture with a new silhouette, a new combination of textures, and the versatility needed for modern houses and apartments. He has drawn on sturdy old materials like mahogany and brass, combined them in a new way with new materials such as opaque Vitrolite glass and foam rubber to create furniture with taste, elegance, comfort, and a clean white look. (Continued on page 215)

Step cocktail tables, each eight feet long, form an L-shaped island in the large living room opposite. Bases are brass, tops durable Vitrolite. Notice the white walls and white clay tile flooring which reflect light softly instead of casting deep shadows. They complement the light, airy look of the furniture by the Robert W. Irwin Company. You will find this furniture at Carson Pirie Scott in Chicago; W & J Sloane and Bloomingdale's in New York.
Versatile serving cart on wheels holds cocktails and snacks, buffet dishes. It has a removable bentwood tray, drawers for serving utensils, pull-out shelf for extra serving space; Guatemalan basket.

The doors of this chest fold back like a screen to save space and conceal drawers.

All your household linens and china, or your clothes and accessories, could be kept in a chest of this size. With doors closed, left, it looks composed. The folding doors slide open and shut easily by means of a button magnet which is attracted to a metal strip inside the chest. You can have sliding trays or shelves, base of wood or brass, top of Vitrolite, mahogany, or marble.

In the bedroom, a brass headboard frames panels of any material you like.

Polished brass struts divide the headboard of a bed into panels which you can have in mahogany or upholstered in caning, fabric, or leather in a harmonizing color. Occasional tables of brass and Vitrolite are interchangeable in any room. A comfortable foam-rubber chaise turns your bedroom into a sitting room.
Two separate units team up to make a room divider.

Right, between your living and dining areas, a breakfront composed of two pieces, base 19” deep and open top 14” deep, holds linens, silver, books.

A round dining table of mahogany and brass saves space in a small dining alcove.

You can open the table and extend it to 72” to serve eight people for dinner. It is made of mahogany, but the stretchers are polished brass, attached with small collars to the tapered mahogany legs. Chairs upholstered in boot leather.

If your dining room is large or small, a sleek party table will meet your needs.

This dining table extends from 72” to 106”. The apron is skillfully designed to conceal the mechanism without looking heavy. Notice the way the chair arms scoop out to give you a comfortable arm rest. The legs are round at the floor level, square near the frame to bear the weight.

Server (lower version forms base of the room divider above) can be combined with a 5’ china cabinet whose shelf is adjustable.

Chest 5’ long has linen drawers, shelves concealed by folding doors. On top is a recessed china cabinet with sliding doors.

The same chest, one foot shorter, supports a high open-shelf unit for books, china. Notice the assortment of drawers in the base.
Good design knows no date

Furniture and household objects, vintage 1952,

can hold their own with those of past and future

If design could be reduced to its barest elements, it would read like a graph of the temperament, the thinking, and the way of life of the period that produced it. But from one period to the next, the basic outline would be seen to undergo tremendous changes. An S-curve would turn into a fret, a fret would tighten into a zigzag, a zigzag would suddenly flow into the kind of irregular pool which we call free-form today. The point of contact between these unceasing changes is quality. The best design of one period can live side by side with the best of another. This point is made over and over again in the decorating pages where we have shown how the objects of many periods and places can be freely and successfully combined.

What good design can mean to you

This brings us to the furniture that you plan to buy today or tomorrow. If you make the right choice, it can be a lifetime in satisfaction. If you make the wrong one, the passage of only a few years with their changing viewpoint will show up its defects. But how, you may ask, am I going to acquire this Olympian judgment about what is good design and what is bad? The answer is simple. Ask yourself three questions: Is it good looking? Does it work? Does it make sense for my way of living? The first question implies that you have an eye for scale and form (not everyone does); the second that you are practical-minded, which is quite likely; the third that you can analyze the reason for the object and the reason for the way it was made. Because not everybody is able to think in these detached terms, there is another way in which you can be assured of getting good design. This is the annual show put on every year by the Merchandise Mart of Chicago assisted by the Museum of Modern Art, whose emissary Mr. Edgar Kaufmann is an authority in this field. Of the 500 items included in this year’s show, a selection can be found in 13 leading stores across the country. These stores bring good design, already weighed and found not wanting, directly into your living scheme.

An architect's view of good design

To show you how to make these designs part of your way of life, HOUSE & GARDEN called on a talented young architect, Paul Rudolph (of the Good Design show now at the Museum of Modern Art), and asked him to visualize for you the ways in which these pieces could be used in a room. Mr. Rudolph, who was in the process of building an unorthodox house for a client, gave us permission to reproduce it on the facing page. He also created these rooms on the following pages and contributed a sheaf of ideas about modern living. In the first place, Mr. Rudolph thinks that a living area should not be boring, and by that he condemns uniform expanses of glass or wall and equalized exposure to daylight. A satisfactory room should be full of surprises, he says, alternating wide with narrow spaces, light areas with dark ones. The ideal house in his opinion would be a kind of “cave within a goldfish bowl.” The trouble with the glass-walled house is that most people feel the need of a solid wall against which to put their backs. The house opposite, fresh from his drawing board, illustrates some of these ideas. It was designed for Florida, where Mr. Rudolph himself lives. To escape the boredom of the flat roof, this house has a tri-barreled roof. The technical means used to accomplish this are surprisingly simple: nothing more than two quarter-inch sheets of plywood bent by hand to the desired curve and, when in place, insulated against weather. In this particular design, the vaults are nine and a half feet high, the feeling inside is one of canopied lightness. The other surprise element, the fireplace, was designed to make the most of the play of light against shadow. The chimney’s glass...
hood covers a wide neck which lets paths of light stream down into what is ordinarily the darkest point of the room.

A new material enters into Mr. Rudolph's plans. More commonly used for women's dress forms, it is a plastic which manipulates and bends readily, but can be treated to become hard and retain its shape. Out of it he has designed grilles to shield east and west windows which are exposed to the bright southern sun. These grilles lend textural interest to the exterior of the house and also create striking designs when seen from the inside. Mr. Rudolph's final innovation is a jutting "lilypad" terrace. Firmly anchored under the house foundations, it floats over the canal, a new application of the cantilever principle.

Mr. Rudolph himself lives in an old house in Sarasota, working in a studio which is thoroughly "un-cavelike." Furthermore, it is flooded by uniform light. He has no desire to build a house for himself because he feels that he would not long be satisfied with one of his own designs. This restlessness came in handy last year when he was guest critic at the University of Pennsylvania School of Architecture. A purist in his domain, he demands that every element of a house show clearly the job it has to do. By this token, a wall that does not hold up the roof should not touch the ceiling, whereas the upright supports that do should be in full sight. Mr. Rudolph's taste in furniture is along similar lines. He wants a chair to look like a chair, not like a piece of sculpture. The pieces on the following pages, which he helped choose, are all straightforward. To give you an idea of how to use them, we have assembled them into groupings in the four corners of his dream-house-on-the-drawing-board.

This floating pavilion is suspended from six posts with the result that the outer walls are entirely free. The upper floor is an open plan with part-height, four-way partitions dividing it into areas for living, cooking, sleeping. Below are carport, utility room. Note the tri-barreled plywood roof, the chimney used as a source of light, the cantilevered "lilypad" tea terrace jutting out over the canal.

On the next four pages, examples of Good Design in action
A round table softens a corner, adds a note of warmth to glass walls

A circular table with white linoleum top, black wrought-iron legs adds a softening touch to dining area, which is almost entirely opened to the outdoors by glass walls. Designed by Darrell Landrum for Avard. Chairs of wicker, wrought iron. Tempestini for Salterini.

In a small enclosed room
black iron has an airy look

To create openness in a small area, use furniture with spare lines. Occasional chair, right, has woven fiber seat and back, steel legs. Coffee table is birch on black steel. Both by Harold Cohen, Davis Pratt for Designers in Production. Plastic lantern by George Nelson.

1. Magazine rack of black wrought iron enables you to keep your page by hanging magazine open over bar. 2. Small lounge chair of mahogany designed by Edward J. Wormley for Dunbar Furniture Co. 3. Desk of birch with metal frame, “realwood” top, with two storage sections, shelves under floating top, designed by Florence Knoll for Knoll Associates. 4. Walnut cocktail table with subtly-shaped top, 28” x 66” x 14” designed by Milo Baughman for Glenn of California. 5. Large lounge chair of mahogany with foam-rubber upholstery by Edward J. Wormley for Dunbar. 6. Card table with sculptured cherry top, maple legs by Renzo Rutili for the Johnson Furniture Co. 7. Sheer silk gauze, pink on Gunmetal, 50” w. by Hugo Dreyfuss for Isabel Scott Co. 8. Side chair of wrought iron with foam-rubber cushion. Vladimir Kagan for Kagan-Dreyfuss.
Lightweight, stackable seats move easily to and from open terrace

On a cantilevered open terrace that juts out over water, low, legless canvas seats invite relaxation. They can be stacked for carrying, are light enough to be tucked under one arm. Designed by Billei Newmarch of tube metal frames covered in canvas, in sets of three.

1. Table of walnut and cherry with cross legs adjusts to three heights. Designed by Edward J. Wormley for Dunbar. 2. Fruit basket of black iron wire designed by Helen Pope. 3. Outdoor loafer adjusts to any position, made of baked enamel with woven Saran sling. Troy Sunshade. 4. Chaise longue of black baked enamel with adjustable headrest, foam-rubber pad and arms, a vinyl cover in natural color. Indoor Troyloafer by Troy Sunshade. 5. Walnut tray top table with steel folding base lacquered white. Top lifts up to serve as separate tray. Designed by Richard Stambaugh. 6. Glass bowl is suspended in black metal frame, holds fruits or flowers. Designed by Michael Lax for the Dunbar Glass Company.

For a list of stores where you can find Good Design items shown on these pages please turn to page 241.
A bar chair will help you mix salads, drinks

Why not sit comfortably while you prepare food or serve as bartender? Bar chair by Van Keppel-Green has black enamel-on-steel frame, cord upholstering. It matches dining and lounge chairs by the same designer. Glass wall gives an open feeling to the room.

1. Sheer silk gauze printed in Driftwood, designed by Hugo Dreyfuss for Isabel Scott Co. 2. Deep round bowl of glass, on clear, heavy base, for fruits, flowers, 5½" diameter. Designed by Carl E. Erickson for Erickson Glass Works. 3. White glass pitcher, 7½" high. Also by Carl E. Erickson. 4. Pottery bowl of gray earthenware studded with small black diamond shapes. By Jane Dickerman. 5. Single hanging shelves of Swedish steel with white plastic coating, hang on wall brackets. Designed by Mr. and Mrs. Nils Strinning of Seabon. 6. Faience earthenware with beige glaze, designed by Keramik Manufaktur Kupfermuehle, collaborative designers and potters organized in Germany in 1948. Imported by Frazer's. 7. Folding chair of beech in six standard finishes with two removable spring cushions designed by Peter Hvidt & Molgard-Nielsen.
Your bedroom is a V.I.P.*

Are you in the habit of closing the door to your bedroom because you don’t feel it’s attractive enough to be seen by your guests? If so, you are closing the door on what should and easily can be the most glamorous room in your house. An attractive bedroom doesn’t necessarily depend on style of bed or type of headboard. The important thing is that it really pleases you. So plan your color scheme and decorating just as thoughtfully as you plan your living room. You cannot enjoy or be proud of your bedroom if the colors clash, if the furniture is ill-assorted, if the bedroom looks untidy because bedspreads don’t fit the beds or don’t go well with your curtains and bedroom upholstery.

A well-equipped bedroom should include chairs to sit on while dressing (in a small room, ottomans are convenient and attractive); a dressing table with an adequate mirror and good lighting; a desk, if you write letters or pay bills here; a comfortable lounging chair where you can sew or catnap without going to bed. If you use an armchair, you can double its comfort by adding a good-sized ottoman. Alongside your chair, put a table and a reading lamp. Shelves in the bedroom allow you to keep your books within easy reach. A coffee table, even a small one, will make you feel just as luxurious as the ladies of eighteenth-century Versailles, who used to receive friends in their bedrooms, in a space between bed and wall shut in with curtains and called the ruelle.

A good contemporary bedroom is supposed to have a temperature of 55°; 0° humidity; 100° comfort; 0° tension. Quiet helps you to relax, deepens your sleep. Here are a few tricks that help cut down noise. Leave a space between bed and wall, so that vibrations aren’t transmitted to the bed. Put your clock on a tiny felt mat. Carpeting is good as a noise absorber, so are curtains with lots of body and fullness. (When you build a house, keep bedroom quiet in mind: place your closets between rooms to absorb noise, specify doors without keyholes, and place bedrooms away from the garage and other active and noisy spots.)

We Americans have learned a great deal about bed comfort, most of it in the last hundred years. It was an American husband, irritably waiting for his wife to finish shopping, who invented the wire bedspring. He was Mr. James Liddy of Watertown, New York. According to legend, the aforementioned Mr. Liddy was waiting in his buggy for his wife to buy dress goods some 10 years before the Civil War. Chafing with impatience to get home and tighten his rope bedsprings (a twice-yearly task necessary to remove the sag), Mr. Liddy, like many a patient husband, waited and waited, finally clambered down to find Mrs. Liddy. When he returned, his horse shied suddenly, lunged forward and threw Mr. Liddy against the spring buggy seat. Instead of getting bruised, he bounced comfortably. This started Mr. Liddy thinking. He went home and experimented with buggy springs for his bed. Result: by 1900 almost everybody was sleeping on coil bedsprings and the innerspring (Continued on page 243)

*Very Important Place

Opposite

Don’t close the door to your bedroom

For far too long, women have had to have their bedspreads and curtains made to order to get the kind of fabrics and colors they wanted. In many cases, the finished product was quite different from what they had imagined. But today, you can buy complete bedroom ensembles the way you choose a dress—right off the rack. Taking a tip from the fashion world, Sumergrade has created attractive, ready-made bed coverings, dust ruffles, dressing table skirts, throws, and pillows to fit any bedroom. They are made of Celanese acetate taffeta, a crisp, rustling fabric that tailors nicely, cleans easily. Called Pompeian Classics, this group is designed in pencil-slim stripes and solid colors to mix in any way you like. And you can buy several yards of matching taffeta for tie-on chair cushions, window seats, swags, or slip covers. The Hot Chocolate and Citron stripe, one of five combinations of H&G’s new 1953 colors, is the key to the color scheme of the bedroom on the opposite page. The walls are pastel Citron; sheets and blankets (designed especially for the new group), and even the breakfast china and alarm clock, repeat Citron yellow. The swing-out beds and step tables are from a new collection of light-finished maple furniture made by Crawford (notice the new use of caning in the headboard). The big brass lamp, wicker-framed pictures, and black-lacquered stools, add a finishing touch. You’ll find Pompeian Classics at B. Altman & Co., New York; Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago; Titche-Goettinger, Dallas. Additional photo and shopping information, pages 239, 240.
Choose one fabric and use it throughout. Here pencil-striped taffeta is used for bedspreads, curtains, dressing table skirt.

Dressing-table skirt is fresh as a splash of cologne.

Sprigged sheets, Citron blanket encourage breakfast in bed.
The glass window wall is divided by wood panels into classic proportions. White curtains help to screen the light.

From the entrance you have a view of bay and lawn.

Kitchen back door is as pleasing as front entrance.

Your eye has clear passage across living room to far end of dining room.
Modern materials make it possible to live year-round at the water’s edge

Here is a plan for attractive living that takes comfort for its cue, Narragansett Bay for its view

For many Americans, no grassy knoll, wood, or stand of pine can ever replace the fascination of a lapping brook or pounding sea. When Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Chafee decided to live year-round on Narragansett Bay, a beautiful, broad arm of the Atlantic which reaches deep into Rhode Island, they asked architect George W. W. Brewster of Boston to plan for them a livable modern house on the terraced site which their Victorian summer house once occupied at the water’s edge. Taking full advantage of the old foundation and rich planting, Mr. Brewster designed an attractive and comfortable house by the water. By using radiant heat in the floors, he was able to spread the house out in one story and open it to the outdoors with glass walls, even in a cold New England climate. The new Chafee house retains the dignity of its predecessor, is thoroughly modern in concept. Only one room deep, it spreads in a long, central unit flanked by two adjoining wings, one of which extends down the sloping grade to two-story depth and embraces the terrace wall. Through a glass window wall with five double French doorways, the house, which faces south, opens its main living area to the flagstone terrace, lovely old lawns and gardens which the builder was able to keep intact, and to the

(Continued on next page)
In warm weather, meals are served out-of-doors on the shaded terrace directly behind the kitchen. Change in level helps separate flagstone terrace from living-room lawn.

**MODERN MATERIALS continued**

bay. Its solid clapboard front, turning toward the roadway, is broken only at the very end by a chaste and beautiful double doorway, side-paneled with glass. The center unit is one large room divided into entrance hall, living room, and dining area by two fireplace walls. Most of its handsome floor is in black, white, and gray marble squares, exquisite to look at and easy to maintain. One wing houses the master bedroom and a sewing room, and a double guest room which can be closed off from the house to reduce work, or provide independent quarters for guests. In the sewing room there is space for a grandchild to nap. Storage closets are fitted with built-in bureaus and sliding doors. In the opposite wing is a U-shaped, compact, and step-saving kitchen, which blends stainless-steel sinks, white enamel appliances with teakwood counters and backsplash. A spacious pass-through opens to a landing and stairs which lead out to the garden or down to the laundry, a floor below on the slope of the hill. In the laundry room there is an electric washing machine and a gas clothes dryer concealed behind accordion folding doors. Among the clever but simple ideas that make this an unusually easy house to live in is a closet at the service entrance that opens from the outside so food deliveries can be made while the owner is away. *Building data, page 209.*

*Additional photos, page 201.*

The exposed position of this house on a New England shore calls for insulation. Dark lines indicate the insulating material in the roof and the weather stripping and insulating glass used in the windows.
Looking through the glass wall which opens onto a flagstone terrace, lawn, and the serene bay, you feel as though you are dining out-of-doors. Dining room has floor of marble squares, is separated from living room by a partial fireplace wall, built-in closets.

In the living room, traditional furniture, upholstered in earth tones, and a wall of books lend warmth to gray walls, white ceiling, white curtains, built-in cabinets which are painted white. A chocolate colored carpet helps to define the living-room area.
This house combines today's comfort with yesterday's charm

Pink brick, gray shutters, and a graceful Georgian doorway create a nostalgic note in a traditional house

For centuries ardent travelers have brought home nostalgic mementos of their journeys. "Pembroke," built for the Edward Leisenrings in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, vividly echoes the romantic pink of beloved Bermuda houses and the old ironwork of colorful New Orleans. With a familiar Georgian exterior, architect Walter K. Durham of Philadelphia has combined a flexible, up-to-date floor plan, easy-upkeep modern materials, and a lot of built-in comfort. As a result, "Pembroke" is a house created for living and entertaining on either a large or small scale. Its dramatic pink façade, broken only by gray shuttered windows and a graceful Georgian doorway, meets an entrance court wide enough for parking. The center of the house is a large living room, opening into a separate dining room area. Both look out through traditional versions of the modern window-wall to the rear patio and garden. Guests enjoy quiet and privacy in an adjoining one-story bed-sitting room wing, away from the main sleeping quarters of the house. An efficient service L combines kitchen, pantry, and laundry with modern pull-out refrigeration and a concealed pass-through and bar to the living room. Traditional furniture is at home with 19th-century English pine paneling and modern window walls. A decorative entrance loggia of ironwork, roofed in translucent frosted glass, provides a covered passage to the attached garage. The wrought iron is repeated on the garden side of the house in a gallery and enclosed winter garden. Removable glass panels merge this protected cold-weather sun-pocket with the patio and garden for indoor-outdoor living in warm summer months.

Entrance loggia of wrought iron in grape design spans the house front, is painted gray and entwined with tea roses. Note the translucent glass roof which admits light, provides protection.

Sun-flooded pocket garden joining private guest wing, left, and living room, right, is an enclosed porch in winter. When glass panels are removed, it opens to living patio and a small garden.

Dark lines show how this house was insulated for cold winters and warm, muggy summers. Batts of insulation and quilting have been used in walls and roof; insulating board under rafters. Windows are weather-stripped; foundation wall has insulation coating.
Front of house, facing gravel drive, is screened from the street by a pink brick fence. Coat closet, entrance hall, and kitchen are on this side; main rooms turn to garden at the rear. Gray and white trim sets off Bermuda pink walls. At the left is a two-car garage.

First-floor plan shows basic rectangular design with jutting service area and the guest wing which helps to enclose a patio.

Spacious dining room for entertaining looks out through large bow window wall. Mauve walls and pastel gray rug are a good foil for the dark English mahogany antiques. The fireplace seen in the background has a rare German silver front.

Additional photos, building data page 202
Insulation’s extra dividends

Good insulation cuts down fuel bills, resists moisture and fire, makes your home a healthier, pleasanter place to live in

Despite the fact that insulation has become a common household term, it’s surprising that one out of five new houses being built today are completely uninsulated. In this respect we lag far behind the Eskimo who, generations ago, discovered the value of tiny trapped air cells as barriers against heat and cold and has, ever since, built 100% of his igloo of frozen snow-flake blocks. Certainly, our own choice of materials is wider and their life-span more extensive. Comes a long hot spell and the Eskimo loses not only his insulation but his home as well!

Why, then, such reluctance to accept this all-important means to better, more comfortable living? Perhaps, for the new home builder, beset by rising labor and material costs, it seems economy to forego insulating. If such is the case, he is ignorant of the many extra benefits to be derived from a good insulation job. Often the owner of an old house looks upon the installing of insulation as so much fuss and bother and not worth the effort. But no matter what the reason, each owner is depriving himself and his family not only of a safer, more permanent home but of savings that insulation alone can bring.

A prime benefit of insulation is that it saves money for you. A house properly insulated requires a much smaller heating plant. When installed in an older house, it guarantees the present equipment a longer life since less effort and fuel are required to gain maximum efficiency. Figures show that 10 pounds of coal are lost through every square foot of uninsulated outside wall space during 180 days of cold weather. This compares with 3/4 gallons of oil, 150 cubic feet of gas, and 22 kilowatts of electricity. When we consider the number of square feet in the four outside walls of an average house, such losses are sad to contemplate. By merely insulating outside walls and attic (or second-floor ceiling if the attic is unheated) fuel savings may amount to as much as 40 per cent. With weatherstripping, storm, or double sash, added savings may rise to 60 per cent. The initial cost of insulation is thus quickly paid back in lower fuel consumption. Add to this freedom from drafts and their subsequent doctor’s bills and any thrift exercised by the omission of insulation seems not only a false economy, but downright foolish.

Most insulation materials used to fill walls today are either fireproof or fire-resistant, a factor that will mean greater safety for the family. Hollow walls, unless provided with fire stops, act as flues through which flames can race unchecked. Insulation of the walls retards the spreading of
a fire and, so, allows time to extinguish it before too much damage is done.

All air contains moisture in the form of water vapor to a more or less degree. Like all gases, water vapor will flow from an area of greater pressure to an area of lower pressure. In winter it will go right through your walls to areas of lower pressure outside if no vapor barrier is provided. Such water in the outside walls of a house can only spell danger ahead. Settling in the wood, it may well spread the fungi which causes timber rot. The decay of wood is a biological process caused by the breaking down of wood substance of living fungi. A dry structure, therefore, is a stronger, more permanent one.

Excess humidity within a house will first show up as dew or frost on single windows; that’s a warning signal that should not be ignored. Adequate ventilation is one answer. A house should be well ventilated in winter as well as summer. The other is to install “vapor barriers” in the form of aluminum or oil paints or vapor-proof papers. Many insulating materials already have a moisture-resistant paper called a “vapor barrier” on one side. Metallic insulation acts as a natural barrier, preventing moisture from entering exterior walls. In addition, both the reflective surfaces of metallic insulation and the tiny air cells of batts, blanket, and rigid insulation act as important factors in preventing drastic temperature changes within the walls themselves. This vapor barrier is always placed facing the warm side of a wall and should be carefully installed without tears or openings.

Today’s insulating sheathing not only is an improved substitute for old-fashioned diagonal siding but is easier to apply. In addition to strengthening the frame of a building it offers insulating qualities which reduce the amount of insulation required between the outside studs and roof framing. Ease of erection cuts down on man-hours, an important economy in these days of stratospheric building and labor costs. Many of these insulating sheathings are composed of strong wood or vegetable fibers bonded together with special bituminous compounds to render them weather-resistant. The bitumen is not just a surface covering but actually becomes an integral bond between the fibers, making cut edges just as weather-resistant as factory-finished edges.

Many insulating boards today are available in a number of attractive tile and plank shapes. As such they can be used not only for their insulating and acoustical properties but also as interior finish in a room. They are especially useful in attic rooms or basement playrooms. Their surfaces are easy to maintain, a

(Continued on page 214)
Kitchen cabinets and open shelves of rich, prominently-grained gumwood match the wood used throughout Mrs. D. K. Roosevelt's Birmingham, Michigan, house, welcoming guests to come into the kitchen to mix their own drinks. The right wall of cedar holds pans and utensils.

Far right

Deep-toned cherry wall paneling, open shelves, and silver-linen cabinet were made by Nancy Cook for her New Canaan, Connecticut, kitchen. Miss Cook finished wood with shellac, pumice, oil, waxed to a patina.

Right

Beautifully-knotted pine paneled walls and open pine shelves in Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hersey's warmly inviting Westport, Connecticut, kitchen were hand-finished in beeswax and turpentine to a rich golden brown.
Wood is coming back to the kitchen

Rich, mellow woods reappear in the kitchen

in wall panels, in open shelves,

and in veneers on steel cabinets

Most of us have a secret yen for the beauty and warmth of the friendly wooden kitchens every pioneer housewife had when U.S. forests were rich with walnut and cherry and maple and pine. Such love for wood is evident in the three kitchens opposite. In Mrs. D. K. Roosevelt's kitchen the deep grained gumwood used throughout the house is repeated in cabinets and shelves to make the kitchen as inviting to guests as other rooms. Nancy Cook, noted Connecticut craftswoman, built her own deep red cherry paneling and open shelves. The pine walls and cabinets in Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hersey's kitchen (Jean Hersey, the writer) are painstakingly handmade. But few of us would exchange the convenience of our modern appliances for the old wood-burning stove, the pump which had to be primed, or the cabinet drawer that had to be tugged at to open. So wood, like other materials, has been adapted to contemporary living. Five years ago H&G introduced the use of plastic impregnated woods in kitchen countertops. Since then, these processed finishes have gone into the living room, the dining room, and the bar. Now in our 1953 Winnetka House of Ideas H&G introduces exciting new kitchen cabinets by St. Charles which use doors and drawer fronts of natural birch veneer on steel cabinets. They give you the precision and durability of steel plus the living warmth of wood. With normal care these cabinets respond with the same glowing richness we all remember in grandmother's kitchen.

New steel cabinets have natural birch doors and drawer fronts for an all-wood look, come in a variety of standard sizes to fit room dimensions. Hardware is black or brass.
INTRODUCING

House & Garden's 1953 House of Ideas

... on Hackberry Lane, in Winnetka, Illinois. Open to the public: September 14-October 14

We're opening a new door this month. It's the front door of H&G's second House of Ideas which, like our first a year ago, is being built because we wanted once again to cope with the problems that thousands of home builders are facing, to supply them with grass-root answers.

We know that today's house, bought with hard-earned dollars, must be born of sound, practical planning if your building dollars are to be spent well. Our new Idea House, designed for an average-size American family of four, is located on a flat lot in Winnetka, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago.

We started as every prudent home owner should: we took stock. What would a typical H&G family need for a comfortable, attractive way of life? This inquiry produced a potpourri of working information. We wanted a house for parents and two small daughters, aged eight and ten, with play space away from the parents' part of the house. We needed indoor and outdoor areas for casual entertaining. We needed a quiet corner in which the master of the house could relax after the hustle of a workday. We wanted a highly livable house which would run smooth as clockwork, with occasional day help. We wanted a flagstone patio, window walls, a garage attached but separated somehow from the house, and finally we wanted privacy for the family but also an air of welcoming hospitality for friends.

Before spending our very first building dollar, we wanted to be sure that the site we selected would suit our family's individual needs. As a daily commuter, the breadwinner in our family needed to be near Chicago. Two railroad lines, the Chicago & North Western and the North Shore line, supply excellent commuter service. The newly completed Eden's Expressway will permit driving straight to the Loop in 35 or 40 minutes. For the children, Winnetka offered unusually good primary schools ranging from progressive Crow Island, a public school with superb modern buildings, to the private North Shore Country Day School and New Trier High School, which serves a group of surrounding townships. Winnetka, too, has its own beach on the lake front costing, for a family membership, only $3.50 a year. There are clubs, a summer theater, and several restaurants for dining out. Nearby branches of Marshall Field's, Charles R. Stevens', and Best & Co., save shopping trips to Chicago. There is an efficient fire department, nearby churches, good bus transportation.

When it came to choosing the actual lot, we wanted to make certain that it would be in line with our building budget. An overpriced lot might force us to cut down on finishing details or dip into our furniture fund. Likewise, a plot in an unprotected zoning area might severely harm the resale value of our house. We made inquiries about the zoning ordinances, real estate, and tax rates, which vary from township to township. We made certain that no municipal parking centers, hospitals, or county projects could be built on nearby tracts of land.

Having set a definite amount aside for construction of the house, we realized that with today's rising prices, a 20% mark-up over the most conscientious architect's estimate would not be improbable. We also had to budget for landscaping, architect's fee, search of title, appraisal, recording fee, furnishing, and equipment. Wary of unforeseen costs, such as faulty draining, water seepage, or blasting of hidden rock for foundations in remote woodland plots, we weighed the advantages of building on a secluded site against the advantages of building in an established neighborhood. The latter course would let us share the costs of utility installations and site improvements. According to a time-tried principle, you should spend no more than 20% of the cost of the house for urban land, which is improved with roads, utilities, water and sewage mains. (No more than 5 or 10% should be spent for unimproved land.) The Winnetka property was in the first category.

The site we selected was typical of many suburban sites all over the country, a flat, treeless, (Cont'd on next page)
Model above, of House & Garden's 1953 House of Ideas from patio-garden side. This view shows the wide window walls which run the whole length of living room, bedroom wing gallery, and master bedroom. Garage, at left, and entrance porch (with lower roof) help to enclose the patio. Sliding glass doors in porch and study join the patio directly to the house. Sliding screens are built in for comfort in summer.

Front of house, shown here on model, presents an attractive façade to street but gives privacy from passersby. Kitchen-laundry windows overlook front lawn; front entrance is in breezeway which also serves as living porch. Two-car garage has parking for several cars in front made possible by the set-back of house from street.

ARCHITECT: George W. W. Brewster
Associate: James C. Schnur
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Melanie Kahane
BUILDER: Stanley Underhill
LOCATION: O & O Construction Company
LOCATION: Winnetka, Illinois
Roof sheathing going up over house entrance. Insulating board is laid on top, wood shingles are applied. Note wall sheathing too.

Location of all kitchen equipment is precisely planned. Plumbing pipes go in concrete floor, set position of sink and laundry.

Kitchen-laundry with plumbing pipes in place ready for laundry (washer and dryer) on one side and the kitchen sink on the other.

117 x 200 foot lot in a growing community: it was suited to a transitional (or modified) modern one-story house which would be in keeping with adjacent houses and the Illinois countryside. Before making any plans for the house, we looked into local building restrictions, and discovered that all houses on this particular street must line up 40 to 50 feet from the curb and respect a 12-foot space from the side lines of individual lots. This threw a hard new light on our project.

The House of Ideas could not be the type of house which utilizes most of its lot and sets its front door at the street. Complying with these restrictions greatly reduced the living area of our lot. We decided that the living room, dining room, and possibly guest alcove, would have to be combined to make the most of the space within our house's 1,300 square feet. To further augment the size of the living area, we considered it desirable to have the house open onto an outdoor patio. Provision had to be made indoors, too, for television, for bridge or canasta parties, as well as for the two children who needed their own play space. Because there would be only occasional day help, the kitchen had to be compact. It had to include space for the children to eat their meals, and laundry equipment. A two-car garage permits storage of tools, refrigerator, outdoor furniture, a workshop.

H&G chose for this exciting challenge architect George W. W. Brewster of Boston (working in collaboration with architect James C. Schnur of Chicago) for his sympathetic approach and his ingenious interpretation of transitional houses. Mr. Brewster studied our requirements and together we sifted, sorted, eliminated, chose, and substituted ideas. Thus our 1953 House of Ideas started to form on the architect's drawing board.

From his earliest sketches we knew that our architect had an understanding of our problems. In his plan, an enclosed living porch spans the area from house to garage serving as porch, entrance hall and covered passage. It is closed on the street side but entirely open to the garden through floor-to-ceiling glass panels. The center two slide open to join porch and
terrace. The kitchen-laundry, compact and efficient, and adjacent to the side door for deliveries, faces the street and has direct access to the living room. The living room, which also accommodates dining, turns to a soothing view of the garden, as does a study two steps higher. The study serves as a center for get-togethers, games, radio and TV. It also can be used as a guestroom. A single enormous fireplace warms both living room and study. At the back of the house—the area of greatest privacy and absence of street noises—are the bedrooms, separated from the living room by a connecting gallery. For the two little girls, there is a combined play-bedroom. Divided by an accordion wall, it becomes two bedrooms at night. The combination master bedroom, dressing room and bath are placed at the far end of the L-shaped plan where they look out on the garden. From porch, living room, study, gallery, and master bedroom, there is an unobstructed view of the garden and patio. All this openness, facing inwards toward the center of the lot, is counterbalanced by the closed side of the house which faces the street and which, except for the entrance door and kitchen window, presents an unbroken front to passing traffic.

Bluestone floors on the living porch flow out of the house to shape a free-form terrace, extending all the way from the garage to the study where an outside entrance cuts through the glass wall. With lavish use of built-in storage in kitchen, bedrooms and garage, and a compact heating room next to the study, we decided against an attic or basement, saving both initial construction costs and the subsequent energy of climbing stairs. Where, in one sense, local building regulations proved restrictive, in this case the setback of the house inspired Mr. Brewster to devise an ingenious parking solution. Since it is difficult to park on the narrow streets in this neighborhood, he designed a drive-in parking space that accommodates three cars in front of the garage but well out of the way of the front door. Over the entire house, our architect has placed a pitched roof, a descend-
Garden steps and pathways

By using the fascinating variety of natural materials described here by Kenneth Meyer, you can give your garden a new look

Have you ever thought of using brick, fieldstone, railroad ties, Belgian cobblestone, Tennessee pecan hulls, smooth tree stumps, or even tide-whitened shells for garden steps and pathways? Wherever you live you will find at least one such natural material in your locality to create steps and pathways in your garden corners. Slate and flagstone, the crushed black sheen of coal, the cool grays of gravel, glinting marble chips set in plain concrete are other fascinating varieties to choose from. Whatever type of step or path you build depends on the nature of your garden. It may be intimate and informal or large and expansive. But with attractive arrangements of the above-mentioned materials, you can change flat, unbroken garden levels into a landscape of lively interest. Steps along woodland paths or through a rock garden seem to have the same timeless appeal for many people as an open fire of logs. Mellow brick pathways, like open stone hearths, are each, in a subtle way, an invitation to repose. They suggest companionship in your garden, especially if you make steps wide enough for strolling side by side. To begin modestly, one of the most accessible and inexpensive of all local materials is concrete. This man-invented material, mixed with such aggregates as sand, gravel, crushed coal, or marble chips, has a number of fluid uses. Poured concrete adapts easily to curved shapes. You can enliven it with cobble or brick set in diagonals or squares; use tiles to give concrete a color contrast. Primary foundation concrete is made of 1 part cement, 3 parts sand, 5 parts gravel, with ample quantities of small scrap stone added during the pouring. It rarely reflects sun glare, ripens to a neutral gray-brown, is excellent for constructing serviceable weatherproof paths where you want to relate ground levels with garden areas. Newly poured concrete should be allowed to cure slowly. To bring out ripe color and texture of whatever aggregates you have added to the mixture, allow the surface (Continued on next page)
Crushed pecan hulls that age to an earth-brown tone form a springy path to the clean-cut steps and retaining wall of massive cut railroad ties. Brick plant bed, right, upper level, repeats curve of the pecan hull path. Mr. and Mrs. Jeter Eason, Memphis, Tenn., owners.

GARDEN STEPS continued

to settle and harden from four to eight hours; then, to give it an unusual finish, scrub briskly with a brush and water. Where you have a problem of steep slopes, uneven terrain, or unrelieved flatness, steps of brick, slate, fieldstone, and flagstone work wonders in altering the trouble spot to a pleasant scene. No one, unless driven by a cloudburst, likes to scramble up a slope. If you have such an awkward rise, consider how you can give it an easy ascent with a little regrading and the laying of a brick landing or a fieldstone step. A small, square area of bricks set in a basket pattern makes an interesting rise in grassy turf. Wooden steps, of redwood and cypress well imbedded in concrete, have a lasting appeal. (You'll be wise, however, to treat woods combined with stone with one of the pentachlorophenol preservatives.) To form a simple rise in any ground level, flat fieldstone often has enough width and depth to give you both a tread and a riser all in one piece. Short flights of garden steps with a gentle lift look best if the stone you select is fairly broad with low risers and wide treads for comfort. Some, depending on the grade of your land, can be laid dry on solid earth and so long as severe frost does not heave them, are useful for low flights of steps connecting small flower gardens with terraces. Formal steps, in general, need symmetrical balance and cement foundation shoring. Brick, cut stone, tile, flag, and slate are your best materials. Informal steps can be as rugged or as rustic as you like. Seasoned railroad ties, mountain stone, or even peeled logs such as locust can be used when cut long enough to imbed the ends in a slope and partially bury them in the bank. If you're going to excavate for formal brick steps in a concrete foundation, proportions and grades (Continued on page 535)

Cobblestones, interplanted with blue bugle, other tiny plants, form low, serpentine steps that lead from a grassy terrace to the flowing curves of brick paths. Mr. and Mrs. James O. E. Beck, Jr., Memphis, Tenn. J. Duke Moody, designer.

Rough-hewn granite slabs are widely spaced on a slight, natural slope, rise to contrast of trim, brick steps and a garden door opening on formal walled garden beyond. In the Indianapolis, Indiana, garden of Dr. and Mrs. G. H. A. Clowes.

Large, flat stones should be set 1" to 2" below ground level in 4" of concrete or cement rubble in northern climates to take care of alternate freezing-thawing action. In warm climates 4" of cinder and sand or a loose gravel bed is sufficient.

Brick risers support flagstone steps between mounds of box, lead to sunny terrace overlooking hillside. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Folger, Washington, D. C. Rose Greely, landscape architect.

Gravel walk, clipped hedges, brick steps form an appropriate design for approach to an Early Georgian house. Designed by owners, Mr. and Mrs. Jack McFadden, Ellendale, Tennessee.

Granite steps are fitted into a winding, hillside path through plantings of flowering dogwoods and yews, shaded by a towering native beech. In Dr. and Mrs. Clowes’ Indianapolis garden.

Natural stone slabs, laid in opposing curves, create series of steps that wind through a woodland garden of dogwoods and viburnums. Clumps of wild flowers add fragrance, color.

Flagged steps laid on granite link two smooth lawns separated by a retaining wall with rock plants, hydrangeas in painted pots. In the Wenham, Mass., garden of Mrs. R. B. Miller.

To prevent slope sliding, use 12" to 18" of rubble concrete under last step; 4" concrete under top tread.

Brick or block stones set in grass have a 24" turf tread between risers. Width allows use of lawn mower. Blocks are set in solid concrete mixture to prevent heaving by frost.

To ensure straight steps, use a spirit level tied to a 2 x 4 plank held firmly across stone by wood pegs. Adjust until slab is even.
Do it with wallpaper

With a few yards of a beautiful paper, you can turn almost any eyesore into a decorative asset.

Would you like to turn an old chest into a conversation piece? Hide a badly scarred door? Create an expensive-looking scenic panel to dramatize a wall? Then wallpaper is your answer. On these two pages, HOUSE & GARDEN gives you 11 ideas by designer Edmund Motyka to prove that a handsome wallpaper can cover a multitude of decorating eyesores. Whatever you are planning to cover, from a wastebasket to a wall-panel, your choice of paper is what makes all the difference between great success and an indifferent result. So choose the most beautiful wallpaper you can find, one that has imaginative design and good clear colors. It may cost a bit more, but the chances are you won’t use more than a single roll of it. Wallpapering doesn’t take any great professional skill. Statistics tell us, in fact, that almost two-thirds of all wallpapering is now being done by amateurs. But it does require neatness. To prepare a surface for covering, make sure it is absolutely clean; if you’re papering over wood, take off old finish; if it’s a wall, remove the old wallpaper down to the original smooth surface. Apply a coat of glue size to keep colors from running and help the paper stick better. The easiest way to protect your paper is by finishing with a coat of sprayed plastic. For high gloss (ideal for wallpapered chests), use several coats of white shellac. Between coats let dry at least 24 hours, then sand very gently with fine steel wool or fine sandpaper dipped in water. If you really feel ambitious and have a dust-free room with a guaranteed 68° to 70° temperature, you can finish your job with clear lacquer. For instructions on how to make items shown here, and where to buy wallpaper, write H&G’s Reader Service.

Three ways to wallpaper a chest: upper left, cover drawers with grass-cloth, keep wood natural, waxed; left, cover with a trompe l’oeil print and paint the knobs and legs in a dark color; right, cover with a black-and-white print, line drawers in Citron.
Choose the gayest paper you can find to cover a wastebasket you can make yourself out of two old hatboxes. Line with solid color.

Create a dramatic focal point behind your sofa with hand-painted, Chinese wallpaper scenic panels. These are mounted on plywood, framed with black-lacquered lathe stripping, hung from brass rings.

Scalloped canopy covered in black-and-white flower print has French Provincial flavor. With it, use a white bedspread, clear color accents. You can have the canopy sides scalloped at any lumber yard, attach it to ceiling easily.

Transform an eyesore door by covering it with a plywood panel, wallpapering with micro-wood (a thin layer of wood, beautifully grained, on paper backing). Finish as wood, treat to new hardware.

Why not have a headboard in a bold black-and-white wallpaper print? The headboard is a $\frac{3}{4}$" plywood panel framed by a simple 1" by 2" molding. Cover the panel, and lacquer the frame in white.

To frame your windows, you can make shutters of pine shelving and piano hinges; cover with a bright print on one side, a solid on the other. Attach to wooden window frame.

A Chinese print turns an ordinary footlocker into an interesting antique trunk for storing blankets. For this, make a careful paper pattern, cutting around brass. Use many coats of lacquer, or varnish for yellowed antique look.

To dramatize a room divider, make a Mondrian effect out of wallpapers. Copy an abstract design in solid-color papers, scaling the blocks of color to fit your divider size and proportions. Before you paste, remove any old wallpaper for smooth undersurface.
The German dictionary defines the word *gemütlich* as good-natured, jolly, agreeable, cheerful, hearty, simple and affectionate, full of feeling, comforting, cozy, snug, and *Gemütlichkeit* as a state of mind, an easy-going disposition, good nature, geniality, pleasantness, a freedom from pecuniary or political cares, comfortableness. Of the remaining few New York places that can call themselves restaurants, Luchow's triumphs in *Gemütlichkeit*. This quality, strong as the handshake of an old friend, and a slap on the shoulder, is nowhere more honest. It enfolds you as you enter into the agreeable paneled walls. A fragrance, delicate, but not weak, and slightly male, rides the air. It composes itself of the aromas of solid cooking, of roast geese and ducks, of game and *Huhn im Topf*, of various things, sour and spicy, and tender cutlets simmering among *Steinpilze*. Through it is wafted the bouquet of good wines, and above this hangs the blue cloud of the smoke of rare cigars. This obscures the stag and moose heads that are part of the décor, along with samples of the ironmonger's art.

The mood is supported by music equally enduring. The orchestra plays such aids to digestion as "Die Forelle" by Schubert, "The Tales of Hoffmann," "William Tell," and "Sylvia," and such romantic fare as "The Evening Star." Occasionally a belly laugh echoes through the "Nibelungen Ring," for Luchow's clients, for the most part, are an uninhibited and happy lot. Every kind of restaurant finds its own public. Several of the best in New York have a patronage so select that they are checked into the premises with elaborate and embarrassing care, and seated according to a rigid protocol. Mr. Seute, now vice-president of Luchow's, but still functioning as the Herr Ober, is free of all the pretentiousness of his colleagues. He runs the restaurant, he directs traffic, and he places people, with simple logic, where there is room. The doors are open and anyone is welcome. In the
words of the venerable Mr. Seute: "You don't need a gestarchte shirt front to get in here. The only way you cannot come is mitaus a necktie." It is as simple and as sound as this.

Along with the food, the authenticity of its atmosphere, it gives me restful ease, and has, ever since I have been in America. I find it one of those places in which the mind hums in harmony with its surroundings. I have spent many pleasant hours there, engaged in leaning back and looking at the assemblage of people. There are the large parties, who call themselves "Our Bunch," and from whom most of the belly laughs issue. At the other tables sit priests, students, national figures (the late Jules Bache was a regular Sunday-night client), diplomats, politicians with friends in racetrack suits, with pearl stickpins in their loud neckties, theatrical folk with broad-shouldered blondes, who have brought along Mama and Papa. It is alive with children and with dogs. It is the most kaleidoscopic restaurant in New York. Its waiters are the last of their kind, upstanding citizens, without a trace of servility in their make-up. They are very busy people and sometimes serve you mitaus a napkin. Also they are apt to hand you the menu upside down, and a moment after handing it to you, take it back again, mumbling, "Der Sauerbraten is aus," and dramatically eliminate this delicacy from the menu, with a bold stroke of a pencil stub never longer than a smoked-out cigarette. They will then advise you about what's left in the kitchen, and also on anything else you want to know. It's a solid body of men, trustworthy and sound in the head. Their opinions are as definite as those of another race of philosophers, the New York taxi drivers. The only being as yet not in complete harmony with the establishment is Mr. Leonard Jan Mitchell, the new proprietor. He runs about the place with cautionary solicitude, worried lest he disturb anyone, much like a man whose wife lost a glove in a movie theater, and has forgotten where she sat. It is most curious that a modern man, who looks as if he were in training for the winter Olympics, should find his happiness in being the curator of a Goulash and Weinerschnitzel Emporium, worrying about the consistency of nudel soup. It is to be hoped that this one flaw will be corrected, that a steady diet of Kartofelknödel, of Weinerschnitzel, and the greatest of the delights of Luchow's, the Pfannkuchen mit Preisselbeeren, together with the proper amounts of the various beers and good wines, will pad his cheeks, round out his stomach, and put the roses on his nose. We shall then no longer look at him with pity and suspicion, and, as we did recently, ask Mr. Seute, a man of proper weight, "Who is that man there?" And Mr. Seute will not have to answer ashamedly behind his menu, as he did, "Oh, that one, mitaus der stomach, das ist der Boss."

Ludwig Bemelmans

Sauces from Luchow's German Cookbook

Sauces are at once the triumph and despair of those who cook, whether in restaurants or at home. Perhaps the most difficult to prepare of all the items in the kitchen's array, they are, at their best, the final wave of the wand which casts an enchantment on whatever comes out of pan or kettle.

At Luchow's we prepare the best from the French and German cuisines, which between them have produced most of the world's fine sauces. Here one may experience the rich savory of a brown sauce on beef, the opulent and herb-flavored blessing that a Burgundy sauce gives to ham, the creamy golden texture of Hollandaise sauce served with fish, and our own vinaigrette sauce which, with mixed greens, head cheese, and chopped hard-cooked egg, makes a very special appetizer.

A meal interlaced with the subtle flavoring of sauces is a testimonial to the artistry of any kitchen. At Luchow's the testimonial begins with the tangy crimson cocktail sauce on your shrimp, and does not end until the sweet delight of Preisselbeeren sauce warms your mouth as you eat it with the traditional German pancake.

BROWN SAUCE

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{1/2 c. beef suet} & \quad \text{1 1/2 c. red wine} \\
\text{1 onion, chopped} & \quad \text{1 stalk celery} \\
\text{1 carrot, diced} & \quad \text{2 sprigs parsley} \\
\text{1/2 c. flour} & \quad \text{1 bay leaf} \\
\text{1 1/2 c. stock} & \quad \text{3/4 tsp. thyme} \\
\text{or bouillon} & \quad \text{1 clove garlic} \\
\text{1 c. canned tomatoes} & \quad \text{1/2 tsp. salt} \\
\text{(3 fresh tomatoes)} & \quad \text{3 or 4 peppercorns}
\end{align*}
\]

Melt suet; cook onion and carrot 3 or 4 minutes. Add flour; stir and cook until browned. Add stock, tomatoes, and wine. Bring to a boil, stirring continually until flour and fat are well mixed with liquid. Add chopped celery, herbs, garlic, salt, and peppercorns; reduce heat and cook gently. Skim when necessary. After 2 hours the sauce should be well cooked down. Strain; use as called for in recipes. Makes 2 cups.

BURGUNDY SAUCE FOR HAM

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{1 small onion} & \quad \text{1 bay leaf} \\
\text{chopped fine} & \quad \text{1/2 tsp. thyme} \\
\text{1 c. Burgundy} & \quad \text{1 tsp. minced parsley} \\
\text{1 tbsp. currant} & \quad \text{1/2 c. brown sauce} \\
\text{jelly} & \quad \text{(see recipe)} \\
\frac{1}{2} \text{ tsp. salt} & \quad \text{1/2 tsp. pepper} \\
\frac{1}{2} \text{ tsp. butter}
\end{align*}
\]

Heat onion, wine, jelly, salt, pepper, and herbs together. Cook slowly until liquid is reduced a little. Add brown sauce; boil until (Cont'd on page 245)
The blender, your new kitchen maid
It lays the groundwork for gourmet cooking, makes it easier
to prepare food for small children and dieters

In the whirring American household where time is always at a premium, few inventions have brought more satisfaction than the electric blender. This implies that you know how to use it, for if you don’t let it buzz at least once a day, you are not getting the most out of it. And if you have no blender, you are missing an extra right arm. The blender is not just a gadget to make frosted drinks with. You can use it for practically every course of every meal you serve. It helps you do better, more professional cooking by taking over those most onerous kitchen jobs: chopping, beating, and puréeing which, when done by hand, are too laborious to indulge in every day. In no time flat, you can roast the French way, setting the meat on a bed of chopped vegetables whose flavors will contribute delicate overtones to the gravy. Or you can emulate the Chinese short-cooking methods which give such crisp, fresh results. While the guests are taking off their coats, you can transform refrigerator leftovers into delicious canapé spreads, extending a scrap of chicken or a couple of shrimp into something fabulous. Blender-made sauces are legion and include a sure-fire mayonnaise, an amateur-proof Hollandaise. With soups the blender is in its element (see article, page 207); with desserts and ices it is a natural, too. Learning to use your blender correctly is a matter of learning to judge two things: time and consistency. It’s hard to realize that the four sharp blades in the bottom of the container revolve 20,000 times a minute. Yet just figure that one out in terms of hand beating and you will see how a little whirling will go a long way. If you want to cut or dice vegetables, blend them for a couple of seconds only. If you want a velvety mixture, run the blender upwards of 30 seconds. Only if you are rendering a tough substance such as grated coconut to creamy smoothness does it take as much as two minutes. As for consistency, the blender operates best when solid substances are suspended in liquid equal to at least their own bulk. This can be easily managed in most recipes by simply shifting the order in which the ingredients are put together. Suppose you are going to make a chicken soufflé. Instead of beginning by chopping your meat dry, start by blending the liquids and add the diced chicken last. Meats must be diced, vegetables cut into pieces for satisfactory results. On the other hand, soft, juicy fruits and vegetables such as raspberries and tomatoes can be liquidized as is. The blender has no trouble with light or crisp consistencies such as fresh bread or dry crackers, which it willingly transforms into crumbs. It will chop nuts fine and can even shred cut-up cheese provided it’s not too sticky. But don’t expect it to break up whole ice cubes unless the manufacturer of your model specifies that it does. Ice must be crushed beforehand or you can risk breaking a blade. In making breads and cakes with the blender, put all your wet ingredients (milk, eggs, soft fat) plus sweetening and flavorings into the container and pour the resulting mixture onto the dry, sifted ingredients—a time-saver indeed.

FEEDING THE YOUNG
And now for the extra-curricular uses of this indefatigable little piece of mechanism. Perhaps its most valuable contribution is in the nursery department. Most mothers are familiar with the trouble of straining a baby’s food by hand through a sterilized sieve and also know that the commercial solution for this—the strained baby foods—are relatively expensive. With a blender, you can take a small quantity of the meal which you serve to the whole family and reduce it to a consistency that can be assimilated by a one-year-old. This is not only a saving in shopping and preparation time, but doctors approve it for several other reasons. The food is fresher, more nutritious. The child gets a taste for its mother’s style of cooking and never need make the difficult transition from canned food to home-cooked food. The action of the blender makes it possible to retain the vitamin-packed skins of (Cont’d on page 244)
Mitropoulos, unpredictable maestro

By Howard Taubman, music editor of the New York Times; author of Music on My Beat

Dimitri Mitropoulos, permanent conductor of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra, is an artist and an intellectual by choice, and occasionally he gets worried about his choice. There are times, in an access of self-examination, when he wonders whether his artistic work is of sufficient value to the world and whether he is not in danger of losing touch with ordinary people. When he is troubled by such doubts, he is likely to do one of two things—take off to the highest hills for a binge of mountain climbing and solitary soul-searching or plunge into some activity that brings him into direct contact with people of non-intellectual and non-artistic pursuits.

During a vacation in 1943, when he might have been conducting summer concerts across the country, he volunteered to travel with a Red Cross mobile unit which was taking blood donations through the Midwest. Since he was not a technician, he did menial jobs such as sweeping up, sterilizing test tubes, and cleaning equipment. When the day's work was done, the members of the unit would gather in the public room of a small country hotel or in the parlor of a tourist home and the cheerful, self-effacing handyman would become an entertainer if there were a piano at hand. He didn't play classical music, however; he banged out hot boogie-woogie that amused not only his traveling companions but also local eavesdroppers—and the latter were always welcome.

In the spring of 1950 Spyros P. Skouras, president of Twentieth Century-Fox, suggested that Mitropoulos and the New York Philharmonic-Symphony perform at the Roxy Theater in New York in conjunction with a film feature, the engagement to be for two weeks with four shows a day seven days a week. Most illustrious maestros would have spurned such a proposal as a debasement of art, but Mitropoulos was delighted with it. It would give the men of the orchestra two-weeks' employment in their off-season and it would enable them to play for a vast, new audience. But if Mitropoulos did not recoil in horror at the idea, some members of the Philharmonic's board of directors did. Mitropoulos went before a meeting of the board to argue for approval of the plan. He quoted Goethe, "Where the muses go, there is their temple," and prevailed on the directors to let the orchestra take the offer.

He proved Goethe was right. The audience at the Roxy encompassed all sorts and conditions of men and women, boys and girls, bobby-soxers and hepcats. They listened to the kind of music Mitropoulos and the Philharmonic might play at Carnegie Hall, and they seemed to like it. Mitropoulos had a sure-fire way of testing the reactions—not by the decibel count of the applause but by the movement of jaws. Being a gum-chewer himself, he had noticed that his chewing came to a halt as he became absorbed in some new experience. As he conducted on the stage of the Roxy, he cast frequent sidelong glances at the audience and saw that the jaws of many in the theater ground to a slow halt as interest in the music increased.

Cynics in the music world said Mitropoulos had gone into the Roxy for the money, since they could (Continued on page 218)
The New Low-Price
Luxury Blanket

Purrey
by CHATHAM

You’ll sleep like a kitten under Chatham’s “Purrey”... because it’s just as warm and just as beautiful as blankets twice its price, and one of the most practical blankets you could own. It’s made of 88% rayon and 12% wool—a scientifically-planned and patented weave that provides warmth without weight for real sleeping comfort. Your favorite store has the Chatham “Purrey” in your choice of colors, beautifully gift-boxed.

72" x 90", extra long size $10.95
Lovely floral gift box

© 1952 Chatham Manufacturing Company, Elkink, N.C.
Romantic indoor greenery

Exotic plants such as these pictured in Mr. and Mrs. Rexford Welch's Long Beach, California, house, can be grown indoors at all seasons. Choose the varieties you want for their foliage, and plant them in beds or in your window boxes. Crotons, brightly splashed with reds and yellows, offer you an infinite choice of leaf patterns. Ficus—members of the fig family such as fiddleleaf fig, rubber plants, or the tiny, creeping fig—and Philodendrons are a refreshing dark green. Bold and plentiful in form they make a verdant background for yellow-striped dracaenas, aralia, and the graceful fronds of tree ferns.

Sun-warmed house plants of bold crotons, Aralia elegansissima and dracaenas thrive in this serpentine plant bed by a southwest window. Beyond it Mr. and Mrs. Welch's outdoor plant bed makes a green link.

Feathery tree fern fronds, Dicksonia antarctica, and the tall, shiny leaved Ficus elastica make a pleasing combination with deeply-cut acanthus. This walled, indoor plant bed is constructed on two levels.
A new idea in furniture—to make your home you!

Furniture that's a tribute to your own good taste—crafted with "custom" workmanship, yet priced within your reach.

Heritage-Henredon... of course!

Superb pieces for living room, dining room, bedroom... you'll recognize them immediately as your kind of furniture. Your kind of gift, too. Always look for the Heritage-Henredon hallmark!

Living with distinction! Lawson sofa and club chair both combine comfort and beauty. Nest of tables, cocktail table, book table complete the grouping.

Dining with elegance! Arresting breakfront puts your bric-a-brac on view— with storage space below. Chest has an extension top. Table extends to seat 8 to 10. Pull-up chairs lend a cozy air. All of genuine mahogany—in regular or copperlone finish.

Heritage
Henredon

CUSTOM QUALITY at PRACTICAL PRICES

Factories at Morganton, Mocksville, and High Point, N.C.
Another Whittall masterpiece of carpet design and weaving is Hollywood. This quality carpet in a graceful burl of the wood design will do wonders for your home at a surprisingly low cost. You'll like it equally well as a setting for your modern or period furnishings. Available in gray, beige and Juniper or Jade green at better department and furniture stores.

Designed and loomed at Worcester, Massachusetts

O'Hearn Predictor furniture-designed by Paul McCobb
The front of the house is a solid clapboard wall, for all living is oriented to the back, to the view of Narragansett Bay, to lawn and flagstone terrace. At the right is the bedroom and guest wing, which has its own front door; at left, the service wing. Note the traditional, balanced placement of fieldstone chimneys.

The front door is actually a modern version of the Colonial entrance. Colonial sidelights and over-the-door fanlight have been translated into over-sized glass panels at sides and above the double wood doors. A vestibule in front of the hallway helps keep out cold winds, mud in rainy weather.

The compact, U-shaped kitchen was designed to be run easily without servants. Beneath it is the laundry and storage level (see plan below), reached from a stairway to the left of the kitchen. The plan shows how accordion doors can screen off the laundry equipment, which is lined neatly against one wall.

A masterpiece of fine European porcelain! Delicate rosebuds amid soft green leaves, rimmed with pure coin gold, on a body radiantly translucent. The shape is Pompadour—exclusively Rosenthal, and typically Rosenthal in traditional splendour and grace of form. Cost per place setting $15.75.

Ranging in designs from famous Old World traditional to New World moderns, Rosenthal china stands alone in its beauty and craftsmanship. Each piece is crafted by over 100 skilled artisans "faithful to the tradition of fine china making". At fine stores everywhere. Place settings from $10.50 to $85.
There Are Many Kinds of Storm Windows

The only all aluminum Storm Window which includes ALL of these features:

- "All-position" automatic window stops
- The original triple track which provides easier operation, cleaner and easier self storing
- Rust proof aluminum frames and screens. Made of extrusions, no bent flat sheets
- Better engineering and design eliminating gadgets which stick, break, rust, bend and bind
- Made by a mill producer of aluminum for industry which means quality control from ingot to finished product
- Priced with the lowest

To be sure that you do not risk your investment in something less satisfactory, you should see and examine Wisco Storm Windows at your dealer’s.

A fully illustrated brochure of Wisco Storm Windows, Doors and Porch Enclosures will be sent, together with the name of your dealer, on request.

Wisco Aluminum Corporation
3945 A Street, Detroit 16, Michigan

Please send me free literature on your Storm Door, Storm Window and Porch Enclosure.

Name
City and Street
State

COMFORT WITH CHARM continued from page 177

Back of house shows extensive use of large paneled windows

Building data


Wisco Aluminium Corporation
3945 A Street, Detroit 16, Michigan

Dark pine paneling from English illustrator Hogarth’s house gives living room character; window wall and pale green ceiling give light and contrast. A hatch, leading outside, admits a miniature poodle.
A pass-through to the pantry is concealed in the living room's double-duty library storage wall, custom-built of 18th-century English paneling. Two sets of hinged doors let you close it from either side; open, it is a mixing and serving bar. Low drawers and cabinets hold games, cards, and the liquor supply.

On the pantry side, the pass-through (closed here) is placed conveniently between glass-panelled cabinets that hold glasses. A pull-out refrigerator occupies the first counter unit at the left.

In the kitchen end of the service ell (which includes the laundry) a large window looks out over the front entrance driveway. In the opposite corner, a built-in dining nook faces the garden through a picture window. Above the stove is a stainless-steel ventilating hood and fan.

HEAT your home in winter . . . and COOL IT IN SUMMER, TOO!

Servel does both with one complete unit

Yes . . . without complete temperature and humidity control in the hot months as well as the cold, you'll be buying only a half home according to modern building practice. That's why Servel All-Year Air Conditioning, the modern method of complete weather control, deserves such a vital place in your building or remodeling plans.

Unlike ordinary units which air-condition in winter only and just circulate the air in summer, Servel conditions the air throughout your home all year long at low cost. In cold weather your Servel All-Year Home Air Conditioning heats the air, cleans, humidifies and circulates it. In hot weather it cools the air by refrigeration, cleans, dehumidifies and circulates it.

Whatever indoor climate you want is yours at the flick of a switch! The compact Servel unit heats and cools quietly and economically, with gas or oil—has no moving parts in either the cooling or heating system. Reasons enough why more Servel All-Year Home Air Conditioning is in use today than all other makes combined!

Whether you're planning to build or buy a new home or remodel your present home—investigate Servel. Ask your architect or builder or write Servel, Inc., Dept. B10, Evansville 20, Ind.
COMFORT WITH CHARM continued from page 203

Produced in limited quantity by the master vintners of Asti Cellars

You are invited to visit our historic old winery at Asti, California, to see the making of Asti Wines and to enjoy the traditional hospitality of the winery's Tasting Room.

Ask the man who's been to Asti, California

Only the choicest grape varieties from the vineyards of California's most honored wine districts are selected for the making of these distinguished wines. And at the winery the master vintners skillfully and patiently guide the wines through each step of their slow, natural development. You will serve Asti Wines proudly, for each is the finest of its type.

APPETIZER AND DESSERT WINES

Sherry • Pale Dry Sherry
Cream Sherry
Ruby Port • Tawny Port

OUTSTANDING DINNER WINES

Pinot Noir • Cabernet
Burgundy • Riesling
Dry Semillon
Pinot Blanc • Rhine Wine
Chablis • Sauvignon

Working wall in bathroom contains towel closet, niche for radio, and a bank of drawers for cosmetics, personal effects. Dressing shelf above is lighted with fluorescent tubes, has a mirror back. Beyond is one of two spacious wardrobe rooms with built-in storage drawers and open racks.

Luxurious master bathroom has twin lavatories with extra-long marble countertops for toilet articles, and deep set-in circular bowls. The stall shower is recessed in the wall opposite the working wall, and a half-door separates the toilet compartment. A white cotton rug covers the floor.

The Ready-Made Draperies in the

Pelanease

advertisement on opposite page are at the following stores:

Birmingham, Ala. . . . Parkland, Ind.
Beloit, Wis. . . . John Breuner Co. Stores
Berkeley, Calif. . . . John Breuner Co. Stores

Huntington Park, Calif. American Mills Store
Los Angeles, Calif. Buffum's

Outstanding Plan uses master bathroom and twin wardrobe rooms as a natural divider between owner's area and two maids' rooms (at left in plan). From the sitting room adjoining the master bedroom, you can step out onto the wrought-iron balcony, which overlooks the garden.

Burlington, N. Y. . . . Belliveau-Jackson
Cambridge, Mass. . . . The Broadway Dept. Stores

Upstairs plan utilizes master bathroom and twin wardrobe rooms as a natural divider between owner's area and two maids' rooms (at left in plan). From the sitting room adjoining the master bedroom, you can step out onto the wrought-iron balcony, which overlooks the garden.

The Ready-Made Draw
Draperies in the

Pelanease

advertisement on opposite page are at the following stores:

Birmingham, Ala. . . . Parkland, Ind.
Beloit, Wis. . . . John Breuner Co. Stores
Berkeley, Calif. . . . John Breuner Co. Stores

Huntington Park, Calif. American Mills Store
Los Angeles, Calif. Buffum's

Outstanding Plan uses master bathroom and twin wardrobe rooms as a natural divider between owner's area and two maids' rooms (at left in plan). From the sitting room adjoining the master bedroom, you can step out onto the wrought-iron balcony, which overlooks the garden.
Custom Luxury at Budget Prices

WITH EASY TO HANG, READY MADE DRAW DRAPERIES
MADE OF CELANESE* ACETATE, THE BEAUTY FIBER

Here are custom detailed draw draperies to lend the final, fulfilling decorator touch to any room . . . without taking much of your time or any of your patience! You'll hang them in minutes . . . have them for years. Made in Celanese Celaloom*, a deep-textured homespun that keeps its shape, resists dust—thanks to acetate, and is as much at home in a traditional room as a modern one. Draw draperies in this adaptable fabric are available in fresh-staying, crayon colors. In sizes to fit every window and easy to use on regular or traverse rods. Celanese decorator fabrics are also available by the yard. Ready made draw draperies by O'Bie of California and Vogue at stores listed on opposite page.

Celanese Corporation of America, N. Y. 16.

*Celanese ACETATE, one of the world's great textile fibers
parkway terrace* by Tomlinson

ITS WOODS . . . rich, warm, gleaming!
You'll love the inspired blend of golden-glinting cherry, banded with solid American black walnut — so complimentary to any decor!

ITS DESIGN . . . airy, modern, classic!
Interchangeable bedroom, living and dining room, engineered to let your rooms breathe. Uniquely designed legs lend an air of suspension . . . natural woven cane panels, the decorator's touch.

ITS MOOD . . . manor-born!
Parkway Terrace captures the spirit of homes nestled in tree-covered foothills along winding parkways . . . the vitality of high-over-the-city terrace apartments . . . bringing the outdoors indoors anywhere.

See Parkway Terrace to make your dreams come true!
Write for descriptive folder . . . it's free.

Tomlinson
High Point, North Carolina

John Lubbers and Lamberts Mulder design.
Canned soups in party dress

Like the lead-in of a play, the soup you serve lays the groundwork for the dinner or lunch which is to follow. It is your curtain-raiser, your opportunity to offset an interesting flavor and texture against the character of the main dish. Yet because the majority of party soups require hours of making, many hostesses shun this important course with an uninteresting bouillon. They do not realize that nowadays you no longer have to start from scratch; all you need do is embellish. The basic, time-consuming soup processes (which usually begin with butter, onion, celery, bouquet garni, spices, and then call for a couple of hours of slow cooking) have already been done for you by the manufacturers of canned soups. If you doubt this, read the small print on the labels. Excellent as these are, these canned soups, like public faces, are bound to be unhesitatingly recognized. So here are some suggestions on how to disguise them and at the same time save hours better devoted to your main dish.

In this operation, you have two allies: 1) quick cookery, which retains freshness for chicken; and 2) the electric blender which relieves you of the arduous process of rubbing partly-cooked foods through a sieve. Whirring at 20,000 strokes a minute, this blender first chops then smooths to a velvety texture. In doing this, it leaves the tiny particles suspended and frees you from the tedium of a thinking agent. Several of the recipes here call for cream. Don't make the mistake of putting this into the mixer first because, if it is worth its salt, it will promptly become whipped cream, thus bringing everything to a standstill. At any time your blender shows signs of flagging because its contents have become too thick, add more liquid. If it gets too full, empty it into the casingrole in which the soup will be heated and start from scratch with more liquid.

A final recommendation is the low cost of these soups. Each recipe, which serves four, calls for one can of a well-known, nationally-distributed flavor manufactured either by Heinz or Campbell, and costing anywhere from 15c to 25c. The most expensive outside ingredient quoted is ½ lb. of mushrooms, which costs about 40c. Even counting in butter, cream, and some occasional extra chicken broth, you still have a budget dish which will get your meal off to a fine start.

**POTAGE DEMI-DEUIL**

The name of this soup means half-mourning and originated in a suppers recipe for chicken with black truffles. It is inspired by the intriguing blackish color of the final result.

2 tbsp. butter
2 small white onions
½ lb. mushrooms
1 cup heavy cream
Grated lemon peel, lemon juice
Mace, salt, black pepper
½ pt. chicken bouillon
½ pt. top milk
1 can condensed cream of mushroom soup

Melt the butter in a skillet and into it grate the onions (a great time-saving process although it calls for a little more onion than chopping). Cook 3 minutes, then add cut-up mushrooms (including stems) which you have previously wiped with a damp cloth if very fresh, otherwise peeled. Simmer for 5 minutes or so, depending upon whether mushrooms are mealy or dry, turning with a spatula as not to bruise. Pour in cream and allow to thicken slightly. Graze in the peel of half a lemon, add a good squeeze of lemon juice, then seasonings and bouillon. Simmer a few more minutes until mushrooms are soft. Put milk in blender, spin in mushrooms slowly and run for 30 seconds. Return puree to saucepan, add soup, bring to boil, and serve immediately.

**POTAGE FRANZ JOSEPH**

The classic dried pea and ham bone soup native to Scandinavian and Teutonic countries is one of the simplest but certainly not one of the quickest to prepare. This recipe, based on the Austrian version, is best made with fresh rather than frozen peas, although either give it an attractive green color which both the Nordic and the canned varieties lack.

2 tbsp. butter
1 white onion
1 lb fresh peas
1 level tsp. caraway
Salt, pepper
1 can chicken bouillon
½ pt. cream
1 can green pea soup
A little ham cut into fine snippets

Melt butter, grate onion into it and simmer 3 minutes. Add shelled peas, caraway, seasonings and turn over with spoon until all is well lubricated. Cover and cook slowly until medium-soft, adding a little of the bouillon if mixture becomes too dry. Put remaining bouillon in blender, add, and run till thoroughly puréed. Replace in saucepan with cream and add canned soup. Stir out lumps as it comes to a boil. Serve garnished with ham snippets.

**COLD JELLIED BORSCHT**

This recipe involves boiling a bunch of beets—admittedly no 15-minute job. But you can do it the morning before (or in a pressure saucepan), and it does leave you one up on beet salad for tomorrow. Or else use the canned variety. In any case you want about 12 ounces of beet juice.

Juice in which 6 medium beets have boiled
(Continued on page 202)
There's new harmony in home decoration with the new White Rose Wallpapers. Designed to "go together", decorators call them "co-ordinated" patterns. Used on different walls in the same room or in adjoining rooms, they add sparkle to your living—spice your dull surroundings with lively color. Stop in at your wallpaper store or decorator's and ask to see the Co-ordinated Wallpapers in the new White Rose Wallpaper Book.

FREE CHROMOSCOPE!
This color chart contains a spectrum of best decorating colors. Choose York Wallpaper to harmonize with your home furnishings. For free copy, write:

YORK WALLPAPER COMPANY, SEPT. R. YORK, PA.

CANNED SOUPS IN PARTY DRESS
continued from page 207

1 small onion
1 scant tsp. caraway seed
1/2 pkg. gelatin
1 boiled beet
Juice of 1/2 lemon
Salt, black pepper
1 can consomme madrilene
Sour cream

Grate onion into beet juice, add caraway seed, bring to a boil for 3 minutes and put in gelatin previously softened in cold water. Cool slightly before putting through blender along with the boiled beet and cut fine. Churn for 1 minute. Add lemon juice and seasoning, consomme to taste. Pour into cups and chill several hours. Serve with sour cream on top.

POTAGE SINGHALESE
The original recipe for this soup calls for pea purée as thickening. You will find that, after being run through the blender, the rice in your canned chicken soup takes over this job very well. If you prefer, you can pick the small pieces of chicken out of the can, set them aside, and add them at the end to vary the texture.

1 1/2 tbsps. butter
1 onion
1 apple, pared and cored
1 heaping tsp. curry powder
Salt, pepper, cayenne
1 can chicken broth
1 cup top milk
1/2 pt. cream

Melt the butter and in it simmer the onion, chopped fine this time, and the apple cut thin. When soft add curry powder and spices, blending well, then the chicken broth and simmer 10 minutes. Put milk in blender and, when soup has cooled slightly, add it and run for 1 full minute. Replace in saucepan with 1/2 pt. heavy cream and bring to boil just before serving.

ANGELA’S MINESTRONE
The title of this Italian mainstay means "big soup." As it is of the humblest origins and calls for the cheapest ingredients, we take it that the adjective refers to the big number of variants on the original theme. Of our group, this is the only soup which does not make use of the blender. To be authentic, each vegetable in minestrone parades undisguised.

2 tbsps. olive oil
2 small onions
1 bayleaf
1/2 tsp. oregano
1/2 tsp. basil
2 tomatoes
Salt, pepper
1 can chicken bouillon
1 can gumbo creole
2 lbsp. butter

Put oil in skillet and simmer in it the onions (chopped not grated), bay leaf, oregano, basil, simmer till soft. Remove stem part of tomatoes, cut them in eighths and add to mixture, along with salt and pepper. Cook 15 minutes more, add chicken bouillon, gumbo creole, stirring as you bring it to a boil. Serve with grated Parmesan or Romano cheese.

POTAGE PALESTINE
The peculiar coincidence in flavor between true artichokes and Jerusalem artichokes (no relation) inevitably produced this short-cut.

1/2 lb. Jerusalem artichokes
2 cups milk
1 white onion
Salt, pepper, dash of cayenne
Squeeze of lemon juice
1/2 pt. cream
1 can cream of artichoke soup

Peel Jerusalem artichokes, halve them and drop them immediately before they blacken) into a saucepan containing the milk in which they will cook. Bring to a boil, add onion grated, seasonings, and lemon juice and simmer (perhaps 20 minutes) till soft. Put through blender adding some of the cream if more liquid is needed. Turn into saucepan, add remaining cream and can cream of artichoke soup. Stir as you bring to a boil.

And now that you are familiar with the principle, try out your own flourishes and arpeggios with canned soups. In season, add fresh-cooked asparagus to canned asparagus soup. It makes it much greener as well as more savory. Try spinach or sorrel leaves in spinach soup, celery in cream of celery and so on. The raw vegetable, parboiled until just soft, does have a freshness of flavor which obviously cannot be retained through hours of cooking process. But while you're at it, inwardly thank the manufacturers for all the real work they've spared you.

ROSAMUND FROST

House & Garden's
BOOK OF BUILDING 1952

$1.00 at your newsstand or order direct from
House & Garden, Boston Post Road, Greenwich, Conn.
YEAR-ROUND HOUSE continued from page 175

Building data: Chafee house


Manuscripts

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited contributions except, of course, to accord them courteous attention and ordinary care. Manuscripts must be accompanied by postage for their return.

THE DIFFERENCE IN BODART FURNITURE IS

Specialization

A generation of specialization in French furniture is your assurance of the ultimate in quality and authentic design.

A copy of our illustrated brochure is available upon request. Please enclose 10c.
Modern dividers add variety to any room’s usefulness

Divide but don’t separate—that’s the purpose of today’s new interior partitions. Actually, in the true sense, such walls cannot be called partitions at all. Many do not even run full length from floor to ceiling; others are made of clear or translucent glass. Often such dividers can be simply louvers or poles. But each in its way creates a new room, a new mood. In houses old or new, large or small, lightweight dividers give the floor plan greater flexibility.

Choose the piano of the world’s greatest artists

Why do leading pianists, music schools and broadcasting stations use the Steinway? Because no other piano can match its tone, response or stamina.

These also are the reasons the Steinway is the one perfect piano for your home!

In addition, the Steinway is the only Vertical that brings you the Diaphragmatic Soundboard, which helps produce such big-piano tone, or the Accelerated Action, which aids beginner and experienced player alike in achieving sensitive touch. So magnificently is the Steinway Vertical constructed that, with proper care, it will serve your family for generations!

That’s why, even though the initial cost may be higher, the Steinway Vertical is, in the long run, the most economical piano you can buy!

Our booklet, “How to Choose Your Piano,” contains valuable information. For a free copy, write Steinway & Sons, Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th St., New York 19. Your local Steinway dealer (listed in the classified telephone directory) can deliver to your home a superb Steinway Vertical for as little down as . . . $147.50 Liberal time to pay. Slightly higher in the West.

The Steinway is used exclusively by Bruchelleri, Detroit Symphony, Fragola, Frank Giazer, Lella Gussinska, Leo Smit, Sukoenig, Stoll and many, many others.

Over 1000 music schools and music departments of leading colleges use the Steinway exclusively. . . . Only the Steinway is used by nearly all of the nation’s leading orchestras, radio and television stations.

STEINWAY

THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS

Divided glass, set horizontally in thin wood frames, not only adds a definite contemporary note but creates privacy in this entrance hall and its adjoining living room. The same translucent glass, also used for exterior windows and doors, provides brightness to both interiors.

The delicacy of thin vertical rods, springing from low planting boxes, separates this modern living room from a raised entrance foyer yet allows ceiling to cover both areas for better unity.
The soft tracery of exterior planting and trellis add a constantly changing pattern to this outside window wall. The semi-transparent glass softly filters the sharp rays of the sun.

Room dividers need not run to ceiling. This low storage wall not only gives definition to different areas in the house but adds stature and airiness by allowing ceiling to run uninterrupted through each area.

For a study nothing could be more appropriate than this translucent glass wall which shelters and, at the same time, floods the room in a soft glow of light. Potted plants seen both in sharp focus and shadowy patterns give a mural effect.

This divider is simply a wide wood frame filled with a large sheet of wall board, yet it separates the stair hall from the dining area. By mounting the panel on thin metal posts, continuous circulation of air is possible both above and below. A narrow shelf holds letter tray, potted plants.

The pattern shown is TUXEDO. Five-piece place setting is $27.

From the sky-swept towers of New York to the minarets of old Byzantium...in palaces, museums, and beautiful homes, you'll find exquisite Lenox China, chosen for its matchless translucence and ivory sheen. The very same quality of china can be yours—for Lenox makes only one china, the finest! Choose your pattern from the wide variety shown in fine stores. Discover the great—and lasting—joy of owning Lenox.

FOR HELP IN CHOOSING YOUR FINE CHINA, send for the name of your nearest authorized Lenox Dealer. Write Lenox, Inc., Dept. 18-D, Trenton, New Jersey. Enclose 25¢ if you wish "The Reference Book of Lenox China" with full-color pattern and price leaflets.
Make your home look NEW with Johns-Manville
Smoothgrain Asbestos Siding

Yes, the surface is actually smooth, yet viewed from any angle it has a striking "grained" texture.

The HOME IDEA BOOK shows how it will restyle your house in color . . . will never need preservative treatment. Dozens of other ideas, too!

Do you want the latest ideas for beautifying and improving your home? Then you'll want the 64-page "Home Idea Book." The section on Smoothgrain Asbestos Siding explains how this beautiful fireproof siding can be applied right over old sidewalks, completely transforming the appearance of your home. Full-color illustrations show the beautiful, soft shades and rich, "deep grained" texture.

Also in the "Home Idea Book" are remodeling ideas for restyling interiors. It shows you how to cover unsightly walls and ceilings, have new rooms in no time at all with predecorated J-M Ceiling Panels and Wall Plank . . . how you can save up to 30¢ on every dollar you now spend to heat your home in winter, keep it up to 15° cooler in summer with Spintex rock wool insulation.

Whether you plan to remodel or to build, you'll want the wealth of helpful information in this 64-page "Home Idea Book." Fill in the coupon below and send it with 25¢ for your copy.

Johns-Manville
64 pages in full color
Ideas for roofs—beautiful exteriors! Ideas for kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms, extra rooms, new homes...many other features!

Follow this practical guide to fix a leaky faucet

With a few simple directions, anybody can keep the household plumbing in running order.

Here is an easy guide to repairing a tap that drips

1. First, turn on the leaking faucet and let the water run. Next, turn the valve beneath the basin in a clockwise direction until the water ceases to flow from the open faucet. If no shut-off valve is there, you will need to close the main water valve in the basement, or utility room of a basementless house.

2. Remove the faucet by unscrewing the hexagonal packing nut just below the faucet handle. Use an adjustable wrench, preferably one with smooth jaws, and turn in a counter-clockwise direction. Place a thick piece of cloth between the jaws of the wrench to protect chrome-plated parts from scarring. For further protection, wrap plated parts with adhesive tape.

3. Now turn the faucet handle in a clockwise direction just as though you were turning on the water. Keep turning until the central core, which is called the spindle, is completely unscrewed. Lift spindle out of the body of the faucet.
4. Turn the spindle upside down and grip it tightly in one hand, or with a pair of pliers. Using an ordinary screwdriver, remove the protruding screw at the end. This holds a small rubber disc, called a washer, which is usually the seat of the trouble. Take care not to damage the threads.

5. Remove the washer. Usually it will fall out without difficulty, but if it sticks, pry it loose. If the old washer is deeply scored or worn, you will need to replace it with another of identical size from the hardware store. For hot water faucets, a fiber or nylon washer is best; for cold water taps, use rubber or nylon washers.

6. Before replacing the washer, feel down into the open body of the faucet. If the small brass ring at the bottom is rough or cut, it needs to be smoothed with a faucet reamer or it will soon wear out a new washer and cause another leak. Full directions will come with the reamer, which you can buy inexpensively at a hardware store.

7. Now replace the washer. If one side is convex, place that side out. Tighten the small screw and screw the central core back into the body of the faucet with a clockwise motion. Tighten the hexagonal nut clockwise and turn on the water. If the faucet still leaks, the packing under the hexagonal nut may be damaged. Wind with common string or packing from the hardware store.

Win-Dor Approved Jalousie windows and enclosures are the new, modern way to add utmost convenience and comfort to your home. These weatherproof glass louver windows which lock automatically in any position with famous Win-Dor patented hardware, make extra rooms from porches and breezeways. They afford ideal ventilation and complete protection with beautiful appearance at surprisingly low cost.

Win-Dor Approved Jalousie enclosures, this unused porch becomes a delightful modern additional room for both outdoor and indoor living. Jalousies provide protected ventilation at all times.

Jalousies make that old porch young again. There is no better place for fun and relaxation than this "extra room". Stainless steel weather-stripping assures year-round comfort.

Write today for booklet and complete information. Please send 10¢ to cover cost of mailing.

THE CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.
Dept. B-10, 612 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 11, Illinois

Gentlemen:
Please send booklet on Win-Dor Approved Jalousie Windows and porch enclosures. Enclosed is 10¢ to cover cost of mailing.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
Tables by Brandt

**Stylish to Suit**

... your personal tastes

You'll love these easy-to-look-at, lovely-to-own tables by Brandt. Smartly styled in the finest 18th-Century designs with English Antique Finish on selected mahoganies... glowing with the rare rich patina that comes from patient hand-rubbing.

5216—Hepplewhite Cocktail Table—about $90*

5208—Sheraton Window Console Table—about $73*

5216—Japanese Cocktail Table—about $90*

... your budget

There's value a-plenty in Brandt tables... whichever you choose. Skilled craftsmen, working in the tradition of the old masters, assure sound construction, beautifully fitted joints and a general sturdiness that makes a mockery of time.

5215—Sheraton Chairside Table—about $65*

... your decorating needs

Brandt tables slip into your decorating scheme wonderfully... in living rooms, dining room or den... big homes or small. Tables shown are a few of the medium-priced Brandt tables recently introduced. Look for them in fine stores near you.

* Slightly higher in some areas.

Write for free folders showing:
- L. Anniversary Pine
- 2. Mahogany-Double Tables and Chairs
- Custom built to your specifications

**INSULATION continued from page 179**

regular dusting with a soft cloth will do the trick, but they also can be painted to satisfy any individual decorative scheme.

**EASIER MAINTENANCE**

Not only are drafts injurious to health but they also carry carriers of dust and dirt. A well-insulated and weather-stripped house is, therefore, a cleaner house and one easier to keep in top-notch condition. Framing shadows on walls and ceilings which occur when walls are located between heated and unheated areas are also eliminated since all interiors are snug, all walls and ceilings heated or cooled to the same degree.

**ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES**

In these days of tension and tired nerves most of us are conscious of the importance of quiet within our homes, our last havens of peace. Many types of insulation, because of their porous construction, have sound deadening and sound-absorbing qualities. Because of them noises from the outside world are kept from penetrating into our rooms, and sound between adjoining rooms may be kept at a minimum. They are also useful in absorbing sound that leaks through joints or cracks, a phenomenon caused by drying or shrinking of a structure. Decorative insulating tiles or insulating plaster also are important contributions towards deadening clatter within a room.

**EXTRA COMFORT AND HEALTH**

Insulation, then, is a product which offers you and your family greater comfort, health, protection, and money in the bank. It will pay for itself in a relatively short time and increase the value of your house. Enclosing your house like a snug blanket, it keeps evenly heated in winter, cool in summer, eliminating drafts and chilly walls that draw body heat from you. The fact that less heat passes out of an insulated house means that your heating equipment will burn less fuel and remain in first class working order for a much longer period.

There are certain handmaidens to increase the efficiency of any insulation job. Storm sash, or better still, double-insulated glass (two layers of glass with a hermetically sealed air-space between) will do wonders toward adding extra comfort to any room. Ordinary windows lose about four times the heat passing through an equal area of uninsulated wall. Weatherstripping applied at all windows and exterior doors cuts down on drafts and prevents loss of heat from the house during winter months. All cracks around exterior door and window trim should be solidly caulked up since these are among the worst offenders in allowing escape of heat.

For a more efficient, economical heating system, always have your heater, boiler, or furnace in top-notch working order. Clean it regularly each spring after the heat has been turned off. Clean filters in a warm-air system and replace them regularly when they become clogged. See that steam and

Concrete floors laid on ground remain warmer by using rigid insulation around outside walls.

Loose fill insulation is lightweight, can be applied to walls and attics of houses, old and new.

Insulating concrete, placed under radiant heating coils, reduces passage of heat into the ground, helps to warm the house faster.

Vapor barrier on flexible insulation keeps moisture from penetrating outside walls and roof.

Metallic insulation reflects heat back into house during winter, away from house in summer.

**continued on page 219**
MODERN FURNITURE
continued from page 161

The fact that Mr. McCobb takes a couturier's approach to furniture design is easy to understand in the light of his background. He was a fashion illustrator, designed display windows and interiors for fashion shops before he became a decorator and designer. From the fashion photographers who are among his many friends, he developed a philosophy about lighting which has helped in the design and display of his furniture. Lighting and coloring, he emphasizes, are your extra hand in decoration. They can help you to highlight the best features of your furniture and your rooms. In planning room settings for his new collection, Mr. McCobb avoided direct light in order to keep an airy feeling and leave as little shadow as possible underneath the furniture. The white clay tile flooring and white-painted walls reflect light softly. Today, furniture is no longer crowded into a corner or backed up against a wall; it is an integral part of the floor plan of a room. For this reason, lighting, coloring, furniture, fabrics, and accessories should all join hands to create your room scheme.

In decoration, just as in fashion, says Mr. McCobb, simplicity is always the best taste. That is why he advises you to select accessories as carefully as you choose your hat, jewelry, handbag, and gloves to complement a costume. Furniture is part of the background of your room, and a change of accessories can change the feeling of the furniture. The simplest accessories, in his way of thinking, are the best choice. "Just because you own a dozen bracelets," he says, "you wouldn't wear all twelve at the same time." The same common-sense rule applies to accessories in your home. The decorative surface of a bowl or vase is not as important to Mr. McCobb as the shape of the piece. He prefers simple accessories of white china, crystal, and white glass. In one instance, he selected a perforated metal tray, filled it with a dozen pineapples, and placed it on a long white-topped cocktail table (see page 160). He is designing a group of about 15 accessories keyed to the new furniture. One of them, a brass plant stand, is shown in the bedroom on page 162. Brass itself is as familiar to Mr. McCobb as a necklace, since he has been using it in custom-made furniture and accessories of his own design for years. It is extremely durable and excites his imagination.

In addition to the new line of accessories which will soon be available, new occasional pieces will be added to the furniture collection from year to year. This should dispel any doubts you may have about the lifespan of contemporary furniture like this. It will be as good tomorrow as it is today. The designs of Paul McCobb are helping to make America the Paris of furniture collections, to which the world looks for inspiration.

Here is America's most beautiful bedroom suite... styled for either Traditional or modern atmosphere... in the light and glowing Tidewater finish... fashioned by the master craftsmen of Georgetown Galleries.

Send 15c in coin for a colorful booklet showing other Georgetown pieces.

Traditionally in Style

GEORGETOWN GALLERIES, INC.
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA

America's Finest Solid Mahogany Furniture
SOLD IN LEADING STORES EVERYWHERE
Mechanics of living

If you are building a new house, remodeling an old one, or making a few seasonal repairs, these nine new products can mean a lot to you. Good news is the fact that new exterior siding materials and acoustical soundproof tile are available; that you can repair chipped enamel without painting the entire surface of cabinets or range; that you can overcome space problems with such practical devices as accordion doors and square bathtubs.

Self-spraying touch-up tool repairs worn or scratched white enamel surfaces without mess, clean-up, or mixing. Can is self-pressurized; anyone can use it. Simply press the button for a touch as professional as the original factory finish. $1.95. American Kitchens, Division Avco Mfg. Corp., Connersville, Indiana.

Wood accordion door by Pella folds right back to the door frame of your closet. Panels, ¾" wide, ¾" thick, are hinged together with carbon steel springs and suspended from a metal track at the top. Available in white, two shades of ivory, unfinished pine, or oak, birch, mahogany veneers to blend with surrounding woodworking. Average custom size, unfinished, approx. $1.60 sq. ft.; average stock size about $1.35 sq. ft. The Rolscreen Co., Pella, Iowa.

Adjustable Tel-O-Post (left) of heavy-gauge steel corrects sagging floors, beams. Extend it to desired height, lock and fasten it into position. Price about $9.95. Brainard Steel Div., Sharon Steel Corp., Warren, O.

New square bath requires no more space than a shower stall. The Restal is only 38" x 39" x 1' high. It is also convenient for showers, foot baths, and for bathing children. American-Standard, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Acoustical tiles have perforations which blend into an over-all, random pattern on your ceiling. Linen-textured surface reflects light, is tough and washable, can be painted without impairing sound absorption. Celotex Corporation, Chicago, Ill.

Fire door is insulated to withstand heat up to 1,700° F., prevent fire's spreading to other side of door. It is non-warping, lightweight, vermin- and decay-proof. Called "Weldwood," it is faced in a variety of decorative hard-woods and is available in 10 sizes. Average door size faced in birch is $50. United States Plywood Corp., New York.

Paint can attachment, a combination plastic lip and wire handle, serves as brush rest, wiper, and carrier. The Paint-Boy prevents dripping down the sides, keeps rim of can free of paint so that cover can be replaced tightly, and re-opened easily. In two sizes to fit quart and gallon cans, 45c and 89c. Norloc Div., Norton Laboratories, Inc., Lockport, New York.

Prefinished exterior siding for houses incorporates color and texture in a large-sized asbestos-cement sheet which is fireproof. Colorbets is available in strong yellow, red, brown, green, three tones of gray. Size 32" x 96", 3/16" thick. (Pattern parallels 96" dimension.) Approximately 12c to 15c sq. ft. Johns-Manville, New York.

Plug-in thermostat converts any electric heater to thermostatic control. Self-contained, the Thermo-Dial has built-in receptacle, 6' cord, and requires no wiring. Just plug your heater into it, set the dial, connect to outlet. Keeps the temperature constant for hours or overnight. $6.95. Titan Mfg. Co., Inc., Buffalo, New York.

Here is furniture craftsmanship and quality at its finest.

Authentic design, genuine mahogany, and rich hand rubbed finish, make Imperial Masters Tables outstanding accents for your home. Why accept less when you can have Imperial ... the best.

Imperial MASTERS TABLES

HOW TO GIVE YOUR HOME A BEAUTY TREATMENT WITH TABLES
50 pages illustrating fresh and unusual decorating ideas. Send 25c to:
IMPERIAL FURNITURE COMPANY
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Founder member Grand Rapids Furniture Makers Guild
Imperial Tables are made and sold in Canada under the name Deilcraft Imperial.
First Step to Beautiful Windows

Dimitri Mitropoulos

continued from page 196

not believe that a serious musician would care to play seriously for a non-highbrow audience. But these scoffers would not have mouthed such preposterous charges if they had known their man. The truth is that Mitropoulos has a total disregard for money and the customary things it buys, such as handsome living quarters and elegant clothes. He has always lived with almost monastic simplicity. When he was conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, he made his home in a small room in one of the men's dormitories. In New York, he occupies a modest apartment in a hotel on Fifty-seventh Street close to Carnegie Hall.

His private philanthropies have been so numerous that his friends finally compelled him to set up a small annuity fund. He has sent students through school, made private gifts to struggling composers, and has disbursed his sizable earnings in other quiet acts of helpfulness.

As for his Roxy fee, which came to $10,000 for the two weeks, this is what happened to it. He gave half to the Philharmonic Pension Fund. He spent more than $1,500 on a party for the men of the orchestra and their families to celebrate the successful conclusion of the engagement. He paid his manager the usual commission. After he got through paying Federal and State taxes, he ended up with a loss.

Dimitri Mitropoulos is a man of surprises and contrasts. It is traditional in the symphonic and operatic world to think of conductors as temperamental geniuses subject to tantrums, to poses of elegance and aloofness, to racking outbreaks of poetic suffering. Mitropoulos does not fit the pattern at all. On the podium or away from it, he is gentle, soft-spoken, considerate, and reasonable. People at the Philharmonic office are still marveling at the experience of having on their hands an amenable conductor.

This does not mean that Mitropoulos does what he is told, like a malleable child. He has a mind and tastes of his own. He believes, for example, that it is his duty to play the music of living composers and he persists in programming pieces not only difficult to grasp but downright abhorrent to long-time subscribers. When some of the veteran Philharmonic patrons protested, he sat down to discuss the matter with a women's delegation. He offered a compromise—to play unfamiliar pieces every other week. The ladies were charmed, and he emerged with increased support for his policy of performing the living composer.

When he was in Minneapolis from 1936 to 1949, he hit upon a shrewd tactic to induce his subscribers to listen to difficult contemporary music. He served notice on them that each season there would be three "intellectual concerts" and that those who disliked new music could stay away. But they did not stay away. Very few listeners cared...
INSULATION'S EXTRA DIVIDENDS

continued from page 214

hot-water radiator valves function properly and set your thermostat at 50 to 55 degrees when you're away from the house. At night you may save as many as 200 gallons of oil a year by setting the thermostat at 55 to 60 degrees. If you're a fresh-air lover and keep bedroom windows sky high at night, weatherstrip the bedroom door and keep it shut. In this way you'll prevent the cold drafts from raising havoc with your heating system. Fireplace dampers, which offer a wonderful chance for heat escape, should be kept shut tight when not in use. Radiators, painted a color to match your decoration scheme, will give off much more heat than those given a metallic coat.

TYPES OF INSULATION

Though varying in appearance, insulation falls into four classifications: loose fill, flexible blankets or hatts, rigid boards, and reflective insulation.

Fill insulation is made from mineral wool (rock, slag, or glass wool), from wood fibers, and from vermiculite. It is a loose, lightweight material which can be blown, poured, or packed into walls, roofs, floors, and other spaces. Loose insulation is particularly adaptable in old houses since it can be installed without disturbing the main structure of the house itself. Like other cellular insulation, loose fill depends on the tiny trapped air cells for working efficiency in keeping heat from escaping out of a building during the winter months and heat from entering during hot summer days.

Flexible insulation comes in the form of batts or blankets and is especially made to fit between studs, joists, or rafters. It is made of mineral wool, wood, or vegetable fibers. Today most flexible insulations come equipped with a moisture or vapor barrier on one side to resist the passage of moisture into exterior walls.

Rigid insulation is best known as insulating board and is made from wood, vegetable, or glass fibers. It is available in various forms—as exterior or roof sheathing, as lath for plaster, as decorative finish for interiors—tiles or planks, and as exterior insulating siding. Insulating boards or slabs of mineral wool are now used to insulate the edges of concrete slabs. In this way they are particularly helpful in keeping floors evenly warm and increasing the efficiency of radiant floor heating. Reflective insulation is usually aluminum foil in plain sheets or attached to paper backings to be hung between studs, joists, or rafters to reflect heat back into the house or outdoor heat away from it. Foil also comes attached to flexible insulation and to one face of some rigid insulation.

Lightweight concrete, a mixture of vermiculite and portland cement, has become increasingly popular when poured as a slab under the heating coils of a radiant heating system. The coils are then enclosed in a slab of conventional concrete. Even when such slabs are laid directly on the ground, they are free from dampness even on warm, humid days, resist rot, and cannot be penetrated by rodents or vermin.

WHERE TO PLACE INSULATION

This largely depends on the individual house, its location and exposures. However, in general, insulation should be considered a blanket which encloses the living portions of a house. Exterior walls and roofs, if the attic is to be used, should receive insulation. Where the attic is too small or not easily placed around all dormers, over flat roofs, in the floor of a basementless house with a crawl space beneath, in a shed roof and around the edges of a first floor concrete slab resting on the ground. If a garage is to remain unheated, the wall adjoining should be fully insulated. This applies, too, to all walls next to an open porch.

In order to eliminate attic heat in summer and reduce winter condensation, ventilators should be placed in gables or eaves. This will guarantee a free flow of fresh air to carry the moisture out of the house.
A Blackstone Combination Laundry gives you completely automatic Washing, Drying and Ironing in only 72" of wall space.

Beautifully styled, perfectly matched, extremely adaptable, the Blackstone Combination Laundry offers the utmost in design flexibility. Blackstone laundry equipment, the finest built, can be installed anywhere... in the playroom, hobbyshop, kitchen, even on the second floor.

If you are planning a complete home laundry or want only one unit, be wise... join the other smart homemakers who know that the best in home laundry equipment means Blackstone.

FREE! Write today for new booklet, "Blackstone Practical Laundries"
4. The window may now be loosened, but you find you still can't raise it. This calls for the fulcrum method. Screw a strip of wood to the lower edge of the frame and another to the window ledge. With a length of wood serving as a lever, work gently up and down in a prying motion until the window is raised. Fill screw holes with plastic wood afterward.

5. When the window is open, trim off all of the still sticky particles and edges of paint with your knife. It's a good idea to rub candle wax thoroughly along all of the sliding portions of the casement to make future raising and lowering smooth and easy.

6. The frame fits too closely if the window still tends to balk on damp days. The only satisfactory and permanent cure is to remove the window frame and with a plane gradually reduce the size of the frame. Be careful to take off no more than $\frac{1}{4}$ of an inch in all.

---

**Amazing cloth keeps your silver BRIGHT WITHOUT POLISHING**

Now tarnish can be prevented. Sulphur fumes in the air blacken silver because they react chemically with this precious metal.

Polishing actually removes some of the silver itself from sterling or plate.

But Pacific Silver Cloth prevents tarnish from forming because it traps the gases in the air before they reach your silver. This unique fabric is impregnated with tiny particles of silver which absorb the attacking gases . . . keeps your silver bright as when you put it away. It lasts a lifetime, saves you hours of tiresome polishing. Bags, rolls, chests and wraps of Pacific Silver Cloth are beaver brown, always labeled—also by the yard.

**PACIFIC Silver Cloth**

POSITIVELY PREVENTS TARNISH

---

Read & Barson's "Hampton Court" sterling, protected by bags of Pacific Silver Cloth.

---

[Image of silver teapot and brush, with text: "Tarnish gases can't get through Pacific Silver Cloth!"]

---

**RATED BEST ANTI-TARNISH BY READER'S DIGEST REPORT OF IMPARTIAL LABORATORY FINDINGS. FOR BOOKLET AND DEALER NAME, WRITE TO PACIFIC MILLS, DEPT. 10-J, 1407 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N.Y.**
**SELECTED FOR HOUSE & GARDEN’S 1953 HOUSE OF IDEAS**...

**Rittenhouse Avalon DOOR CHIME**

"Proves what wise planning, functional design, and modern equipment accomplish with today's building dollar. Selected by House & Garden authorities, featured for rich golden-tone and correct modern styling is the new 1953 Avalon Door Chime.

The Concord

Another stunning 1953 Rittenhouse Chime creation. Modestly priced solid cherry clock-chime of superb quality. Plays 4-note West­minster melody for front entrance, single note for rear. 9½" x 6½". Only $9.95.

**NEW R-E-P-E-A-T-E-R TRANSFORMER**

Now ... improved, multiple-tone performance on any 12-volt chime including new Avalon. Revolution­ary Repeating Transformer provides louder, automatically repeating signals for two doors, plus regular 1 and 2-note signals for other purposes.

**Rittenhouse DOOR CHIMES**

**AMERICA'S FINEST CHIME SIGNALS**
The Rittenhouse Co., Inc., 102 Lloyd Road, Honeoye Falls, N.Y.

**Trees with many faces**

These trees, like some members of the same family, bear little resemblance to their relatives

**Rosebud cherry**, *Prunus sub-hirsuta pendula*, has long, gracefully hanging boughs covered with clusters of pink, notched-petal blossoms in the spring; var. *autumnalis* flowers in the fall. Each is quite unlike the customary spire- and vase-shaped cherry tree.

**Japanese yew**, *Taxus cuspidata*, can be induced to coil itself around a tall support and grow like a vine. Shearing will help to retain the serpentine form, reaching heights to 10'. You generally see this yew planted in the straight horizontal lines of clipped hedge.

This beautiful beech, *Fagus sylvatica pendula*, reverses in its manner of growth the upright and horizontal lines of other beeches, sends branches cascading nearly to the ground, often hiding the trunk.
to admit that they were not equal to "intellectual concerts."

Dimitri Mitropoulos almost made a vocation of religion as a boy in Greece. Two of his uncles were monks in the Greek Orthodox Church, and one of his great-uncles was an Archbishop. As a lad he visited his uncles in a monastery on Mount Athos and was attracted to the withdrawn, contemplative life. He planned to enter the monastery. But he was also drawn to music, and the thing that settled the matter once and for all in favor of music was a ruling that he would not be permitted to keep a little harmonium in his cell.

But he has held fast to a concern with religious matters. He reads philosophers with avidity, and at the same time he admires without reserve a fundamentally simple yet noble cause like that of St. Francis of Assisi.

In fact, Mitropoulos's appearance has suggested that of a monk to some people. His gleaming bald head has a thin fringe of graying hair that recalls a tonsure. His pale blue eyes are soft, and his face is lean, sharp in outline, and almost homely. His figure is lanky, but he moves with vitality.

There is an odd duality about this man's appearance and conversation. He moves like an athlete and talks like a scholar and poet. Actually, of course, that is exactly the right combination for a conductor.

The job of conducting an orchestra requires the perfect co-ordination of the man of action and the man of thought and feeling. It takes immense reserves of energy to stand upon a podium and lead an orchestra; there is a great deal of physical exercise in the work. If you doubt it, try standing in one spot for two hours and keep moving your arms, head, and body.

Add to the purely physical demands the powers of concentration needed for the task. The conductor must have the whole score in his mind. He must be alert to what goes on in every seat of the orchestra. He must plan ahead so that each cue and effect will be perfectly geared. He must, at the same time, control the balance and shading of each passing sound.

Mitropoulos never planned to be a conductor. He wanted to be a composer, and his father, a merchant in Athens where Dimitri was born on February 18, 1896, wanted him to be a naval officer. The boy pleaded for a musical education and was sent to the Athens Conservatory. There he studied piano as well as composition. He played the percussion instruments in the school orchestra and when he did his military service he served as drummer in an army band.

After the first World War he went to Berlin, where he hoped to concentrate on composition. He served as a pianist and assistant coach at the Ber-

(Continued on page 225)
Coal shoveling, ash hauling and the dirt and inconveniences of old-fashioned home-heating just don't make for a healthy, happy home. At the touch of a fingertip you can have the temperature you want, when you want it. Even on the coldest mornings, your house is cozy and warm when you wake up with—

**TORIDHEET AUTOMATIC HEATING**

**TORIDHEET's** famous wall-flame action has only one moving part; no delicate valves or nozzles to replace or adjust—and you save up to 40% on fuel bills, too.

For tops in dependability, convenience and economy it will pay you to get better acquainted with TORIDHEET Automatic Heating, today.

---

TREES

continued

**Blue beet of the blue spruces,** this dwarf form of *Picea** 

kateriana** spreads in a low, dense mound with twiggy branchlets, striking color accent for lawns, low stone-work. Its giant relative, Colorado blue spruce, reaches heights of 100' and more.

**Ground-hugging types** of dark green juniper, right, and blue spruce, left, spread aromatic branches in soft mounds of contrasting texture. These dwarf trees are particularly adapted to lawn and foundation plantings, and wherever low evergreens are needed in garden design.

The box, *Buxus sempervirens,* so often considered a shrub and grown for hedges, is really a small, rounded tree that will reach a height of 20' in some parts of the South. Its dense foliage, which is fine in texture, can be sculptured to shapes that are easy to retain because of its very slow rate of growth.

**Weeping willow,** most graceful of all deciduous trees, grows quickly to majestic pyramids as high as 40'. Its long boughs, covered with narrow, lance-like leaves, form billowy masses of green that bend to the ground, cast great shadows. Feathery catkins appear with the leaves in the spring.
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MITROPOULOS continued from page 223

In Opera, and that experience made it clear to him that he was meant for conducting. He had learned that while many musicians know their music thoroughly, they may lack the split-second co-ordination to translate their knowledge into instruction and guidance for the orchestra. He found that the gift was his.

He began his active career as a conductor in Athens where he was called back in 1926 to take over the conservatory orchestra. His programs were lively, and the musical scene began to hum. His fame spread beyond the borders of Greece, and he was invited to conduct in other European countries. By this time he had made the final choice—to conduct instead of to compose even though he had composed an opera several years earlier that was performed in Athens and that won the praise of the distinguished French composer, Saint-Saëns.

In 1934, an accident enabled Mitropoulos to make a tremendous splash in Germany. He was to conduct the Berlin Philharmonic with Egon Petri as soloist in Prokofiev’s Third Piano Concerto. At the last minute Petri became ill and could not play, so Mitropoulos doubled as conductor and pianist. His performance was sensational, and he was asked to repeat the dual role all over Europe. Prokofiev, who had planned to play his own concerto in a tour of Europe, found that Mitropoulos had preempted all the dates, and that, if he wanted to perform, he had to write himself another.

Serge Koussevitzky, late leader of the Boston Symphony, heard Mitropoulos and invited him to be guest conductor in Boston in 1936. The next year Minneapolis claimed him, and there he remained until the New York Philharmonic summoned him in 1949. Close friends of Mitropoulos warned him not to go to New York, that the big city consumed artists, building them up and destroying them in a few swift months, and that he would last a little while and then be washed up. But Mitropoulos, the mountain climber, replied that when a higher peak challenged him he must try to climb it.

He has made the top without injury. New York has not harmed or changed him. As a conductor, he is not a dictator but the president of a republic. In fact, he does not think of his role as head of the Philharmonic in grandiose terms. He knows that his highest duty is to serve his art, and he does so with unaffected dedication.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of which Mr. Mitropoulos is conductor, opens its 11th season on October 16. This year it will play over CBS for some 60,000,000 radio listeners as well as the 250,000 New Yorkers who annually attend its concerts. This autumn New Yorkers will also be able to sample the Mitropoulos bent for composition when the Greek National Theater visits Broadway and performs “Electra” to his musical accompaniment.

Sheer, combed organdies by Berkshire are fashion-right for every room...frame your windows with distinction. They’re the most beautifully made organdies you can buy! In white or 8 smart shades. • Send 10c for booklet, “Fashions in Windows,” and name of nearest dealer to Berkshire Curtains, Dept.HG-10, Madison Sq. Station Box 159, New York 10, N.Y.

Berkshire®
Combed Organdy Curtains

From a collection of designs by Paul T. Frankl for dining room, living room and bedroom. Available at fine stores and accredited decorators.

Send 35c for beautiful brochure of designs by Paul T. Frankl

JOHNSON FURNITURE COMPANY
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
JOHN STUART, INC., New York Showrooms, Fourth Ave. at 32nd St.
Enjoy the Beauty, Convenience and Comfort

of the Fabulous New Fleetlite Aluminum Windows

Fleetlite is the revolutionary new window—the complete year-around unit combining interior and exterior double hung windows and screen in a four channel extruded aluminum frame—warmer in winter, cooler in summer—the greatest advance ever in window engineering.

The lasting lustrous beauty of extruded aluminum, the Koroseal mounted glass, the plastic screen, all sash so easily removed (for cleaning) from inside, contribute to new living standards. Gone is the annual task of removing, storing, cleaning, repainting and installing cumbersome storm windows and screens.

GONE FOREVER:

Welcome Spring by raising both lower sash.

Stop storms completely by closing all sash.

Block rain, adjust air flow by centering the two middle sash.

Remove easily and quickly to wash.

WRITE today for Complete Details.

Made by
FLEET OF AMERICA, INC., 408 DUN BLDG., BUFFALO 2, N. Y.

Convenience in the house

Unlike a business executive who can concentrate on one job at a time while his secretary takes over details, the woman who runs a home is constantly being interrupted. That's why it's so important to enlist the help of really efficient equipment. Today, dishwashers relieve you of the tiresome after-meal clean-up. Home freezers and freezing compartments enable you to keep enough food on hand so that you don't have to shop every day. Automatic washers and dryers make it possible for you to wash clothes whenever you like, without effort.

In addition, new major equipment is being designed to give you the most attractive kitchen in the world. Appliances fit side by side to make the most of space in your kitchen and laundry. They are calculated to give you lots of working surface and save your back as well.

Rack revolves for better washing and loading

Every surface of every object gets its share of hot water thanks to revolving Roto-Tray of American Kitchens's new dishwasher. As you turn it, you load from nearest point. Built-in heater maintains correct temperature at all times, warms serving dishes. Control dial lets you change, skip, or repeat any operation. Alone, $399.95; complete with sink, $439.95.

Upright freezer takes 50% less floor space

Styled to match Deepfreeze refrigerator with sea-green door liner. 11.2 c.f. freezer holds 390 lbs. at good height. 4 sub-zero shelves, 3 door racks. 10 temperature levels. Deepfreeze Home Freezer, $419.95.
In 9½ minutes, using 4½ pails of water, the James Premier sweeps dishes with 380 waves of hot water, automatically softens rinse water, bans last rinse to sterilizing 180°, dries in 2 minutes. $249.95.

Automatic washer and dryer by Bendix make single unit. Flush-wall mdunltion hides plumbing. Washer’s built-in heater maintains or raises water temperature. $299.95. Gas dryer, $279.95. Electric dryer. $239.95.

Frigidaire Filtra-matic electric clothes dryer removes objectionable moisture and lint. Condensed moisture drains away, lint is trapped in Filtrator (right), so venting is unnecessary. Companion piece to the Frigidaire automatic washer. Price $249.75.

Set tomorrow’s trend in practical features for greater convenience and comfort, “The House in Winnetka” features floor radiant heating.

Planning for indoor comfort when Lake Michigan’s chilling winter winds drive temperatures down around zero, a Janitrol Hot Water Boiler was selected for its high efficiency heating, beauty and compactness.

In addition to assured indoor comfort, the Janitrol unit equipped with pumps for forced hot water circulation provides extra convenience by heating the garage drive when needed for automatic snow removal.

For the most advanced design, time-tested, and time-improved heating equipment... for any type of hot water heating... for warm air winter air conditioning, there’s a type of Janitrol gas or oil-fired unit ideally suited for any house plan. Insist on Janitrol for the finest.

YOU DON’T NEED A NEW HOME TO ENJOY JANITROL AUTOMATIC HEATING

In many homes it is practical to install a Janitrol Gas Conversion Burner in your present heating system and benefit from the greater convenience and economy of gas. If your present system isn’t adequate, your local Janitrol Dealer will gladly recommend changes to provide improved comfort.
October brings the call of the hunter

Every U. S. citizen has the right to bear arms, and more than twenty million of us think that hitting small moving objects with a shotgun is the best of sport. Nowadays, however, natural targets are not as easy to find as they were only a few generations ago when a man could take his gun to the back pasture and come home with a brace of quail for supper—when prairie chickens were hunted from horse-drawn buckboards.

The growth of civilization—the spread of cities, draining of swamps, intensive farming—have so reduced the natural habitat of game birds that most of us have to travel a considerable distance to get a shot at one. Furthermore, Federal and state conservation laws—necessary, of course, to prevent the extermination of game birds in this country—have made the seasons so short and the bag so limited that the current American would find it almost impossible to achieve proficiency with a shotgun if he relied entirely on live birds, and even highly skilled shooters would find it difficult to maintain their efficiency from one season to the next.

This is one reason for the rapidly increasing interest throughout the country in gun games such as trap and skeet shooting which give good training for actual shooting in the field. As a matter of fact, a given number of shots at clay targets will do more to develop shooting skill than the same number fired at live game because you can concentrate strictly on shooting and are not distracted by field conditions—terain, other hunters, the very excitement of a bird’s rising suddenly from cover.

These gun games are highly recommended for beginners—for youngsters and for women who want to get proficient enough so as not to ruin their husbands’ hunting holidays. And in addition to all this, the games are fun in themselves.

It’s unlikely you’ll have to go far for such practice because gun clubs are established all over the country. Lately many golf and country clubs have followed the lead of Piping Rock, Meadowbrook, and Rockaway Hunt by setting up trap and skeet fields for members to use between seasons.

The “quail walk” is not essentially a competitive game but is excellent practice for field shooting. In this, the shooter walks along a path planted to resemble, as closely as possible, a trail through the woods. He is followed at some distance by a boy who, by means of wires, trips the traps concealed in the underbrush. In close approximation to the actual flight of birds, the targets “fly” at different angles, sometimes singly, sometimes as doubles, thus providing many types of shots.

The number of traps in “quail walks” varies with the available ground. Twenty-five provide a fairly elaborate set-up, but Abercrombie & Fitch have just completed one at Bethpage, Long Island, with forty-eight.

If your neighborhood doesn’t boast such an elaborate layout, and if there’s no gun club within reasonable distance, you can get a lot of practice—and a lot of fun—out of a portable trap on a fixed base, or even a hand trap which you and a friend can operate.

Aside from your shotgun, the equipment you need is simple: a jacket which permits full use of the arms and shoulders in the act of firing, comfortable shoes, and a pair of shooting glasses which have shatterproof plastic lenses to protect your eyes from dust and from flying chips from broken targets. If the day is sunny, a cap with a visor to shade your eyes will be a help.

Special trap guns are manufactured, but if you are out for practice, you’ll certainly want to use the one you plan to use for game because getting accustomed to the feel and the action of your gun is, in this case, the point. Any good shotgun, capable of firing two shots without reloading, makes a satisfactory trap gun. All types have their adherents, all of whom are vociferous—and eloquent—in defense of the guns of their choice. In some sections, single-barrel autoloaders and pump guns are by far the most popular. In other sections, particularly the East, the standard double-barrel is preferred. Some men, however, who are used to shooting rifles, find that the two barrels confuse them and that they try, erroneously, to compensate for them: these men like the superposed, or over-and-under, double-barrel gun which gives them a single sighting plane.

This over-and-under gun has been steadily increasing in popularity during the past twenty years. Browning of St. Louis distributes an excellent one which is made in Belgium. This has a single selective trigger—either the over- or under-barrel may be chosen for the first shot and the trigger readies automatically to fire the second barrel.

A single trigger has these advantages: it allows you to shoot with speed and ease without changing the configuration of your grip; it also eliminates the sharp rap your finger may get when the rear trigger is used, the anticipation of which may very well cause you to develop a “flinch.”

Double-barrel guns of American manufacture are in short supply. Several companies have stopped making them altogether, figuring that the increased costs of materials, hand labor, and the like would put the selling price (Continued on page 229)
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way out of range. The fact is that
Winchester's Model 21 is now one of
the very few fine double-barrel guns
being turned out in this country.

The gap is being filled, to some
extent, by guns imported from Europe.
I've already mentioned the one that
Browning has made in Belgium.
Stoeger Arms Corporation of New York
has added to their "Zephyr" line a
handsome standard double-barrel gun
made by the famous Sarasota Arms
factory of Spain, and an over-and-under
model, also Spanish, made by Ugartechea.
Stoeger also imports an auto-
matic made by Franchi of Italy. As in
years past, Abercrombie & Fitch of
New York and Von Lengerke & Antoine
of Chicago have on hand a limited
number of guns made by famous Eng-
lish firms which have never relaxed
their standards of quality nor, I may
say, the price they charge for same.
These stores also carry excellent Ger-
man guns—a standard double-barrel
made by Sauer, and an over-and-under
made by Merkel—which are efficient,
handsome, beautifully balanced, and
quite reasonably priced.

Although twelve-gauge guns are
still the most widely used by shooters of
upland game, you see more and more
sixteen- and twenty-gauge guns in the
field. As a matter of fact, the twenty-
gauge guns seem to be rapidly ap-
proaching the twelve in popularity!

The reason for this trend is, of
course, the saving in weight. Experi-
nenced hunters have simply got tired of
lugging around eight pounds of gun all
day, and have found that with practice
they can compensate for the thinner,
smaller pattern, and kill as many birds
with a gun that weighs five-and-a-half
or five-and-three-quarter pounds.

Reduction of recoil, as well as of
muzzle blast, makes these smaller gauge
guns the right ones for beginners—
especially for women and youngsters;
using them they won't develop the fault
of "flinching" which will interfere
seriously with their proficiency and
which is often difficult to eradicate.

Speaking of beginners reminds me
that a husband and father who is an
experienced shooter is not necessarily
a good instructor; in fact he is likely
not to be because during years of prac-
tice his actions have become so auto-
matic—almost instinctive—that he may
no longer be able to analyze them and
he may, furthermore, get impatient
with what he considers his pupil's stupidity or stubbornness.

So it seems a good idea for a be-
inner who doesn't want to develop bad
habits at the outset, to take some les-
sons from a professional instructor who
not only will show him how to fire a
gun at a target, but will teach him
respect for the weapon, teach him how
to handle it with safety to himself and
companions, and how to care for it.

(Continued on page 231)
Autumn pace setters to perk you up indoors and out

Corn roasts and clambakes, by the sea or in your own backyard, are keen appetite-weatherers in crisp fall weather. So why not take along a big blue-enamelled clam steamer to hold three pecks? Use it over a driftwood fire or a charcoal grill; there's a handy faucet in the lower portion to siphon off clam broth. A family-size butcher block, good for cracking a lobster claw or mincing an onion, is of hard rock maple, has legs tipped with skid-proof rubber. Steel picnic skewers, fork, and turner, with stout bamboo-root handles, come in a set complete with barbecue recipes. To keep picnic food hot or cold for hours, there's a bright plaid carryall container made of Vinylite plastic which tucks into a wicker basket complete with carrying straps; draw strings hold the insulated lid firmly in place; pack it with ice cubes, bottled drinks, hot casseroles. Innocent as a diplomat's dispatch case is a portable bar carried like luggage; it holds three bottles of cheer, glasses to dispense same. Or use it for less frivolous freight, such as business papers.

Oldtime Cape Cod firelighters inspire a modern version by designer George Nelson; useful to replace small kindling, this firelighter pot holds kerosene or coal oil; oil-handled shaft pierces the pot cover, is fitted with an absorbent firing stone. Just ignite it, thrust it under a pile of logs for a quick blaze. To put out a flash fire, a new, plastic-covered liquid fire extinguisher, "Fire-Away," makes a handy protector.

For every room in your house there is a wall covering to express your taste. "Plantation," a new hand-screened original by Thibaut, evokes mellow landscapes, Southern hospitality; leafy patterns have a crisp, open freshness. "Space Rockets," in designs that whirl through a sky-blue firmament, appeals to young scientific minds newly graduated from their Hopalong Cassidy days; "Rockets" is by United. "Curiosity Shop," Schumacher's contribution to the popular patchwork-quilt look, is pleasing in country bedrooms. Other Schumacher wall patterns are "Five to Seven," replete with tangy yellow lemons, olive greens, old-fashioned "turnip" watches festooned by green sprigs. "Double in Spades" is an Americana reproduction from the Farmer's Museum, Cooperstown, N. Y. (you can have the same pattern in a matching fabric); "Ripe Harvest" is colorfully printed with Concord grapes, apples, plums, pears, ivy.

Fabrics in the news: Oriental "Street Scene" captures the delicacy of Japanese art in a wool and silk casement panel by Quaconnect. In the Far-East manner with modern accents is a leafy design printed on linen with earth tones, pumpkin hues, blues, greens. If you comb country auctions for antique wooden shopkeeper's signs (shaving mugs, barber poles, keys, scissors, horseshoes, etc.), "Signs of the Times" is a multi-colored print by Stapler, on antique satin.

Folding tray stands are a hostess's best friend for buffet parties, tea-time snacks; one made of Finland birch has four suction cups to hold any tray in a firm grip; you can order a birch plywood tray to match. Another ingenious tray server gives you triple-play duty as a stool, catchall, or a small table. The black metal tray perches on three legs; a wood top fits in it for table use; add a round foam-rubber cushion for a stool.

(Continued on page 231)
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If your young are music-minded, ask about a rotating horn toy made of Bakelite plastic; by twisting the horn and using a little lung power it produces eight clear notes in a full octave range for making tunes. When the Nimrods in your family take to the woods, arm them with “Gun-lock,” a small safety device to slip over the trigger guard of rifles and shotguns; then you can await with peace of mind that pheasant dinner they promise.

For further information write House & Garden’s Reader Service

THE HUNTER continued from page 229

A good gun barrel will not wear out in a lifetime’s shooting, but rust can pit it in a surprisingly short time. And rust is always due to neglect: a clean steel surface, lightly coated with oil (to keep off moisture) will not rust. Though it is true that small spots of rust can be removed, the damage—however slight—cannot be undone; red rust is evidence that corrosion has begun and that the surface has been damaged. So a gun should be cleaned after each day’s shooting. Even leaving it overnight is too long.

Since the acid in perspiration will eat through an oil coating and encourage rust, a gun that has been handled should be wiped on the outside with a dry cloth and then with an oily one before being returned to its rack.

A gun should not be stored, between seasons, in a leather or canvas case because both fabrics hold moisture. And the damper the climate you live in, the oftener it should be taken from the rack and given the once-over.

Every couple of years a fine gun should be strip-cleaned. But this is a job for a professional gunsmith and shouldn’t be attempted by anyone who has not the proper tools and has not been thoroughly trained in their use. You wouldn’t attempt to strip-clean a good watch, would you?

The clothing of the shooter of upland game should be as lightweight as is consistent with the weather and with the fact that tramping all day over broken ground will keep you pretty warm. Early in the season, briar-proof cotton pants and a lightweight flannel shirt will give you the protection that you’ll want, and a sleeveless shooting vest of closely-woven, shower-proofed cotton will provide the generous pockets you’ll need for shells, lunch, tobacco, compass, and, of course, the game that you kill. Visored caps are popular nowadays because fitting

(Continued on page 234)
Old Colony furniture is made for those who seek the ultimate in luxurious living. The designs skillfully combine the beauty of the past with the ingenuity of the present.

Distinguished Service
Portable Durant Liquor Cabinet holds 4 bottles at each end behind a locked door. Its bottom double drawer contains a storage rack for 16 glasses. French cherry, with gold-tooled black leather slides for extra-end-table service. 26½" long, 17½" deep, 26" high.

FRANCONIA CHINA One of Europe's Finest
Sycamore—a graceful border of forest green Sycamore leaves with delicate gray blossoms, a center spry and gold tracings. An exquisite dinnerware pattern on ivory-tinted translucent china.

Contemporary in spirit—Sets a charming table
5-pc. Place Setting with 10¼" dinner plate $8.95*

*Slightly higher South and West


This unusual book does for the earth what Rachel Carson's The Sea Around Us did for the sea. It tells the how and why of the plant sciences in a style possible only to one who has assimilated all of them. This story of The Plant (not any one, but all of them) is as fascinating as a fine novel and is a basic book which will help you to garden and to use all other gardening books with greater understanding. There is an appendix on plants especially easy to grow. Garden operations and plant names each have their own index.


Describing himself as a sort of liaison officer between botany and the general public, Dr. Anderson brings a rare enthusiasm to his subject and to geography, anthropology, and archaeology as well. The history of weeds is the history of man, he writes, but we know so little of that history that this book is more like a detective story in which suggestive hits of evidence are brought in and analyzed. In a highly conversational manner and with considerable humor, Dr. Anderson chases down clue after clue, and in the excitement of the chase, the reader manages to absorb a wealth of botanical fact and surprise. Read this book, walk down a country road, look at your garden, or even watch from a train window, and you will see things you never saw before.


Popularly known as "America's foremost garden book," this volume has been revised and reprinted with new material on soil management; lawn care; new varieties of perennials, bulbs, tubers, greenhouse plants, and vegetables for freezing; spray schedules for fruit trees; seed-sowing techniques; and weed, pest, and disease control. This big, thick book, now up-to-date, holds between two covers all you need to know for successful gardening.


A slim volume literally packed with information for both the novice and the experienced gardener. As horticulturist at the New York Botanical Garden, Mr. Everett's authority is unquestioned. As author of a weekly garden column in the New York Herald Tribune, he hears the questions the gardening public asks. As radio and TV demonstrator, he knows how to tell and show exactly "how to do it." With photographs, sketches, diagrams, tables, and a tightly-written text, Mr. Everett has managed to present a complete garden guide in 140 pages.


Mr. Clark talks directly to the average owner of a small suburban plot who is an average or amateur gardener, and he talks sound sense. "Before you spend a cent on your garden, make a plan!" he begins. Then he tells you how, goes on to the tools you really need, your soil, and all the problems of every inch of your garden. His lists of plant materials with headings such as "Sure-fire for Suburbs," "Good, but be Careful," and "Avoid these" are especially helpful, keyed as they are to ease of growth. Mr. Clark was formerly editor of Horticulture magazine and is a frequent writer for the New York Times.


This title seems to be an abbreviation of Henry B. Aul's invaluable How to Beautify and Improve your Home Grounds (Sheridan House, $3.50), and the book also is brief. But it is a good, inexpensive guide for the small home owner to use in landscaping his small lot. Leo Soretsky has liberally illustrated it with over 250 working drawings, the most unusual of which are the landscape-eye view plot plans showing step-by-step progress at each chapter end.


Boasting full-color jackets and 62 full-color illustrations, these five-by-seven-inch books are pocket guides to Better Flowers, Better Fruits, Better Lawns, and Better Vegetables For Your Home Garden. The lawn book has special value since Mr. Melady is a well-known turf authority, but his comprehensive coverage of fruits, berries, and nuts, tips on growing prize-winning flowers, and his specific advice on over a hundred vegetables are each worth the price of the whole set. It is difficult to decide whether his witty asides or the delightful drawings of his daughter do most to embellish the text.

Modern Gardening by Dr. P. P. Pirone, Simon & Schuster, New York, 1952. $3.50.

The miracles of modern chemistry are the hottest news in the gardening field;
but this book, written by the plant pathologist of the New York Botanical Garden where so many of these miracles take place, is much more than news. After a foreword on soil conditions and a cogent chapter on planting fundamentals, without the observance of which no wonder drug can work, Dr. Pirone deals directly and succinctly with leaf-feeding, retarding the growth of shrubs and trees, speeding the growth of vegetables and flowers, spray-killing of weeds, and chemical war on insects. His style is as easy as it is informative; and his tables on plant foods, herbicides, insecticides, compatibility of insecticides and fungicides, and combinations sprays and dusts are invaluable. He lists trade names, active ingredients with percentages, and the manufacturer and use of each. The second part of the book is composed of answers to 500 of the thousands of questions Dr. Pirone is asked about chemical and mechanical aids to better gardening. Well-organized, well-indexed, and well-printed, this book will be a pleasure and a boon long after newer chemicals make their appearance.


Here is a book that answers "What is the trouble?" for almost any plant problem you are apt to have. It deals mainly with insect pests and diseases and how to control them, but also with the effect on your plants of soil, fertilizers, water, light, temperature, wind, and climate. It is written with verve and humor and illustrated with some of the choicest gardening cartoons yet published plus clear line drawings in which you "meet the pests personally." The book includes bibliography, definitions, index, and a list of Agricultural Experiment Stations on which you can rely for advice on local conditions.


If the advent of the new soil conditioners has aroused your interest in soil textures or confused the meaning of terms like "silts" and "loam," and "clay," this is the book to set you straight. It will probably also teach you much more than you ever thought you would know about soil sciences. Nothing is more basic to the success of your garden or lawn than the structure and nutrient supply of its soil, but only a writer with profound technical knowledge plus the gift of transmitting it in non-technical terms could hope to handle so complex a subject. Mr. Kellogg, who is Chief of the Division of Soil Survey (U. S. Department of Agriculture), has both the knowledge and the gift. If you read his book this winter, you will have a better understanding and deeper interest in gardens in some spring. And the table, "Some soil preferences of selected plants," will prove a valued reference for years to come.


Cynthia Westcott, in her business as The Plant Doctor, cares for some 10,000 roses and, as one of our best-known plant pathologists, knows every ill a rose is heir to. But she says "roses are fun" and "unbelievably tough and long-suffering." Her quick, illustrated guide to their pests and diseases is almost as good as having the doctor come herself. Her chapter on choosing roses clearly explains rose classifications, describes 225 good roses, and lists nurseries specializing in them. She gives 10 commandments for growing roses, of which the last is "Love your Roses," and devotes an entertaining chapter to "Living with Roses." She really does both, as she demonstrates in her ideas for their use in garden design and flower arrangement.


This is a primary source on trees for most of the United States and Canada. A book to which subsequent books on the subject may refer. It is a companion volume to Shrubs and Vines for American Gardens, for which Dr. Wyman received, in 1949, the Norman Jay Colman Award of the American Association of Nurseriesmen for "horticultural progress through research." Dr. Wyman foregoes botanical discussion in favor of practical information on the appearance, use, and habits of 745 species and varieties which he recommends. (There is a secondary list of 1,600 which his experience as horticulturist at the Arnold Arboretum has led him to consider no better than or inferior to the 745.) Particularly helpful are his lists of trees for special purposes: shady sites; wet or dry soils; sea-shore or city conditions; trees of special height or shape; outstanding flowers, bark, leaves, or fruit; dwarf trees; and those that are pest free. Colored maps show hardiness zones and the regional advance of spring, and there are 100 fine photographs.


The first issue of this annual covered remaking and rehabilitation; the second, bulbs; and the current issue has chapters on irises, dianthus, delphiniums, peonies, pinks, ferns, and other hardy plants, each written by a contributing specialist. There are 155 excellent photographs and an article on textural variations in plant foliage by Brenda Colin, F.I.L.A.

loveliness lives here!

Firelight and candleshine…glowing walls and deep-cushioned chairs…here's your invitation to relax! Much of the beauty of this attractive room is due to its Western Pine woodwork. These versatile, lastingly lovely woods of the Western Pines® deserve your first consideration for any building or remodeling project. Pine-grained, soft-textured, they are easy to work, can be painted, stained, enameled, or left natural. Consult your lumber dealer—then build in charm with the Western Pines®!

THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES®

Send for your FREE copy of the new edition of "ENCHANTING HOMES OF WESTERN PINES." Hundreds of decorating ideas, 65 pictures. Write to WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION, DEPT. 532-2, YOSEMITE BLVD., PORTLAND 4, OREGON.

THE CHARM OF WILLIAMSBURG IN YOUR HOME

Treasured copies of America's most priceless furniture are now available through leading decorators and dealers. Send for new Williamsburg folder picturing the entire collection. KITTINGER Company, 1903 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo 7, N.Y.

KITTINGER

Exclusive Makers of Williamsburg Furniture Reproductions

Exhibits: Buffalo Chicago Boston New York Los Angeles San Francisco
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the skull closely as they do, they are not so likely to be snagged by branches, but I prefer an old felt hat because when the rains come, it sheds the water away from the back of my neck.

As the season progresses and the weather gets colder, you'll probably find lightweight wool underwear comfortable under your cotton pants because wool, though it absorbs perspiration, doesn't get clammy as cotton does.

At that time, a regular shooting jacket will be no burden. Perhaps the most famous of these is the one made by Burberry's. The fabric is fine, closely-woven, iridescent cotton twill which has been waterproofed. It has large herringbone side pockets; and a game pocket that goes all the way round has a blood-proof lining and is removable for cleaning.

Breeches and pants made of the same material have large reinforcing patches on the seat and on the fronts of the legs. If you hunt through briary country, you can have cowhide plates sewn on for additional protection against bull briars, but I think a better idea is to buy a pair of chaps that have cowhide fronts; you can bring them along in your car and pull them on just before you start into the field.

Proper footwear is extremely important. It should be as lightweight as practical but must have a substantial sole to protect your feet from stone bruises. Except in snake country, high boots are unnecessary and they give you extra weight at the place where it is most tiring to carry; if these boots are tightly laced they will restrict the calf muscles and if they're not, wrinkles at the back can cause painful inflammation of the Achilles tendon.

A nine-inch boot is the usual choice of hunters, though I know many men who swear by the six-inch Maine Guide Shoe sold by L. L. Bean of Freeport, Maine. This is made over a mocassin last but has a shank and counter that make it comfortable and hold it in shape. The leather is dark oiled tanned calf and the sturdy sole and beveled heel are brown rubber.

Since walking over rough ground for several hours will probably cause your feet to swell a bit—or at least to spread out—it is advisable to buy a hunting shoe plenty big—some say one size longer and two sizes wider than the shoes you wear in town—and even larger if you wear heavy wool socks.

Gerald McCann

BUY DEFENSE BONDS

Compact, Convenient Corner Desk

This graceful trio—desk, left and right bookcases—serve as a handy household "office", make corners interesting and livable. In either lime oak or mahogany finish with veneered tops. For enduring elegance, see these and other Springfield pieces at better dealers, or write direct for further information.
GARDEN STEPS  
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must be measured accurately. To be your own gardener-mason your design must not be too elaborate and you can build simple ones with a little study of practical books on garden structures, plus time, imagination, and a strong back. It requires skill and strength to cut a stepped profile into a solid bank of earth, follow the shape with a concrete base, and lay your tread and riser bricks in uniform patterns. But if brick laying in your garden has the same Churchillian appeal as it has to England's Prime Minister, you can have an enjoyable time with mortar and a trowel. Should your taste run to fieldstone, don't make the mistake of using more enthusiasm than skill by seeing a lot of oddly-assorted rocks from a hillside and piling them hastily into place. They are apt to tumble down in a heap when trodden upon.

The suggestions and examples of steps offered here are designed to help you create an attractive effect, compatible with your garden and underpinned with practicality. Since none of us has the leverage of a Goliath, your steps are to be built in curves, in tiers, in a gentle ramp walls along which you can set out terra cotta urns, tubbed or potted plants. Be wary of the overly rusticated settings in which garden steps are constructed with a determined view to appearing natural. These often defeat their purpose by having a studied, labored quaintness, falling into that unfortunate class of garden masonry replete with pink iron florin-gos, coy stone rabbits, and miniature windmills by an artificial rill. Whatever your plan, there is keen satisfaction in following your own initiative and taking a personal hand in giving your garden a lift.

I personally like to plan such work carefully ahead of time and to have in mind just what I am going to do before I begin. It is important to do this as otherwise your time and money will be wasted in trying to work out a design as you go along. This usually results in tearing out steps when they are partly finished and starting all over again. Sketch your plans on paper before putting in a single step. Think it out in relation to angles, views, sun, shade, and surrounding plantings before you begin. Ask yourself if your steps are to be built in curves, in tiers, in a gentle rise, to correct a steep ascent, to make a contrast between horizontal and vertical lines, to pave an area on which grass won't hold, or to make a landing stone by water. Each is a challenge to your ingenuity. I have found it desirable not to have more than three or four steps in a series without a landing to break the ascent. This creates a (Continued on page 237)

FREE!  
new "Reserve Supply Video Power chassis for brighter, cleaner images . . . world famous Symphonic Tone . . . Crystal-Clear picture . . . ready for UHF now!

If you love children . . .  
and take delight in selecting their gifts, and for this one-of-a-kind FREE catalog today. Sprinkled through it's wonder-filled pages are hundreds upon hundreds of creations gathered from the far corners of the earth expressly for F.A.O. SCHWARZ. It's truly a child's dream of heaven come true.

F.A.O. SCHWARZ  
745 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

"Quality toys, at competitive prices, from America's most famous toy store"  
Also: Boston • Androscoggin, Me. • Washington, D. C.

PLEASE SEND AT ONCE the new, exciting ToyWonderland Catalog to:
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IT'S IMPRESSIVE.  What woman wouldn't enjoy being hostess in this distinguished Ranch Oak furniture setting. Lovingly crafted and sturdily constructed of solid natural white oak, Ranch Oak does a room proud by its rugged, informal beauty. Over 100 pieces in stock. See the Ranch Oak Collection in leading furniture and department stores now. Choose your very own "starter-piece" or a complete ensemble for any room in your home.


WRITE A. Brandt Co., Inc., 1701 E. Lancaster Ave., Dept. A-10, Ft. Worth 1, Texas

Here's how you can forget your home heating system and high fuel bills!

The MOR-SUN FURNACE MAINTAINS its fuel-saving efficiency!

In addition to giving your family HEALTHFUL INDOOR COMFORT automatically, the gas or oil-fired MOR-SUN Furnace maintains its economic operation. It gives you everything . . . freedom from high fuel costs . . . due to its exclusive design and engineering features . . . freedom from worry . . . because it is completely automatic . . . just set the thermostat at the zone of comfort you want—then forget it! Get all the facts — the yellow section of your telephone book has the address of your local MOR-SUN Merchandiser — or mail the coupon.

MOR-SUN FURNACE DIVISION  
MORRISON STEEL PRODUCTS, Inc.  
Manufacturers of Roly-Doors and Carry-All Truck Bodies

665 Amherst St., Buffalo 7, N. Y.
Carving grass panels, above, carved with brick, make a verdant link between lawn and brick paved terrace. Narrow brick steps mark side boundaries. In the garden of Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Neuhauß, Houston, Texas.

Flagstone and brick flight, left, follows the curve of a brick retaining wall, connecting parking area and upper level in the garden of Mr. and Mrs. James O. E. Beck, Jr., of Memphis, Tenn. Designed by J. Duke Moody.

Shallow concrete steps, below, form textural contrast to the boundary of brick wall topped with large slabs. In Mr. Henry R. Rea's garden, Farmhill, Sewickley, Pennsylvania.
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pleasant pause while strolling, and reduces the effort of walking up or down.
The risers of lifts between steps should never be over six inches high, preferably four or five inches, and the treads should be at least a foot wide, or wider. Children like to race up steep flights with a hop, skip, and jump; but bread, placidly-sprawling flights invite more leisure in your garden. Great care should be taken to see that your finished steps do not tilt or slip the least bit when walked on. Before setting steps in place be sure that the ground is as level as possible. Frost heaving is not a problem in warmer climates, but driving rain will wash under foundations unless the earth's floor is firmed and tamped in advance. Brick or flagstone should be leveled to take care of any unevenness on their undersides, then fitted evenly in depressions in the ground which conform with their shape. It is important to see that the soil at the ends and corners of your steps be made especially solid and every crevice filled tightly. This can be done with cement or with small stones to fill the chinks. In constructing a fairly long flight of steps such as one leading down to a lily pond, or up a considerable slope to take in a view, you can devise landing turns, or curving lines to form a circular walk. One of the most satisfactory flights of steps I have seen was built from stones taken from the foundation of an old barn which had been destroyed years before by fire. The stones' texture had a mellow, weathered hue. Only a few of the pieces were large enough to be used singly but many were just the right size and shape to be fitted together so that two or three made a step of proper width and depth. A very little cement was used between the stones to hold them together. After it was partially set, the cement joints were raked out to a depth of about half an inch so that the cement was indistinguishable.

Gathering stones such as these can become a delightful hunting hobby. As you drive around the countryside keep a keen collector's eye out for suitable ones. You may come across garden materials in quarries, on hillsides, in tumbledown fieldstone walls, in brick kilns, on rocky coast promontories. Whenever you see any which you could use satisfactorily, make an effort to acquire them. I have collected them singly, two or three at a time, and by the carload. Ornamental stone, flag, or brick to be used prominently as an impressive garden accent should be carefully selected through a dealer. This will ensure you a harmonious effect, relating the pattern of materials—rugged, rustic, simple, or formal—to the setting. Small pieces, broken flagstone, bricks, fieldstone, if regular in shape, are handy for bracing flat slabs of stone, bricks, fieldstone. if regular in shape. especially those which are thinner at one end than at the other. A supply of small stones on hand gives you more

(Continued on page 238)

**CHERRY BOLS**

What? You haven’t tried a BOLS LIQUEUR

served on the rocks?

Order it at your favorite restaurant or bar—then enjoy it at home, too! And remember, for the most complete enjoyment of this delectable drink—you must ask for BOLS Liqueurs.

Pour an ounce and a half of Bols Cherry Liqueur over two or three pieces of ice in an old-fashioned glass, and stir gently.

Write for FREE new edition of Bols Recipe Book.

DISTRIBUTED BY BOLS DIST. CO., INC., 350 FIFTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y. • BOLS CHERRY LIQUEUR, 54 PROOF

**Peerage Brass**

To grace the hearth—large or small—for kindling or logs. Handsomely embossed brass woodboxes with ship or group designs.

241/4" Long—22" High.$93.00
221/4" Long—181/2" High.$61.50
181/4" Long—13" High.$27.50
Sloping Top 181/4" Long—111/2" High.$32.00

Prices are slightly higher west of the Mississippi.

Send for booklet and your dealer's name

S. P. Skinner Co., Inc.
225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.
Sole Agent and Wholesale Distributors in U.S.A.
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ease in working out curves and turns. If you have wooded land and can sacrifice a small line of closely growing trees, timbered steps combined with stone or brick landings make an inviting pattern. Raised flagstone on sod terraces also makes another attractive, connecting link. Tanbark, peat moss, pine needles, pecan hulls, and—especially along Cape Cod—white paths of tide-washed mollusk shells are interesting garden materials to combine with brick and stone. The variety of a garden-mason's palette is infinite.

Most of us have a misconception that building steps and pathways is highly specialized work, not to be tackled by amateurs. This is not true. You can begin simply, and learn as you progress. It does of course require patience, and a knack for following through on exact details. But that applies to everything connected with good gardening. It does not require imagination or even lavish labor costs to find a lichen-covered stone mill wheel, set it as a garden step, watch the sun travel around it, and give it color with low border plants such as pink and white ground phlox. That is just one type of charming garden step to start with. If suitably selected and built with proper care, garden steps will last for years without any attention whatever. You can enhance them by planting spreading evergreens, ferns, naturalized drifts of daffodils, wood violets, English ivy, or leafy ground covers. Opening up new outlooks, each step you build gives your garden, and your initiative, a lift. For a true gardener's garden is never settled, any more than the earth is static. By using the natural materials described here, you can raise the earth, expand it, increase its vistas. You can pave it, redesign it, terrace it with timber, tile, brick, or stone. It requires no astronomic wizardry to curve or square your spot of earth. So far from being settled, the face of your garden can be as lively as your imagination.

ON THE COVER

Following is additional information about the merchandise on the cover.

WALLS: Green flock and polished white stripe wallpaper by Herndon Papers.

CURTAINS: Printed linen by Cheney Bros.

DINING TABLE: Bleached mahogany by Widdicomb.

BEAUTY on DUTY

Sheer woven-metal curtains drape your fireplace with envied loveliness ... provide positive protection against flying sparks. Curtains glide open or closed at the touch of one hand with exclusive Unipull.

Also available in improved free-standing Frame Flexscreen. At all better stores—or write us for complete information, at 1052 Chestnut St.

BENNETT-IRELAND INC.
Chartered in 1906
NORWICH, NEW YORK
Inside your closet, striped accessories add a finishing touch to your bedroom color scheme. These Elsie garment bags, hat and blanket boxes, shoe bags, edging, hangers, hat stands are made of quilted Celanese taffeta to go with the Pompeian Classics bedroom ensemble shown on page 171.

**In Kentucky**

**Wallace Nutting's**

**Starter Chest for Brides**

... From Drexel's new, open-stock Wallace Nutting Cherry Highlands Collection, this ever-useful starter chest—worthy of our pride—and yours.

**hubbuhch in kentucky**

- Furniture
- Fabrics
- Floor Coverings

Main Street Near Fourth, Louisville Phone: Clay 2716

**Fall where they may... guaranteed not to chip!**

It's so easy to have beautiful table settings...so easy to do the dishes...so wonderful not to worry any time you drop a piece! BROOKPARK dinnerware, molded of Melmac® is replacement-guaranteed against chipping, cracking or breaking.

**Brookpark**

**Modern Design for Living**

Starter sets and open stock in Chartreuse, Emerald, Burgundy, and Pearl Gray.

At fine stores from coast to coast

Write for descriptive folder.

DEPT. HG-10 International molded plastics, inc.

Cleveland 9, Ohio

The one table that combines versatile drop leaf design with extra leaf you don't have to store!

**Distinctively modern styling gives you the plus value of Craddock's exclusive NEUTRO blond finish that blends with any color! And so sensibly priced! Only about $99 in most areas!**

Leaf folds under top, opens like a book, locks rigidly into place to make a 70" spread

Top closed 27" x 38"

Drop leaves up 58½"
Do You Know...

THAT VENETIANS CAN BE MADE WITH BOTH
CONTROLS ON ONE SIDE.

THAT VENETIANS CAN BE MADE TO FIT AROUND A
WINDOW AIR CONDITIONER...

These and many other exclusive features are available in
LEVOLOR-built Custom Venetians...

LEVOLOR

Look for these tags.

FAMOUS Rusticraft FENCES

WOVEN PICKET FENCES
Afford rustic beauty, privacy and protection. Made of half-round saplings either domestic Cedar or imported French Chestnut. 2 types. Woven Cleft with 1/2" space between pickets. Close type has pickets tight together assuring privacy. Screens unightly views. In 4 heights. No painting required. Easy to erect. Instructions supplied.

POST & RAIL FENCES
A strong, beautiful, long-lasting, all-purpose fence. Made of finest selected hand-split Chestnut. Available in 2, 3 or 4 rail types. As with all Rusticraft Fences, matching gates of many widths available. A long time favorite because of its durability, ideal for property lines and along roads, also as enclosures for cattle and horses.

Write for Booklet and Prices
TIGHT SCREEN • WOVEN PICKET • ENGLISH HURDLE • POST & RAIL FENCES
"Wilt's Sag" FARM GATES • HORSEBACK & SELF-LOCKING FIELD GATES
CHILDREN'S OUTDOOR PORTABLE PLAY-YARDS (16 FT. WIDE)

Rusticraft FENCE CO.
DAVID TENDLER, Est. 1918
8 King Rd., Malvern, Pa.

SHOPPING INFORMATION

Bedroom
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 171. For prices on the items below, write to House & Garden's Reader Service.

Throughout the room: "Pompeian Stripe" by Clairanese, a woven pencil-stripe of acetate and rayon taffeta, shown here in Citron and Hot Chocolate.

Top
The cane-paneled bed and step table in "Maple Nut" finish, from the "Town & Country Flair" group, designed by Barney Flagg for the Crawford Furniture Co.

On the beds: "Pompeian Stripe" tailored heddspreads and dust ruffles by N. Sumergrade.

At the window: the café curtains and kylion foam rubber window seat are covered in "Pompeian Stripe". The full length curtains are "Clairanese" acetate taffeta in Hot Chocolate also by N. Sumergrade.

Paintings on wall: "Bread" and "Onion" with wicker frames and pea pod in white frame, all by Lester Gaba.

Side chair and stools are of black wood, rush seats, from House of Italian Handicrafts, N. Y.

Covers on stool: "Clairanese" plain acetate taffeta in Hot Chocolate.

The rug: Artloom's textured cotton, shown in Sky Blue. Books are from Altman's, N. Y.

Lower left
Dressing table: Crawford's double dresser "Maple Nut" finish, with framed mirror. The ruffled dressing table skirt is of "Pompeian Stripe", by N. Sumergrade, the top is covered in "Clairanese" plain taffeta in Hot Chocolate.

Accessories: all from B. Altman & Co., N. Y.

Lower right
Red shown turned down: Blanket is "Zephyr" wool in Citron by North Star Woolen Mill. Set of flower-sprigged sheet and pillow case, screen printed on percale, white with yellow, red. Designed by Pauline Granichshatlen from Fallani & Cohn.

Accessory on step table: Hansen brass column lamp, white shade.

Breakfast china in Citron by Martin-Freeman, N. Y.

"Minuet" alarm clock, Citron, by Aris-toerat Clock Co.

Glass vase and book from B. Altman & Co., N. Y.

Blenders
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 195. Prices are approximate.

For right
Osterizer blender has a container which opens at both ends for easy cleaning. The container base is removable and fits standard Mason or fruit jar. Easy-

YES! You Can Afford

CEDAR Lined Closets

with BROWN'S

SUPERCEDAR

Here is permanent, saleable value and beauty! Brown's SUPERCEDAR is seal packaged, ready-to-install, with 90% Red Heart wood guaranteed and 100% oil content so deadly to moths. This protection can be yours at little or NO extra cost. Ask your builder or architect for full details.

Requires No Painting . . . .

ELIMINATES Plastering

Send for this FREE Booklet that tells you how to plan your closet space for every need and how to specify and use colorfull Brown's SUPERCEDAR closet lining to best advantage in new homes, or old.

Sold through
Building Supply Dealers Everywhere

Product of GEO. C. BROWN & CO., Inc.
GREENSBORO, N. C. ESTABLISHED 1886
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF AROMATIC RED CEDAR IN THE WORLD
to-read cup measurements on glass container. AC-DC. Chrome base, $44.95. Enamel base coiner in (irav or white, $39.95. By John Oster Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

2. Waring Blendor has clover-shaped Pyrex container, single speed, with enamel and chrome base. AC-DC, $42.50. Also Duo-Speed model, $44.50. Waring Products Corp., New York.

3. Dormeyer's mixer has suction cups which hold glass container securely on base. AC-DC. $34.95. By Dormeyer Corp., Chicago, Ill.


Good Design

Here is a list of stores featuring Good Design exhibits during 1952.

Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, New York.
Bloomington's, New York, New York.
The Dayton Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Gimbels, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Gomprecht & Benesch, Baltimore, Maryland.
Peoples Outfitting Co., Inc., Springfield, Ohio.
Scruggs, Vandervoort, Barney, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri.
The John Shillito Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
W & J Sloane, Beverly Hills, California.
Town & Country Furniture Shop, Dayton, Ohio.

Table setting

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 240. For prices on the items below, write to House & Garden's Reader Service.

Josiah Wedgwood "Turquoise Florentine" 10" dinner plates in bone china, at Gump's, San Francisco.

Frank M. Whiting sterling "Troubadour" 6-piece luncheon place setting at Wannamaker's, Philadelphia.
Duncan & Miller "Sheffield" rock crystal cutting on Dover goblets and wines, at Plummer's, N.Y.
Irish Linen Guild white linen damask dinner napkins at D. J. Healy, Detroit.

Bright Idea

A wall of light brightens basement recreation room in home of H. Oswald—St. Louis County, Mo.

Structural Corrugated Glass Adds Glamor To Rathskellar

This inviting basement room is a mecca for entertaining or family relaxation. The beauty and utility of rhythmic Structural Corrugated glass by Mississippi creates an atmosphere of spaciousness and comfort difficult to achieve in a rathskellar. The entire basement is flooded with "borrowed light," yet garage and storage space are hidden by the translucent glass partition.

Architects and designers everywhere are recognizing the place of translucent, light diffusing glass in contemporary construction. Consider this fresh, dramatic material to add sparkle to your ideas. Available wherever quality glass is sold.

MISSISSIPPI Glass COMPANY
88 Angelica St., Saint Louis 7, Mo.

Write today for free booklet, "Modernize Your Home With Decorative Glass." 12 pages of actual photographs showing how to add charm to your home.
Address Dept. C.
From Morganton in TOBACCO BROWN MAHOGANY

Our five feet-two, 12-drawer triple dresser and mirror from our new Southwick Group—open stock in Tobacco Brown Mahogany. Note banded edges of top and posts of highlighted fiddleback wood. Send 15c for our booklet illustrating this complete series.

ROYAL WORCESTER BONE CHINA... made in limited quantities for a fortunate few, possesses delicate beauty, plus a durability which promises years of enjoyable use! Handcrafted for over 200 years by master potters.

Illustrated: Dunrobin—a sparkling pattern of red and green heather on a classic fluted shape. Available everywhere.

Send 10c for full color folder of patterns

HOUSE OF IDEAS continued from page 185

Building data


(Continued on page 243)
mattress was on its way to being born. Today you can rest more comfortably than Cleopatra on many kinds of springs and mattresses. Make sure the bed is big enough (most people need a bed 39" wide for comfort and six inches longer than their height). If your husband is much heavier than you and causes a depression in the bed, or if he thrashes, bed-poodles, or steals blankets, our advice is, buy twin beds. To find out if your pillow still has backbone, hold it over your arm; if it droops like a spaniel's ears, send it off to the pillow renovator. It needs more down.

See that your sheets and blankets are large enough to allow for ample tuck-in on all sides.

A good reading lamp that focuses light precisely where you want it is considerate to your bed- or roommate. Your bedside table should have a water-proof top if possible, and plenty of space for: books, tissues, telephone (the telephone company will lower the ring to a buzz if you prefer), carafe for water, cigarettes, ash tray, clock (with luminous dial and silent works), radio, and anything else that makes life comfortable. If you find yourself hopping out of bed constantly to get things, your bedroom needs re-arranging.

Keep blankets of various weights handy. Provide yourself with a breakfast tray that really stands on its own four feet without danger of spilling liquids. And don't be hesitant about surrounding yourself with personal possessions that make you feel happy whenever you see them, such as pictures of your children, a beautiful painting or print, the cigarette box you bought in that funny little shop in Florence. Remember that this is your room, more yours than any other room in your house. If you decorate it so that you really like it, the chances are that your family will like it, too.

For Very Special Occasions—Dry Imperial 1943

MOËT CHAMPAGNE

From the fabulous fifteen-mile Champagne cellars of

MOET & CHANDON • EPERNAY, FRANCE • EST. 1743

Schleffel & Co., New York, N.Y. • Importers Since 1794


COLONIAL MANUFACTURING Company

760 COLONIAL AVENUE ZEELAND, MICHIGAN

BOSTON ROCKER
Authentically detailed, jet black hand-decorated in gold. (Also in plain finishes) Saddle seat. At all better stores.
many fruits and vegetables. One blender on the market is made to fit regulation canning jars which will store days' supply of infant food in the refrigerator. With an older child, a blender helps get around food prejudices. If the child turns down much-needed milk and cereals, you can disguise them with the flavors of apricot, pineapple, strawberry, or whatever his favorite is. An undernourished child will enjoy builder-upper drinks featuring a whole banana and chocolate, never guessing that they also contain a whole raw egg. A good rival of the drugstore, the blender will make your teenagers stay home and save their pocket money; just provide them with some ice cream and a range of soft drinks and fruit flavorings and let them throw the switch.

DIETERS TAKE NOTE. If you are reducing, the blender is your ally too. It can make delicious molded salads. It can liquidize non-fat dry milk. It can make desserts out of buttermilk or yoghurt and health cocktails out of mineral-rich greens (or this last, do not confuse the blender with the juicers you see operating in health shops). If you suffer from between-meal hunger pangs, try one of the high-protein pick-up drinks or a high-vitamin drink, either one as potent as a shot in the arm. If digestive tract troubles confine you to bland food, the blender has the answers, too. Timbales, which are so arduous to make by hand, can be run up in a trice and give a new charm to an invalid diet.

OTHER HOUSEHOLD TASKS. In addition, the blender can do a number of odd household tasks. If you get your timing right, it can churn butter out of cream. Stale bread can be crumbled and cookies pulverized into desert toppings; frozen juices can be thawed, diluted, and aerated in one. Cut into sections, citrus fruits can be blended along with a bit of their fragrant rinds. Herb bouquets, blended up with a little water, will give you concentrated flavors that will last for weeks in your refrigerator and can be doled out by the spoonful (this goes for garlic and onion, too). If gravies need thickening, try blending them with leftover boiled rice, potatoes, peas, limas, or any other farinaceous vegetable; granulated sugar can be powdered in a trice. Old bits of soap under the action of the whirling blades turn into quick-melting soap-jelly which is ideal for shampooing. Dyes can be dissolved evenly.

For such a powerful mechanism, a blender is a relatively small object. Yet if you have to take it out of a cabinet several times a day, you may find yourself neglecting to get the most out of it. The answer is that it should be kept at point of use, preferably out on a work counter with plenty of space around it. It is also convenient to have it handy to the sink, for to wash it, all you have to do is to put in hot water and soap and give the blades a short whiz.
WORLD-FAMOUS SAUCES
continued from page 193

slightly thickened. Strain; add butter. Makes about 1 1/4 cups.

CAPER SAUCE
3 tbsp. butter
3 tbsp. flour
1 tsp. Worcestershire or AI sauce
1 tsp. salt
2 c. stock or bouillon
1 tbsp. capers

Melt butter; stir flour smoothly into it. Add salt and Worcestershire or AI sauce. Slowly stirring, add stock or bouillon. When smooth and thickened, strain through sieve; beat horseradish in just before serving. Makes about 1 1/4 cups; serves 12 to 15.

LUCHOW'S COCKTAIL SAUCE
(for shrimps, crab meat, etc.)
1 c. chili sauce
1 c. ketchup
3/4 c. freshly grated horseradish
Dash Tabasco sauce

Mix well together. Serve on chilled seafood. Makes 2 1/2 cups; serves 12.

LUCHOW'S VINAIGRETTE SAUCE
3 ounces calf's brain
1/2 c. vinegar
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. pepper
1 tbsp. English mustard
1 tbsp. sugar
1 1/4 c. salad oil
2 hard-cooked eggs, chopped fine
2 hard-cooked eggs, chopped fine

Wash calf's brain in cold water; drain. Remove arteries and membranes; cover with cold water; let stand 1 hour. Drain. Place in kettle; cover with water containing 1/2 tablespoon vinegar. Cook (Continued on page 246)

Traditional Breakfast by JASPER breaks with tradition...

- Four-area space making that means easier homemaking...
- Beauty of authentic design that makes any room more prideful...
- Craftsmanship that gives assurance of enduring satisfaction...
- Prices that are surprisingly modest...

Jasper Breakfronts and Secretaries available in American Provincial, Governor Wintzrepp, Colonial, Regency, Modern... in mahogany, maple, walnut, wheat or pine...

FREE Guide for new home beauty and efficiency. Write Dept. HG-3...

Space Makers for Small Space Living... for display of your best china, glassware, books, bric-a-brac...

for filing routine records, correspondence, checks, receipts...

for study and other home desk work with convenient privacy...

for storage of your linens, blankets, silver—or what have you...

TXAS-WARE... AMERICA'S FINEST DINNERWARE MOLDED OF Melmac®

With Texas Ware you can set the smartest table in town, not only for special occasions but every day. Illustrated above is the Rio Vista, one of four outstanding designs offered in your choice of Bone White and six House & Garden colors. Texas Ware is unconditionally guaranteed against breakage for two full years. See this smart dinnerware at your favorite store.

For beautiful color folder on Texas Ware write PLASTICS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 825 Trunk Avenue • Dallas, Texas

Texas Wore is unconditionally guaranteed against breakage for two full years. See this smart dinnerware at your favorite store.

PLASTICS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 825 Trunk Avenue • Dallas, Texas
Ever increasing appreciation of the fine quality of Spode dinnerware has created an unprecedented demand. Delays are still inevitable. If you have already selected your pattern, we may be able to help you locate needed items. If your decision is not yet made, write for booklet today.

Wholesale distributors
COPELAND & THOMPSON, INC., 206 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.

BUY A LITTLE—BUT BUY THE BEST

COOK'n SERVE
one operation!

with the
Hollywood TABLE BROILER

Delicious meals broiled right at the table then served piping hot on the handsome saddle platter with all the flavor sealed in infrared Ray element. Classic design in gleaming chrome finish.
Available at Better Stores or write for the name of your nearest dealer.

YOU'LL WANT TO SEE THESE OTHER HOLLWOOD BEAUTIES TOO!

SEND FOR
5¢
Newspaper
— a sprightly little four page newspaper with unusual information about fine wine, delightful recipes by famous amateur chefs, etc.
For your complimentary copy of Vineyard Vignettes, write
CRESTA BLANCA
WINE COMPANY • LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA

Continuous BROILER-GRILL
DEEPFRY
BARBECUE-BROILER

when you own a Hollywood you own the best!

FINDERS MFG. CO. CHICAGO 15, ILL.

WORLD-FAMOUS SAUCES
continued from page 245
slowly 15 to 20 minutes; drain. Pour cold water over brain; drain; press through sieve.
Mix dry ingredients and season brain. Stir oil and remaining vinegar alternately into the mixture until consistency is smooth and like mayonnaise. Beat chives, onions, pickles into it. Spoon onto sliced head cheese; sprinkle liberally with chopped hard-cooked egg. Serve as appetizer.

MUSTARD SAUCE
3/4 onion, chopped
3/4 pound butter
2 tbsp. flour
3/4 c. white wine
2 c. beef or veal broth or stock
2 tsp. English mustard
Cook onion in butter a few minutes. Blend in flour and stir until smooth. Simmer 10 minutes, stirring continually. Add mustard and stir until smoothly mixed. Makes about 3 cups sauce.

MUSTARD SAUCE FOR BROILED FISH
1 tsp. English mustard
3 tbsp. white wine
1 c. ordinary cream sauce
Mix mustard and wine smoothly together; stir into hot cream sauce. Serve on broiled fish. Makes about 1 cup; serves 4 or more.

PAPRIKA SAUCE
2 shallots, chopped
Butter
2 tbsp. flour
1 tbsp. paprika
1 clove garlic, chopped
2 c. stock or bouillon
1/2 c. dry white wine
2 tbsp. sour cream
Lemon juice (optional)
Saute shallots in butter 5 minutes. Stir flour, paprika, and garlic in smoothly; blend well. Add stock and wine, stirring continually. Cook over low heat, stirring, until thickened, about 15 minutes. Add sour cream. If more tartness is wanted, add lemon juice. Mix. Makes 2 1/2 cups.

SOUR CREAM SAUCE
2 shallots, chopped
4 tbsp. butter
2 tbsp. flour
2 c. stock or bouillon
1/2 c. white wine
2 tbsp. sour cream
Lemon juice (optional)
Saute shallots in butter 5 minutes; stir flour in smoothly; blend well. Add stock and wine, stirring continually. Cook over low heat and stir until thickened, about 15 minutes. Add sour (Continued on page 247)
TO ACQUAINT YOURSELF with the superb flavor of this authentically French-style onion soup—the skillful blending of butter-fried onions in rich beef stock with a dash of Parmesan cheese—send $1.45 for six 8-ounce cans prepaid. (20-oz. and 13-oz. sizes available at your food store.) Geo. A. Hormel & Co., Dept. 49, Austin, Minn.

HORMEL ONION SOUP

ARE YOU GOING TO CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS?

To insure delivery of your copies of House & Garden without interruption, it is necessary that we have your new address at least five weeks in advance of moving.

Such notification should be made to House & Garden by letter or post office form #22-S (obtainable at any post office) giving your old address and the one to which you are moving with the postal zone number, if any.

Forward your change of address as early as possible to House & Garden Subscription Dept. Greenwich, Conn.

SAUCES continued from page 246

Tomato Sauce
2 tbsp. butter
1 carrot, chopped
1 small onion, chopped
4 tbsp. flour
3 or 4 fresh tomatoes, peeled and chopped
1/2 green pepper, chopped
1 1/4 c. stock or bouillon
1/2 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. pepper
1 tsp. sugar
1 or 2 cloves garlic
1 bay leaf, crumbled
Melt butter; cook carrot and onion until tender. Stir flour in, mix smoothly. Stir and cook until lightly browned.

Add tomatoes, green pepper, stock, salt, pepper, sugar, and garlic. Boil, stirring until slightly thickened. Add thyme and bay leaf. Lower heat and cook slowly, about 30 minutes. Strain. Reheat and boil 5 minutes, stirring constantly. Makes about 1 1/2 cups.

HOT CHOCOLATE SAUCE FOR GERMAN PANCAKES
1/2 c. sugar
3 tbsp. butter
4 oz. (squares) chocolate, melted
1 1/4 c. cream
1/4 c. sherry
1 tsp. vanilla
Mix sugar, butter, chocolate, and cream in saucepan; stir until dissolved. Heat and let boil without stirring for 7 minutes. Stir in sherry and vanilla. Remove from heat; set pan over hot water and keep sauce warm until ready to serve. Makes about 2 cups.

BLENDERS continued from page 244

There are only two things which your blender will not do to the queen's taste. One is beat eggs: the air bubbles created are too fine to expand them properly. The other is to whip cream which, for the same reason, will not expand fully although it does get stiff.

But all in all, we feel that you will get your money's worth in the form of better cooking, new food flavors, time saved, and a lot of fun thrown in. For recipes in some of the fields we've mentioned, write to House & Garden's Reader Service.

BUY DEFENSE BONDS

CompleJo FOOD MACHINE OPERATES FASTER, EASIER NO ATTACHMENTS TO BUY!

Only the KNAPP MONARCH Liquidizer is 12 appliances in ONE!

The Kitchen Maid Corporation 320 Snowden St., Andrews, Indiana Send colorful planning booklet showing 15 model kitchens. I enclose 10c for handling.

Look for this sign in your dealer's window. It recommends him as a member of the nation's oldest kitchen planning organization.

KNAPP MONARCH
ST. LOUIS 16, MO.
Better Products for Better Living
Fall is the ideal season to condition your soil with Krilium—moisture, rain and weather are generally more favorable—ground is more workable... Fall is also the season for setting out bulbs, for transplanting, for repairing bare spots in lawns.

Indoor growing, too, gets a renewed start—here Krilium finds year-round use, especially convenient for potted plants, flowers, window boxes.

Apply Krilium soil conditioner now. Your soil will be ready for easy working whenever you're ready for later planting—next week or next spring.

Quick facts about soil conditioning

1. Mere surface application of any soil conditioner will not break up hard, caked or crusted soil. It will not create good soil structure—soil still has to be broken up mechanically and by hand, before a conditioner can be effectively applied.

2. Krilium can be worked into the soil at the same time it is being broken up mechanically and by hand, before a conditioner can be effectively applied.

3. For best results, a soil conditioner should be worked in to root depth—

Buy Krilium with confidence!

Buy Krilium at your local dealer's—use it with the confidence merited by the only time-tested and proved soil conditioner on the market today... MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY, Merchandising Division, St. Louis 4, Missouri.

CARE OF REEL AND ROTARY MOWERS

1. Before you put up your mower at the end of the season, drain the gasoline from the tank. Gasoline evaporation creates a gummy substance which clogs carburetor.

2. Clean and sharpen blades of your reel-type mower, the shaft and blades of rotary mower; wipe cutting edges with oily cloth.

3. Oil the mower thoroughly, using the manufacturer's oiling chart that came with it. Let your mower service man go over your machine and make any adjustments needed. Store your mower upright in a dry place.

CARE OF SHEARS AND PRUNERS

1. Sharpen all your shears, knives, pruners and clippers before you put them away, and sheathe knife edges to prevent nicks.

2. Oil the tension screws of scissors-like tools; wipe the blades with an oily cloth after removing any rust spots present.

3. Clean and polish metal tool handles; replace or sandpaper and repaint any wood handles that are scratched or scarred.

CARE AND FEEDING OF TREES

1. Trees benefit from a feeding every two or three years. Apply a 4-8-4 fertilizer (4% nitrogen, 8% phosphoric acid, 4% potash) at the rate of 3 lbs. to each inch of trunk diameter.

2. At the outer edge of the extended branches, use a crowbar to drive holes 18" deep, 18" apart. If the tree is very large, drive an additional circle of holes 18" deep, 18" apart, within outer ring.

3. Fill each hole halfway with the nutrient, then fill the holes with good top soil.
CARE OF WHEELBARROWS, CARTS

1. Scrub the body of your wheelbarrow or cart, inside and out, to remove weed seeds that may be in crevices.
2. Clean and repaint, if necessary, handles, chassis, and wheel.
3. Inspect axle and housing of wheel; oil or grease all moving parts.

MULCH FOR WINTER PROTECTION

1. Mulch shrubs, perennial beds, and rock plantings with peat moss, leaves, or other suitable material.
2. Water and rake mulch lightly into soil; avoid disturbing plant roots. Keep all mulched plants well watered until the ground freezes.

PLANT AND LABEL BULBS

1. Before you plant bulbs, prepare the soil with plant food so that strong new bulbs will result.
2. Set bottom of bulb at proper depth below surface: crocus, snowdrop, 3"; tulip, 5"; narcissus, 6".
3. Use labeled markers to identify each planting when it blossoms.

CARE OF TROWELS, SPADES, FORKS

1. Scrape mud off all digging tools; wash and remove any rust spots.
2. Oil metal parts; repaint handles with bright, easy-to-see colors.

CARE OF GARDEN SPRAYERS

1. Empty all chemical spray material from the tanks of garden sprayers.
2. Clean the nozzles and tank of each sprayer with soapy water, or give it a strong hosing to remove residue. Dry all parts well before storing.
3. Then, wash your hands, arms, and face with soap and water to avoid prolonged contact with chemicals that might be irritating to your skin.

PROTECT TREES FROM NIBBLING PESTS

1. Make a collar, 2'-3' high of wire screen fine enough to keep out mice; set firmly into the ground, 1-2", to prevent rats, squirrels, and rabbits from burrowing under it to gnaw roots.
2. Leave space enough between the collar and the tree trunk to avoid rubbing or bruising the tender bark.

...the rustling of the trees

Few sounds are more restful...few give surer relief from care...than the whisper of the wind through the trees on your land. Few satisfactions equal that which you enjoy from their beauty or the cooling shade of their spreading boughs.

To give your precious trees the finest of care, call in the Davey Man for a pre-winter inspection...because cold and stormy days are coming soon. For prevention against winter damage later, now is an ideal time to prune...to brace and cable V-shaped forks and weak branches...or to move trees to new locations.

You can trust your trees to the Davey Man. He has the backing of unmatched experience. He has the schooling, the equipment and the knowledge of proven methods. He is a thorough and dependable craftsman in his chosen profession.

Remember this: more people rely on the Davey organization than on any other to keep their fine trees healthy and beautiful. Check your Yellow Phone Directory for the nearest Davey Headquarters...call today!
A Cutler-Hammer Multi-Breaker ends the blown fuse nuisance forever!

A Cutler-Hammer Multi-Breaker is installed in the kitchen or any other convenient place. When service goes off, all you have to do is reset a tiny lever that has snapped out of position. Nothing to buy. Nothing to replace! Service is restored in the twinkling of an eye, even by a child! The average new home can have this modern and safe protection for very little additional cost. Also easily installed in old homes. What are all the facts? Write today for our free booklet "Goodbye to Fuses."

PLANT FOOD

Bobbink & Atkins offer
THE FIVE ALL-AMERICA ROSE SELECTIONS FOR 1952 AND 1953.

Chrysler Imperial. (P.A.F.) Vivid, rich crimson-red. $2.50 each. Everblooming Hybrid Tea.

Fred Howard. Pat. 1006. Buff and orange with pink shading. $2.50 each. Everblooming Hybrid Tea.

Helen Truschel. Pat. 1002. Chrysanthemum pink and white. $2.50 each. Everblooming Hybrid Tea.

Ma Perkins. (P.A.F.) Sparkling coral, shell-pink. $2.25 each. Everblooming Hybrid Tea.


Bobbink & Atkins guarantee that double, two-toned blooms are sure to result if good growing plants are used to fill orders when our new crop matures in November. Orders sent postpaid east of the Mississippi River; please add 10% elsewhere in the United States.

Bobbink & Atkins
Rose Growers and Nurserymen, East Butherford, N.J.

Guaranteed by Plant Food Institute

If your dealer doesn’t supply you send $1 for 11c. Samples send $1.50.

HYDROPONIC CHEMICAL CO., Copley, Ohio U.S.A.

Grow Big, Delicious Fruit on Stark DWFARF FRUIT TREES

Grow your fruit trees in dwarf size, pick them at any stage you choose. Stark’s Dwarf Fruit Trees are you early smooth, frost resistant, without apparatus and will bear fruit from the first year. Stark’s Dwarf Fruit Trees are the result of years of research and experimenting. They are the choice of gardeners throughout the country. They will grow in any soil, any climate, and will bear fruit for years. They are the result of many years of research and are the only trees that will bear fruit for years. They are the result of many years of research and are the only trees that will bear fruit for years.
FLOWERS continued from page 250

Sensational Gifts

• ostrich fern, a bit coarse perhaps, but so handsome; lady fern, rich and feathery; brake, convenient because it spreads and doesn’t mind the sun; love, heart-shaped fern, wonderful for sunny banks along the front road; and royal—huge circular clumps of royal—that must have been 50 years old to have a spread like that.

Formerly we had looked after the old garden by ourselves, but now, ever since my bright idea, a man has been working to clear the spaces more appropriate to RR landscaping. We had grown very fond of Mr. Kirk. He suggested bringing an electric plow and a crew of men to root out cathartics. He also called to our attention the fact that our soil was too poor in spots it would be advisable to bring in several loads of loam at only $20 a load before planting anything, savage or captious; and a right smart lot of peat moss would help too, he thought. After all, he reminded us, we were going to get all our stock free.

I enjoy the trip to Boston nowadays; it has taken on a dimension all its own, although a new note of tension has crept in. It is no longer possible to relax for a moment while the train is in motion. My eye is glued to the window. Quite soon after I had declared an open season on all growing things along the route I observed a curious phenomenon. Plants began to behave like game in a hunting season; they turned shy, they hid. A trowel or spade in one’s hand or an acquisitive look in the eye and they disappeared. And there are other obstacles. The books warn against transplanting polypody while in flower. Then comes a drought and you have to wait for that to be over. By this time the blossoms have faded and you can’t recognize your quarry. You have to wait another year. This is very painful to me who am no long-term gardener.

The ideal time for transplanting is the morning after a two-day norther. We get a waker in mid-September. Next day we packed up the beach wagon—it had been essential to our object to buy a beach wagon—taking everything with us that might reasonably be needed for digging except a charge of dynamite. We had picks and spades and mattocks. The back of the car was piled with bushel baskets and newspapers to wrap up tender roots and keep them from drying.

But things are not always what they seem from a train window. You generally have to reach your spot from the rear, strictly on dead reckoning.

This morning we started a jumble of catbrier and blackberry that had not shown up from the port side of the B25, while the place where I had seen the finest fern was now a swamp after the northeaster. Even though in some masculine way Sam made me feel as if the dump was all my fault, I admitted the fern plant was sensational, every delicate frond wide-spreading and perfect. The plants stood high on their own shallow roots as old fern do. In all innocence we took up the tools of our trade. Sam raised his mattock and gave a determined swing. The heavy bolt bounced back at him with a qui­mark of a spade. We tried a spade. The blade wouldn’t go an inch into the mattress of fiber. Sam jumped on it with both feet as it had been a pogo stick. He hacked and sweated and swore. I went down on my knees and clawed like a terrier. Did we have a saw? No, we did not have one. Who ever thought you’d need a saw for this business? It must be easier to transplant a California redwood than a big fern. Later we learned to dig them close by the roadside so you could slip a rope noose around the base and drag them loose with the car.

We found burnet growing in a wet ditch just as the books said and took them out intact, strong together by their strong main root. Bare-fingered, I felt down through the rich black earth, following any root, then wrenched out intact, strung together by a rope noose around the base and dragged them loose with the car.

We, too, can improve the wood preservative

When You Build

Have all sills, studs, posts and any wood in contact with ma­sonry or the earth given one coat of Cuprinol. Use it, too, on porch flooring, stairs and rails and on wooden gutters. And on plywood it provides a lasting smoother finish under paint, varnish or stain.

CUPRINOL WOOD PRESERVATIVE

Is Selected For

THE HOUSE OF IDEAS

You, too, can improve the wood construction around your home if you use Cuprinol.

REDUCES

• WARping AND SwellIng

It is a wood preservative to be applied by brush, spray or dip before painting, to give protection against rot and termites and to reduce the absorption of mois­ture that causes wood to swell and warp, and doors to stick.

Treat all four sides and edges.

When You Buy

• You will want Cuprinol on hand to treat any wood repairs; fences; garden furniture, stakes, and frames; window boxes; shutters; sconces and storm sash. For wood lasts longer, stays stronger when treated with Cuprinol. It is the safe, economical wood pres­ervative in quarts or gallons for home use.

CUPRINOL DIV. , Darworth, Inc.,
45 Maple St., Simsbury, Conn.
Herschede Clocks
EXQUISITE TABLE, MANTEL AND WALL DESIGNS
Gifts to be Proudly Cherished
at leading stores or write for information
The Herschede Hall Clock Co., Cincinnati 6, Ohio

Superb Floor Models
The Herschede Holl Clock Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

Decorate a combination color chart and room-planning guide which gives you a capsule course in decoration. Move slip rule to furniture period you're interested in, chart you decorating information to complement your furniture. 25c. The Song Co., HG 30, 1450 N. Dayton St., Chicago.

At home with Botoflex shows how you can use this slip plastic material to cover a tabletop, a wall. There are also new sewing ideas. Bolta, HG 30, Lawrence, Mass.

Furniture
Romantic living is a new booklet from the Victorian Furniture Co. In it you see how to match Victorian and Modern, how to use one good Victorian piece like a sofa, chair, table to dramatize a room. 25c. Victorian Furniture Corp., HG 30, Montgomery, Alabama.

Bedroom furniture is presented in a booklet entitled "To realize the dreams you visualize." Here you see modern furniture in an oyster-white finish on natural grained ash. Also there are bedroom sketches showing how best to arrange your rooms. 10c. United Furniture Corp., HG 30, Lexington, N. C.

French Provincial is the subject of a new folder from American Chair Co. Here you see buffets, tables that are buffet servers, finished in a mellow walnut for use all over your house. American Chair Co., HG 10, Sheboygan, Wise.

Hekman has two folders on modern and traditional tables. They combine a multitude of designs and good looks, are adaptable for any purpose in your house. Hekman Furniture Co., HG 10, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Two folders on Modern or Traditional furniture which you can buy piece-by-piece feature dimensions, room settings. "Match-up Modernmates to grow with," HG-M-92, 10c; "Go-together Traditional to add to," HGT-92, 10c.

Conant Ball, Gardner, Massachusetts.

Rustic wood fences
The charm of any property. Here a variety of styles from a simile of a deer. (Continued on page 253)

Beautiful Economical CABOT'S Ranch House Hues
Finish your home in the soft, pastel shades of Cabot's Ranch House Hues... based on the traditional colors of the old Spanish Southwest.
Cabot's Ranch House Hues combine a unique flat finish with effective hiding power... enhance the attractive texture of exterior woodwork, siding, shingles, clapboards. Ideal for new or weathered redwood, fir, pine, Philippine mahogany and other woods.

Write today for color card
Stasco
the seat of good housekeeping
For sale by your plumber
STANDARD TANK & SEAT COMPANY, CAMDEN 2, N. J.

Conant Ball, Gardner, Massachusetts.

Hungerford's new booklet describes Contemporary American furniture made of mahogany. There are sketches of bedroom, living room, and dining-room pieces with dimensions included. Hungerford, HG 10, Memphis, Tenn.

Building
Ludowici roofing tiles is a colorful 8-page booklet which faithfully reproduces styles and patterns of the company's roofing and quarry tiles, modern, advantages. Ludowici-Geladon Co., HG 30, 75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago.

How to paint concrete and plaster successfully is a handy guide book to preparing and decorating interior and exterior surfaces and floors. 25c. Truscon Laboratories, Div. of Devoe & Raynolds Co., Inc, HG 10, Detroit 11.

Miscellany
Home cleaning made easy describes the merits of the Lewyt vacuum cleaner, with a side glance at early cleaning methods. Written up in pleasant comic-book style, a series of sketches shows you how to clean your house from top to bottom. The Lewyt Corp., HG 30, 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

As an auxiliary or complete source of heat for your bathroom or other small room, choose the Electromode Automatic Wall-Bath Room Heater. White or chrome finish. 1320 watts. 110 volts.

Inclinator Company of America
2208 Paxton Blvd., Harrisburg, Pa.

Write for these booklets

As an auxiliary or complete source of heat for your bathroom or other small room, choose the Electromode Automatic Wall-Bath Room Heater. White or chrome finish. 1320 watts. 110 volts.

... Designed for straight stairway... Operates on house current and folds neatly against wall when not in use. Installed without architectural change.
The most economical home lift...

"Elevator", for those who prefer a Vonical lift. A small household elevator, easily installed in stairwell, hall, room, source of power, in new or existing homes. Write for literature and name of nearest dealer.
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the plants grew and put them in a spot at home as much like the old as possible. If I gave the fireweed a good dose of wood ash it should grow for us quite as well as it did in London after the Great Fire and again after the Blitz. March was still too far, for the wettest places, to come out early between the fens while they were still uncurling. New England asters, asters of every type, were right in their color in too, deep purple, or blue to shocking pink; they would stand heat and dry weather but not rabbits. Well, chicken wire would teach those marrambeasts a thing or two.

We explored further and further down the line until the portage back would have staggered Lewis and Clark. There was always something tempting just ahead. Thin-leaved sunflowers, first cousins to Jerusalem artichokes; we had just the spot for them down behind the studio where the yellow would not clash with our magentas and purples. Black-eyed Susan would tie in here, a good honest American flower and more decorative than its ubiquitous European relative, the white daisy. Queen Anne's lace and buttercup we passed by, but only because we already had as much as each as we could handle. We had already learned what excellent horticultural buttercup foliage makes. Thick, late lasting, willing to grow anywhere, it is invaluable, too, in preventing high blood pressure when the dogs roll in it and will take the place of such alternates as pachysandra.

I looked covetously at some fine big bushes—blueberries, elderberry, and viburnum solid with clusters of purple flowers. I would teach those marauding weeds how to apply it. Monsanto Chemical tells what Krilium is, how it works, and how to apply it. Monsanto Chemical had already learned what a superb flower catalogs opened further fields to us. Flower catalogs opened further fields to us.

Dow Latex makes today's paints easy to apply and wash... fast drying... free from painty odors. It brings interior decorating within easy reach of any homemaker.

Dow Latex is used by reputable paint manufacturers to give paint superior toughness, water impermeability, and alkali and grease resistance.

Latex-based paints are easy to apply and leave no lap marks. They dry in a matter of minutes, not hours. Walls coated with latex-based paint are easy to wash. Youngsters' fingerprints disappear like magic with gentle coaxing from soap and water.

Your dealer has latex-based paints made by quality paint manufacturers. Be sure to ask for them.

Dow Chemical Company, the pioneer manufacturer of latex, is the major supplier of latexes to America's paint manufacturers. The Dow Chemical Company, Plastics Department, Coatings Div., PL468A, Midland, Michigan.

Easy to apply over many types of surfaces. Latex-based paints go on walls smoothly.
BAKER

A special kind of furniture designed, built and finished to please those who appreciate the finest.

The furniture illustrated is from our Far East group, left, and from our new selection of French Provincial styles. Our complete collection also includes Baker Modern, designed by Finn Juhl, 18th Century Mahogany and Palladian groups.

Baker Furniture, Inc.
CABINET MAKERS
30 Milling Road, Holland, Michigan

Newly published..."The Baker Guide to Good Furniture." A completely new and comprehensive book on style, design development, craftsmanship, selection, and care of fine furniture. Illustrates more than one hundred different pieces of fine furniture; many excellent room scenes. A permanent addition to your library. Price fifty cents (50c).
So beautiful you want it everywhere!
So soil-proof you can use it anywhere!

Glendura®
SOIL-PROOF WALLCOVERING
by IMPERIAL

What a beautiful kitchen!
Grease spots, food stains, even stove smudge, come off GLEN DURA as easily as you wash a window.

Stair wall so lovely—so clean! GLEN DURA gets along with children. Even crayon, lipstick, ink, wash oil easily.

Here's soft-textured beauty, real decorator beauty, so safe from grime and stains you can use it on walls that always before had to be stark and bare. GLEN DURA Soil-proof Wallcovering by Imperial keeps its loveliness through years of service. It can be washed again and again. That's why it is called "Beauty in Armor." See GLEN DURA, by the makers of Imperial Washable Wallpapers. It's the new, the modern, the worry-free wonder for your walls!

GLEN DURA has the soft surface of finest wall decoration and hangs more easily. It is immune from spots and stains—soil is stopped at the surface. It can be washed with soap, cleaning fluids, even bleaches.

Test GLEN DURA's cleanliness yourself—use this coupon

"BEAUTY IN ARMOR"
GLEN DURA Soil-proof Wallcovering by Imperial is guaranteed for 5 years to resist fading and to clean satisfactorily when instructions are followed, or it will be replaced without charge.

Imperial Paper and Color Corporation
Dept. 2224, Glenn Falls, New York

Please send me a trial sample of GLEN DURA and booklet "Beauty in Armor" giving all the facts about GLEN DURA's sensational durability. I am enclosing 10¢ to cover handling costs.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ Zone __ State ___________
Really relax on a GRACE LINE CRUISE
to the CARIBBEAN and SOUTH AMERICA

The "Santa Rosa" and "Santa Paula," especially designed for
tropical cruising, provide every comfort and luxury: large outdoor
tiled swimming pools; light, airy dining rooms on top decks;
excellent cuisine; gracious public rooms; beauty salons; sun decks;
attractive cocktail lounges; dance orchestras; shipboard entertainment
and interesting trips ashore. Every room is outside, each with private bath.

Twelve Days Cruises from New York every Friday.
Also 16-18 Day Cruises every Friday from New York
on cargo-passenger "Santa." See your travel agent or

GRACE LINE
10 Hanover Sq., New York, Agents and offices in all principal cities.